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Abstract 

 The research work explores the threats and challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ in 

Pakistan from 2008 2013. The „parliamentary supremacy‟ is one of the basic norms of 

parliamentary system of government. It is the essence of the system without which it can‟t 

function properly. It is the reason that in healthy parliamentary democracies, the supremacy 

of parliament is observed as an established norm of the system. Members of parliament are 

elected by citizens. Cabinet usually consists of members of parliament and enjoys power so 

long it has the confidence of the majority   of the assembly and the elected assembly enjoys 

supremacy over all institutions of the state. Under the system prime minister or head of the 

government is real chief executive while president or head of the state enjoys only ceremonial 

powers and acts on the advice of prime minister. It clearly reflects homogeneity in its 

character.  

However, in Pakistan there is heterogeneity. The civilian executives and national parliament 

are unstable and fragile, while the establishment led by Pakistan army is powerful enough to 

dictate political executives and national parliament. Quite often it has dismissed political 

governments and dissolved elected assemblies. Throughout the political history of Pakistan, 

the successive parliaments have opted for parliamentary system of government through 

various constitutional documents but the parliament has never ensured it supremacy in letter 

and spirit.  

To counter the  powerful establishment, the popular political forces evolved a new strategy of 

consensual and reconciliatory politics under the spirit of Charter of Democracy (COD).It is in 

this context argued that the post COD era is new era of consensual politics in which political 

forces developed consensus on minimal democratic principles. The old pattern of contentious 

and adversarial politics was dismantled and the „parliamentary supremacy‟ was restored at 

least in letter in the constitutional document through Eighteenth Constitutional Amendment.  

However, military establishment has deep rooted institutional stakes in politics. To counter 

the reconciliatory politics of COD political leadership, the institution of military and its core 

intelligence agency, the ISI not only directly threatened the democratic institutions and 

utilized time tested allopathic strategy but also supported the institutions of judiciary and 



media to pose challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ through homeopathic strategies. All 

this was done to fulfil institutional objectives in the post COD scenario.  

Although, different research scholars and academics have worked on the constitutional and 

political development from time to time, yet the present area has not been focused exclusively 

and herein lies the importance of this research project which specifically focuses on the 

threats and challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟. Moreover majority of research work has 

almost been done before COD when the approach of the military establishment was 

allopathic one. The non-representative institutions in post COD era have developed 

homeopathic strategies against „parliamentary supremacy‟. The research work has not only 

focused the threats and challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ during the post COD era but 

has also brought certain challenges of pre COD era. It is therefore, a pioneer work on the 

subject which addresses the key question that what were the threats and challenges to 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ in Pakistan during post Charter of Democracy (COD) period?  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Overview of the Chapter:  

The present research work is focused upon threats and challenges to „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ in Pakistan from 2008 – 2013. For understanding of the threats and 

challenges, it is important to undertake the studies under proper methodology and 

operationalize specific theories thoughout the project. The focus point of the first part 

of the chapter is to provide methodological and theoretical bases to the research 

project. 

The key terminology of the thesis is „parliamentary supremacy‟. Parliamentary 

democracy and its important norm „parliamentary supremacy‟ are the by-products of 

evolutionary process of democracy which took place in Greece and then in Great 

Britain. The analysis of the historical evolution is important to differentiate between 

model parliamentary system and the one which was exercised in colonial India and 

post colonial Pakistan. Keeping in view the importance it has been focused in latter 

part of the chapter.  All this has been done to provide methodological, theoretical and 

conceptual bases to the subsequent chapters. 

Main argument of the chapter is that „parliamentary supremacy is not only an 

established norm but also the essence of parliamentary system of government, without 

which the system can‟t function properly. Main finding of the chapter is that the 

British colonizers introduced pseudo parliamentary system in the Sub-Continent in 

which the viceroy and permanent institutions were all powerful and the legislature 

was secondary institution, which was termed as vice regal system. The same system 

was inherited by Pakistan. Due to the absence of   „parliamentary supremacy‟ in the 

system, the civilian institutions could not acquire due status in the power structure and 

the permanent institutions remained all powerful. 

Main help has been taken from documented material which consists of books, 

research articles and encyclopedia.To analyze the material, the method of qualitative 

content analysis has been used. The content of the text has been classified.  Using this 
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method the relevant material has been extracted from the text and condensed to a 

certain domain of the content. 

The term „parliamentary supremacy‟, as one of the established norm of parliamentary 

system, has been understood in the light of Normative Version of Neo institutional 

Theory. It has been established that parliamentary system works properly if the norm 

of „parliamentary supremacy‟ becomes the permanent feature of the political system. 

The norm was adopted as a permanent feature of democratic system in post colonial 

India while the parliamentary system adopted in Pakistan lacked the basic norm in the 

very beginning. It is regarded as one of the reasons of the success of the democratic 

system in India and the failure of the system in Pakistan.     

    1.1 Statement of the Problem / Introduction. 

The political system working in Pakistan for the last seventy years had been very 

intriguing and enigmatic for the political analysts and students of Pakistan‟s politics. 

The expressed principles incorporated in constitutional document i.e. the document 

which consists of those laws which define and explain the working of the different 

institutions of the government
1
 are rarely followed and practiced by the major players 

of the power game. Under the facade of representative institutions i.e. the institutions 

which derive their existence from electoral process
2
, the non-representative 

institutions which don‟t derive their existence from electoral process
3
 and 

undemocratic forces i.e. the forces who do not believe in people‟s powers and 

undermine it through their covert and overt efforts, always play a decisive and 

dynamic role and manipulate vital decision making for the promotion of their vested 

institutional interests
4
. 

The political scientists have termed it „vice regal model‟ of government, in which all 

the state powers have been concentrated into permanent, unelected institutions, which 

consider themselves above than national parliament.
5
 The foundation of the system 

was laid during Quaid- i- Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah‟s period when he took over 

the responsibilities of governor generalship of the newly independent state. He 

concentrated executive and legislative powers in office of governor general primarily 

for the purpose to build a strong nation state
6
, from the scratches of divided India. 
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However, later on the culture became permanent part of Pakistan‟s political system, 

which set the trends of real politik in Pakistan.
7 

 This is the reason that the study of political history and constitutional development 

gives very misleading and irrational explanations, which always contradict the actual 

and real political developments.
8
 The study of Pakistan‟s politics and constitution is 

intriguing and enigmatic and the students of the study become inclined to know and 

understand nature of the system which perhaps persuade them to work on such 

controversial topics. The question of „parliamentary supremacy‟ in  parliamentary 

system of government and the issue of threats and challenges to the parliamentary 

system in Pakistan has been the central issue which needs to be focused for proper 

understanding of the enigma.  

Pakistan‟s political system is essentially divisive on the pattern of representative 

democratic elements on one end of the spectrum and non-representative, anti-

democratic establishment which consisted of army, its intelligence agencies, the 

subservient judiciary and subordinate bureaucracy
9
 on the other end. The democratic 

institutions i.e. political parties and their leadership, the civilian executives and the 

national parliament are unstable and weak while the establishment led by Pakistan 

army is powerful enough to dictate political executives and parliament. More than 

often it has taken directly the control of government and has toppled civilian 

governments and dissolved national parliament.
10

  

On the other hand in parliamentary system, where the parliament of representatives is 

elected by the citizens.
11

 The cabinet consists of usually members of parliament and 

enjoys powers so long as it enjoys confidence of majority of parliament and 

parliament usually enjoys supremacy over all other institutions. The cabinet is 

responsible to parliament and works under the principles of „parliamentary 

supremacy‟, that is, the parliament is considered to be the supreme organ of the 

government, that is why it is called parliamentary system.
12

 Under this system  prime 

minister or head of the government is  real chief executive while head of  state or 

president enjoys only nominal powers and acts on the advice of the prime minister.
13

 

It clearly reflects homogeneity in its character, while in Pakistan there is 

heterogeneity.   
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Pakistan came into being in 1947 as a result of partition of the Indian Sub-continent in 

response to the demand of Muslim India for a separate homeland. It opted for a 

parliamentary system
14

 of government but heads of the state exercised crucial 

discretionary powers throughout constitutional history of Pakistan, which was not 

customary in the parliamentary system.
15

 More important was that the heads of state 

enjoyed the tacit support of the powerful non representative institutions of the state 

which seriously hampered the essence of parliamentary system which is of course 

„parliamentary supremacy‟. Throughout the political history of Pakistan, parliament 

remained fragile and weak and never exercised its real authority in the state. The fact 

is that it is the powerful non representative institutions which have exercised real 

power.
16

  

President General Pervez Musharraf like his predecessors only allowed the working 

of such a parliamentary system in which there was no „parliamentary supremacy‟, the 

real authority rested with the president,
17

 who was the representative and guardian of 

the interests of non-representative institutions of the state. 

 The democratic government of PPP under the leadership of President Asif Ali 

Zardari restored  „parliamentary supremacy‟ through Eighteenth Constitutional 

Amendment at least in letter.
18

 Through the amendment the president had voluntary 

given all the influential discretionary powers to  parliament but even then the 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ was challenged by non-representative institutions through 

their covert and overt acts.  

Still the democratic forces and their symbol parliament was weak, fragile and non-

representative institutions were strong, powerful and played crucial, vital and decisive 

role in decision making. They posed the threats, a problems which could n‟t be 

warded off
19

. The major threats were from military and intelligence agencies. 

Similarly there were certain institutions; judiciary and media, which challenged the 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ through their actions. The word challenge stands for the 

problems which could be warded off.
20

 

 The political forces of Charter of Democracy had evolved under the charter
21

 to foil 

undemocratic steps of non-representative forces but the task was neither easy nor 

simple. The non-representative institutions have deep rooted institutional stakes in 
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politics of the state.
22

 As a counter strategy military establishment and its core 

intelligence agency, the ISI, not only utilized the time tested method of direct threat to 

political institutions but also supported institutions of media and judiciary against 

parliament to fulfil its institutional interests. 
23

   
 
 

 The old pattern to dislodge the democratic forces and hault the process of 

democratization had   reached to its extreme during Pervez Musharraf‟s dictatorial 

rule.
24

 As an anti climax the democratic forces developed a strategy to resist the non-

democratic forces and signed Charter of Democracy (COD) to establish new pattern.
25

 

It is argued in this context that post COD era is a new era in the history of political 

development in Pakistan. Benazir Bhutto, the former Prime Minister of Pakistan 

basically devised a new reengineering of democratic patterns. All the representative 

forces developed consensus on minimal democratic principles.
26

 The old pattern was 

dismantled and presidency was formally democratized through Eighteenth 

Amendment and through the election of chairman of a political party as a president in 

the shape of Asif Ali Zardari. The presidency had now more stakes in democracy 

because it was representing the democratic forces.
27 

Moreover, it is argued that the president used to be the spokesman of non-democratic 

forces before COD but now the presidency had become the representative of 

democratic forces. Now non democratic forces had changed the vestige position of 

strength and the mode of action. They had restratgised their efforts for undermining 

the democratic process and „parliamentary supremacy‟. Media and judiciary-bar and 

bench, and direct threats of military and intelligence agencies were serious threats and 

challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟. 

Before the COD, the approach was allopathic in nature i.e. the term is used by 

homeopaths and proponents of other form of alternative medicine to refer to 

mainstream medical use of pharmacologically active agents or physical interventions 

to treat or suppress the symptoms or pathophysiologic process of diseases or 

conditions to combat disease by use of remedies producing effects different from or 

incompatible with those produced by the disease being treated- as compared to 

homeopathic treatment. Webster Encyclopedia defines the term Allopathy as, “ the 

method of treating disease by which is endeavored to produce a condition of the 
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system different from, opposite to, or incompatible with the condition essential to the 

disease: it is opposed to homeopathy, and is the common method of treatment”.
28

 

The anti-democratic forces have now developed homeopathic strategies i.e. “the 

system that treats a disease especially by the administration of minute doses of a 

remedy that would in larger amounts produces in healthy person symptoms similar to 

those of the disease. It is based on the principle that „like cures like‟, which means 

that any substance, which can produce symptoms in a healthy person, can cure similar 

symptoms in a person who is sick.”
29

 

The system works under the spirit that the smaller dose of a drug, the greater is its 

curative powers. The essential tenets of homeopathy are that that the cure of disease is 

effected by drugs that are capable of producing in a healthy individual symptoms 

similar to those of disease to be treated and that to ascertain the curative virtues of any 

drug, it must be proved upon healthy persons - that is taken by individuals of both 

sexes in a state of health in gradually increasing doses. Another feature of it is the 

theory of dose. It must be in minute doses.
30 

 Like homeopathic medical strategy the democratic institutions were used against 

democratic system to undermine „parliamentary supremacy‟. Now all the positive 

democratic values, norms and traditions were used through homeopathic strategies 

against democracy. The norm of independence of judiciary is one of the prerequisites 

for democratic stability, smooth and efficient function of the system .However, here 

in Pakistan  judiciary is actually undermining „parliamentary supremacy‟ in the garb 

of independence of judiciary and has become guardian of interests of non-

representative institutions. The decisions and actions of judiciary are vehemently 

supported and propagated by some elements of the bench who are also actually 

representing and safeguarding interests of non-representative institutions in their own 

way.  

Similarly, freedom of press is another prerequisite for democracy but in Pakistan, the 

media, both press and electronic, has always been used by the powerful 

antidemocratic forces for the propagation of their interests and for the justification of 

their point of view about any matter of national importance. It could be equated with 

the homeopathic strategy to kill a friend by a friend, a kind by a kind, a specie by the 
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same specie. Media and judiciary, the pro-democratic institutions were used as a 

counter force against democratic parliament, like homeopathic doses of dormant 

system or poison.
30

 During the post COD period the institution exploited right of 

freedom of press and used the opportunity to present the democratic forces as villain 

to nation and to present heads of non-representative institutions as heroes and 

guardians of the national interests.   

1.1.1 Key Question: What were the threats and challenges to „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ in Pakistan during post Charter of Democracy (COD) period? 

1.2. Research Argument: 

Democracy by design is by-polar. Government occupies one side of pole while 

opposition exists on the other side of the pole. In Pakistan however, it is tri polar, 

government on one spectrum, opposition on the other while establishment occupies 

the central pivot of the triangular. Historically military establishment has coopted 

political opposition and has used it against government to fulfil its institutional 

interests. In the tussle parliament and political institutions have suffered. The weak 

position has then been exploited by establishment in its own favour. It is one of the 

reasons that parliament has historically remained a secondary institution and has not 

ensured its supremacy in letter and spirit. 

The Pakistan People‟s Party and Pakistan Muslim League (N) both being the victims 

of the power equation, signed a charter with the name of Charter of Democracy 

(COD) to break the equation, which was a paradigm shift on part of popular political 

forces. Under the charter they adopted policy of reconciliation and consensus which 

broke the nexus between establishment and opposition and a new relation based on 

consensus and reconciliation between government and opposition has been 

established. Under the new approach the major political forces from 2008 to 2013 

differed with each other and opposed each other‟s views and politics, while remaining 

in opposition and coalition but at the same time didn‟t become a tool to derail political 

system, rather cooperated with each other to strengthen democratic institutions, which 

was a major shift on part of the political leadership. The approach enabled them to 

restore „parliamentary supremacy‟ through various constitutional amendments and 

ensured it at least in letter. 
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The changed strategy was countered by military establishment through non-coup-

coup approach on one hand, while on other hand the institutions of judiciary and 

media were pitched against parliament and political executives through homeopathic 

strategy. According to the strategy the democratic institutions of media and judiciary 

were used against parliament. It could be equated with homeopathic strategy to kill a 

friend by a friend, a kind by a kind and a specie by a specie. 

    1.3 Operationalization of Theory and Specification of Theoretical Framework. 

The analysis and discussion of the threats and challenges to „supremacy of 

parliament‟ in Pakistan needs a proper operationalization of a specific theory. There 

are certain theories which may be applied to the proposed research question but to 

deal it properly in accordance with the research requirements, it is considered 

pertinent that Neo Institutional Theory is more relevant one. The term in political 

science may be used for established organizations such as legislatures, courts and 

executives but now it refers to two inter connected factors; regular patterns of 

customs, traditions, values and the rules, norms, practices, heritage and relationships 

that influence such mindset and behaviour. Institutions may be defined as, “they are 

not just the names of buildings and the infrastructure where policies are made rather 

they also consist of the rules of behavior, the norms and values which influence the 

policies”.
31 

The institution of parliament and its supremacy in Pakistan has continuously been 

threatened by institutions of military and ISI and challenged by institutions of 

judiciary and media during the proposed time period from 2008-2013. The threats and 

challenges to the norm could be focused in a better way through the Normative 

Version of Neo institutional theory i.e. one of the seven principles of the theory, 

where the norm stands for, “a version where people functioning within institution 

behave as they do because of normative standards rather than because of their desire 

to maximize individual utilities. The structure has to persist while individuals are 

bound to change”
32

. With this backdrop it has   provided base to the core argument of 

the research project that „parliamentary supremacy‟ is an established norm of the 

parliamentary system but in Pakistan it is not accepted and time and again during the 

proposed time frame from 2008 to 2013 it was challenged particularly by media and 

judiciary and threatened by military and intelligence agencies. 
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The focus point of the research project is post Charter of Democracy (COD) era, 

when its signatories started reconciliatory and consensual politics and were successful 

in transition from military to civilian leadership. The parliament‟s tenure from 2008-

2013 is focused. It was during the period that COD political leadership started politics 

under a changed strategy, which is commonly termed as politics of consensus. 

Through the approach they were successful to constitutionally restore supremacy of 

parliament. More or less the political leadership refrained to get help from military 

establishment to dislodge their political opponents. For the first time in political 

history of Pakistan, the powers were peacefully transferred from one civilian 

government to another.
33

 

With all these achievements, they couldn‟t bring under control powerful military 

establishment and its intelligence agency, the ISI. Despite continuous attempts of 

political executives, the institutions worked independently out of control of civilian 

government. To fulfil institutional interests they not only threatened „parliamentary 

supremacy‟, but the whole democratic system.
34 

 At the same time the institutions of judiciary and media also challenged 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ to expand their institutional role in power politics of 

Pakistan. It is one of the arguments of present research project that challenges from 

judiciary and media to political institutions particularly the parliament benefitted the 

cause of military establishment. 

The COD political forces foiled the threats and challenges through the policy of 

consensus. The policy of consensus could be understood academically under Lijpart‟s 

theory of Consociational Democracy.
35 

According to the theory, “despite different 

political backgrounds, support bases  and representing different ideological and ethnic 

groups, the political parties under spirit of consociation come together to restore 

democratic system against the forces which try to derail the system”
36 

. It is an 

empirical theory, the objective of which is to establish such a democratic system in 

which all the stakeholders have due share. It is an exclusive model of democracy 

which is based upon compromise, share and bargaining.
37

  

The term was first coined by Lijpart. It literally means association between the 

partners. According to the theory the association is made between different 
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democratic forces. Despite the fact that they have different political backgrounds, 

support bases and representing different ideologies and ethnic groups but they all 

come together to safeguard the democratic system from the attacks, threats and 

challenges of authoritarian non representative veto powers. 

The proponents of the theory present it a realistic one. To Lijpart, it has worked 

successfully in a conflict ridden and class based divided societies. The leaders of 

political parties play important and decisive role. Under the theory the core interests 

of each political group is accommodated and adjusted. The compromising and 

moderate attitude of political forces safeguard the fragile democratic system from 

possible derailment. It is an opposite to adversarial or government versus opposition 

model.
38

 

In terms of characteristics Lijpart has pointed out four characteristics of cosociational 

democracy ; (a) a grand coalition of political leaders of all significant segments of the 

plural society,(b) the mutual veto of concurrent majority rule as an additional of 

minority interests,(c) proportionality as the principle standard of political 

representation, civil servants appointments and allocation of public funds and a high 

degree of autonomy for each segment or political party to run its own internal 

affairs.
39

 

Primarily consociational democracy is based upon consensus and accommodation. 

Under   the system powers are shared and dispersed in various ways. In its character it 

is inclusive, flexible and evolved under the spirit of down to earth approach. It is 

opposite to majoritarian democracy where powers are concentrated in majority 

party.
40

 

Lijpart believes that exclusion of losing or minor political parties from power sharing 

is undemocratic. It brings political deprivation amongst those ethnic groups who have 

supported minority parties in elections. The majoritarian system encourages fascist 

and autocratic tendencies which are harmful for democratic system in those states 

who have ethnically diverse communities. Consocational model is a better alternative 

for such types of states, as the model offers that unity is maintained in a better way by 

respecting different diversities and identities.
41
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In majoritarian democracy powers are concentrated in the hands of a single party 

majority and the party in cabinet controls majority of parliamentary seats in national 

parliament. As a result it excludes the minor parliamentary parties from power 

sharing. On the other hand, in consensual type of government, the cabinet is multi-

party and oversized which include more parties than are necessary for majority 

support in legislature. The mechanism is evolved under the spirit of accommodation 

and inclusive approach of consociational theory. It minimizes the level of political 

deprivation amongst the minor communities.
42

  

In majoritarian model, the executive institution enjoys dominance and the ensurance 

of „parliamentary supremacy‟ in letter and spirit is comparatively difficult. In 

consensual   democracy, there is more balanced executive-legislature relationship. 

The executive remains more dependent over legislature. As a result maximum 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ can be ensured. The ministers owe more responsibility to 

parliament and the democratic norms are strengthened in fragile democracies.
43

 

Majoritarian democracy works in a competitive and uncoordinated environment while 

consociational democracy works under the spirit of coordination and compromise.The 

system has the capacity to take on board maximum stakeholders in decision making 

process. As a result democratic institutions are strengthened in a weak democratic 

culture and the threats and challenges of veto institutions are brought under check.
44

 

In short the debate between majoritarian and consociational federations has been a 

long standing one. Though consociational forms of government have been subjected 

to many criticis,
45 

the inclusion of maximum political forces in power sharing at 

centre and in provinces may discourage the separatist tendencies. It promotes 

harmonious relations amongst various groups having diverse identities at society level 

and minimizes differences between central government and different federating units 

at the state level. 

Since in consociational model powers are decentralized where a high degree of 

financial and cultural powers reside with units and with representative institutions, 

therefore, control of and too much representation in the centre is less important than 

in a centralized state like Pakistan where core powers are enjoyed by the dominant 
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non-representative veto institutions particularly the military, judiciary and 

bureaucracy.
46

 

Katharine Adeney is of the view that veto institutions have centralized powers in 

Pakistan, which has grossly affected the performance and delivery of weak 

democratic institutions. The historical structure of the federation and the manner by 

which the centre has centralized political and financial powers has made objectionable 

the legitimacy of the centre. More inclusive and reconciliatory politics can bridge the 

differences.
47

 

The political leadership in Pakistan learned a lesson from the follies of adversarian 

and confrontationalist politics of 1990s and signed Charter of Democracy to 

strengthen democratic culture and   weak representative institutions through a 

consociationalist approach. In the post COD environment, the PPP government 

constituted a Special Parliamentary Committee for Constitutional Reforms (SPCCR) 

after consultations with the leaders of all political parties. The larger political parties 

had few representatives than their party strength allowed, ensuring that the smaller 

parties received representation.
48

 

The SPCCR recommended changes in ninty - seven articles to strengthen parliament, 

increase provincial autonomy and ensure „parliamentary supremacy‟. Despite 

challenges from unrepresentative institutions, the parliamentarians were successful to 

pass 18
th

 Amendment Bill from parliament. It was the result of reconciliatory and 

consensual political approach, adopted by political leadership to strengthen weak 

democratic institutions. The approach has not only been appreciated by academics but 

also by human rights activists and independent analysts.
49

 

Katharine Adeney is of the view that in accordance with the spirit of consociational 

theory, the unavoidable conflicts can be avoided by not confronting the interests of 

veto institutions   immediately rather to adopt a realistic way, accommodate them for 

the time being and wait for a suitable time for ensurance of civilian supremacy. In 

accordance with the same spirit, the political forces and parliament of Pakistan from 

2008 onward compromised over their authority for the time being,which would enable 

them to cover more ground in field of power politics , if they followed the same 

reconciliatory approach towards fellow political forces.
50
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 To academically analyze the politics of the political forces in post COD era again 

requires the guidance of a theoretical work based on Consociational Theory and 

focused upon Pakistan. Katharine Adeney‟s work in this regard is more relevant one. 

In her work she recommends that in consensual politics political leadership plays 

significant and decisive role. Under the principle of Compromise of Consociational 

Theory, Katharine Adeney has suggested that Pakistan‟s political leadership and 

political institutions have to compromise over their authority for the time being in 

order to bring stability in political system. This would enable them to cover more 

ground in future in power politics 
51

.The COD political leadership in Pakistan under 

the same spirit though constitutionally restored „parliamentary supremacy‟ but at 

several junctures compromised over exercise of its authority when it was threatened 

or challenged by the veto institutions
52

. 

  For the understanding of threats and challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ in 

Pakistan from the veto institutions, firstly, an effort has been done to setup the 

standard of „parliamentary supremacy‟ in the light of Normative principle of Neo 

Institutional Theory and then the version has been operationalized in the historical 

part of the thesis. Secondly, in the third, fourth and fifth chapters, where the threats 

and challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ from the veto institutions in the post 

COD  era have been analysed and the response from political forces has been 

discussed, the different principles of Lijpart‟s theory of Consociational Democracy 

have been operationalized along with practical suggestions of Katharine Adeney 

regarding Pakistan. The detailed operationalization of the research question is given in 

chapterization. 

 1.4 Review of Literature: 

From methodological and theoretical point of view there are two key terminologies 

democracy and democratization. Democracy is a concept while democratization is a 

process. There is research work available on democracy. In this regard David Held‟s 

book Models of democracy
53

 is the analysis of the historical evolution of democracy 

from ancient times to the present age.The author has arranged the history of 

democracy and its contemporary development in a book which consists of one 
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volume.
54 

 The concepts of democracy and democratization have been derived from 

the literature. 

 Another book on democracy is the Global Divergence of Democracies
55,

 which is the 

edited work of Larry Diamond and Marc F Plattner. It is composed of research papers 

of world political scientists in field of democracy. The global divergence of 

democracies has been discussed. From the concept of liberty to the conduct of free 

and fair elections, different aspects have been analyzed. However, it particularly 

focuses on consolidation of democracy and various problems which are related with 

the process of consolidation. Different research articles in the book reject the criticism 

that certain religions in Asia are incompatible with democracy. It comes with the 

concluding point that maximum liberty can be attained only through continuity of 

democratic system. Firstly, the work has removed the ambiguity that Islam, which is 

the dominant religion of Pakistani society has any inherent incompatibility with 

democracy. Secondly, the work has also endorsed the fact, that for a successful 

process of democratization, continuity of the system is one of the basic requirements. 

On the other hand, in Pakistan‟s case the process has suffered due to time and again 

intervention of military. 

 The work Designing Democracy in a Dangerous World
56

 written by Andrew 

Reynolds is another work in the field. It is an attempt to find ways and means for 

crafting democracy in insecure, fragile and conflict ridden states. The book not only 

develops a theoretical frame work for the assessment of democracy and suitability of 

different types of democracy but also takes into account different behind the scene 

challenges which the democratic process might face. The frame work of the book is 

based on the theory of design which later on the author applies on six paired and 

current cases. However, the author has heavily relied upon the polity source which is 

a weak point of the research work. Similarly, in most of developing countries there 

are representative institutions but real powers are beyond their scope of exercise. It 

needs more attention which the book hasn‟t paid to. In short the book besides above 

weaknesses is a combination of skill and experience of how to apply qualitative and 

quantitative methodology in a single piece of art which is no doubt an effective and 

useful guideline for new researchers in the field.
57 

No doubt Pakistan is a conflict 
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ridden state and the work provides guidance that how in such a state the democratic 

system can be enabled to absorb the threats and challenges from Veto institutions.  

In the field of democratization the edited work of Dirk Berg – Schlosser‟s 

Democratization The State of The Art
58 

is a good attempt in the field. It is actually the 

first volume of the world political scientists‟ series which is sponsored by 

International Political Science Association. It is a research based effort on the part of 

IPSAS‟s research committee 13 on “Democratization in comparative prospective” to 

measure and theorize the process of democratization in a comparatively new 

democracies. From conceptualization of democracy to the core problems which are 

faced by democracy, all the critical issues regarding democratization have been 

discussed.Another quality work is on the theories of democratization is of Ole 

Nogaard.
 

In his research report Democracy, Democratization and Institutional 

Theory
59

, he analyzes the seven versions of the Neo Institutional Theory in the light of 

two discourses, first the focus of institutional theory is on the mechanism that 

transform individual preferences into collective choices and secondly the core issues 

of democratization theory have been discussed. The paper reaches to the conclusion 

that rational and normative versions are opposite to each other. The core argument of 

the paper is to explore the meaning and ontology of the alternative versions of 

democracy. The new institutional theory and its normative version has been deduced 

from the literature and has been operationalized in the research project.  

Similarly the work on Institutional Theory can be reviewed from several perspectives. 

A group of Institutionalists focuses on institutional theory and its different aspects. 

The Institutional Theory
60

 by Edwin Ementa is an example of it. Certain 

Institutionalists work specifically on the application of Institutional Theory in field of 

sociology. Similarly, certain institutionalists apply Institutional Theory in economics 

while some still apply it in political science. Since the research work is purely 

concerned with political science therefore, it is important to review the institutional 

theory‟s literature relating to political science and specifically relating to 

parliamentary system and „parliamentary supremacy‟. In this regard The Institutional 

Theory In Political Science
61

 written by B.G Petter is the relevant document to be 

reviewed. It takes into account the application and use of institutional theory in 

political science. His another work “The Institutional Theory Problems and 
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Prospects”
62

 is also an attempt in this regard. Both research works not only discuss 

different approaches to institutional theory in political science but also sort out 

solutions to those problems which are faced by institutional theory in political 

science. This literature enabled to understand the issues related to the 

operationalization of institutional theory in political science. The work of B.G Petter 

helped how to deal with the issues in the field of politics.  

Even in the field of political science there are some intitutionalists who weighs the 

application of new institutional theory and its different versions in political science. 

Peter A Hull and C.R. Tylor‟s joint work “Political Science and the Three New 

Institutionalism”
63

 is a scholarly work on the above lines. The work of Petter A Hull 

and CR Tylor has analyzed the limitations and delimitations of operationalization of 

new institutional theory in political science. It helped to understand the delicacies of 

the theory in its application in the present research work.   

 However, the above attempts of the application of institutional theory or new 

institutional theory in the field of political science are not purely focused on 

parliamentary system in political science or with „parliamentary supremacy‟ upon 

which the present research work is focused. Of course some scholarly research work 

is available on the performance of legislatures in institutional perspective like 

“Comparing Legislatures”
64

 of G. Lowenburg and S.C. Patterson and the edited work 

of G.W. Copland and S.C. Patterson “Parliaments in  the Modern World.”
65

  

Similarly, some political institutionalists have focused on the parliament of a 

particular country or region in institutional perspective like J.R. Hibbing‟s, 

“Legislative Institutionalization with Illustration from the British House of 

Commons”
66

 is an example of it. The P.G Gehrlich work, „The Institutionalization of 

European Parliament‟
67

 is a comparative study which provides academic analysis of 

different European parliaments. The J.R.W.C. Opello‟s work, “Portugal‟s Parliament; 

An Organizational Analysis of Legislative Performance”
68 

focuses on Portugal‟s 

parliament and analyzes its legislative work and capabilities. Majority of the work is 

focused upon performance of legislatures or the comparative studies of the 

performance of legislatures, therefore, to a certain extent it provided a guideline to 

academically explore the intensity of threats and challenges to  „parliamentary 
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supremacy‟ in Pakistan and how the challenges effected performance of the 

parliament.   

Besides New Institutional Theory, the Consociational Theory has also been applied in 

the research project. In this regard Lijpart work is of importance in which he has 

theorized how to apply Consociational strategy in the countries where democratic 

institutions are faced with conflicting challenges. He has focused the democratic 

institutions of Netherland and has come to the conclusion that efforts of anti-

democratic forces can be foiled through consensual and reconciliatory approach of 

democratic leadership.
 
Lijpart in his work Patterns of Democracy  has argued that a 

fragile democratic system can be strengthened through power sharing between 

political forces who represent different competing groups.
69

 Andre Kaisar‟s work, 

„Types of Democracy: From Classical to New Institutionalism.
70

 It supports the 

argument of Lijpart. The work argues that majoritarian model of democracy is 

exclusive, competitive and adversarial where as consensual model is characterized by 

inclusive, compromise and bargaining. Doorenspleet argues that so for the contributon 

of majoritarian   and consociational democracy towards durable political and 

democratic culture is concerned, consociational system seems to be on dominant 

position among the contemporary scholars
71

. Shmidt also criticizes westminister 

model of majoritarian democracy and argues that consociational model is the better 

alternative as majoritarian democracy has lost its credibility in many parts of the 

world.
72

 However, Pakistan‟s case has been focused in Katharine Adeney‟s work in 

which it has been recommended that restoration of civilian supremacy is a decade 

long project which can be materialized through reconciliatory approach of civilian 

leadership.
73

 

In the study of history and politics of Pakistan‟s political institutions, number of 

scholars have tried to give institutional interpretation to their research work. Lawrence 

Ziring has connected the imposition of first martial law with the institutional and 

structural weaknesses of Muslim League. Maya Tudor in her work
72

 has tried to prove 

that democracy could not be institutionalized in Pakistan due to autocratic nature of 

Muslim League leadership.  Similarly Maleha Lodhi has analyzed that one of the 

reasons of failure of democracy in Pakistan has been the general degeneration of 

political institutionalization in Pakistan. Moreover, she
 

has argued that army 
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intervened in 1977 due to institutional loopholes of Pakistan People Party.
 
The 

Literature benefitted the research work in the context that weak political institutions, 

particularly political parties ultimately benefit the cause of establishment to break 

civilian governments from within. In Pakistan the weaknesses of civilian institutions 

were keenly observed by institution of military and did not allow political parties to 

gather strength. They new that due to weak party structure, there would be no mass 

resistence or its intensity would be low and it could be easily tackled at the time of 

adventure.  

A group of scholars is of the opinion that institution of army in Pakistan has over-

grown, expanded its role and has not allowed other institutions including parliament 

to acquire the requisite space in power politics. Hassan Askari Rizvi pursues the study 

of military‟s role in politics and comes with conclusion that absolute power is enjoyed 

by Pakistan army in the state structure.
. 
It enables it to acquire dominant political role. 

Ayesha Siddiqa argues that Pakistan army has gradually gained control over political, 

social, business and economic resources. To protect its economic interests military 

has become a key player in country‟s power politics.
75

 Hussain Haqani‟s work has 

studied the military and intelligence agencies role to build national identity of 

Pakistan on the basis of fundamentalist religious lines. Islamic groups are promoted 

and financed by military to propagate Islamic identity of the state.
76

 Ayesha Jalal has 

focused the formative years of Pakistan and analyzed the institutional role of army 

and bureaucracy in politics of state. She is of the opinion that even in formative years 

the two institutions dominated power politics in Pakistan.
77 

The literature has 

analyzed the historical role of army in politics, it has realized the fact that the over-

entrenched role can‟t be finished abruptly, rather it would require continuous struggle 

on part of political leadership under the spirit of consociational theory, to respond to 

the challenges in a meaningful way. 
 

Another group of writers have focused upon the docile dependence of democratic 

institutions and political leadership over bureaucracy in early period of Pakistan‟s 

history. This over-dependence is considered as a reason of the lack of gradual growth, 

development of the capacity and viability of political institutions. K.B.Sayeed
78

 

argues that weak structure of political institutions compelled civilian leadership to 

depend more and more on bureaucracy which enabled it to acquire influential position 
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in power politics from 1947 to 1958. To perpetuate its dominance, it shared power 

with institution of military at the expense of parliament, which resulted in subordinate 

role of legislature. Amin Ullah Choudhry‟s
79

 and Ilhan Niaz‟s
80

 work also studies the 

fall of civilian institutions on the same lines. The role of bueuracracy and the political 

executives dependency over the permanent state institutions has helped the research 

project in respect that weeknesses on the part of political institutions and their 

dependency over the administrative institutions, is rooted in history. The phenomenon 

can be properly analyzed if the historical roots are academically explored. The 

literature has helped in the second chapter of the thesis, “Question of Parliamentary 

Supremacy: Pakistan‟s Experience 1947-2008” in which the threats and challenges 

has been analyzed in historical perspective.    

There is another cluster of scholars like Tariq Ali
81

 and Badrudin Umar
82

 who argue 

that civilian institutions including parliament can be strengthened through power of 

people and democratic system. In the absence of continuity of the system, 

representative institutions remained weak and could not deliver as per expectations of 

people. Through uninterrupted democratic system parliament is backed by people at 

large and therefore it does not take dictations from other institutions. In Pakistan, 

democratic system has time and again been derailed due to which parliament 

remained at the receiving end. To avoid the derailment, political forces in general and 

the leadership in particular have to adopt reconciliatory and consensual policy 

towards each other. Then the establishment would not be able to exploit their 

differences in its own favor.    

The list of writings on problems of system of government in Pakistan is lengthy 

because the issue of powers of heads of state and head of the government is one of the 

initial issues which was confronted by constitution framers of state. It was not mere 

tussle of power between heads of the state and heads of the government rather it was a 

dual fight for the power between representative and non-representative institutions of 

state which was reflected in the tussle of powers of them. Therefore, it has always 

remained the central issue of Pakistan‟s politics. Due to importance and gravity of the 

issue some national and international political scientists, historians and researchers 

have produced scholarly work in the field. The work of the researchers can be 

distributed on several lines. 
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According to one school of thought the political leadership is inherently incompetent, 

inefficient and corrupt. The political leadership strives to snatch more and more 

power for parliament in order to exploit the powers for their personal interests. To 

keep check upon the incompetency, inefficiency and corruption of political leadership 

there must be some powers with the head of the state. The school which writes on the 

above lines are actually the advocates of establishment in one way or the other. 

K.M.Arif‟s work, working with Zia
83

 is the example of it. Similarly the writings of 

Shuja Nawaz Janjua,
 84

 Dr. Safdar Mehmood,
 85

 follow the same lines of thought. The 

literature throws light on the other side of the line that the issue is not merely limited 

to the threats and challenges from permanent institutions rather there are some serious 

issues of inefficiency, corruption and maladministration on part of political 

leadership. To properly understand the enigma, the understanding of the other side of 

picture is important and the literature is related about the weeknesses of the political 

leadership.  

On the other side there is another group of scholars whose opinion is opposite to the 

above mentioned school of thought‟s. Aisha Siddiqa
86

, Ayesha Jalal
87

, Benazir 

Bhutto
88

, Hamza Alvi
89

 and the works of some other progressive writers are the 

examples of it. According to the school of thought supremacy of representative 

institutions and working of democracy is a serious hurdle in the way of non-

democratic forces therefore, different excuses are made to dislodge democratic forces 

in order to fulfil their vested institutional and personal interests at the expense of 

people‟s interests. This part of literature supports one of the core arguments of the 

thesis that civilian supremacy is a hurdle in the way of entrenched role of military in 

politics. Parliamnet is the relevant forum where economic stakes of military and 

budgetry expenditure over defence may be questioned and checked. It is the reason 

that military can‟t afford supreme parliament.  

Some scholars observe the problem from another perspective. They are of the view 

that powers of head of state is a powerful weapon in the hands of non-representative 

institutions. Any check over democratic government should be elected parliament of 

people and not an indirectly elected president. To this school of thought the powers of 

head of the state is not a safety valve rather it is a weapon against democratic forces. 

It has always been used when interests of non-representative institutions have not 
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been served by democratic governments. The writings of Aysha Siddiqa,
 90

 Ayesha 

Jalal, Benazir Bhatto
91

, and Veena Kukreja
92

 represent this school of thought. It has 

supported another argument of the thesis that any constitutional discretionary powers 

which are granted to the head of the state in a parliamentary setup, have always been 

used at the behest of establishment to deprive parliament from any meaningful check 

over the extra-ordinary powers of establishment. It has provided empirical support to 

prove the argument and to extend it to the period 2008-2013.   

A group of historians and political scientists explain troublesome and problematic 

political and constitutional development in Pakistan. G.W. Chaudhry‟s constitutional 

and political development in Pakistan
93

, Mushtaq Ahmad‟s, P. Sharan and Muzaffar 

Ahmad Government and politics in Pakistan,Hassan Askari Rizvi‟s, The Military and 

politics in Pakistan 1947-2009
,94

 Muhammad Waseem‟s politics and the state of 

Pakistan
95 

all focus on the above discussed lines with variations. 

A school of researchers particularly criticize and analyze the autoerotic nature of 

civilian and democratic rulers. Lawrence Ziring‟s work, Pakistan in the twentieth 

century
96

, Pakistan the Enigma of political development, Hamid Yousaf‟s work 

Pakistan in search of Democracy 1947-1977 
97

, K.B.Saeed‟s The Political System of 

Pakistan
98 

are examples of such writings. The school of writers has brought to surface 

the weaknesses on the part of the political leadership. Their undemocratic, autocratic 

and arrogant nature has also weakened civilian institutions. It has benifitted the 

argument of the thesis that if the political leadership wants to restore civilian 

supremacy in letter and spirit, then they would have to overcome the weeknesses.  

 Still there is another group of researchers and analysts who focus upon elite political 

structure and the influence of interest groups in policy making in Pakistan. Asaf 

Hussain‟s Elite politcs in an Idealogical State; The case of Pakistan, Raber Laporte‟s 

Power and privilege: Influence and decision making in Pakistan 
99

are examples of 

works which have been done on the above lines. The literature has analyzed another 

phenomenon, that elite political culture in Pakistan is also one of the hurdles. For 

continuity and greater viability of democtartic system, mere constitutional reforms or 

legal supremacy of civilian institutions is not enough. It still needs the greater, 

permanent and continuous support at societal level, which is still missing. The 
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political leadership has to work in this front, not only to abolish elite political 

structure rather to address real issues of common citizens.   

 A group of researchers have focused particularly upon structure, working and 

performance of those institutions which are focused point of the research work. 

Mughees Ahmad‟s paper “Presure Groups and Decision Making in Pakistan; 

Appraisal of the Role of Media and Bureaucracy”
100

 highlights the political role of 

both media and bureaucracy in Pakistan. Similarly Muhammad Waseem‟s paper 

“Judging Democracy in Pakistan; Conflict between the Executive and Judiciary”
101

 

highlights the role of judiciary during the period upon which this research work is 

focused. The academic literature on media and judiciary helped to analyze the threats 

and challenges to parliamentary supremacy from media and judiciary.     

If all the above work is analyzed then one can argue that all the work has focused on 

Pakistan‟s politics and the problems related to it from different angles, but there is 

least focus on the „parliamentary supremacy‟ in Pakistan during democratic periods 

and herein lies the importance and need of this research project, which specifically 

focuses on the problems of „parliamentary supremacy‟ and the different challenges 

and threats which are faced by it in a fragile and weak democratic environment. 

Moreover, almost all the reviewed research work have been done almost before the 

Charter of Democracy when the approach of non-democratic forces was allopathic in 

nature. After the Character of Democracy and the new re-engineering of democratic 

forces in which they agreed on minimal democratic principles and the 

democratization of presidency through Eighteenth Constitutional Amendment, the 

non-democratic forces have also changed their vestige position of strength and their 

mode of action. They have now developed homeopathic strategies to undermine 

„parliamentary supremacy‟. In the changed scenario now all the positive democratic 

values such as independence of judiciary, strengthening of institutions, freedom of 

thought and expression are used through homeopathic strategies against 

„parliamentary supremacy‟. Besides, certain problems of Pre COD era still exist and 

are sserious challenges to democratic stability and „parliamentary supremacy‟. 

Keeping in view the above problems again there is a need and importance of such a 

research work which has not only handled the threats and challenges to „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ during the post COD era but has brought into light certain problems of 
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pre COD era which still not only exist but has made very alarming shape to 

undermine „parliamentary supremacy‟ and people‟s power in the long run.  

1.5. Methodology 

The research work is subjective in nature and flexible in design therefore, qualitative 

methodology has been used. Moreover, qualitative methodology is more suitable 

when the procedure is less standardized and can be applied in a flexible way
102

. Main 

help has been taken from documented materials. Here documents stands for 

“standardized artifacts in so far as they typically occur in particular format: as notes, 

case reports, contacts, drafts, death certificates, remarks, diaries, annual reports, 

certificates, judgments, letters or experts opinions”
103

. The main documents in the 

present research work is constitution of Pakistan and different constitutional 

amendments in 1973 constitution, which are related with „parliamentary supremacy‟ 

like the 8
th

, 17
th

, 19
th

, and 20
th

 constitutional amendments in 1973 constitution. The 

other main part of documents are the decisions of Superior Judiciary regarding 

dismissal of different elected governments or the dissolution of assemblies. Different 

historical judgments regarding „parliamentary supremacy‟ or which affected the 

democratic parliamentary system in Pakistan like Usuf Patel vs Crown Case, Dossou 

Case, Nusrat Bhutto vs Federation, Zafar Ali Shah vs Federation are the main 

documents. Similarly different judicial decisions regarding different constitutional 

amendments are other main judicial documents. Similarly remarks of the judges of 

superior judiciary while hearing cases about different constitutional amendments or 

about heads of state or heads of governments during the proposed period are also the 

part of judicial documents. The written agreements of different political parties about 

constitutional amendments to restore „parliamentary supremacy‟ like Charter of 

Democracy is also a kind of documented material. The press briefings or 

parliamentary debates of parliamentary heads or party heads of different political 

parties or the prime minister, president or cabinet ministers about „ parliamentary 

supremacy‟ of the proposed period from 2008 to 2013 is another important 

documented material. Similarly, the remarks, briefings or directives and orders of 

Chief of Army Staff or the heads of different intelligence agencies or the press 

briefing of the spokesman of ISPR, which affected the „supremacy of parliament‟ or 

were related with supremacy of parliament is another important documented material. 
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The information collected from different newspapers, weekly, monthly or periodical 

journals about the proposed research work is another important part of documented 

material. 

Similarly, the letters of different party leaders, institutional heads to the speaker or 

prime minister or vice versa regarding „parliamentary supremacy‟ during the proposed 

period of research work are documented material, the annual reports of different 

watchdog institutions observing the performance of parliament about „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ during the proposed period have been collected as  documented materials. 

Similarly, the research papers of different experts and scholars about the supremacy 

of parliament of Pakistan is another important documented material. The books about 

the research work published by recognized and renowned publishers are also treated 

as an important documented material. Those decisions, statements or press briefing of 

CEC or Secretary EC or the spokesmen of EC which were related to or affected the 

supremacy of parliament during the proposed period (2008-2013) of research work 

are also the documented materials.  

To analyze the documents both the method of content and discourse analysis have 

been used. Here content analysis means as “a classical procedure for analyzing text 

material of whatever origin from media products to interview data. It is an empirical 

method for systemic, inter-subjectively transparent description of substantial and 

formal features of messages”.
104 

 In the research work the technique of summarizing 

of content analysis has been used. Through the method large amounts of text has been 

reduced.  

For the analysis and summarization of the documents like historical constitutional 

documents and constitutional amendments related with the supremacy of parliament, 

the judicial decisions about the supremacy of parliament, the written agreements 

amongst different political parties about the „parliamentary supremacy‟, the letters of 

different institutional heads to the others related with the „parliamentary supremacy‟, 

and the research articles of different experts and the authentic books regarding 

research work, the method of summarizing of content analysis has been used. For the 

newspapers documents like the press briefings, the remarks of the judges, the 

parliamentary debates, the newspapers, editorials or articles in different newspapers 
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about  „parliamentary supremacy‟ during the proposed time period have been 

analyzed through discourse method of analysis. Similarly interviews of different 

academics, politicians, experts, media persons have been analyzed through discourse 

analysis. The stand points of politicians, academics, experts, jurists, spokesmen or 

anchors in talk shows have been analyzed through the method of discourse analysis. 

Another source of data collection are interviews. The method of semi-structural 

interview has been used. It is a type of interview in which “The interviews are based 

on interview guide with questions to be answered more or less openly and 

extensively. The aim of this type of interview is to obtain the individual views of the 

interviewees on an issue. Actually, a dialogue is initiated between interviewer and 

interviewees. The interviewee has an open chance to combine open questions with 

more focused questions. Usually open questions allow room for the specific, personal 

views of the interviewees and also avoid influencing them. Such open questions are 

combined with more open questions, which normally lead an interviewee beyond 

general, specific answers and also to introduce issues that interviewees would not 

have mentioned spontaneously”
105

.Keeping in view all the above positive points of 

the semi-structured interview it deemed more pertinent to be applied here in the 

research work. 

 Certain academics who have produced scholarly work in the field of research work 

like Riaz Ahmad, Aasim Sajjad Akhtar, Aisha Siddiqa, Ghulam Qasim Marwat and 

Maya Tudor have been interviewed. The parliamentarians who have remained at the 

helm of affairs like the Federal Information Minister, Chairman of Public Accounts 

Committee and Constitutional Reforms Committee, the Minister for Law and 

Parliamentary Affairs and the leader of opposition in the parliament during the period 

from 2008 to 2013 have been interviewed. Other members of parliament who 

remained members of constitutional reforms committee like Maulana Fazlur Rehman, 

Mir Hasil Bazinjoo, Ishaq Dar, and Haji Adeel have been interviewed. 

   Moreover, to understand the judiciary‟s point of view registrar of Supreme Court 

and retired judges have been interviewed. Similarly, opinion of eminent jurists like 

Aitezaz Ahsan, Akram Shaikh, Asma Jahangir, Farooq H Naike, Latif Khosa, S.M. 

Zafar, have been taken via through the aforementioned type of interview. To analyze 
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and understand the view point of media persons journalists like Hamid Mir, Raza 

Roomi, Ansaar Abbasi and others have been interviewed. 

It is important to mention here that in present research wok it would be better to 

interview heads of important relevant institutions who remained at the helm of affairs 

from period 2008-2013 like President of Pakistan at that time i-e. Asif Ali Zardari, 

Prime Minister of Pakistan i-e. Syed Yousaf Raza Gillani, Chief of Army Staff i-e. 

Ishfaq Pervaiz Kayani and Director General Inter-Services Intelligence Agency i-e. 

Shuja Pasha to understand the stand point of relevant institutions about the issue of 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ from their concerned heads. Moreover, it would also be 

better to interview some senior journalists like Najam Sethi, Kamran Khan, and 

Shahid Masood to know their point of view about the issue at hand. 

Continuous efforts were made to interview President Asif Ali Zardari at the time 

when he was in chair and after completion of his tenure but due to his busy schedule I 

could n‟t find a chance to interview him. However, the president‟s spokesman Farhat 

ullah Baber‟s interview and his suggestions were helpful in the understanding of 

certain gray areas. Moreover, help was taken from his speeches, writings, press 

briefings and interviews to different TV channels to analyze and understand his point 

of view about the issue at hand. 

Prime Minister Syed Yousaf Raza Gillani could n‟t be interviewed also due to his 

busy schedule. However he told me that his National Assembly debates, press 

briefings and interviews to different TV channels might be followed in this regard. 

Moreover, he also advised to interview information minister of his cabinet, Qamar 

Zaman Kaira, as to him he is the most relevant person. Accordingly, the minister was 

interviewed and the dots were filled to a great extent. 

Due to security and institutional constraints the military top brass couldn‟t be 

interviewed. To fulfil the gaps writings of defense analysts were studied. Moreover, 

the press releases of Inter Services Public Relations and press briefings of DG ISPR 

were analyzed to understand the position of the institutions about the question of 

„parliamentary supremacy‟. 
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The Chief Justice Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry also didn‟t give time for interview. 

To fill the research gap in this regard help was taken from judicial decisions, remarks 

of judges and the academic literature available over the decisions. Moreover, 

constitutional lawyers and retired judges were interviewed to understand the 

judiciary‟s perspective about the issue of „parliamentary supremacy‟. 

The senior journalists could not be interviewed due to their pre occupation. However, 

their talk shows and interviews were followed which proved helpful to fill the gaps. 

Moreover, certain journalists having diverse background were interviewed to 

understand the institution of media‟s point of view about „parliamentary supremacy‟ 

and other relevant issues. However, mainly I relied upon academic literature for 

comprehension of media‟s perspective.     

To analyze the information collected from interview the method of discourse analysis 

has been used. The documented materials have been collected from the library of 

Supreme Court, Library of the Parliament of Pakistan, National Library Islamabad, 

National Documentation Centre Islamabad, Press Information Department Islamabad, 

Library of Institute of Strategic Studies Islamabad, Library of National Institute of 

Pakistan Studies, Quaid-i- Azam University Islamabad and Central Library Quaid-i-

Azam University Islamabad . The head offices of different watchdog institutions 

observing the parliament‟s performance in Pakistan were visited.  

Help has been taken from the online libraries like SOAS London and US Congress 

Library. Help has also be taken from the personal archives of different politicians, 

experts, jurists and academics. Help has been taken from the websites of academics 

who have specialized work in the field like the websites of Muhammad Waseem, 

Aisha Siddiqa, Ayesha Jalal and Hassan Askari Rizvi. 

 In short, the research design is a flexible one, which could be dealt in a better way 

through qualitative methodology. Through triangulation technique, the content 

analysis, discourse and semi-structured experts interviews, the data has been 

collected, analyzed and presented while observing the established norms of research 

writings. 
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1.5.1. Interview Questions 

1. Introductory text on the study purpose, request for informed consent for recording 

and citation……In your opinion, what is the role a parliament should play within a 

democratic political system? 

2. With regard to Pakistan's political system, what has been the role of the national 

parliament, in particular since 2008? 

3. What do you understand by the term 'parliamentary supremacy'? Follow-up: Or, in 

other words, do you think that parliament should have a special status within the 

political system vis-a-vis other political institutions, in particular having a leading and 

rather a sovereign role in legislation and policy-making, control? of the government 

and the budget? 

4. How and in what ways is „parliamentary supremacy‟ important for a successful 

democratization process in post-2008 Pakistan? 

5. Do you see any particular threats or challenges to Pakistan's „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ during the legislative period of 2008-2013? 

Follow up: Please explain what are major factors and actors that presented a threat or 

challenge during that period in time. 

6. In your opinion, was there any particular threat or challenge that emerged to 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ from Pakistan's security agencies – military and civilian? 

7. In your assessment, was there any threat or challenge from civilian institutions to 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ in Pakistan during the Zardari presidency. If so, please 

explain. Follow up: How would you assess, for example, institutions such as the 

judiciary and media's role and relationships vis-a-vis the the National Assembly? 

Sample: 

Academics: 

Historians: Riaz Ahmad and Rafique Afzal.  

Political Scientists:  Mohammad Waseem, Ghulam Qasim and Maya Tudor.  

Political Economists: S Akbar Zaidi and Asim Sajjad Akhtar. 

Government Officials:Ex COAS, Ex DG ISI,Ex DG ISPR, Ex Chief Justice of 

Pakistan, Ex Registrar Supreme Court. Retired Judge Suprem Court. 

Members of Parliament: Members of Constitutional Reforms committee which 

produced the bill of 18th, 19th and 20th constitutional amendments.Parliamentarians 
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who remained the members of PAC.Parliamentary heads of political parties present in 

the 2008-13 National Assembly. 

Political Executives: Prime Minister,spokespersons, e.g. minister for 

information,cabinet members summoned by the superior judiciary,minister for 

parliamentary affairs, minister for law and justice and the interior minister. 

Lawyers / Jurists:Lawyers who appeared in constitutional cases in superior judiciary 

from government side or against the government like Aitezaz Ahsan, Babar Awan, 

Asma Jahangir, Farooq H Naik,Akram Sheikh. 

Media Persons: Talkshow hosts e.g. Kamran Khan, Hamid Mir, Moeed Pirzada, Javed 

Chaudhry, Raza Roomi,  

 

1.6. Limitation and Delimitation of the Research work 

Since absolute majority of parliamentarians in Pakistan belong to elite classes who 

serve and safeguard interests of their own classes at the expanse of people‟s interests 

which ultimately result in the lack of trust and confidence of common people in 

parliament. As a result when its supremacy is threatened or challenged by any other 

institution, the political class is not backed by people at large, which further results in 

the secondary position of parliament. It can be argued that representation of elite 

classes in parliament is one of the internal challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟. 

The criticism of corruption, inefficiency, maladministration, intimidation and 

favoritism on the basis of ethnic and political affiliation against political leadership 

can‟t be rejected out rightly. The leadership of both the major political parties‟ i-e 

PPP and PML (N) faces serious charges of corruption and faces corruption cases in 

different courts. All this decline the stature of political leadership in the eyes of public 

which is also considered as an internal challenge to sovereignty of parliament.    

Another internal challenge to „parliamentary supremacy‟ is lack of internal democracy 

with in popular political parties. There is no internal democracy in Pakistan People‟s 

Party and Pakistan Muslim League (N) which are also the main signatories of Charter 

of Democracy. The autocratic nature of political leadership and the undemocratic 

structures of popular political parties is also one of the challenges to „supremacy of 

parliament‟. 
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Moreover, parliament has passed different acts which has strengthened hands of party 

leadership vis-a-vis the party members of parliament. Now a parliamentarian if casts a 

vote or goes against party policy, may lose seat in parliament. This has enabled party 

leadership to control and check their parliamentarians even they are themselves not 

members of parliament , which is considered to be another internal challenge to 

„supremacy of parliament‟. 

Similarly, there are certain external challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ other 

than those which have been focused in the research work. The institution of 

bureaucracy has historically threatened and challenged parliament‟s sovereignty. 

Though after 1950s, it has played subordinate role to military but it is still considered 

an institution which can challenge parliament‟s sovereignty externally. 

The terrorist organizations is another threat to sovereignty of parliament. The political 

forces can neither continue political activities freely nor can criticize them openly, 

which support the argument that the organizations are threat to democracy in general 

and to „parliamentary supremacy‟ in particular. 

Similarly, the influence and interference of international powers particularly of United 

States of America in internal affairs of Pakistan is also considered as one of the 

external threats or challenges to democratic system and „supremacy of parliament‟. It 

is argued that USA has historically maintained comparatively good relations with 

military regimes in Pakistan to fulfil their own national interests and has bothered 

least about democratic system in Pakistan due to which parliamentary democracy has 

suffered in Pakistan. 

However, to cope with all these internal and external challenges in a single Ph.D. 

thesis where more concentration and in-depth analysis are required, it is impossible to 

encircle all the threats and challenges. Therefore, the research work has been confined 

to the period 2008-2013, as during the period the political forces have brought 

paradigm shift in political strategy and have started politics of consensus and 

reconciliation under the spirit of Charter of Democracy. Under the strategy they were 

successful to restore parliament‟s supremacy in letter through various constitutional 

amendments, which were passed with consensus. The political leadership was also 
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successful to peacefully transfer power through elections for the first time in the 

history of Pakistan to the majority political party. 

The changed strategy of COD political forces were also countered by establishment 

with a changed strategy. Despite allopathic threats and challenges from institutions of 

army and Inter-Services Intelligence Agency (ISI), the institutions of judiciary and 

media posed challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ through homeopathic 

strategies. Though, the institutions of Election Commission and Higher Education 

Commission also posed challenges to the institution of parliament but their scope was 

limited and in majority cases they were used as a tool by either judiciary or military 

establishment.  

Keeping in view the above facts and limitations the present research work has been 

confined to the threats from military and ISI and challenges from judiciary and media 

on one hand while on the other hand the time period upon which the research project 

has to be focused upon, has been limited from period 2008-2013.       

   

 1.7. Chapterization: 

Chapter I Introduction 

In any research work introduction to the topic is important. In this chapter the main 

idea and the key question has been introduced in (1.1) part of the chapter. The 

research revolves around research argument. The 1.2 part of the chapter consists of 

research argument. To understand properly the core issues i.e. threats and challenges 

to „parliamentary supremacy‟ in Pakistan, the operationalization of specific theories 

or theory is important. Moreover, the development of a proper theoretical framework 

is required. The 1.3 part of the chapter in which the operationalization of Neo 

Institutioanl Theory with combination of Consociational Theory of Democracy has 

been discussed. Since the supremacy of parliament is an established norm of 

parliamentary system hence in the part of the chapter, the rationale behind the 

selection of normative version of the institutional theory has been given. The existing 

state of the art has been reviewed to prove the originality of the research work in 1.4 

part of the chapter. It is important to carry out the research work under certain 
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methodology. The 1.5 part of the chapter is consisted of the methodology. The 1.6 

part of the chapter cosists of limitation and delimitation of the topic.  The research 

work is organized under different chapters. The 1.7 part of the chapter consists of 

organization of chapters.     

To understand properly threats and challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ in 

Pakistan the understanding of democracy as a concept is necessary. In 1.8 part, the 

democracy as a concept has been discussed. The supremacy of parliament is the result 

of evolutionary and continuous process of democratization. It is therefore important to 

discuss the process of democratization which has been discussed in the 1.9 part of the 

chapter. The „Parliamentary Supremacy‟ is considered as an established norm of 

parliamentary system which has been discussed in 1.10 part of the chapter while the 

last part is 1.11 which consists of conclusion of the chapter.    

  

Chapter I1 Question of ‘parliamentary supremacy’: Pakistan’s Experience from 

1947 – 2008 

The first part of the chapter which is 2.1 consists of introduction about the chapter. 

The threats and challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ is not a new issue in 

Pakistan rather the whole history of political and constitutional development is 

evident to the fact that parliamentary system in Pakistan was never restored with its 

essence – the „parliamentary supremacy‟. In beginning, the discretionary powers of 

governor general which he enjoyed under Act of 1935  as adapted in Pakistan, 

affected the evolutionary growth of „parliamentary supremacy‟. In 2.2 part of the 

chapter the powers of governor general which he enjoyed under 1935 Act as adapted 

in Pakistan has been discussed.  In 2.3 part of the chapter Quaid-i-Azam Muhammad 

Ali Jinnah‟s exercise of powers as governor general has been discussed. In 2.4 part of 

the chapter Khawaja Nazimuddin‟s exercise of discretionary powers as a governor 

general has been brought under discussion. The 2.5 part of the chapter briefily 

discusses the exercise of discretionary powers by Governor General Ghulam 

Muhammad. 
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The 2.6 part of the chapter encircles the status of „parliamentary supremacy‟ under 

1956 Constitution. The 2.7 part of the chapter highlights the exercise of discretionary 

powers of President Iskandar Mirza which he enjoyed under 1956 Constitution. The   

1956 Constitution was abrogated and the so called presidential system was introduced 

through 1962 Constitution. A brief history of political and constitutional development 

of Ayub Khan‟s regime from 1958 to 1969 has been provided in 2.8 part of the 

chapter concerned. The 2.9 part of the chapter covers another martial law period of 

Yahya Khan from 1969 to 1971. The above two parts of the chapter has provided a 

base to the basic question of why did political leadership of the remaining Pakistan 

opt again for parliamentary system instead of presidential one. The 2.10 part of the 

chapter covers a brief parliamentary period from 1973 to 1977 under Zulfikar Ali 

Bhutto as a premier of Pakistan. In the 2.11 part of the chapter General Zia‟s martial 

law period has been discussed. In 2.12 part of the chapter the revival of democratic 

order has been focused. In 2.13 part of the chapter the introduction of Eighth 

Amendment in 1973 constitution has been analyzed. It has been focused that how 

through the amendment the spirit of parliamentary system was distorted. The 2.14 part 

of the chapter covers the threats and challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ during 

Eighth Amendment Regime. Though 1973 Constitution was restored in 1986 and 

martial law was lifted. However, in the presence of Eighth amendment the parliament 

proved more a rubber stamp and had no say in the vital decision making. 

Governments were dismissed by the presidents on the advice and recommendations of 

military establishment and intelligence agencies played active role in the making, 

unmaking and dismissals of different democratic governments. All these threats and 

challenges of the period from 1987 to 1999 has been highlighted in the part of the 

chapter. It has also highlighted the impact of the judicial decisions of the period which 

facilitated the task of military establishment which was time and again undermining 

the essence of parliamentary system which was „parliamentary supremacy‟ and were 

posing different threats and challenges to it. The efforts of Nawaz Sharif‟s second 

government to revive „parliamentary supremacy‟ through Thirteenth Amendment is 

the focus point of 2.15 part of the chapter. 

In 1999 the military once again came back formally while dismissing the Nawaz 

Sharif government and dissolving the national parliament, this time under the 
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leadership of General Pervaiz Musharraf. The 2.16 part of the chapter has highlighted 

how politically and constitutionally the supremacy of parliament was sabotaged 

during the period from 1999 to 2008. The decisions of the superior judiciary has also 

been analyzed in this part of the chapter in the context that how did it facilitate or 

otherwise the establishment to undermine supremacy of parliament. In 2.17 part of the 

chapter the subversion of „parliamentary supremacy‟ through Seventeenth 

Constitutional Amendment has been focused, while the last part of the chapter which 

is 2.18, consists of conclusion of the chapter.  

Chapter I11: A Paradigm Shift in Political Strategies and the Beginning of COD 

Era 

 This is the first most important chapter of the research work in which the strategies of 

the political leadership has been discussed. The 3.1 part of the chapter consists of 

introduction of the chapter.The revised strategies of COD political leadership has 

been analyzed in 3.2 part of the chapter. The 3.3 part of the chapter has encircled how 

did under the COD, the supremacy of parliament was restored in 1973 Constitution 

through Eighteenth Constitutional Amendment. The chapter has also brought under 

discussion the direct threats of military and intelligence agencies to „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ during the period, which is the 3.4 part of the chapter. The chapter has 

also highlighted the practical strategies of political leadership under the politics of 

consensus to counter the threats of military and intelligence agencies in accordance 

with Benazir‟s vision of politics of reconciliation which enabled them to complete the 

tenure of parliament and to install caretaker setup in accordance with the constitution. 

All this has been discussed in 3.5 part of the chapter. While the 3.6 part of the chapter 

consists of conclusion of the concerned chapter. 

 

Chapter 1V The Homeopathic Threats and challenges to ‘Parliamentary 

Supremacy’ from Judiciary 

To counter the reconciliational and consensual politics of political leadership under 

the spirit of COD, the establishment also brought dramatic changes in their tactics and 

mechanism to foil the strategies of political leadership. Now they have started to 
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challenge the „parliamentary supremacy‟ through homeopathic strategies. The 

independence of judiciary is one of the most important pre-requisites for democratic 

stability but here in Pakistan under the „garb of judicial independence the 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ is undermined. The 4.1 consists of introduction of 

homeopathic threats and challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ from the institution 

of judiciary. The 4.2 part of the chapter broadly brings under discussion the 

challenges which were faced by institution of parliament from judiciary. The 4.3 part 

of the chapter encircles the historical role of judiciary in respect of „parliamentary 

supremacy‟. In 4.4 part of the chapter the materialization of homeopathic strategy of 

judiciary has critically been analyzed. It has been highlighted in the part that judiciary 

through its power of review challenged parliament‟s supremacy as a law making 

institution. The 4.5 part of the chapter analyzes the critical issue that whether in 

parliamentary system the ultimate arbiter of institution of executive is parliament or 

supreme court. The 4.6 part of the chapter brings under discussion that how the 

representative character of parliament has been challenged by judiciary through its 

populist strategy. The last part of the chapter which is 4.7 cosists of conclusion of the 

chapter. 

 

Chapter V. Homeopathic Threats and Challenges to ‘parliamentary supremacy’ 

from Institution of Media 

To counter the revised strategy of COD political forces, the establishment has also 

used media under homeopathic mechanism to counter the new strategy of political 

forces. The 5.1 part of the chapter consists of brief introduction of the chapter. The 

5.2 part of the chapter concerned highlights the salient features of Media‟s land scape 

in Pakistan. The historical background of media in Pakistan has been analyzed in 5.3 

part of the chapter while 5.4 part brefiely describes the controlling mechanism of 

media. In 5.5 part of the chapter media‟s relations with democratic instituions vis-a-

vis military estatblishment in historical perspective has been analyzed. The revised 

strategy of military establishment to give a new role to media in the changed 

circumastances has been critically analyzed in 5.6 part of the concerned chapter. In 

5.7 part the issue of parliament‟s supremacy as a law making body vis-a-vis freedom 
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of media has been focused. The 5.8 part cosists of the issue of media‟s inclination 

towards permanent state instiutions i.e military, the intelligence agencies and the 

judiciary. In the portion it has been discussed how the specific inclination of media 

harmed „parliamentary supremacy‟. The 5.9 part of the chapter highlights that the 

commercial pursuits of media houses is also serious challenge to sovereignty of 

parliament.     

 

Chapter VI  Conclusion 

In the conclusion, it has particularly been focused that in the presence of such threats 

and challenges could the „parliamentary supremacy‟ be ensured. 

1.8. Democracy as a Concept: 

Introduction: 

The present research work is focused upon threats and challenges to parliamentary 

supremacy for which specific conceptualization of the term is necessary which is 

possible through proper understanding of the process of development of democracy. 

The parliamentary democracy and its norm „parliamentary supremacy‟ are the by-

products of this evolution which took place in Ancient Greece and then in Great 

Britain. It is therefore, considered necessary to briefly discuss this historical evolution 

to differentiate between model one and the one which was exercised in colonial India 

and then in post-colonial Pakistan. This part of the chapter consists of  the above 

mentioned issues because the current threats and challenges to parliamentary 

supremacy in Pakistan is  rooted in colonial period where pseudo-parliamentary 

system was introduced by colonial masters which was meaningless in the presence of 

all powerful viceregal executive authority. All this was inherited by Pakistan on the 

eve of independence which is discussed in later part of the chapter. This has provided 

a conceptual and theoretical background to the subsequent chapters where efforts 

have been made to prove the core hypothesis of the research project through empirical 

data.  
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Conceptualization of Democracy: 

The terminology of „democracy‟ is understood in various parameters. In its original 

form the term stands for an enviornment where, “citizens directly exercise their right 

to take political decisions, which is called direct form of „democracy. Minimum 

economic equality is the first basic condition for direct democracy”.
106

 In its another 

perspective the people are guaranteed their rights through various constitutional 

provisions and laws which is known as “constitutional democracy”.
107

 Still in another 

sense when systemic efforts are made to minimize social and economic deprivations, 

the system is called “social or „economic democracy”.
108

  

However, democracy is a contested concept and democratic theorists are not agreed 

upon any consensual definition. Frank Cunningam while forwarding the argument, is 

of the opinion that since current democratic theorists work on the societies who claim 

to be democratic, therefore we find vast difference amongst the theorists. It is actually 

manifested and demonstrated in practice therefore, democracy, like „justice‟ or 

„freedom‟ has become a contested concept.
109 

A school of democratic theorists is of the opinion that democracy is a process which 

needs uninterrupted continuity. To the theorists the system must be continued in such 

a way to maximize opportunities for individuals, “to influence the condition in which 

they live, to participate in and influence debates about the key decisions which affect 

society”.
110

 Advancing the case of continuity Amartya Sen is of the opinion that, 

“throughout the nineteenth century, theories of democracy found it quite natural to 

discuss whether one country or another was fit for democracy. This thinking changed 

only in twentieth century, with the recognition that the question itself was wrong. A 

country does not have to be deemed fit for democracy; rather it has to become fit 

through democracy”.
111 

 

Similarly a group of democratic theorists observe divergence in global democracies. 

No doubt, democracy is a universal value but at the same time there is a great 

divergence in different democracies of the world. Not only their institutional 

structures are different from each other but their quality and pace towards progress are 

also different. It is an important aspect and has been observed by democratic 

theorists.
112
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There is another group of theorists who specifically work on the process of 

democratization. They observe specific sub-types and more concrete defects when 

compared with advanced democracies. On the basis of sub-types and defects the 

countries are classified.
113

 Again there are theorists who work on the theory and 

practice of democratic process. The theorists analyzed the claims of democracies and 

aspirations of the people from the system. The group explores the reasons that why 

demands of the people promised by the system are not fulfilled.
114

 Moreover, there 

are some theorists working on the concept of global democracy and are of the opinion 

that though democracy is considered as a legitimate system of government but the 

authoritative democratic theorists nullify it. They are of the opinion that international 

relations are not governed in accordance with democratic principles.
115 

However, 

scholars like Richard Falk, David Held, Jurgen Habermas and Ulrich Beck have 

contested the governments who see the issue of democracy „beyond borders‟.
116

 

 After all democracy is an abstract concept and to make it concrete it must be related 

to the political institutions of the state. David Held work „Models of Democracy‟ is an 

important theoretical work in the field of conceptualization of institutional 

development in a democratic state. To David Held, „the size, complexity and sheer 

diversity of modern societies make direct democracy simply inappropriate as a 

general model of political regulation or control‟.
117 

However, in the present research work since  „Supremacy‟ of the representative 

institution- the Parliament of Pakistan is the focal point, therefore, the term 

democracy has been understood in its „representative form‟, where citizens exercise 

their right to take political decisions not directly but through their representatives who 

are elected by people and responsible to them. The parliamentary system is one of the 

two most important types of representative democratic government i.e presidential 

system and parliamentary one. Keeping in view the importance of „parliamentary 

supremacy‟, its growth and evolution within parliamentary system, it is necessary to 

discuss in detail the evolution of representative democracy and the concept of 

„parliamentary supremacy‟. The following lines are focused upon it.    
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1.9 The Evolution of Democracy from Direct form to Representative one and the 

Development of the Concept of ‘Parliamentary Supremacy’: 

The parliamentary system is one of the two most important types of representative 

governments - parliamentary system and presidential one. Therefore, to understand 

parliamentary system with its essence – „parliamentary supremacy‟ the understanding 

of the process of „democratization‟ from „direct democracy‟ to present day 

„representative democracy‟ is of importance. The history of the evolution of the idea 

of „democracy‟ is very much contentious and uneven. Political philosophers have 

always been remained critical of the theory and practice of democracy and everyone 

has twisted the term to grind his own grain. Europe alone is sufficient to prove the 

fact that the creation and sustainability of democratic government is very difficult. 

The present day democracy is the result of prolonged social sacrifices and struggle.  

Therefore, in order to understand the concept of democracy in the political map of 

21st century in its true spirit, one has to go to its historical aspect and its theory and 

practice has to be analyzed from historical point of view.  

The idea of democracy has roots in Greek political history. The very term 

„democracy‟ is derived from two Greek words „demos‟ which is understood in the 

meaning of „the people‟ and „kratos‟ which stands for „the rule‟. This sense of 

democracy is political where it stands for a form of government where political power 

of the state is exercised by the inhibatants of the country 
118

. 

The centuries long history of the Greek city-states is the history of continuous 

struggle and fight between the forces of „democracy‟ and those of „oligarchy‟. Due to 

those two opposite idealogies, several wars took place between the two City States, 

Ethen and Sparta. By the end of fourth century BC, the fighting forces were both 

materially and spiritually exhausted and the city state had itself lost its existence. In 

this defeat of democratic Athenian government, two weaknesses of it were visible. 

Firstly, the practice of widespread slavery and the direct participation of citizens in 

the governance of the government.
119

  

Though, the period  was poor for the process of „democratization‟ to take firm roots 

and place, however, it provided a chance of rise to ideas and institutions which 

contributed  to outline and implement the distinctive character of modern day 
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„representative‟ democratic states, the basic organ of which is representative 

parliament. The ethical foundations of modern democracies is that all men are equal. 

These characteristics of modern democratic governments are quite different from the 

ancient slave owning and self-ruling citizens of Athens. This difference was the result 

of the emergence of new democratic ideas and institutions which gradually took place 

in the course of Middle Ages.
120 

The growth of the idea of constitutionalizatoin, the 

practice of participation and representation in the shape of „Great Council‟ during the 

period of federal monarchies after the fall of Roman Empire provided the early 

foundations for modern day parliaments.  

Though, the medieval political order of representative parliamentarianism 

disintegrated after the emergence of absolute monarchy during the period of fifteen 

and sixteen century in Western Europ, however, it remained intact and gathered 

strength with the passage of time in England. 
121

  

Since the research question‟s focus point is the idea „parliamentary supremacy‟ which 

originated and developed in England therefore, it is necessary to analyze the evolution 

of British Parliament and the development of the concept of representation after 

fifteen and sixteen century when it failed in other parts of Western Europe. During 

this period there was a great struggle for acquisition of power even in England 

between the monarchies on one hand and parliament on the other. Amongst the 

monarchs Hennery VIII was the most autocratic monarch while Elizabeth I and his 

daughter had flexible and accomodative approach and avoided head on conflict with 

the parliament. Charles I adopted aristocratic tendencies and tried to get prerogative 

powers for himself while on the other hand James II claimed to rule the country by 

divine rights under the spirit of Divine Theory and practically exercised crucial 

powers with iron hand without any consent or approval of parliament which resulted 

in tussle between king and parliament and strengthened the position of parliament in 

the eyes of public. In the historic „Bloodless‟ or „Glorious Revolution‟, the assembly 

came up against the king who was compelled by the surrounding situation and 

circumstances to flee to France. William III and Mary were invited to accede to the 

throne which enabled the parliament to pass the famous Bill of Rights in 1689, one of 

the important bills which ultimately ensured the „supremacy of parliament‟. The 

important aspect of the bill was that it made the king subservient to parliament and 
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henceforward he would owe his position to the vote of parliament. Due to legislative 

powers and controls of budget, the executive organ of the state i.e government heavily 

depended on parliament.
122

 In eighteenth century another development took place as 

George I (1714-27) and George II (1727-60) could neither speak nor understand 

English easily and was no more  interested in the affairs of government like their 

predecessors which resulted in the emergence of the office of the prime minister, 

which ultimately took control of actual affairs of the government.
123

  

Though „parliamentary supremacy‟ was achieved but the foremost challenge to 

political reformers was to reform the representative character of the parliament so to 

make it more representative and accountable to the voters. In the presence of House of 

Lords, a hereditary institution, and upper house of parliament, the task was difficult 

one. It was not an easy objective as it was bitterly opposed by landed class and other 

forces of status quo. However, the British tradition of civil liberties and freedom 

provided a room for political reformists to continue political movement against the 

forces of status quo and at last they were successful when the Reform Act of 1832 

was passed by the parliament. Even after the passage of Reform Act, there was a long 

way to fully democratize the system and to make really supreme the House of 

Commons, which was the true representative body of the British people. This was 

made possible only when the right of vote was given to all citizens through the system 

of adult franchise. The 1918 Act provided the right to citizens and full women 

suffrage was given in 1928. The powers of the House of Lords really eleminated after 

the passage of 1911 Act, which gave it a subordinate role and was even further 

reduced through the Act of 1948. The process to ensure absolute supremacy of the 

House of Commons, a true representative institution of the British people and 

accountable to them in real sense of the words, took more than a century to be 

completed.
124

 

Though parliament exercised sovereignty both in letter and spirit in Great Britian, 

however, in India which was one of the colonies of Great Britain, they experimented a 

pseudo parliamentary democratic system where parliament was subservient to 

executive in letter and spirit, purely to fulfil their emperial objectives. By doing so 

they aimed at two objectives firstly, to minimize any threat in the long run from 

Indian political leadership to their rule and secondly to prolong their rule by keeping 
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sweeping executive powers in their own hands without any check. Since the absolute 

authority was vested in unelected viceroy, the system was termed as viceregalism. 
125 

 The people of Sub Continent rejected the viceregal colonial political structure   and 

got rid of it through democratic struggle. Both Pakistan and India got independence 

on 14
th

 and 15
th

 of August 1947 respectively. One of the prime objectives of the 

political struggle was to replace the viceregal structure with truly representative 

system where the elected political institutions would enjoy real powers and 

supremacy. 
 

However, it is evident that the political system of Pakistan is neo-Viceregal in essence 

and spirit, which owes its origin to the British Viceregal system designed for the 

perpetuation of the British rule in India. It was evolved over time in a series of 

constitutional reforms schemes. With the help of these constitutional reforms the 

British government accustomed the people of sub-continent to self-government and 

parliamentary tradition, while maintaining civil-military bueuracratic hierarchical 

structures fashioned to contain the rising tide of Indian nationalist movement and 

democratic aspiration of the people of India. Functionaly the system operated at two 

levels. At viceregal level the British imperial and colonial strategies enjoyed 

precedence, which were ensured through discretionary execution of policies with the 

help of civil-military bueuracracy. At representative level limited participation and 

sharing of power under checks and restrictions was allowed, which worked as a safety 

valve in the system to ensure the co-operation of Indian people. The Viceregal 

establishment, equipped with constitutional discretions and political supremacy, 

enjoyed complete command over the affairs of political India and determined the 

parameters and contours for the rule of democratic and representative institutions. 

Pakistan inherited this hybrid constitutional system through the Government of India 

Act 1935, which was parliamentary in form but viceregal in nature, and after 1947 

this Act was adopted as a model for constitution-making purposes. From the very 

beginning the only model of government that Pakistani leaders had known was that of 

British Viceregal system in India under which the bueuracracy has exercised their 

power most of the time without any interference from politicians. In present context 

the Neo-Viceregalism may be defined as, A political system controlled by civil-

military bueuracracy with some symbols and semblance of democracy. This system 
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has no soul; the power of the people to freely change governments at regular intervals 

is througly compromised, therefore, elections seldom lead to structural change in 

governments. What can be seen in the military unseen but omni-present hand behind 

all the decisions taken by parliament, federal cabinet and bureaucracy. This is not to 

say that the system lacks support; it is tacitly supported by feudals, industrialists, 

financiars, the high salaried, some of the richest professionals and last but not the least 

the religious elites. The balance of power in the society is in favor of military 

establishment. It has sufficient secret agencies to ensure making the will of military 

high command prevail over the rest of the society. The society as a whole has proved 

to be weak, divided and powerless in comparison with military controlled regimes.
126

 

Both India and Pakistan have shared colonial legacy, similar state institutions 

governed through the 1935 Act until the sovereign Constituent Assemblies enabled to 

form their own constitution. Similarly both state faced ethnic diversity, class division, 

and economic strain and initially the problem of refugees.
127

 Despite similarities, the 

two independent states experienced markedly different democratic trajectories in the 

post-colonial period. Pakistan‟s Constituent Assembly faced challenges in 

constitution-making from bureaucratic and military complex. Its supremacy was 

challenged in 1953 when elected Prime Minister Khwaja Nazimuddin was dismissed 

by Governor General Ghulam Muhammad backed by military and bureaucracy. It 

faced formal bureaucratic coup in 1954, when it was dissolved by governor general. 

The democratic experience ended in 1958 when military formally took direct control 

of the affairs of state in form of a coup.In sharp contrast, the Indian Constituent 

Assembly formed constitution in 1950. Elections were conducted in 1952 and military 

and bureaucracy were made subservient to parliament constitutionally. India had 

experienced four general elections in the regular intervals as prescribed in Indian 

constitution, when Pakistan had to experience the general elections for the first time in 

1970.
128

 

Resultantly, India started journey of formal democracy, a form of democracy which 

guarantees among other things, the right to vote and the freedom of expression just 

after independence which is still continued without any interruption.  Elections are 

conducted with regular intervals. Pakistan‟s experience with formal democracy is 

uneven. Pakistan‟s founding political party and its leadership could not 
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institutionalize powers, rather powers were personalized. Personalization of powers 

and the reluctance to turn towards formal democracy compelled political executives to 

rely more and more on military and bureaucracy, which turned it in their own favour. 

In 1953, the military and bureaucracy backed governor general, bypassed the relevant 

institution - Constituent Assembly and dismissed Prime Minister Nazimuddin. In 

1954, the governor general dissolved Constituent Assembly
129

 and in 1958 the 

country was formally turned into military dictatorship.
 
Since independence till the 

time period of present research which starts from 2008, the country could not 

institutionalize formal democracy. The elections could not be held in time and the 

assemblies could not complete their constitutional tenure. 

Several explanations have been given in respect of the success of institutionalization 

of formal democracy in India and its failure in Pakistan. A school of cooperative 

politics gives credit to the democratic approach of Indian political leadership while 

criticizes Pakistan‟s political leadership autocratic approach. To them it is the 

difference in approach of political leadership which produced two entirely different 

results. The group of analysts is of the view that it is the comparative inner strength of 

democratic institutions and democratic culture in India which did not create space for 

non-representative institutions to take the helm of affairs of the state or subvert formal 

democratic system. They, at the same time, point out that democratic institutions in 

Pakistan could not ensure their supremacy over the non-representative institutions due 

to inherent weaknesses. The political executives relied more and more upon unelected 

institutions in governance, which enabled unelected institutions to exploite 

weaknesses of representative institutions in their own favour, due to which the results 

are different.
130 

 
Another school of thought argues that land reforms were introduced in India just after 

independence, which broke the hold of big landlords on constituency politics in India. 

While in Pakistan, land reforms could not be introduced in time which is also 

considered as a reason of different scenario in India and Pakistan.
131

 

Still another group of researchers observe that it was the difference between the 

approach and practical politics of the two political parties i.e. Indian National 

Congress and All-India Muslim League. The Congress Party‟s democratic approach 
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led to the strength of formal democratization in India, while the autocratic approach of 

Muslim League resulted in autocracy in Pakistan.
132 

Since the present research work is focused upon the threats and challenges to 

„parliamentary supremacy‟  in Pakistan from 2008-2013, it may be kept in mind that 

due to research limitations, the research is not a comparative study of the issues of 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ in India and Pakistan. It is singularly focused upon threats 

and challenges to the supremacy of parliament in Pakistan from the period 2008-2013. 

However, for proper understanding of the norm of „parliamentary supremacy‟ it is 

analyzed in detail. 

1.10. ‘Parliamentary Supremacy’ as a Norm: 

„Parliamentary supremacy‟ is one the basic norms of parliamentary system which 

means that a legislative body is supreme to all other institutions including executive 

and judicial ones. The courts cannot over-rule its legislation and the executive can 

remain in power so long as it enjoys the confidence of majority of legislature.
133

 In the 

present research work „parliamentary supremacy‟ is not only considered a norm rather 

than an essence, without which parliamentary system cannot be restored and 

maintained according to its true spirit.  

Keeping in view the importance of „parliamentary supremacy‟ as a norm in the 

research work „normative version‟ of institutional theory is employed where norm 

stands for the version, “where people functioning within the institutions behave as 

they do because of normative standards rather than because of their desires to 

maximize their individual utilities”.
134

 The structure has to persist while the individual 

are bound to change.
135

 The norms and values are the primary basis of the stable 

social order
136

 and the threats and challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ in 

Pakistan from 2008-2013, has been analyzed and evaluated according to the 

normative version of Neo Institutional Theory. To understand the significance of 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ it is important to discuss it in detail.  

The cabinet or parliamentary system consists of four important parts, king or 

president, prime minister, cabinet or the council of ministers and parliament. The 

titular head of the state is the nominal executive. In theory he or she may possess 
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many powers but in practice he or she cannot exercise them without the consent and 

advice of the cabinet or ministers either by law or convention. A B Begehat says „he 

reigns but does not rule‟.
137

 The real executive is the cabinet or the council of 

ministers headed by prime minister. He and all other ministers are members of 

parliament. Nominally, they are responsible to the titular head of the state for their 

acts and policies, but actually to parliament. Each minister has portfolio of one or 

more departments for which he is responsible to cabinet colleagues and to parliament. 

Prime Minister is leader of cabinet and expresses its joint responsibility to 

parliament
138

. The legislature or parliament is the most important organ of 

parliamentary form of government. It possesses supreme powers or „sovereignty‟ in 

law or constitution. The cabinet is really responsible to it. It holds office so long it has 

the confidence of legislature. If cabinet looses support of parliament, it passes a vote 

of no-confidence against it. In this case either the ministry tenders resignation and 

gives place to a new one which has the support of parliament, or if no one gets 

majority in parliament then elections are held and fresh appeal is made to electorate 

i.e. the people to decide about future government. This is the parliamentary 

mechanism by which sovereignty of people is observed and manifested in the working 

of parliamentary or cabinet system. For the reason it is called representative 

government.
139

 

The above mentioned parliamentary norms and traditions are deeply rooted in English 

political system and the parliament of England is known as mother of all other 

parliaments. The pattern of government is not only parliamentary but also practically 

observe sovereignty of parliament in a sense that executive is responsible to it and 

courts can interpret but can‟t overrule or set aside the laws passed by parliament 
140

. 

A.V. Dicey who has worked on „sovereignty of parliament‟ describes two aspects of it 

i.e. positive and negative. “Any Act of parliament, or any part of an Act of parliament, 

which makes a new law, or repeal or modifies an existing law, will be obeyed by the 

courts”.
141.

 The same principle from negative side may be described as “There is no 

person or body of persons who can, under the English constitution, make rules which 

over-rule or abrogate  an Act of parliament or which will be enforced by the courts in 

contradiction of an Act of Parliament”
142

. 
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The positive aspect as mentioned by Dicey simply clarifies the fact that there is no 

law which parliament can‟t make. It has the competency to pass, amend and repeal 

both ordinary and constitutional laws. It is the legislative body and constituent 

assembly as well. From negative aspect professor Dicey's statement clearly states that 

there is no authority in country which can question the legality of laws passed by 

parliament. The courts of England have no authority to challenge authority of 

parliament, though they can interpret the laws passed by it. The judges do not and can 

not declare any parliamentary legislation invalid and illegal.
143

 Dicey has discussed 

supremacy of parliament in legal terms and has come up with the conclusion that the 

unlimited authority of parliament is, “firstly, there is no law touching the United 

Kingdom which the parliament cannot make. Secondly, there is no law already 

enforced which the parliament cannot make and thirdly, there is no judicial authority 

in United Kingdom which can set aside the law passed by the parliament”.
144

 

Dicey‟s analysis is a legal truth but what is legally true may be politically wrong. His 

theory of „sovereignty of parliament‟ is therefore, subject to criticism and political 

philosphers are not ready to accept in toto. Dicey and all other jurists belonging to 

analytical school of thought has discussed only the legal version of „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ ignoring altogether the hard facts and realities of practical life. Legally, 

the parliament can make any kind of law but it cannot pass laws which are against the 

established code of morality. If a parliament ventures to make such a law, public 

opinion is sure to come forward and revolt against its authority nor will English 

citizens tolerate such an action of parliamentarians. Even „sovereignty of parliament‟ 

is the result of long established customs and the same custom is a serious check on 

supremacy of parliament
145

. 

Rule of law is another limitation on supremacy of parliament. Rule of law and 

supremacy of parliament go together. It is tolerated due to rule of law. It establishes 

equality of all citizens before law and there is no one in Britain who is above law. If 

parliament passes a legislation which violates „rule of law‟, it endangers its own 

„supremacy‟. The principle has centuries long tradition and same is the case with 

sovereignty of parliament. They are inter-connected and mutually dependent on each 

other. Moreover, “Press and public opinion, leagues and associations formed for 

political and economic purposes put further limitation on sovereignty of parliament. 
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Judicial interpretation are also a check on sovereignty of parliament”
147

. The most 

comprehensive check on it is parliament itself. House of Commons and House of 

Lords - all three parts join together to complete the actions of parliament. 

However, in reality the competency of the House of Lords has become very limited 

with the passage of the Act of 1911 as amended in 1949. The King or Queen already 

plays a very nominal role and in narrow sense it is the House of Commons which in 

real sense plays the role of parliament. Even in House of Commons the critics argue 

that it is the majority party and in more practical terms the cabinet which exercises 

real powers in England. 

If Dicey is on one extreme of the pole, it is the hard critics who are on the other 

extreme of the pole while the reality is somewhere in between. Whatever limitations 

may be on the „sovereignty of parliament‟ the fact remains that supremacy is one of 

the most important characteristics of British Parliamentary system. The cabinet cannot 

ignore parliament. The House reflects public opinion. Parliamentarians express their 

point of view on every bill and the cabinet learns about the temper and will of people 

only through discussion in parliament and changes its policy accordingly. The 

opposition plays role of watchdog and keeps the government under control. It is ready 

to expose the mistakes of government. The cabinet has to meet its challenges by 

proving the soundness and success of its policies. The cabinet has to satisfy members 

of parliament through explanation and information. The debate in house may lead to 

change in the government composition.  

After a survey of norms of the „parliamentary supremacy‟, the parliamentary 

experience in Pakistan has been analyzed in the light of above discussed norms. As 

the experience is always subject to reservations and mostly negation of original spirit 

of „parliamentary supremacy‟ that is why it always proved to be inefficient, imperfect 

and unadvisable. Though during the research work period which is from 2008-2013, 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ was restored to a great extent through various 

constitutional amendments in the light of „Charter of Democracy‟ by Charter of 

Democracy‟s political forces but still it has been threatened by military and 

intelligence agencies and continuously challenged by judiciary and media. The 

forthcoming chapters are focused upon the causes and reasons of how and why these 
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institutions threatened or challenged supremacy of parliament in Pakistan during the 

proposed time period.   

1.11 Conclusion: 

Though, English colonizers introduced parliamentary democracy in colonial India but 

like model parliamentary system which worked in their own land, Great Britain, under 

the spirit of supremacy of elected institutions, the colonial masters introduced pseudo 

Westminster system with completely different almost opposite mechanism in Sub 

Continent where the supremacy of elected institutions was not only missing rather the  

institutions were legally made subservient to permanent state institutions, purely to 

fulfill their emperial objectives. By doing so, the colonial masters aimed at two 

objectives firstly to minimize any threat in the long run from Indian political 

leadership to their rule and secondly to prolong their colonial rule by keeping 

sweeping executive powers in their own hands without any check. Since the absolute 

executive authority was vested in un-elected/nominated viceroy, the system did not 

work as per expectations to the people of the subcontinent and they started democratic 

struggle against viceregal colonial political structure and got rid of it.  

One of the prime objectives of political struggle was to replace vieceregal system with 

truly representative system where elected political institutions would enjoy real 

powers. However, what practically happened was almost opposite to the ideals set by 

the people at least in Pakistan‟s case. The newly independent state of Pakistan heavily 

relied on colonial administrative structure. Instead of taking any bold steps for 

ensurance of genuine representative democracy, the colonial administrative apparatus 

which worked under the legal document of 1935 Act was adopted as an interim 

constitution which further strengthened the bureaucratic „steel frame‟ of colonial 

rulers. 

Later on, it proved very difficult for political leadership to ensure legislative 

supremacy over permanent executive. Hence, the commitment of democracy was 

compromised by attraction of governance to the bureaucratic instruments of the state. 

The continuation of such autocratic state structure is regarded as one of the main 

reasons of time and again failure of parliamentary democracy in Pakistan. Supremacy 

of political institutions could not be actualized and unelected permanent institutions 
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remained powerful in the political history of Pakistan. The recent theoretical and 

empirical literature on the subject justifies the argument of present research work that 

due to authoritarian nature of the state which was inherited from colonial period, the 

civilian institutions could not acquire their due status in power structure.  
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CHAPTER II 

QUESTION OF ‘PARLIAMENTARY SUPREMACY’: 

PAKISTAN’S EXPERIENCE FROM 1947 – 2008. 

Overview of the Chapter 

The research question of the present research work is focused upon the threats and 

challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ in the post Charter of Democracy era. For 

the proper understanding of research question, the historical land scape of the threats 

and challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ is important. The present chapter 

provides historical review of the status of „parliamentary supremacy‟ in Pakistan and 

the different threats and challenges which were faced by it. It analyzes that how and 

why historically parliament was deprived of its basic norm, the „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ in letter and spirit. Head of the state usually enjoyed crucial executive 

authorities which were unknown to parliamentary system. As a result it could not 

acquire supremacy and remained secondary institution.  

Main argument of the chapter is that in Pakistan, parliamentary system has never been 

allowed to work in accordane with its spirit, the „parliamentary supremacy‟. With the 

exception of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto era from 1973-1977, „parliamentary supremacy‟ has 

neither been respected nor ensured in letter and spirit. The result has been weak, 

fragile and unstable democratic institutions with no real power or authority. From the 

very beginning real powers have been enjoyed by permanent state institutions led by 

Pakistan army, which has a history of making and unmaking of governments. It has 

also been find out that historically powerful permanent state institutions have 

remained on one end of the spectrum while weak democratic institutions have 

remained on the other side of the pole. The national parliament and political 

executives have remained weak and have been dictated by the establishment. 

Subsequent heads of the state have exercised discretionay powers at the behest of 

establishment against unwanted political executives and parliament, which has 

undermined its supremacy. Several times it has taken direct control of government 

and has toppled civilian governments.This has destroyed democratic capital in 

Pakistan.This has for reaching conseuences for democratic system in Pakistan. 
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In order to properly analyze the research argument the operationalization of specific 

theory or theories is important. Since parliament is an institutuion and „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ is its basic norm, therefore, the Normative Version of Neo Institutional 

Theory has been operationalized in the present. 

The finding of the chapter is that democratic system in general and „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ in particular has remained under constant threat from military 

establishment The establishment has historically enjoyed  the consistant and 

continuous support of judiciary and bureaucracy, the other two permanent institutions 

of the state. Judiciary has validated all the four coups of military dictators under law 

of state necessity. 

Help has been taken from documented material which is consisted of books, reseach 

articles, periodicles and newspapers. National Assembly debates, official reports of 

the government, orders, directives and sppeeches of different heads of the state and 

heads of the government have been collected and analysed. Relevant decisions of the 

apex court have been taken for guidance. The 1935 Act, 1947 Act, the three 

constitutions of Pakistan and the various constitutional amendments have been 

collected and analysed. The relevant ordinary laws passed by parliament have also 

been collected and guidance has been taken from them.      

2.1: Introduction 

In an ideal parliamentary system parliament enjoys supremacy over all state 

institutions. Key issues are discussed in parliament. Permanent state institutions i.e. 

judiciary, bureaucracy and military owe responsibility to cabinet.
1 

Parliamentary 

democracy developed in Great Britain on the above pattern, passed through continues 

process of evolution and ultimately reached the present stage where „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ emerged as one of the key norms of the system. In accordance with the 

norms key issues are discussed in parliament, government is given tough time and 

parliament enjoys supremacy in letter and spirit.
2
  

When Pakistan opted for parliamentary system at the time of its independence, its 

case was different. It adopted 1935 Act with certain amendments which offered rather 

the colonial viceregal structure in which governor general and permanent institutions 
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i.e. military and civil bureaucracy enjoyed exclusive powers at the expense of political 

institutions i.e. political parties, political executives and national and provincial 

assemblies.
3
 As a result, Pakistan inherited pseudo colonial parliamentary system in 

which parliament was a secondary institution. The subsequent governor generals 

exercised sweeping executive authority who in no way were held responsible to 

Constituent Assembly.
4 

The present chapter is important as it provides brief analysis of how and why 

governor general was powerful visa-a-vis Constituent Assembly which affected its 

supremacy and even faced dissolution before framing the constitution which was its 

prime task.
5
 The second Constituent Assembly, though, was successful in framing 

1956 constitution but failed to ensure supremacy of parliament through the 

constitution.
6
 The chapter brings under discussion the exercise of exclusive powers of 

the President Major General Iskandar Mirza who enjoyed support of civil, military 

and judicial institutions which ultimately led to the abrogation of the constitution and 

imposition of first Martial Law in Pakistan.
7
  

Commander in Chief Ayub Khan introduced his own brand of presidential system in 

which exclusive executive, legislative and judicial powers were given to an indirectly 

elected president. The chapter briefly discusses how this autocratic experience proved 

disastrous for democratic institutions in Pakistan which ultimately led to the 

dismemberment of the state in 1971.
8 
 

The elected leadership of the remaining Pakistan again opted for parliamentary 

system and ensured „parliamentary supremacy‟ through 1973 constitution at least in 

letter.
9
 However, the upper hand of parliament was not acceptable to powerful 

establishment. The chapter takes complete account of the events and issues through 

which permanent state institutions particularly military and judiciary joined hands 

against political institutions. The military dictators both General Zia and General 

Musharraf through 8
th

 and 17
th

 Constitutional Amendments opted for hybrid system in 

which presidential office was the repository of all crucial powers while parliament 

was turned into rubber stamp.
10

 

The response of popular leadership in the shape of 13
th

 Amendment is also brought 

under discussion in the chapter at the end. It is in this backdrop that the chapter is so 
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much important for the present research project. Through the amendment the 

supremacy of parliament was partially restored in letter. But the political leadership 

failed to successfully institutionalize it and enable the parliament to complete its 

constitutional tenure or avoid military coup. One of the arguments of the research 

project is that at that time the political leadership lacked consensual approach which 

paved the way for General Musharraf to impose martial law in the country. 

The present chapter is an effort to provide justification to the research project on the 

ground that threats and challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ has long rooted 

historical background. The threats and challenges at hand cannot be understood in 

isolation without understanding of their historical legacy, which are discussed in the 

chapter. 

The chapter has been analyzed in the light of normative version of institutional theory 

which states “a version where people functioning within institution behave as they do 

because of normative standards rather than because of their desire to maximize 

individual utilities. The structure has to persist while individuals are bound to 

change.”
11

 The „parliamentary supremacy‟ is considered as one of the important 

norms of parliamentary system. Through the norm it is considered that the institution 

enjoys sovereignty and normatively all the state institutions are held responsible to it. 

The violation of the parliamentary norm is deviation from the set patterns which is 

against the normative version of new institutional theory, which states that goals and 

objectives of an institution can not be materialized without respecting the established 

norms and values of the institution   and cannot bring positive results in the long run 

for democratic system.
12

  

The issue of „threats‟ and „challenges‟ to „parliamentary supremacy‟ in Pakistan is not 

a new one, rather it is as old as the history of parliamentary democracy itself in 

Pakistan. Time and again it has been challenged or threatened by powerful veto 

institutions i.e. military, bureaucracy, judiciary and intelligence agencies. The chapter 

provides basis to the research question which is, what were the threats and challenges 

to parliamentary supremacy in Pakistan from 2008-2013? as the chapter highlights 

how  historically the institutions whose role is under evaluation, posed threats and 

challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ in Pakistan. 
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2.2: The Status of ‘Parliamentary Supremacy’ Under 1935 Act as Adopted as an 

Interim Constitution of Pakistan 

When Pakistan came into being it opted for parliamentary system. Under section 8 of 

the Indian Independence Act of 1947, the 1935 Act with certain amendments was 

adopted as an interim constitution.
13

 which offered rather viceregal structure in which 

governor general and permanent institutions i-e military and civil bureaucracy 

enjoyed exclusive powers at the expense of political institutions political parties, 

national and provincial assemblies. Of course, it inherited pseudo parliamentary set up 

in which parliament was a secondary institution. The subsequent governor generals 

exercised exclusive powers while in no way remained responsible to Constituent 

Assembly. It was also acting as a federal legislature and was immediately called to 

frame new constitution in order to fulfil the requirements of the newly independent 

state.  

Though on one hand the interim constitution provided for the British Parliamentary 

system both at center and in provinces while on the other hand it gave wide 

discretionary powers to head of the state
14

, which was contrary to the norms of 

parliamentary system. The issue compelled  Atlee to point out on the floor of the 

house in British Parliament during the second – reading debate on the Indian 

Independence Bill on 10 July 1947 that, unlike the Government of India Act 1935, 

which granted discretionary executive powers to the governor general and the 

governors, the provision in Section 8 of the new bill placed these executive authorities 

in the same position as Dominion Governor General that is to say he would act on the 

advice of his ministers.
15

 But since governor general was empowered to adopt the 

Indian Act 1935 as they deemed necessary according to Section 9 of the Indian 

Independence Act, Atlee in the same debate had to admit that the powers given to 

governor general to bring the act  into operation were extremely wide.
16 

 Under the new dispensation all the powers of governor general listed in Section 9 to 

17 of the Government of India Act 1935 were removed from the text of the interim 

constitution. Moreover, the schedule of Pakistan (Provisional Constitution) order, 

1947 omitted the Ninth Schedule of the Government of India Act 1935. It was under 

the Ninth schedule that governor general of undivided India had been exercising his 
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powers.
17

 Though, under this Act governor general was empowered to allocate a 

subject for himself. Under the Section 92 of the adapted Act, governor general was 

empowered to exercise his authority over excluded areas and partially excluded 

areas.
18

 Powers exercisable in his discretion and under his individual judgment were 

deleted.  

Since the system was parliamentary one, therefore, it was expected that he would act 

on the advice of his ministers according to the essence of parliamentary system. But 

there was no specific provision which would lay down that governor general would 

act on the advice of ministers. It was the main reason that under the Government of 

India Act 1935 as adapted in Pakistan governor general continued to exercise such 

wide discretionary powers
19

. 

Under the Government of India Act 1935 governor general was the executive head of 

the federation. All the key appointments were to be made by him. Governor General 

in his discretion was empowered to choose prime minister and his ministers and their 

dismissal was also his discretionary power. In this regard, the prime minister‟s power 

of selection of his cabinet ministers was restricted vis-à-vis governor general. 

Governor General could himself select the ministers and also allocate portfolios 

among them. He had the power to appoint principal military officers in his own 

discretion and had the power to summon and prorogue the central legislature and send 

back the bill passed by the legislature and for certain bills his previous sanction was 

necessary.
 
The bill affecting the coinage or currency or the constitution or functions of 

the State Bank of Pakistan could be introduced into the federal list only with the 

previous sanction of the governor general.
20

 Similarly the functions of the governor 

general with respect to defence, ecclesiastical and external affairs and those in relation 

to the Tribal Areas were to be exercised under his discretion.
 
The discretionary 

powers were out of the purview of the ministerial advice.
21

 

Those functions and powers which the governor general was to exercise under his 

individual judgment were declared by the Act as his special responsibilities.
22

 The 

powers which came under the purview of “special responsibility”, the ministers could 

advice but their advice was not mandatory. Furthermore, “the governor general 
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enjoyed the powers to decide in every case whether to exercise „discretionary‟ powers 

or to exercise his power of „individual judgment‟”.
23 

 

The emergency powers conferred upon governor general through 1935 Act have made 

him further powerful at the expense of Constituent Assembly. The 1935 Act had 

conferred upon governor general wide emergency powers. The powers were retained 

in the adapted Act. Under Section 102 of the adapted Act the governor general could 

declare grave emergency whereby the security or economic life of Pakistan was 

threatened by war or internal disturbance or circumstances arising out of any mass 

movement of population from or into Pakistan. The article had even empowered 

governor general to make laws for any province or any part of it. Under clause 5 of 

this section, he could declare a proclamation of emergency even before the security or 

economic life of Pakistan was threatened by the actual occurrence of war or 

disturbance or other circumstances, if the governor general was satisfied that an 

imminent danger existed.
24

 

Similarly, issuance of ordinances was another meaningful legislative power in the 

hands of governor general. However, the ordinances had first to be laid before the 

federal legislature for its approval. If the legislature failed to take any action, they 

would continue to have the force of law.
25

 

Governor General not only enjoyed substantial powers to control central politics but 

also enjoyed wide discretionary powers to control provincial politics as well. The 

provincial governors were to be appointed by him and were constitutionally bound to 

act on the advice of him. In the exercise of his powers with respect to choosing 

summoning and dismissing the provincial ministers, a governor was under the general 

control of governor general.
26

   

In short contrary to parliamentary norms, in Pakistan the role of governor general was 

unlike that of constitutional figurehead, with the exception of Nazimuddin, the second 

governor general of Pakistan, the governor generals usually exercised the above 

discussed powers in their own discretion
27

 which affected the „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ in the formative years of Pakistan and thus blocked the healthy 

parliamentary traditions to take roots in the most fragile and weak democratic 

environment. Since parliamentary norm was not valued in the constitutional text and 
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therefore the institution could not ensure sovereignty over permanent state institutions 

in letter which was in contradiction to the spirit of normative version of institutional 

theory which gives weight to the norms of institution. 

 

2.3: Mohammad Ali Jinnah’s Exercise of Discretionary Powers as a Governor 

General and its Impact on ‘Parliamentary Supremacy’ 

The office of governor general became extremely powerful when Quaid-i-Azam 

Muhammad Ali Jinnah became the first Governor General of Pakistan. The legislative 

assembly was a sovereign body, as it could make and amend laws as well as could 

restrict governor general‟s powers. But immediately after independence Jinnah got the 

approval of cabinet to set aside their decisions and secured the powers parallel to 

legislative assembly. Though he was governor general, the head of the state, who is 

considered to be the nominal head with no real powers but unlike constitutional 

figurehead, Jinnah exercised real governmental powers. The cabinet rarely functioned 

without his directives.
27 

He exercised crucial executive powers, “the first cabinet was 

the creation of him. It was he who picked Liaquat Ali Khan as prime minister. He 

regularly presided over the meetings of central cabinet and issued directives to prime 

minister, cabinet ministers and secretaries of different departments. He was kept 

informed about the important cabinet decisions and was also the chairman of cabinet 

emergency committee.”
28

  

K. B. Sayeed has quoted Campbell Johnson book, Mission with Mountbatten, which 

states that Jinnah put forward his name for governor generalship for the reason that he 

would exercise powers under 9
th

 schedule rather than part 11 of 1935 Act which gave 

dictatorial powers purely unknown to any constitutional figurehead. His concept of 

governor generalship was further clarified when he at once invoked the special 

powers allowed under the Independence Act. Though Campbell Johanson‟s argument 

had been refuted by K. B. Sayeed, however, the official correspondence during the 

period of independence between Mountbatten and Jinnah clarified the fact that Jinnah 

was not ready to work as a dominion governor general in which he would not enjoy 

real powers and would not rule because Jinnah wanted to exercise powers like British 

governor general in India who were officially known as a viceory after 1858. His 
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decision gave birth to the tendency of centralization of power and gave birth to 

authoritarian culture
29

 which was termed by academics as „neo viceregalism‟
30

 due to 

which powers remained with unelected institutions symbolized by head of the state at 

the expense of parliament.  

Jinnah rather wanted to include unlimited powers in the Indian Independence Act, the 

powers which the Britishers were not ready to include because they feared that Jinnah 

was trying to get dictatorial powers for himself.
 31

 It is quite clear that throughout his 

governor generalship he exercised such executive powers which were unknown to any 

head of the state in parliamentary set up.
32

  

Quaid-i-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah took crucial administrative decisions without 

taking Constituent Assembly or cabinet into confidence which led to the 

persoanlizatoin of powers which was later on continued by Pakistan‟s successive 

heads of the state i.e. governor generals and presidents.
33

  

It was Quaid-i-Azam who created separate ministry of Evacuee and Refugees 

Rehabilitation and Ministry of State and Frontier Regions and took its control in his 

own hands. Here the governor general had created a unique precedent in the sense that 

besides being governor general he had a ministry under his control. He also appointed 

Sir Archibold as his financial advisor.
34

 To establish capital for the federation and to 

provide seat for the central government he separated Karachi from Sindh and 

appointed his own administrator responsible to him. He exercised executive powers 

regarding Balochistan, “It was constitutional anomaly, and one half of it was under 

the suzerainty of Khan of Kalat and the other half under direct control of governor 

general. Quaid-i-Azam controlled the administration of Balochistan through his 

nominee responsible to him and not to the cabinet.”
35

  

Jinnah‟s exercise of powers was not limited only to central government rather he had 

a decisive voice in the administration of provinces in the sort of advice that provincial 

government tendered to governor general. It seemed to be a routine matter of the 

governor general to preside over the meeting of provincial cabinet.
  

In all the four 

provinces governors were appointed by him in his own discretion. Amongest the four 

governors, the three were British officers and not the sons of the soil. Sir George 

Cunningham, Sir Francis Mudie and Sir Frederick Bourne were appointed as 
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governors in North-West Frontier Province, West Punjab and East Bengal 

respectively.
36 

None of them was appointed on the advice of prime minister.  Though Prime Minister 

Liaquat Ali Khan had no objection over their appointments rather the step was 

welcomed by prime minister and publically acknowledged it. But the opposition 

particularly Abdul Ghaffar Khan criticized it on the ground that in India, Indian 

governors had been appointed but in Pakistan the Britishers against whom we had 

turned down had become our governors and questioned the very bases of our 

independence.
37 

These governors enjoyed vast and crucial executive authority in the respective 

provinces and exercised their authority on the advice of governor general and 

considered themselves responsible to him only. They presided over the meetings of 

provincial cabinets. In Sindh Governor Ghulam Hussain Hidayatullah was so 

powerful that he even re-allocated and changed the portfolio of provincial ministers 

against the wishes of chief minister.
38

 The governors in N.W.F.P. and West Punjab, 

Sir George Cunningham and Sir Francis respectively were empowered to play „an 

executive role beyond their constitutional duties.‟
39

 

The governors even dismissed those provincial governments which enjoyed majority 

in the provincial legislature on the advice or instructions of governor general. The first 

ministry which had to go in this regard was that of Dr. Khan Sahib in NWFP. His 

ministry was dismissed on 22
nd

 August 1947 by the governor on the charges that Dr. 

Khan Sahib, the chief minister had refused to take the new oath of loyalty to Pakistan.
 

But later on it became clear that Khan Sahib was dismissed on the instructions of 

governor general. The ministry was dismissed under sub-section (5) of section 51, of 

the 1935 Act as adapted in Pakistan. According to rules the governors kept close 

contacts with the provincial cabinet ministers as governors had to keep inform the 

governor general through fortnightly letters about the affairs of the province. This 

system was started during the period of Lord Linlithgow which was kept continued 

during Lord Wavel and was then reintroduced by Jinnah in 1947.
40
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It was a pre-plan agenda of Muslim League leadership to dismiss opposition 

govenement in NWFP. Even before the creation of Pakistan, they had tried to 

convince British administration to dismiss the government. On 8 August 1947 Lord 

Mountbatten sent a telegram to the Indian office that Pakistan‟s provisional 

government had officially advised that he should order the N.W.F.P. governor to 

dismiss the Congress Government of N.W.F.P. or impose section 93 in the province 

so to pave the way for Muslim League Ministry to be installed on 14 of August 1947. 

The viceroy even proposed the later alternative to be applied. He further stated in the 

telegram that according to Liaquat Ali Khan, Dr. Khan is going to declare 

independent Pakhtunistan on 15 August 1947. However, the Indian office disagreed 

with the viceroy‟s proposal to dismiss the N.W.F.P. Ministry because the ministry 

enjoyed majority in the house and there was no room available for its dissolution. The 

Indian office also disagreed with viceroy‟s proposal to impose Section 93 as to the 

Indian office there were no indications that constitutional machinery had failed in the 

province. Therefore, Dr. Khan‟s ministry was not dismissed prior to independence.
41 

However, there is another opinion amongst the historians about, who justify the 

establishment of a separate soverign state for Muslims of Sub Continent, about the 

dismissal. They are of the view that in the beginning of 1947, the people of N.W.F.P. 

realized that the core issue between Congress and Muslim League was united India 

versus creation of Pakistan. It was the reason that Muslim League leadership 

demanded fresh elections in the province. The British administration in the province 

suggested that only fresh elections in the province could resolve the acute political 

problem of the province.
42

   

Due to some technical problems it was decided that a referendum would be held in the 

province to determine the wishes of the people whether they wanted to join Pakistan 

or India.
45

 Khudai Khidmatgar leadership was not ready to accept the plan and started 

demanding a third option of an independent Pakhtunistan. A meeting between Abdul 

Ghaffar Khan and Muhammad Ali Jinnah also took place but they failed to reach any 

consensual decision.
43

  

As a result Khudai Khidmatgars boycotted the referendum which took place in 

N.W.F.P from July 6 to July 17. The result of the referendum was announced on 20
th
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July 1947, through which it was showed that majority of the people wanted to join 

Pakistan. Muslim League circles considered the referendum as a vote of no 

confidence against the Congress government of the province and the provisional 

cabinet of Pakistan advised Mountbatten to dismiss the ministry and induct Muslim 

League ministry or impose governor‟s rule. The incomming Prime Minister of 

Pakistan Liaquat Ali Khan was concerned that if Khan Sahib was allowed to remain 

in the office, he might declare an independent Pashtonistan. The Muslim League 

leadership also alleged that Dr. Khan had earlier declared that if 31% percent voters in 

referendum voted for Pakistan, he would resign
44

. Morally, he had to resign. It was 

the reason that after referendum Muslim League and Jinnah were looking towards 

Viceroy Lord Mountbatten to dismiss the ministry but he declined to dismiss it as he 

considered it an unconstitutional step because the ministry enjoyed majority in the 

provincial assembly and left the problem for Jinnah to deal with it. It was in this 

context that Jinnah had to dismiss the ministry.
45

  

However, Jinnah was not happy with Mountbaten‟s decision. He was also aware of 

the repercussions to himself dismiss the ministry. Therefore, he advised the governor 

of the province Sir George Cunningham to dismiss the ministry. The dismissal of 

Khan‟s Ministry created a precedent which was later on used by successive central 

governments to use the „reserve powers‟ against the provincial governments. One  

important thing to be mentioned here is that governor general did not direct the 

governor of the respective province to dismiss the ministry on the advice of prime 

minister who was chief executive of the government and directly responsible to the 

Constituent Assembly or central legislature. There is no official record which shows 

that governor general was advised by prime minister in this respect. In true 

parliamentary system, it is an established norm that governor of any province is the 

representative of the central government in that province and exercises all his powers 

on the advice of chief executive or the prime minister. The governor on the 

instructions of Jinnah invited Abdul Qayyum Khan to form the Muslim League 

Ministry in the province. Jinnah gave the instruction to governor under Section 51(5) 

of the government of India Act 1935 as adapted in Pakistan. It was stated that in the 

matters of „choosing and summoning and the dismissal of ministers‟, the governor 
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had to obey the orders of governor general. It must be clarified that the section was 

inserted in the 1935 Act on the advice of Jinnah by Lord Mountbatten.
46

 
 

Another provincial ministry which was dismissed during Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad 

Ali Jinnah‟s period as governor general was that of  M.A. Khuro, Premier of Sindh on 

26
th

  April 1948 by governor of the province on the instructions of governor general. 

The press communiqué issued from governor general‟s secretariat stated “under the 

directions from His Excellency, the governor of Sindh, has dismissed Mr. Mohammad 

Ayub Khuro under section 51 of (5) of the Government of India Act of 1935… for the 

charges of maladministration, gross misconduct and corruption in the discharge of his 

duties and responsibilities…”
47 

The fact was contrary to the official statement as 

serious differences had taken place between central  and provincial governments over 

the issue of separation of Karachi from Sindh province and on the announcement of it 

as a federal capital. Unity had almost come among the Sindi politicians. Sindi public 

opinion was equally bitter against the decision of the central government. The central 

government exploited the differences in the ministry, the assembly and the provincial 

league, advised the provincial governor, Ghulam Hussain Hidyat Ullah, who had also 

created serious differences with Khuro on the issue of reallocation of cabinet 

portfolios without the consent or advice of chief minister to dismiss the ministry. 

After the dismissal of Ayub Khuro, Illahi Bakhsh was appointed as chief minister “but 

only after he had promised to play the centre‟s game”.
48

  

The office of governor general heavily relied upon military and bureaucracy, the two 

disciplined and powerful veto institutions. The seven ministers of the first cabinet 

who were picked by Jinnah had no independent political base which further shifted 

the balance of power in favour of administrative machinery or bureaucracy at the 

expense of cabinet or political authority. Moreover, the administrative bureaucracy 

was more organized, efficient and had their own structure of command, control and 

coordination which it had inherited from colonial rulers. On the other hand the 

political institutions – the cabinet, Constituent Assembly and the party in government, 

the Muslim League were far less organized, weak and in no way could be compared 

to administrative bureaucracy in this regard.
49
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The 1935 Act provided for a „controlled parliamentary form of government‟. Under 

the Act it was the viceroy who exercised real powers and ruled through a powerful 

bureaucracy which was free from parliamentary limitations. Hence it was the 

executive which was supreme over the legislature. When Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad 

Ali Jinnah became the first governor general of Pakistan the same precedent was 

continued.
50

 Bureaucracy gave recommendations about certain crucial constitutional 

amendments. As a result amendments were made in his name. Section 92 was 

included in 1935 Act in July 1948 upon the recommendation of bureaucracy which 

empowered governor general to suspend constitutional machinery in the province and 

direct the governor of the respective province to discharge the duties of provincial 

government.
51

 As a result it was the bureaucracy which used the section to dismiss the 

provincial ministeries.
52

 

Apart from bureaucracy, the second veto institution which was given much 

importance at the expense of representative institutions was Pakistan Army. No doubt 

Pakistan from the very beginning was facing the acute problems of insecurity for 

which the army had to be strengthened. Moreover, it was another comparatively 

organized and disciplined institution which could be used to develop state 

infrastructure or to deal with emergency problems at initial stage. It was for these 

reasons that army was given importance. On 28 February 1948 Ghulam Mohammad 

announced the first budget for Pakistan. In that budget almost 70% of the total 

revenues of the central government was allocated for defense.
53

  

Pakistan Army‟s intelligence agencies were continuously giving reports about the 

increasing army potential of India, its arch rival to its political leadership and the 

political leadership was simply incapable to absorb that pressure. Pakistan‟s stance on 

Kashmir and Hyderabad further strengthened stance of Pakistan‟s Military to increase 

its defense budget. All this enabled   military authorities in the formative years to take 

arms dealing with different countries in their own hands. They created effective 

relationships with powerful countries like United States of America and Great Britain. 

The American Military establishment was quite satisfied “to find such a close friends 

in Pakistan. Though „Bengali‟ faction of politicians led by Prime Minister 

Nazimuddin were in favour of „third worldism‟ but Ghulam Muhammad which led 
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the „punjabi‟ faction toed the military line and established military relaions with 

USA”.
54

  

Top ranking officers of Pakistan Army felt no hesitation to provide sensitive and 

secret information to American establishment even at that time and provided every 

facility to the Military Attache of America in his activities. To purchase military 

equipments from foreign countries the cabinet‟s approval was just a formality, all the 

work and authority had been taken by the army itself – during Jinnah‟s period as 

governor general. Pakistan political leadership had realized the meaningful 

relationships between American establishment and Pakistan Army and simply fell into 

line with alacrity. By the end of 1948, the political government at centre and the 

military and civilian bureaucracy were on the same page about the issue of 

increasement in defense budget.
55 

 
Even army‟s control over governor general can be gauged from the fact that when he 

ordered Pakistan‟s commander in chief of army to send troops to Kashmir, he refused 

to obey the orders and told the governor general that if he insisted to obey the orders 

the British officers in Pakistan army would leave their positions and would no more 

serve the Pakistan Army
56

 

The above discussion indicates that much importance was given to military and 

bureaucracy during Jinnah‟s period as governor general which proved fatal for the 

infant democracy and parliamentary system in the coming years because it prompted 

authoritarian and centralizing tendencies. The same pattern of British viceregalism 

was continued in which the actual ruling of state was left with the bureaucracy
57

 and 

military – the veto institutions which further weakened the already weak and 

powerless representative institutions – the Constituent Assembly, premiership, cabinet 

and political party – the Muslim League and provincial legislatures and provincial 

cabinets.  

This did not mean that Jinnah was not in favour of democratic system in Pakistan. In a 

broadcast speech in February 1948, he elaborated that, “Pakistan‟s constitution would 

be of democratic type which would embody the essential principles of Islam but he 

was not in favour of parliamentary system. In July 1947 he had remarked that 

presidential system of government would be more suitable for Pakistan”.
58

 The 
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inclination towards presidentialism compelled him to make centralization of powers 

in the office of governor general which was termed by critics as personalization of 

powers which, “Pakistan has never managed to shed. This viceregal style put a lasting 

strain on Pakistan‟s parliamentary democracy, to which he claimed to aspire”.
59

  

Governor General‟s exercise of executive powers at the expense of Constituent 

Assembly within parliamentary set up during Jinnah‟s period gave birth to several 

schools of thought which consider the issue from different angles. To some of them, 

“neither the people of Pakistan, nor the cabinet, nor the legislature challenged the 

actions of Jinnah rather his guidance and supervision was welcomed. To them Prime 

Minister Liaquat Ali Khan himself publicly recognized and welcomed the role of 

Jinnah in policy making.”
60

                                      
 

 Some other historians are of the view that he exercised the powers due to his political 

charisma. He gave new hope to the Muslims of the Sub Continent, therefore, no legal 

or formal limitations could be applied to him, “ His people didn‟t wish him to be 

merely the titular head of the government, they wished him to be their friend, 

philosopher, guide and ruler, irrespective of what constitution of a dominion of British 

Common Wealth might contain”.
61

 While to others, Jinnah was not the nominee of 

British Crown rather he was the choice of Muslim League, which was representative 

party of all the Muslims of the sub-continent, therefore, Jinnah was the representative 

of the people and was thus  justified to exercise special power.
62

 

However, the argument that people were satisfied from the actions of Jinnah or to 

argue that his actions were welcomed or to say that his executive authority was not 

questioned by the quarters concerned holds no ground. There was acute dissatisfaction 

in most sections of the society. In all the provinces there was open disrespect for the 

centre policies. The critics and the political agitators in provinces termed Pakistan as 

„Police State‟. Moreover, the personality of Jinnah or more specifically the Governor 

General of Pakistan was considered by them as the „Central Government‟ for all 

practical purposes.
63

 There is an almost universal belief especially among political 

scientists that,“the perpetuation of the so-called „viceregal system‟ by founding father 

is at the root of the subsequent ills in the Pakistani political system”.
64
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It can be concluded that during Jinnah‟s period as governor general, the Constituent 

Assembly in practical terms was in no way sovereign rather it was a secondary 

institution. On the other hand it is an established norm of parliamentary system that 

head of the state has to act on the advice of the chief executive of government i.e. the 

prime minister but the official record of Jinnah‟s period as governor general is a 

sufficient evidence to prove that he exercised all the executive authority in his own 

discretion while no attention was paid to parliamentary norm of ministerial advice 

which undermined the supremacy of parliament or Constituent Assembly, rather the 

institution worked on the pleasure of governor general.
65  

One of the reasons that Jinnah and subsequent Muslim League leaders wanted 

powerful governor general was the weak organizational structure of their own 

political party-the Muslim League. The party structure could not enable top Muslim 

League leadership to put sufficient check on powerful provincial League leaders. 

Moreover, majority of the top leadership were Muhajirs and had no independent 

support base therefore, they wanted to control provincial leaders through powerful but 

unelected governor general, the position which was unacceptable to provincial League 

leaders at the same time.
66

  

Jinnah exercised powers of governor general like British viceroy which promoted 

authoritarian and centralizing dimension of British legacy. All this undermined the 

norms of parliamentary sovereignty
67

 which was against the spirit of normative 

version of institutional theory because here personality was given preference over the 

institution. Though Jinnah was inclined towards presidential system but instead of 

cooption for presidential system, he went for strong personalization of powers in the 

office of head of the state which later on proved harmful for parliamentary 

demcoaracy.
68

 In spite of the fact that constitutionally powers were transferred to 

Constituent Assembly and it was institution in parliamentary set up which could 

provide guidelines to all other institutions. By making Constituent Assembly 

subservient to governor general‟s office, all the ways of building democratic 

institutions on strong grounds were blocked. It is argued that with all his 

achievements, Jinnah‟s functions as an institution builder after the creation of 

Pakistan is a sad failure. His policies and actions could not strengthen democratic 

institutions.
69
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2.4: Khawaja Nazimuddin Exercise of Discretionary Powers as a Governor 

General and its Impact on ‘Parliamentary Supremacy’ 

Nazimuddin period as governor general was complete disattachment from colonial 

legacy which was continued in post-colonial set up by founding father Mohammad 

Ali Jinnah. After the demise of the founding father, Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad Ali 

Jinnah on September 11, 1948, Khawaja Nazimuddin succeeded the office of 

governor general.He willingly adopted the ceremonial role of the head of the state and 

the actual powers were left with the Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan who himself 

was in favour of cabinet government, with governor general as a symbol of authority 

while real powers should rest with prime minister as in other Commonwealth States.
70

 

Being aware of norms of parliamentary system, the tradition of neutrality and non-

interference was set during his period of governor generalship as on the first day he 

stated that Liaquat Ali Khan was suitable person to lead the country on the path 

envisaged by Quaid-i-Azam, the founding father of the nation.
71

  

Liaquat Ali Khan took the portfolio of State and Frontier Regions from governor 

general.
72

 The whole authority which was previously exercised by Jinnah as governor 

general was now transferred to prime minister‟s office.
73

 Liaquat became the effective 

and influential leader of the cabinet, got control over legislature and now had become 

the comparatively powerful head of government. During Nazimuddin period of 

governor generalship which lasted for 25 months, the country got an opportunity to 

develop and sustain the conventions necessary for the cabinet government. No doubt 

he was the man who acted as a constitutional figurehead of the state
74

 purely in 

accordance with the norms and values of parliamentary system of government. 

 His role was also in consonance with the normative version of Neo Institutional 

Theory which argues that the structures of institutions rely on norms, values and 

traditions of institutions. The strength of an institution depends upon the viability and 

observance of its norms and values. If the norms and values are observed, the 

institution gains strength and performs well. If the norms are not followed by 

individuals who work in the institution then the degeneration of the institution does 

start.
75
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If the tradition of observance of norms and values which had been set by Nazimuddin 

was continued, it could provide an opportunity to shift powers from personality to the 

institution which would strengthen parliamentary system in the long run. The official 

record of the period concerning high appointments and the state policy is evident to 

the fact that the governor general was acting on the advice of cabinet and the practice 

of governor general to preside over the meetings of cabinet had almost ceased.
76

 

However, during this period also the political leadership relied upon permanent civil 

servants. This reliance was more visible in the provinces. One of the reasons was that 

the only model of government which the Pakistani politicians had observed was the 

British viceregal system in India under which the bureaucrats had exercised their 

powers most of the time without any interference from politicians.
77

 During Liaquat 

period it was an executive based on popular support but functioned with the support 

of bureaucracy.
78

 During the period it became more visible that there were three 

centers of power, the military, bureaucracy and the Constituent Assembly.
79 

 It means that Constituent Assembly got two contenders of power which were 

constant threat to its authority i. e., supremacy from the very beginning and now had 

become permanent threat to it, as both the institutions continued to work without any 

control or supervision of it. In British viceregal system the real repository of the 

authority was governor general or governor in centre and provinces respectively and 

parliament or legislative assemblies both central and provincial were left with little 

powers. The same pattern was continued even after the creation of Pakistan.
80

  

Even after the death of Jinnah when Khawaja Nazimuddin willingly handed over the 

whole authority and powers which were previously enjoyed by Quaid-i-Azam as 

governor general to prime minister, the two powerful veto institutions – military and 

bureaucracy undermined parliamentary norms and considered themselves least 

accountable to the parliament or Constituent Assembly or to the chief executive of the 

government and had become a constant threat to „parliamentary supremacy‟.
81

 

One of the reasons of so much reliance on permanent institutions was weak structure 

of political institutions for which Liaqat Ali Kahn did not take any practical steps to 

strengthen them. In 1950 Liaquat Ali Khan decided to become president of League 

which was deviation from the party policy of keeping the party and government 
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portfolios in different hands. This made the party subservient to government office 

holders.
82

 It was need of the hour to reorganize and strengthen his own political party- 

the Muslim League- but Liaquat Ali Khan simply failed to do the job. The tussle 

between different institutions further weakened the political institutions, an 

opportunity which was fully exploited by veto institutions in their favour.
83 

Liaquat Ali Khan on the other hand, did exactly the opposite and passed PRODA 

(The Public Representatives Office Disqualification Act of 1949) to punish political 

leaders for corrupt practices, willful administration and abuse of power and position. 

Increased reliance on such authoritative mechanisms further enhanced the power and 

influence of permanent institutions at the expense of political institutions.
84

  

Liaquat Ali Khan‟s authoritarian approach was not limited to his own party leadership 

rather he adopted the same approach towards the leadership of other political parties. 

Those who organized their own poltical parties were described by him as traitor and 

liars and equated opposition to Muslim League as opposition to Pakistan and did not 

tolerate the voice of opposition. He did not hesitate to declare them as enemies of 

Pakistan.
85

 

The continuous alienation and disrespect for political leadership compelled him to be 

more dependent on administrative institutions. The heavy dependence over the 

permanent institutions of the state further enhanced the powerful position of 

bureaucracy. Ambitious bureaucrates like Ghulam Muhammad did hold two 

portfolios of finance and economics. He enjoyed unlimited powers and was in perfect 

position to exploite the dissention and rift in Muslim League in his institutional 

favour. The mechanism and strategy of other civil servants working at lower or 

provincial level were not much different from the upper bureaucracy. The powers to 

grant jobs, licences, and contracts, the requisition orders for factories or houses were 

used by bureaucrats for their own favour.
86 

Since it was the domain of politicians to exercise such influence and powers to build 

political support but the powers were exercised by civil servants. It was the reason 

that the conflict between two was more imminent. On the other hand the secretaries of 

different departments enjoyed the powers to draw the attention of governors if the 

ministers disregarded the rules of business by granting favours to the members of 
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their party. The civil servants used these powers to deprive the political leadership 

from granting patronage. In Pakistan there was little industrialization. To broaden 

political support, the effective mechanism with politicians was the grant of patronage. 

They were deprived of this opportunity by administrators who utilized it for their own 

benefits.
87

 

On the other hand the issue of corruption on the basis of which politicians were 

punished was not limited to politicians only. The civil servants were not less corrupt 

than politicians. Moreover, they were permanent officials and were least responsible 

as compared to politicians who were not only responsible to the parliament and 

opposition but also to people at large. The PRODA Act was not used across the board 

rather under the act the cases of corruption were generally initiated against 

politicians.
88

 

The two institutions used foreign policy sphere as a powerful tool. They  superseded 

Constituent Assembly and established their own relations with the powerful 

international countries. It is the reason that, “ By the time Pakistan‟s first prime 

minister became the target of an evidently hired assassin, the institutional balance had 

begun gravitating away from political center in Karachi to military headquarter in 

Rawalpindi”.
89 

In short governor general Nazimuddin while keeping in view the norms of 

parliamentary supremacy willingly decided not to exercise powers of governor 

general which had been given to the chair by 1935 Act as adopted in Pakistan as an 

interim constitution.
90

 It was an effort on part of Nazimuddin to strengthen 

parliamentary traditions and representative political institution, the Constituent 

Assembly. However, Liaquat Ali Khan instead of strengthening and relying on 

political institutions took help from permanent state institutions which blocked the 

way to transfer powers from unelected institutions to elected ones. Thus an 

opportunity which had been created by Nazimuddin to evolve and strengthen the 

norm of „parliamentary supremacy‟ could not be materialized which went against the 

normative version of institutional theory and the powers were not exercised by the 

relevant quarters i.e. the Constituent Assembly.
91

 The trend which was set in the 
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formative years of Pakistan harmed parliamentary democracy in Pakistan and it could 

not take roots firmly in the very beginning. 

Nazimuddin‟s observance of parliamentary norms and acceptance of titular or 

nominal position as head of the state was a welcome omen and was in line with the 

Normarive Version of Neo Institutional Theory as to the version the individuals 

perform their duties while observing the norms of the institution because of the 

normative parameters of the institution in which they work. They work for the 

improvement of the norms of the institutions instead of the improvement of their 

individual capabilities because they know that institutions have to remain while 

individuals are bound to change. They understand that institutions get strength if their 

norms are observed in true spirit
.92 

Nazimuddin while knowing the norms, values and 

traditions of parliamentary system observed them. He had set the tradition of 

impartiality and non interference on the part of head of state. If the principles he had 

set were observed later on by different heads of state, the situation might be different 

in Pakistan. 

  

2.5:          Ghulam Muhammad’s Exercise of Discretionary Powers as a Governor 

General and its Repercussions for ‘Parliamentary Supremacy’ 

Ghulam Muhammad elevation to governor generalship and Nazimuddin‟s 

appointment as chief executive after the death of Liaquat Ali Khan destroyed the 

democratic capital of weak and fragile Constituent Assembly.
92

 Liaquat Ali Khan‟s 

death created an emergency situation in Pakistan in which the reserve powers of the 

governor general were exercised. Nazimuddin called meeting of the remaining 

members of cabinet to decide the problem of succession as there was no apparent 

candidate. The decision was difficult.  Nazimuddin had great political experience and 

had served as the chief minister of undivided Bengal. It was also considered proper 

that Bengali should come to the position of real authority. Due to these reasons it was 

decided that he should become prime minister and Ghulam Muhammad should 

become new head of the state.
93
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One version however is that the two most important figures of Pakistan‟s future 

government, Nazimuddin and Ghulam Muhammad had already divided the portfolios 

through mediation of Mushtaq Gurmani on the side of dying Liaquat Ali Khan‟s 

hospital bed at Rawalpindi. Whatever situation might be the reality is that in 

realignment of offices, the constitution conventions were disregarded. The ordinary 

procedure was to convene parliament for the election of prime minister in a dominon 

constitution. But the procedure was not followed in the case of Khwaja Nazimuddin. 

This was justified with the name of „emergency‟ and constitutional conventions were 

declared as mere „formalities‟.
94

 No one bothered about a very important issue that if 

these formalites or constitutional procedure were not respected, any dominion 

constitution would become meaningless
95

. 

Ghulam Muhammad‟s appointment violated another convention which was that 

governor general should not be a former civil servant solely to keep the office 

impartial and not to be associated with any particular governmental institution.
96

 The 

decision that Nazimuddin should be the chief executive did nothing to establish the 

norm and strengthen the value that the governor general, being head of the state 

should hold himself aloof from every day political life. Ghulam Muhammad was a 

civil servant and had no regard for the traditions and conventions of parliamentary 

system. Throughout his career after creation of Pakistan, firstly as a civil servant and 

later on as finance minister his thinking and approach about politicians and 

representative institutions was an open secret. He strived to establish, “ the 

development model of governance from an unelected position of governor 

generalship”
97 

and distrusted Constituent Assembly and parliamentary demcorcy.
98

 

Being a representative of the establishment his elevation to the post of governor 

general had a strong backing of civil and military bureaucracy and the pro-

establishment ministers in the cabinet. He was not ready to remain mere a 

constitutional figurehead.
99

  

Weaknesses and loopholes on the part of Nazimuddin further facilitated his task that 

could not bring any meaningful change on internal or external front. His stature as a 

Muslim League leader declined to the lowest ebb.
100

 Consequently bureaucrats were 

running country in every way except in name and as a result tussle between politicians 

and bureaucrats was bound to happen. 
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Failure on the part of Nazimuddin provided sufficient excuse to the already biased 

governor general to defame political leadership. Nazimuddin‟s ministry was facing 

decline in several fronts. At the end of 1951 the national economy was in bad 

conditions as temporary relief which had been provided by Korean war had already 

over.
101

 The Bengali Language crisis was a serious problem for a prime minister who 

belonged to Bengal.
102

 The food crisis in 1952-53 gave an opportunity to land lords 

who had political background to use their force to further destabilize the weak 

parliamentary system so that it might not be able to pass tenancy laws or introduce 

land reforms.
103

 The Ahmadia Movement provided opportunity to religious political 

leadership who had earlier strongly opposed the creation of Pakistan. Amongst them 

some religious groups like Ahrars had declared Quaid-i-Azam as „Kafir-e-Azam‟ 

(leader of infidels) to show their street power and to find ways and means to make 

firm entry to the power structure of Pakistan.
104  

The politicization of religious sentiments was not a natural phenomenon rather it was 

engineered by governor general and his Punjabi supporters to bring a Benglai prime 

minister Nazimuddin on weak wicket and to create a ground for the exercise of 

discretionary powers of governor general.
105 

It is argued that, “in March the Ahmadia 

riots in Lahore gave an opening to spread throughout the country. Military high 

command tried to convince the political leadership to impose martial law in the city 

but they failed and then on March 6, 1953 the area Commander General Azam 

imposed Martial Law on his own and dismissed the Doalatana‟s ministry”.
106 

The passing of an unpopular budget further .pushed prime minister representing the 

parliament towards fragile situation. The military disliked Nazimuddin‟s proposed cut 

in defense budget and sided with governor general in a tussle between two highest 

position holders in Pakistan.
107

 In emergency meeting which had been convened to 

discuss food crisis in Pakistan, governor general and the senior civil servants joined 

commander-in-chief who leveled charges against prime minister. The entire above 

crisis provided a reasonable excuse to Ghulam Muhammad to dismiss Nazimuddin 

Ministry. On 17 April 1953 Nizamuddin was summoned along with his cabinet by 

Ghulam Muhammad to tender resignation. Nazimuddin refused straightaway and 

consequently he was dismissed. 
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 Viceregal constitutional structure had provided sufficient room for governor general 

in the post colonial Pakistan to dismiss a prime minister who enjoyed support of 

majority of the legislature. The governor general had acted under section 10 of the 

1935 Act as adapted in Pakistan.
108

 Though governor general enjoyed extra-ordinary 

powers under the act but these powers were subject to „constitutional conventions‟ 

and were not to be used actually by governor general. However these conventions 

were meaningless for a governor general who had no respect for democratic norms 

and values. The spirit of constitution should be more important than letter and such 

use of powers by governor general would bring devastating results for democratic 

institutions in Pakistan.109
 It was without any doubt a „bureaucratic military coup‟.

110
 

The prime minster was justified in his argument that his dismissal at the hand of 

governor general was illegal, unconstitutional and against the basic norms of 

parliamentary democracy.
111

 

On April 17 governor general issued a press communiqué, which said, “I have been 

driven to the conclusion that the cabinet of Khawaja Nazimuddin has proved entirely 

inadequate to grapple with the difficulties facing the country. In emergency, which 

has arisen, I have felt it incumbent upon me to ask the cabinet to relinquish office so 

that a new cabinet better fitted to discharge its obligations towards Pakistan may be 

formed”.
112

 

It was an unfortunate step in constitutional history of Pakistan. The governor general 

had taken an action which was clearly political and beyond the normal scope of 

constitutional head of the state. It is stated that, “ the ministry commanded majority in 

the house and had just passed the budget”.
113

 The governor general coup violated 

three norms of parliamentary system which were, “ firstly, he had to be impartial and 

neutral but he took part in party politics and identified himself with particular group. 

Secondly, the convention of cabinet solidarity had been disregarded. Thirdly, the role 

of legislature was undermined.”
114

 Ghulam Muhammad was the nominee of the 

Queen while Nazimuddin was the leader of the elected national parliament. According 

to the constitution Nazimuddin was competent to ask Queen to change governor 

general. Her nominee did not enjoy the power to dismiss prime minister who 

commanded majority in the house.  Her nominee did not repect the spirit of the 

constitution. Such precedents can not be found in any democratic country.
114 
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Governor General‟s action had the backing of several ministers. It was, therefore, 

possible for the cabinet to discuss the contentious issues in cabinet meetings. If the 

cabinet could not resolve the issue then a major cabinet crisis would take place which 

would have given considerable justification for the intervention by governor general. 

But if such crisis had occurred, Nazimuddin would have appealed to the Muslim 

League Parliamentary Party or to Constituent Assembly. In Constituent Assembly he 

had the majority and had just passed the budget. Therefore, governor general‟s action 

was as much against the assembly as against the prime minister.
116

 

Institutions are not mere the names of buildings and infrastructure rather norms, 

values customs and traditions give foundational basis to institutions.If the norms and 

values are repected, it gives strength to institutions. On other hand if the norms are not 

observed the institutions can not function smoothly, it was also against the spirit of 

normative standards of Neo Institutional Theory which states that institutions are 

based upon norms and values and if the norms are not observed properly then it leads 

to the gradual degeneration of institutions. Ghulam Muhammad was a bureaucrate and 

had no respect for the norms, values and customs of parliamentary system. The norm 

of parliamentary supremacy was not respected which deprived Constituent Assembly 

of its sovereignty which was its due right. Ghulam Muhammad entrenchment in the 

domain of Constituent Assembly had far reaching repurcusions for the parliamentary 

system of Pakistan. The succeeding heads of the state frequently dismissed heads of 

the governments while surpassing Parliament and undermining the norm of 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ which proved detrimental for the fragile democratic 

system to take roots in Pakistan.The governor general‟s coup also had the backing of 

military which enabled it to enter in power politics as a major force.Governor General 

had no such powers as it was the sole prerogative of „a fully sovereign Constituent 

Assembly‟
.119

  The  military and bureaucratic dominancy  was now on its way and 

gained legitimacy. This was true of the West wing but the situation was different in 

East wing. The dismissal of Nazimuddin‟s ministry affected the confidence of the 

people of East Pakistan.
120

 

Governor General‟s subsequent decision further undermined role of Coonstituent 

Assembly. He took another un-parliamentary step and appointed Muhammad Ali 

Bogra as a new prime minister. In parliamentary practice leader of majority party is 
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asked to form government but in Pakistan prime minister was appointed first and the 

majority party readily accepted.
121

 The new cabinet had already been chosen for him, 

“six ministers came from the outgoing cabinet and three new ministers were invited 

by the governor general rather than prime minister. The decisions were taken by 

stronger personalities of the cabinet. They considered themselves responsible to 

governor general instead of prime minister”.
122 

The credentials which made Bogra attracted for governor general to be appointed as 

premier was his Bengali background with no independent constituency, without a 

strong popular base he could only become a tool in governor general‟s hands. His 

popularity in Washington made him acceptable to military establishment.
123

 After 

assuming powers, the prime minister soon caught himself between the powerful 

governor general and Bengali dominated Constituent Assembly. On the other hand, 

after controlling cabinet, governor genral‟s next step was to give subordinate role to 

Constituent Assembly. But without any independent support base Bogra could not 

ignore Constituent Assembly.
124

  

On other hand League dominated Constituent Assembly was in no way ready to 

accept subordinate role and tried its level best to acquire a role which any national 

parliament has in parliamentary set up. The efforts of parliamentarians were in line 

with normative version of institutional theory. Through such efforts they could restore 

parliamentary sovereignty. It was the reason that members of Constituent Assembly 

tried to restore parliamentary sovereignty in letter during Bogra‟s period. The 

memories of Khawaja Nazimuddin‟s fate were fresh in the members of Constituent 

Assembly. They convinced Bogra and, “he was now trying to get himself free from 

„governor general‟s apron strings‟ and declared Constituent Assembly as sovereign 

body”.
125 

The PRODA Act was hanging as a sword of Damocles over the heads of 

politicians and was considered to be a serious weapon in the hands of military 

bureaucratic establishment to book any member of parliament at any time. To clip the 

wings of governor general, PRODA was repealed on September 20, 1954.
126

 On next 

day a bill was passed which amended section 9, 10, 10A and 10B of the Act. Hence 

the powers of governor general were curtailed. 
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Now the ministers would no longer hold office during the pleasure of governor 

general, rather they would be individually and collectively responsible to parliament. 

Governor General would no longer nominate prime minister and his ministers and 

dismiss the prime minister and his cabinet.
127

 It was decided that all ministers were to 

be members of the assembly and could retain office so long as they would enjoy the 

confidence of legislature. The cabinet would be collectively responsible to legislature 

to make the system in accordance with norms and conventions of parliamentary 

system.
128

  

Similarly, provincial legislatures and governments were also legally made in 

accordance with parliamentary norms because governor general was deprived of the 

powers to dismiss provincial government. Now the provincial ministries were no 

more bound to the advice of governor general rather they were made answerable to 

the respective provincial assemblies.
129

  

It was an important step towards the strengthening of parliamentary system. It was a 

serious effort on the part of members of the Constituent Assembly to ensure 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ through constitutional amendments.
130

 The progress of 

Constituent Assembly by agreeing upon the BPC report and Muhammad Ali formula 

exposed governor genreral‟s lack of control over the assembly without which he could 

not influence constitution making and would thus result in subordinate position of him 

and his constituency, military and bureaucracy. The dissolution of assembly by 

governor general was not as easy as the dismissal of Nazimudin ministry because it 

was clearly mentioned in Pakistan‟s dominion constitution that assembly had the right 

to draft a new constitution.
131

  

Therefore, a meeting was held in governor general‟s house in which he was not ready 

to listen to any argument and asked Ayub Khan to impose martial law and produce a 

constitution, the purpose for which a draft had already been prepared and would be 

voted in Constituent Assembly. Later on it was decided that Constituent Assembly 

would be dissolved and Ayub Khan, the serving Commander in Chief would be 

defense minister and Bogra as prime minster.
132 

 The next day governer general issued the following proclamation: 
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“The governor general having considered the political crisis with which the country is 

faced, has with deep regret come to the conclusion that constitutional machinery has 

broken down. He therefore has decided to declare a state of emergency throughout 

Pakistan. The Constituent Assembly as at present constituted has lost the confidence 

of the people and can no longer function.”
133

  

In short, Ghulam Muhammad blocked the final adoption of constitution that would 

have established a genuine parliamentary system in Pakistan,
 134

 in which the norm of 

parliamentary sovereignty would be restored at least in letter. Of course, it would 

have strengthened the institution of parliament in accordance with the normative 

version of institutional theory because through the legal procedures the powers would 

have shifted from the personality of governor general to the institution of parliament. 

The essence of the normative version of the theory also is that individuals are the 

means while nstitutions are the end. If the democratic system has to work successfully 

then the individuals working in the institutions have to respect the values of the 

institutions, for the purpose not to get individual benefits but to achieve institutional 

objectives.
135 

The action of governor general through which Pakistan was deprived of constitution 

reflects the problem of personalizaiton of power in Pakistan‟s body politics which 

affected institutionalization of power in Paksitan.
136

 The undemocratic step was taken 

by governor general to satisfy his injured ego. “No greater fraud on the country had 

ever been played and no proclamation so bluntly opposed to facts was ever issued”.
137

 

The governor general, “ also struck at assembly in order to prevent it from passing a 

constitution to which he stood opposed and thus deprived the countrymen from 

constitutional rule for another two years”.
138

  

The assembly was to meet on 28
th

 October 1954 but the strong contingent of police 

had guarded the entrance of the assembly building and no one was allowed to enter. 

Maulvi Tameezuddin Khan, the President of the Assembly, had to adjourn the 

Constituent Assembly sine die and himself filed a writ petition in Sind Court against 

governor general‟s procalmation.
139

  

The governor general had already consulted the Chief Justice of the Federal Court 

even before the dissolution order and had certainly got the confidence and the backing 
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of another veto institution – the judiciary of Pakistan.
140

 Though Sind Court had 

unanimously decided in favour of Maulvi Tamez-ud-Din Khan and had declared the 

dissolution order as null and vide in its decision.
141 

It had declared Constituent 

Assembly as sovereign body. Governor General even failed to provide or refer to a 

section of law under which the decision had been taken.
142

 However, Sind Court 

judgment when came up for consideration before Federal Court, it was held that 

Section 223-A, according to which the Sind Court had decided in favour of Maulvi 

Tameez-ud-Din Khan, was not validly enacted and the High Court had no jurisdiction 

to issue the writ under the section. So appeal of the federal government was 

accepted.
143

 

The significant point in Federal Court judgment was that it did not go into the 

question whether the assembly was rightly dissolved or not rather, it rejected Sindh 

Court‟s judgment on technical grounds namely that section 223-A of the Government 

of India Act as adopted in Pakistan, by virtue of which Sindh Court issued writs in 

favour of Tameezuddin Khan was not yet a law because it had not received the assent 

of governor general.
144 

Here Justice Munir ignored even the jurisdiction of his own 

court as, “ it was resting on constitutional instrument which had not been signed”.
145

 

The dissolution of the Constituent Assembly by governor general and the validation 

of it by the highest judicial court of the country confirmed the fact that powerful 

institutions in shape of military, bureaucracy and judiciary, a new element in the 

game, were all bent upon to undermine the supremacy of Constituent Assembly and 

showed unity and commonality of purpose in this regard. It was practically shown to 

the people of Pakistan that Constituent Assembly had never been a sovereign body.
146

 

Ghulam Muhammad after dissolution of Constituent Assembly and dismissal of the 

Mohammad Ali Bogra again compelled Bogra to become prime minister. But again 

Mohammad Ali Bogra found himself that the cabinet was already formed. The so 

called „cabinet of Talent‟ consisted of three federal ministers and two ministers of 

state was formed. Mohammad Ali Bogra was again merely the nominal prime 

minister as the actual powers were enjoyed by the administrators and the army 

generals.
147
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 The all powerful Governor General Ghulam Mohammad along with two powerful 

Ministers Iskandar Mirza and Chaudhry Mohammad Ali all belonged to bureaucracy. 

However, “the unique feature of the cabinet of Talent was that, the commander-in-

chief of the army, General Mohammad Ayub Khan, became the defense minister”.
148

 

It was not a cabinet at all rather it could be compared with the executive council of 

governor general before independence. 

Another undemocratic step which was taken by governor general to give constitution 

by executive decree. In this regard a proclamation of grave emergency was issued 

from governor general‟s office through which governor general empowered himself, 

“to make provision for making the constitution of Pakistan, to make provision to 

constitute the province of West Pakistan, to validate laws which had been passed by 

the Constituent Assembly but had not received the assent of governor general, to 

authenticate the central budget, to make East Bengal as East Pakistan”.
149

  

During this period the slow process of the hearing of the constitutional petition 

provided enough room to the central government to maneuver election for the 

Constituent Assembly to get elect his own yes men  to Constituent Assembly to get 

pass the establishment‟s much wanted plan of one unit and to ensure the election of 

his own men on the key posts for which the central government even dismissed Feroz 

Khan Noon Ministry of Punjab and through maneuvering in N.W.F.P., Sindh and East 

Bengal ensured the election of its own men to the Constituent Assembly.
150

 Thus 

military – bureaucratic nexus was politically successful when it got the election of 

two bureaucrats namely Major General Iskandar Mirza and Chaudhry Mohammad Ali 

on the seats of Acting governor general and prime minister  respectively, while 

defeating all the stalwarts having political background like Suharwardy, Feroz Khan 

Noon and Fazal Haque etc.
151

  

Judiciary, another permanent institution was also included in power politics. Though 

the Federal Court declared section 2 of the ordinance through which governor general 

could make provision to frame constitution for Pakistan as ultra virus in Usif Patel vs 

Crown case, the Chief Justice himself even confessed the fact of controversial 

dissolution of the assembly when he remarked. „I do not know whether the 

Constituent Assembly was dissolved legally or not but so far it does exist in law‟.
152 
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 Here a question arises that what was the need of the subsequent validation of this 

controversial decision of governor general by the highest judiciary? One of the 

answers to the question may be that it ensured the secondary position of the 

Constituent Assembly visa-vis unelected institutions and deprived it of its essence 

which was „parliamentary supremacy‟. Here the judiciary also violated norms of 

„parliamentary supremacy‟. According to parliamentary traditions the judiciary might 

accept parliamentary sovereignty. The step of the judiciary was in contradiction to the 

normative version of Neo Institutional theory the essence of which is that institutions 

are not mere the names of buildings and the individuals who work with in institutions, 

rather the norms, values and traditions are the essence of the institutions without 

which they can not function properly. The success of any institution lies in the 

obsevance of its norms
153

. The decision of judiciary had deprived Constituent 

Assembly of its norms of „parliamentary supremacy‟. The judiciary further harmed 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ when it failed to point out the exact place where the 

sovereignty would reside. Consequently, its decision created a vacuum which 

benefited Ghulam Muhammad
154

 and the establishment. Since that date the fixation of 

exact place for sovereignty in Pakistan has become a contentious issue which of 

course needs an academic enquiry for which the research project has been initiated. It 

is the reason that the present chapter is so much relevant and important for the 

operationalization of key question of the research project which is what are the threats 

and challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ in Pakistan from 2008-2013.  

2.6: The Status of ‘Parliamentary Supremacy’ Under 1956 Constitution 

The second Constituent Assembly under the premiership of Chaudhry Mohammad Ali 

finally approved the first ever Constitution of Pakistan on February 29, 1956 which 

was signed by Major General Iskandar Mirza only when he got the assurance that he 

would be nominated as a provisional president on 2 March 1956. It was formally 

promulgated on 23
rd

 March 1956.
155

  

The 1956 constitution though provided for parliamentary system howerver, through 

certain provisions an ambitious president could make the system practically 

unworkable. Though the constitution effectively curtailed the discretionary powers of 

the head of the state which were enjoyed by him under the 1935 Act as adapted in 
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Pakistan as now he could no more dismiss the government, central or provincial, nor 

could dissolve the parliament. However, he had the power to appoint prime minister 

from member of National Assembly who in his opinion most likely to command the 

confidence of the majority. It may be simple task in two party system but if the party 

position is not clear, it becomes the function of great importance.
156

  

Moreover, as constitutionally president was bound to act on the advice of the cabinet 

but there was no remedy in the constitution if the president did not accept advice of 

prime minister.
157

 Regarding the dismissal of prime minister though the constitution 

confined president that he could not exercise his powers unless he was satisfied that 

prime minister did not command the confidence of the majority of the members of 

National Assembly. But the provision was of ambiguous nature and could not ensure 

sanctity of parliamentary system. It was the president alone who would decide 

whether the prime minister enjoyed confidence of the National Assembly or not.
158

 

The constitution had provided wide discretionary powers to president which were 

against the norms of parliamentary system. Under the constitution executive authority 

was vested with president. He was empowered to appoint prime minister, cabinet, 

state and deputy ministers. They were duty bound to aid and advice the president.
159

 

Similarly, prime minister was also bound to inform president about the decisions of 

cabinet.
160

 The president could summon, prorogue and even dissolve National 

Assembly.
161

 The national budget could be placed before the National Assembly only 

after the approval of the president and the National Assembly could not pass a bill 

about the federal consolidated fund without the formal consent of the president. The 

president enjoyed sole authority to issue ordinances when the National Assembly is 

not in session and could be lapsed only after six weeks unless it is passed by the 

parliament before its expiry period of six weeks. There was no such clause to prevent 

him to reissue the ordinance. The president had the power to appoint key personnel 

such as Commander-in-Chief of Pakistan army and the Chief Justice of Pakistan. The 

provincial governors were to be appointed by him and exercised the powers in the 

respective provinces as were exercised by the president in the centre but not in their 

own discretion but on the advice of the president.
162

 In constitution the president 

could declare a state of emergency under Article 191.
163

 Under the article the 

president enjoyed crucial executive powers and could convert the parliamentary 
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system in the center as well in the provinces into a rubber stamp.
164 

Though, political 

forces declared it as indigenous version of 1935 Act, it was a perfect constitution from 

military and bureaucratic point of view as their nominee, the president, enjoyed supra-

parliamentary powers.
165 

While analyzing parliamentary features of 1956 constitution one may argue that it was 

parliamentary in name only. In fact, it provided centralized system in which president 

had the power to dismiss national government, appoint prime minister, control budget 

and veto national and provincial laws. The national parliament was deprived of its 

sovereignty which is the essence of parliamentary system. The constitution had been 

authored by central bureaucracy and presented to the fragmented second Constituent 

Assembly for formal approval. The main reason was that president and prime minster 

both belonged to bureaucracy and Constituent Assembly had no check over them. 

Rather, Constituent Assembly was allowed to function only if it did not disturb the 

neo viceregal pattern in which head of the state enjoyed final executive authority.
166 

 

 

2.7: Exercise of Discretionary Powers by President Iskandar Mirza Under 

1956 Constitution and its Repercussions for ‘Parliamentary 

Supremacy’ 

Under Article 222 of the Constitution of 1956, the Constituent Assembly converted 

itself into National Assembly which had the power to elect president. A bureaucrate 

turned politician Iskandar Mirza became the president who had the support of military 

and bureaucracy. He was aware of the weaknesses of politicians and the 

parliamentary constitution and fully exploited it in favour of himself and those groups 

who backed him.
167 

Iskandar Mirza‟s appointment as president was the formal recognition of viceregal 

structure. Like previous heads of state Iskandar Mirza enjoyed support of civil and 

military bureaucracy. The weak structure of political institutions i.e. political 

leadership, political parties and representative assemblies further facilitated his task to 

get control over democratic institutions.
168
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Like his predecessors he had no training or experience in political affairs, yet he was 

expert in palace intrigues. He fully exploited the discretionary powers which he 

enjoyed under the constitution, particularly the power through which he could appoint 

prime minister. The coalition government at centre and weak organization of political 

parties further facilitated his task.
169

 The creation of Republican Party of Dr. Khan 

Sahib was the result of his intrigues. It caused disunity in the Muslim League at 

centre. Ten out of thirty six legislators became Republicans. Prime Minister 

Muhammad Ali lost his majority. He refused to accept Republican‟s offer to be its 

parliamentary leader because the Republican Party looked more towards the president 

than the prime minister for its guidance. He gave up premiership in disgust,
 
despite 

the fact that he enjoyed majority in National Assembly.
170 

 

New Prime Minister Hussain Shaheed Suharwardy was comparatively sharp and 

competent in the existing political lot but he also failed to successfully counter palace 

intrigues when he replaced Chaudhry Muhammad Ali.
171

 It was coalition cabinet of 

Awami League and the Republicans. H.S. Suharwardy was only offered premiership 

when he accepted President Iskandar Mirza‟s conditions that Pakistan pro-western 

foreign policy would not be changed, government would not interfere in the affairs of 

Pakistan‟s army and the left wing of Awami League which was led by Maulana 

Bashani would be kept firmly under control. Besides these conditions president had 

clear edge over the prime minister in the power structure because he enjoyed support 

of military and bureaucracy. Moreover, fragile coalition nature of Suharwardy‟s 

government further enhanced confidence of president that premier could not challenge 

the existing power structure in which the unelected institutions particularly military 

and civil bureaucracy enjoyed control over the power structure. Premier Suharwardy 

enjoyed little space in power mechanism and could be best described as a “captive 

Bengali who was compelled by the environment to speak the logic of central against 

the wishes of his own party, Awami League progressive wing, which was exactly 

wanted by president, his courtier the Republican Party and the state bureaucracy. 

Weak position of the prime minister compelled him to accept president and 

establishment‟s decision which was described as western wing point of view on 

electoral issues, foreign policy and one unit system and all this further distanced him 

from his party”.
172 
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In a move to restore his popularity in the East wing Suharwardy announced a series of 

concession to small and medium scale businessmen in East Pakistan. This move 

united the west wing big businessmen and industrialists. The president of federation 

of chambers of commerce and industry lodged a serious complaint against 

Suharwardy before the President of Pakistan. His standpoint about agriculture reforms 

to eliminate the food shortage annoyed the big land lords of the west wing. All these 

created momentous pressure on prime minister.
173

 Exactly during this period Iskandar 

Mirza openly pleaded, “ the unsuitability of parliamentary system on west minister 

type for Pakistan and advocated „a modified form of‟ American Presidential system 

for Pakistan”.
174

 

On other hand the pro central policy of Suharwardy were opposed by his own party, 

the Awami League in East Pakistan and passed a resolution in the East Pakistan‟s 

Provincial Assembly demanding full provincial autonomy for East Pakistan. The 

formation of NAP (National Awami Party) became another critical problem for 

Suharwardy. Its American propaganda was equally dangerous for military, 

bureaucracy and the Republican Party. In West Pakistan no confidence motion was 

sure to be passed against the Republican coalition government. To save imminent 

defeat, the Republicans had to bow before the major demand of NAP to substitute one 

unit plan with „zonal federation of linguistically and culturally autonomous units‟. On 

17 September, 1957, the West Pakistan Assembly voted for abolition of one unit plan 

while on the other hand Suharwardy was under pressure from military and 

bureaucracy to save one unit.
175

 

The president was not only busy to destabilize and defame the parliamentary system 

at the centre but he was equally involved to destabilize the system in the provinces 

particularly in West Pakistan. In West Pakistan his courtier and blue eyed babies, the 

Republicans with the help of whom he had brought the parliamentary system at the 

center to a farce, were given provincial government and Dr. Khan Sahib became chief 

minister despite the fact that Republican was not a majority party in the coalition 

setup. During budget session when it was sure that Dr. Khan Ministry would be 

ousted through a no confidence motion, again president came to his rescue, imposed 

governor rule in the province. It was lifted only when the Republicans could safely be 

reinstated.
176
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Consequently, Suharwardy could not face the pressure and opposed the substitution of 

one unit and as a result the Republican withdrew their support.
177

 Suharwardy tried to 

forge an alliance with the members from Punjab by taking a stand in favor of one-

unit. He asked president to summon the National Assembly to determine if he still 

enjoyed the confidence of the National Assembly. It alarmed Mirza who saw in the 

move a design to shift the powers from the presidency to the NationalyAssembly.
178  

On other hand though the constitution had the trapings of parliamentarianism but had 

given president such prerogatives that he could not bring himself to leave the business 

of governance to prime minister. In event of conflict the only solution was to dissolve 

the government or the assembly or suspend both institutions.
179

 In utter disregard of 

parliamentary canons, the president bluntly refused to convene the session of National 

Assembly to decide the fate of prime minister and asked Suharwardy to resign, failing 

which he would be dismissed. Ultimately Suharwardy had to resign without no 

confidence move of national parliament.  

It violated the norms of parliamentary system according to which prime minister can 

only be removed by passing vote of no-confidence in parliament. It sent out the only 

available man with aptitude as a politician and reasonable promise of national 

leadership and that is also by foul means. It pushed the president into arena of 

political competition as protagonist of his own ambitions. Even clause (b) of Article 

37 of 1956 Constitution would not justify Mirza‟s action. According to the clause the 

better method of the removal of the prime minister is to convene the session of 

National Assembly and to remove the prime minister by vote of no confidence.
180

 

Ismael Ibrahim Chandrigar elevation to premiership after resignation of Suharwardy 

facilitated the task of establishment to implement colonial viceregal political structure 

in post-colonial independent Pakistan. It was a League – Republican coalition 

government. Chundriger was a weak prime minister and had no say in cabinet 

formation.  His weak position was not only exploited by pressure groups but also 

by army. Pakistan Army had always tried to snatch more and more powers from 

civilian government. It got the approval of Ordinance no.xvii (1957) from Chundriger 

government through which army got special powers to prevent smuggling in East 

Pakistan.
181

 The Republicans who were coalition partners of Chundriger‟s 
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government at centre were not in good terms with his party in West Pakistan. When 

Republicans felt that real threat to their political power in West Pakistan was Muslim 

League, they withdrew their support from Muslim League at centre. Chundriger could 

not get the confidence of the house and had to resign in December 1957.
182

 

After resignation of I.I.Chandrigar, President Iskandar Mirza invited Feroz Khan 

Noon, leader of his Republican Party to become prime minister. But even Feroz Khan 

Noon could not come up to his expectations as he was politician and was responsible 

to people. The popular demand to conduct general election was a serious challenge to 

his government.
183 

On the other hand President Mirza and establishment were not ready at any cost to 

give powers to the elected representatives chosen through electoral process. The 

events in East Pakistan Provincial Assembly which resulted in the death of Deputy 

Speaker Shahid Ali provided enough excuse to the president to defame the whole 

political system.
184

 Moreover, Awami League alliance with Punjabi group had 

blocked Mirza‟s chances of re-elections. Weaknesses on the part of ruling political 

party to follow democratic principles in its dealing with constituent units resulted in 

central‟s government more dependence on civil bureaucracy which enabled it to cover 

more and more ground in power politics with support of military.
185

  

The provincial political leadership was also dissatisfied with the extensive powers of 

head of the state enjoyed by him in shape of emergency powers. But the top level 

Muslim League leadership was not ready to give powers to Constituent Assembly 

because they were refugees from United Provinces and had no independent political 

base. They were aware of provincial leadership‟s powers. Therefore, to keep them 

under check the central leadership wanted head of the state to be more powerful.
186

 In 

this tug of power they bothered least about „parliamentary supremacy‟. 

The contradictions within the system provided enough room to un-elected institutions 

to subvert democratic political system and take over affairs directly in their own 

hands. In short, Mirza imposed martial law in the country and invited Ayub Khan, the 

then C-in-C, to take over affairs of the state in his own hands and consequently civil 

and military oligarchy completed the exercise for which they were planning 

systematically.
187
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The abrogation of constitution was challenged in Supreme Court of Pakistan in four 

criminal appeals. The court accorded legal recognition to martial law. Chief Justice 

noted that „coup d‟ etat‟ was an internationally recognized legal method of changing a 

constitution. President Iskandar Mirza‟s coup d‟état was declared as successful and 

satisfied the test of efficacy.
188

 Ironically, on the same day, when Supreme Court gave 

its legal blessings to Iskandar Mirza‟s coup d‟état, a uniformed minister of Ayub‟s 

cabinet informed president to step down as “he was too much associated with the 

persons responsible for bringing about this state of affairs in the country”.
189

 

Ultimately he had to step down.
190 

One reality is that Chief Justice was a close friend of both Iskander Mirza and Ayub 

Khan and even attended the first meeting of Ayub‟s cabinet and was the author of 

Ayub‟s first speech to the nation
191

 who was also appointed as first law minster under 

1962 Constitution.
192 

To conclude Iskandar Mirza‟s role as head of the state in parliamentary democracy, it 

may be argued that his role was no more different than his predecessors. His 

identification with Republican Party violated principles of neutrality and impartiality, 

which are related with the head of the state in a parliamentary type of government. To 

perpetuate his rule he indulged himself in party politics and palace interigues. His 

exercise of discretionary powers undermined supremacy of national parliament
193

 and 

the political system was brought to a hault which ultimately led to the imposition of 

martial law. Thus with a stroke of pen Iskandar Mirza brought an end of the so called 

parliamentary system in Pakistan.
194

 

Several other reasons are also put forward for the failure of parliamentary democracy 

in Pakistan. According to one school of thought the politicians were corrupt, 

inefficient, selfish, and incompetent and preferred their personal interests over 

collective interests of the nation
195

.
 
To another school of thought the absence of strong 

political parties and sincere political leadership are responsible for the failure of 

working of parliamentary system.
196

 

However, the research on the specific issue of „parliamentary supremacy‟  indicates 

that during the whole period from 1947-1958 parliament was never given its 

sovereign status rather it was considered a secondary institution and remained at 
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mercy of veto institutions- military, bureaucracy and judiciary. The governor general 

or president who usually got support of the unelected institutions and pursued their 

institutional interests were never ready to accept the role of British monarch and to set 

free prime minster to function as an efficient executive.
197

 The arbitrary powers 

exercised by governor generals compelled the Second Constituent Assembly to write 

down important parliamentary conventions in 1956 constitution which governed 

relationship between monarch and prime minster to give sovereign role to parliament 

to appoint prime minster. However, the constitution provisions and parliamentary 

norms could not stop President Iskanader Mirza, who had the backing of permanent 

state institutions to deprive national parliament of its sovereign status.
198  

The concentration of unchecked executive powers in the hands of unelected heads of 

the state was the beginning of derailment of parliamentary democratic system. The 

unelected heads of the state from 1947 to 1957 issued 376 ordinences where as the 

elected legislative body, the Constituent Assembly, could pass only 160 laws.
199

 

2.8: Ayub’s Dictatorial Regime- Subversion of Parliamentary Democracy into 

Pseudo Presidential System and its Repercussions for Democracy 

Ayub‟s martial law brought the military establishment in forefront which then onward 

directly controlled each institution of the state. The autocratic mechanism disturbed 

each institution but the political institutions and their leadership were the worst 

sufferer as they were considered a major block in continuation of Ayub‟s 

development model. In the first speech, he criticized the political culture in Pakistan 

and floated the idea of „controlled democracy‟ in Pakistan. During the initial years of 

Ayub‟s martial law the political activities were strictly banned and the press was 

closely censured. In 1959, the Public Office Disqualification Order (PODO) was 

introduced.
200 

Its terms were similar to those of PRODA. It was used as a political 

weapon to punish those politicians who were opposed to his rule. More than 6,000 

persons who held different public offices and political portfolios were banned to take 

part in political activities.
201

  

Military establishment considered parliamentary system as one of the main reasons of 

political instability and decided to introduce their own brand of presidential system in 

which an indirectly elected president would have absolute legislative, executive and 
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judicial powers. For the purpose, Ayub Khan constituted a Constitution Commission 

under the chairmanship of Justice (retd) Shahab-ud-Din Khan to submit 

recommendations regarding future constitution. Justice (retd) Shahab-ud-Din Khan 

accepted the portfolio on the condition that the recommendations of the commission 

would at least be published by the government. The commission recommended a 

presidential system of government for Pakistan almost on the similar lines as it 

worked in the United States of America.
202 

The commission recommended that the 

president tenure of office would be fixed for four years and he could not be elected for 

more than two consecutive periods. The commission clearly deprived president from 

the power of dissolution of legislature. The commission recommended a strong 

independent and powerful legislature which would have sole control over public 

purse.
203

  

The commission submitted its report to president in May 1961. The president 

appointed a subcommittee of his cabinet under the chairmanship of Manzoor Qaidr, 

Minister for External Affairs, to analyze the recommendations of the commission. 

The committee submitted a report of its findings to the cabinet. Finally, president 

announced the Constitution of 1962 on 1st March 1962 through his broad cast speech 

to the nation.
204

 

Unfortunately, the 1962 constitution was not in consonance with the 

recommendations of constitutional communication. Unlike the election of the 

American President, the President of Pakistan was to be elected indirectly through 

local government institutions, the total strength of which never exceeded than 

120,000.
205 

In USA the members of the Congress - the American parliament is directly elected by 

the people but according to 1962 Constitution the members of the legislature were 

also to be elected through those local government institutions. It was another violation 

of the proposals of the constitution commission which had proposed for a strong 

bicameral legislature on the American Congress pattern which would be elected 

directly by people for a fixed period and it would have sole control over legislation 

and public purse. But the irony of the fact was that the president under 1962 
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Constitution could even dissolve the legislature in his own discretion if he considered 

it that it was not working according to the constitution.
206 

The National Assembly could impeach president if he violate the constitution.
207

 

Similarly, National Assembly could impeach president on physical or mental 

incapability.
208

 In both cases, the resolution had to be passed by three-fourth of the 

total members of the assembly. The novel feature of the process of impeachment was 

that if the process failed to get support of one-half of the total numbers of the 

members of National Assembly, the mover of the resolution would cease to be 

members of the assembly. Though the process of impeachment of the American 

President is quite rigid but if it fails no one cease to be the member of American 

Congress. Rather the impeachment power is a powerful tool in the hands of the 

American representatives to keep the president in his limits but under 1962 

Constitution even to initiate the process against the president was to endanger one‟s 

own seat in National Assembly. It was another violation of the recommendations of 

the constitution commission. The president was an integral part of legislature in 1962 

constitution
209

 which is not the case in USA. Under the constitution the president 

enjoyed the power to veto any bill passed by the National Assembly. Of course the 

American president also enjoys veto powers but not of that absolute nature.  

 The executive powers of an indirectly elected president were not limited to central 

government. According to the constitution president enjoyed coercive and sole 

authority to take executive decisions and make key executive appointments at 

provincial level. He could appoint provincial governors, who enjoyed the same 

executive authority in their respective provinces as was enjoyed by president in the 

center. But the important point was that they had to act on the advice of president
210

 

and could remain in power so long as they enjoyed the pleasure of president. 

However, the constitution commission had recommended the American model for 

election of provincial governors and in USA governors of the provinces are directly 

elected by the people for a fixed period of time and can not be removed by the 

president.
211

 

The above details justify Karl Von‟s argument that Ayub Khan wanted to impose his 

personal hegemony over the national and provincial institutions through the 
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constitution. The 1962 constitution which was majorly the draftsmanship of Ayub‟s 

law minister Manzoor Qadir achieved very little intellectual or public support. It 

fortified the president from all kinds of impeachment. Fundamental rights were 

practically denied to the people. Through the pseudo-presidential system one 

powerful man in the shape of Ayub Khan was made as the sole repository of the 

whole authority in the state to serve his institutional interests.  

 It is an established principle of political science that oppression leads towards 

revolution. The oppressive system of Ayub Khan became intolerable for the people of 

Pakistan. By the end of 1968 the public resentment against Ayub Khan touched the 

boiling point. The hostile opposition, student demonstrations, shop keepers shutter 

down and the strike of the workers turned the table upon Ayub Khan. Agitation and 

demonstration destroyed the law and order situation. To respond positively to the 

situation, the only good option was to give participation to the people in governmental 

affairs and decision making and that was possible through introduction of adult 

franchise and parliamentary form of government in time.
212 

However, Ayub Khan even this time as was expected tried to persuade his parent 

department, the Pakistan Army to come to his help to restore law and order situation. 

But the institution was not ready this time to come to his help, mainly because Ayub 

Khan was now not a man in uniform and it wanted its own serving Commander in 

Chief Yahya Khan to be the in charge of all affairs.
213

 Ayub Khan bowed before the 

decision of the institution while violating his own constitution by submitting his 

resignation in favor of Yahya Khan C-in-C of the army instead of tendering it to the 

Speaker of National Assembly
214

, Fazlur Qadir, a Bengali and denied him his rightful 

succession to the presidency. Yahya Khan abrogated the 1962 constitution and 

imposed martial law. 

In short, Pakistan was created on August 14, 1947, but in a decade General Ayub 

Khan, the Commander in Chief of Pakistan Army replaced the infant democratic 

system with military dictatorship. Due to political and economic deprivation of 

people, a mass movement started against his rule which compelled him to resign.
215

 

At the time of resignation he even did not respect his own constitution and asked 

Commander in Chief Yahya Khan to impose another martial law in the country.
216 
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2.9: Yahya Khan’s Regime-Absence of Parliamentary Democracy and 

Disintegration of East Pakistan
 

Yahya Khan and his associates had two options either to rely on use of force to 

suppress the mass movement for restoration of democracy or to ensure military‟s 

credibility. Keeping in view the highly politicized environment, the new dictator had 

to opt for the second option.
217

 In first speech Yahya Khan clarified to the nation that 

election would be conducted on the basis of universal franchise as soon as possible
218

 

but perpetuated his rule for two years and tried his level best to make his institutional 

base more powerful. 

However, martial law administration came to conclusion that effective political 

participation was the need of the hour to save the political structure from total 

collapse. As a result on March 31, 1970 Yahya Khan Government issued Legal 

Framework Order (LFO) under which elections were conducted. One of the salient 

features of LFO was that the National Assembly would prepare a constitution within 

120 days and it would be authenticated by president.
219

 It was the most controversial 

feature. In a country like Pakistan which could prepare its first constitution after eight 

long years and where a military dictator Ayub Khan took four  years to give its own 

hand-made constitution to the nation. How could a National Assembly give 

constitution in the post martial law period with in 120 days. Moreover, the 

authentication of constitution by president had a strong message that military jenta in 

no way was ready to ensure complete transfer of power to political forces. This 

feature would give enough excuse to generals to perpetuate their rule.  

The military establishment weighed all options to find out possible excuse to delay 

elections but in-vain as the popular demand to conduct election was touching the 

boiling point. After enough delay elections were conducted in December 1970 in 

which Awami League swept in East Pakistan while grabbing 160 seats out of 162 

seats and Pakistan People‟s Party in West Pakistan while securing 81 seats out of 138 

seats.
220

 The elections results were accepted by major stack holders and it was one of 

the least controversial elections for which one must give credit to military government 

under Yahya Khan. 
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However, the conduct of elections was not a prime objective, it was the transfer of 

power from military to civilian rule which was a serious and difficult issue and had to 

be handled with utmost care but institution of military under Yahya Khan failed in 

transfer of powers to civilian leadership which was a need of the hour.
221

 One of the 

main reasons of delay in transfer of power was that the establishment was in no way 

interested in complete transfer of power rather they wanted a Turkish type of military-

civilian regime
222

,
 
a solution formula, the implementation of which was simply 

impossible in post Ayub Pakistan where the agitative politics for people‟s rights had 

taken a new course. The more it tried to delay transfer of powers to Awami League, as 

a majority political party in elections, the more the situation worsened in East 

Pakistan. This totally unjustified delay resulted in the violent demonstration in East 

Pakistan which was dealt by government with iron hand, the oppressive policy, which 

fired back
223

 and ultimately ended in the formal dismemberment of Pakistan on 

December 16, 1971. One of the basic reasons of disintegration was the sense of 

political and economic deprivation of Bengalis from power sharing which was only 

possible through parliamentary democracy and federal form of government with 

provincial autonomy.
224 

 

2.10: Revival of Parliamentary Democracy through 1973 Constitution and 

the Restoration of ‘Parliamentary Supremacy’ 

The disintegration of East Pakistan and the humiliating defeat of Pakistan in 1971 war 

which happened due to all powerful, irresponsible pseudo presidential system had an 

impact on the minds of constitutional framers of new Pakistan when they started to 

frame a new constitution, which is of course one of the basic reasons that they had to 

opt for parliamentary system which had become synonymous with democratic 

forces.
225

  

The parliamentary system first projected in 1956 constitution failed to satisfy 

contenders for power and succumbed to the machinations of Iskandar Mirza and Ayub 

Khan, the guardian of the interests of their respective veto institutions. The 1973 

constitution originally promised better and more conducive atmosphere for the 

functioning of parliamentary system.
226

 Bhutto due to large political experience had 
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lost trust in unwritten conventions and traditions of parliamentary democracy because 

of the misuse of powers by heads of the state under the interim constitution and under 

1956 constitution. So in framing a constitution he went to a great extent and deprived 

the president of all powers which could create hurdle in exercising of powers by 

prime minister and parliament.
227

 

The norms and conventions of parliamentary system were written down in 

constitution which reflected „parliamentary supremacy‟. It may be argued that 

parliament under the leadership of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto tried to ensure „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ through constitutional provisions which was in consonance with the 

normative version of institutional theory which states that institutions are not measure 

the names of bricks, infrastructure and human professionals rather they encompass all 

positive norms, values and traditions.The success of any political institution lies in the 

observance of the norms which are associated with the institution. The norms and 

values are considered as an essence of the institution. The individuals who work in the 

institution are bound to obey the values of the institution, if they want the institutin to 

be meaningful and objective oriented. 
228

  

Keeping in view the importance of norms, the political leadership  tried to legally 

make the norms of „parliamentary supremacy‟ as the part of institution of 

parliament.In this repect the norms and values related to „parliamentary supremacy‟ 

which are observed strictly in other parliamentary democracies like Great Britain, 

India , Australia, though in unwritten form there,
229

  were enumerated in the 1973 

Constitution of Pakistan due to the chequered history of Pakistan.The original 

constitution stipulated that the legislature would consist of Senate and National 

Assembly only.
230

 The executive authority was to be exercised in the name of the 

president by prime minister who was the chief executive and the advice of prime 

minister was binding on president.
231

 The prime minister was to be elected by the 

votes of the majority of total membership of National Assembly and he would 

continue to hold office until his successor enters upon the office.
232

 In original 

constitution the president could dissolve National Assembly on the advice of prime 

minister and whether the president followed this advice or not, National Assembly 

should stand dissolve within 48 hours after such advice.
233 
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The presidential approval was just a formality for any legislation as the president had 

to sign a bill and even if he did not, it was deemed to have been signed after 7 days.
234 

In the original 1973 constitution prime minster had the direct powers to appoint and 

remove the ministers. In 1956 constitution the president could make a few very 

important but non-controversial appointments. In 1973 constitution the president was 

bound by prime minister‟s advice in making these non-controversial appointments.
235  

In short it was a constitution in which parliamentary norms had laid down as law and 

deprived the president of all discretionary powers which could create hurdle in the 

smooth functioning of parliamentary system. In parliamentary political history of 

Pakistan the heads of state who always championed the interests of veto institutions-

military, bureaucracy and judiciary more than often exercised supra-parliamentary 

powers at the expense of parliament. It was for the first time that parliament was made 

supreme at least in letter.
236 

2.11: Imposition of Martial Law- End of Constitutional Rule 

Civilian supremacy which was guaranteed through 1973 constitution was not accepted 

by unelected institutions with true spirit. The follies on part of democratic leadership 

provided them an opportunity to bring the whole system to a halt. Since the 

democratic process was set in motion, it was believed that democracy could have a 

smooth sailing in future. But unfortunately it did not happen because constitution was 

not allowed to function according to its true spirit.
237

 Bhutto tried to personalize 

powers which led to dissatisfaction inside and outside his party. He was intolerant of 

criticism and used constitutional powers against his opponents.
238

  

As military and bureaucracy was blamed for events of 1971 debacle and kept low 

profile for three to four years, Bhutto took advantage of their weaknesses and brought 

reforms in command structure of army and bureaucracy. He also took constitutional 

steps and made it illegal for military to abrogate constitution.
239

 His socialist 

programme was against the interests of industrialists. His socialism and secularism 

challenged the interests of religious class because the new system could not give them 

effective role in politics.
240

 Bhutto challenged various groups at one time. As a result 

when Bhutto announced fresh elections to be held, all the opposition parties made an 

alliance against him which was called Pakistan National Alliance (PNA). After 
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National Assembly elections, the PNA declared elections to be rigged and boycotted 

the provincial elections. The resentment was converted into anti-Bhutto movement 

which was supported by all anti-Bhutto forces.
241 

The extreme vibration of the 

movement compelled Bhutto to resolve the issue through table talks with PNA 

leadership which took several sessions and finally Bhutto declared that he was ready 

to sign an accord with PNA and showed his readiness to accept all the demands of 

PNA.
242

 On the other hand PNA council held a last meeting at night on 4
th

 July 1977 

just before the imposition of martial law and agreed on the point to hold another 

meeting with the government to reach a settlement.
243

 But General Zia-ul-Haque, the 

Chief of Army Staff (COAS) on July 5, 1977 brought to end the short interregnum of 

politicians in the national process and brought once again the domination of military 

bureaucratic complex. Though Bhutto had adopted various measures to prevent 

military intervention in politics as all the institutions including Pakistan army was 

constitutionally made subservient to parliament through various constitutional 

provisions but the chronic ingredients of military intervention were still there. It had 

the same structural tendency to take powers.
244

 It acquired power and its rule was 

imposed for the third time in the country with the name of „Operation Fair Play.‟
245 

The Chief Martial Law Administrator declared his government as an interim set up 

and announced that elections would be held within 90 days but unfortunately it was 

the longest martial law in the country. The authority of martial law was challenged in 

Supreme Court of Pakistan in Nusrat Bhutto Case in 1977. It was contended that 

according to constitution the COAS had no authority to impose martial law in the 

country and that his action amounted to treason. But the Supreme Court repeated its 

history and not only justified COAS action under the requirement of state necessity 

but also empowered him to amend the constitution.
246 

Ironically, the 1973 Constitution had itself conferred upon the authority on national 

parliament to amend the constitution and that is only by two-third majority. The 

bicameral legislature while sitting separately could amend the constitution.
247 

Supreme Court could only interpret the constitution.
248 

How an institution which did 

not enjoy any legal authority in itself could delegate it to any other institution or 

person? 
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 With the help of PNA Zia-ul-Haq postponed the elections of October, 1977 and 

started the process of accountability. In this process Bhutto and his party was 

defamed. Actually, he wanted to overthrow Bhutto out of political grounds. In the 

fulfillment of his emotions, he went to extreme point, tried Bhutto on the charge of 

murder case and hanged him in 1979.
249

 His utmost effort was to remain in power for 

which he compromised with Muslim League and even did not hesitate to use the name 

of Islam as a shield for his government.
250 

2.12: Revival of Democratic Rule 

Dictatorial regimes can be overthrown by vibrant democratic movements which are 

backed by the people at large. The democratic forces in Pakistan could no longer 

tolerate the delaying tactics of the dictatorial regime. To restore democratic political 

system, a movement of nine political parties with the name of Movement for 

Restoration of Democracy (MRD) was set up by PPP and some other political parties 

of former PNA. Its goal was the end of martial law and restoration of parliamentary 

democracy. Its first country wide agitation was launched in February 1981. General 

Zia was shaken by the formation of MRD and began a violent crackdown of all 

opposition elements. But MRD despite its organizational weaknesses continued 

efforts for restoration of democracy. It was announced that on August 14, 1983, on 

the independenc day of the country, a country wide agitation would be launched.
251

  

The dictatorial structure of government could not absorb the pressure of a 

comparatively weak movement of democratic forces and just two days before 

launching of the movement on August 12, 1983 General Zia announced his political 

plan. It was announced that election for legislature would be completed till March 

1985.
252

  

However, before transferring powers to civilian set up Zia got himself elected as 

President of Pakistan through a controversial referendum. The opposition leadership 

was detained and jurisdiction of courts regarding referendum was barred. Apparently 

Zia did not offer himself as a candidate for presidency in the referendum. Rather 

people were asked if it endorsed Zia‟s Islamization programme. If the majority 

responded in favor of his Islamization programme, he would be president for five 

more years. As a result Zia got himself elected as a president for five more years and 
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called himself as a directly elected president.
253 

Later on he conducted elections on 

non-party basis which were boycotted by MRD forces. Moreover, through party 

registration mechanism the parties were debarred from taking part in election and it 

was non-party basis elections.
254

 Elections were conducted in February 1985 and 

Muhammad Khan Junejo was elected as prime minister. 

 

2.13: Introduction of Eighth Amendment in 1973 Constitution- The 

Destruction of the Spirit of ‘Parliamentary Supremacy’. 

General Zia ul Haq did not want complete transfer of power. Therefore, a crucial 

amendment bill with the name of Revival of Constitution Order was introduced
255

 in 

1973 constitution and the lifting of martial law was conditioned with the passing of 

the bill by parliament. Consequently, the bill was passed by parliament with certain 

changes which is known as Eighth Amendment of 1973 constitution.  

Some politicians out rightly objected to the proposed amendment which made 

president extremely powerful in the context of parliamentary system. The bill was 

criticized by government benches which were officially known as Official 

Parliamentary Group (OPG) and the opposition parliamentarians commonly known as 

Independent Parliamentary Group (IPG) on the ground that the validation of Revival 

of Constitution Order (RCO) in toto in this bill would have altered constitution from 

parliamentary to presidential one. Haji Saifullah leader of IPG remarked that 

Indemnity Bill introduced by the government was not similar to the provisions made 

in 1973 original constitution to give protection to orders of Yahya Khan, he said,the 

indemnity provisions was a temporary validation while 8
th

 Amendment accorded 

permanent protection to all the acts of president and Chief Martial Law Administrator 

(CMLA).
256

  

Of course the bill divided top brass parliamentarians in two groups‟ i.e. presidential 

lobby and parliamentary lobby. Those who publically aligned themselves with 

president contended that the power to remove prime minster given to president 

through the amendment are not only democratic but also progressive in spirit. They 

refused to subscribe to the notion that the powers envisaged therein have tilted the 
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balance of powers in favor of an indirectly elected president. Some politicians out 

rightly objected to the proposed amendment which made the president extremely 

powerful in the context parliamentary system. They argued that through the 

amendment the parliament‟s supremacy had been subverted and an extra 

parliamentary figure in shape of president had been made the watchdog of parliament 

which was to them against the spirit of parliamentary system. In parliamentary system 

parliament could be held responsible only to the people and not to any other 

institution or individual and that only after a specific period.
257

 The objection to the 

Eighth Amendment in the days of its presentation and after its passage was its alleged 

violation of parliamentary sovereignty. What was feared at time of passing of Eight 

Amendment actually came true later on when the parliamentarians felt out of place in 

the presence of extra parliamentary figure called the president reigning supreme.
258

 

However, at that time political leaders had no choice but to accept the bargain offered 

by the president.   

The amendment was a comprehensive document which altered about 67 articles and 

thus changed the entire nature and character of 1973 constitution. Of course it 

provided some wide and substantial powers to the president which could only be 

observed in presidential set up. The amendment retained the discretionary powers of 

the president, given to him in RCO in respect of any matter of which he was so 

empowered by the constitution.
259

 He could appoint Chief Election Commissioner, 

Chairman of Public Service Commission, Chairman Joint Chief of Staff Committee 

and the Chiefs of three services. The president was empowered to send back a bill 

passed by the parliament for reconsideration.
260

 Moreover, it granted legality to 

military take-over of 1977, December 1984 presidential referendum and the RCO of 

March 1985. It also provided an absolute and unqualified constitutional cover to what 

so ever policy decision and action the military government of General Zia took during 

1977 to 1985.
261 

The executive authority was directly conferred to the president and 

the word “chief executive” which was used for prime minister was dropped assigning 

him subordinate position.
262

 Moreover, the amended Article 46 further emphasized 

the subordinate position of prime minister to the president by making him „duty‟ 

bound to keep inform the president about the policy decisions of cabinet. In principle, 

it is not the president but the parliament to whom prime minister of a country is 
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answerable.
263

 The president was provided with discretionary powers to refer any 

matter of national importance for referendum.
264 

In parliamentary system it is the sole prerogative of legislature to elect its leader but 

through 8
th

 amendment president was empowered to appoint prime minister. Though 

the provision was to last up to 20
th

 March 1990 but it still provided powers to 

president to appoint prime minister for the next two elections.
265

 Affecting such 

changes in the basic structure of the constitution meant “imposition of presidential 

autocracy on a parliamentary framework.”
266

  

Finally the climax of Eighth Amendment was Article 58 (2b) which read as, “ the 

president may also dissolve National Assembly in his own discretion where in his 

opinion; A: vote of no-confidence has been passed against prime minister and no 

other member of National Assembly is likely to command the confidence of majority 

of members of National Assembly. B: A situation has arisen in which the government 

of the Federation cannot be carried on in accordance with the provisions of the 

constitution and an appeal to electorate is necessary.”
267

  

The provision provided almost an absolute discretionary powers to president as it was 

not provided in the article as what yardstick the president would have to assess 

whether government of Federation could be carried on in accordance with the 

constitution or not. The decision was purely subjective in nature. Another aspect of 

this presidential authority was that as pointed out by a parliamentarian, “it would be 

disastrous if two persons have the authority to use one power at any time against an 

institution - the National Assembly at any time. The right of dissolution should rest 

with prime minister alone because he is representative and part of the parliament and 

parliament has shown its trust and confidence in him”
268 

The fact of the matter was that the president who himself was the creation of National 

Assembly could dissolve it without any fear of accountability. If the president order 

was declared null and void by Supreme Court, the president could still continue to 

retain office without suffering penalty. On the contrary when an elected prime 

minister advised the president to dissolve National Assembly, he would lose his 

premiership and had to face electorate again.
269

 The article clearly limited the 

sovereignty of parliament and had made the system subservient to the will of an 
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individual who stood immune despite his intervention, if he so desired. It was 

precisely this context which made one constitutional expert to remark that, “the 

present presidential post is no less than that of constitutional dictator”.
270 

The 8
th

 amendment also provided influential discretionary powers to president to 

intervene in provincial politics. Under Article 101, the president was empowered to 

appoint provincial governors.
271

 The governor was to hold the same position in the 

province as the president in Federation.
272 

But in vital decision making governor was 

required to get the priour approval of the president. Such as under Article 112 (2) the 

governor was empowered to dissolve provincial assembly in his own discretion. But 

for the exercise of his power he was constitutionally bound to get the priour approval 

of the president.
273 

Thus on close scrutiny, the Eighth Amendment provided for concentration of powers 

in person who was not entitled to it which was bound to result in confrontation 

between the two highest holders of powers. It was purely against the norm of 

parliamentary sovereignty which could result in devastating political repercussions for 

democratic system in Pakistan. It was also against the normative version of Neo 

Institutional Theory, which argues that people who function in different democratic 

institutions practically follow different norms of institution, not for their personal 

benefits but for institutional ones. To the version institutions are important because 

they have to persist while individuals are bound to change. In other words individuals 

are the mean while institutions are the end.
274

 Moreover, to the version of the theory 

instiutions are not the names of buildings and of human capital rather values, customs, 

traditions and norms are integral part of institutions. The institutions can not perform 

well and give satisfactory results unless their norms are not observed with their 

essence 
275

. 

 Eighth Amendment on one hand provided for concentration of powers in the hands of 

individual who was President of Pakistan at the expanse of institution which was 

Parliament of Pakistan. Thus on one hand, it violated the essence of the version of the 

institutional theory while on other hand deprived the institution of parliament of its 

basic norm which was „parliamentary supremacy‟ which was also the negation of 

basic principles of the theory. In short it was not genuine power equilibrium by any 
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standard. The amendment had turned parliament into a rubber stamp.  It was an 

unabashed, naked attempt to legitimize the status quo which was acquired by virtue of 

martial law.
275 

2.14: Threats and Challenges to ‘Parliamentary Supremacy’ during   Eighth 

Amendment Regime 

The Eighth Amendment created a tripolar power equation comprising president and 

army, prime minister and the parliament and the opposition parties. The first tripolar 

set up was General Zia-ul-Haq, the president, Muhammad Khan Junejo, the prime 

minister and political parties mainly the MRD. These power centers engaged in a 

power struggle and tried to enhance their powers at the expense of others. The major 

power source of the president was his institution, the army because he continued to 

hold the office of COAS and the discretionary powers which he enjoyed in Eighth 

Amendment. The strong power base enabled the president to play a decisive role in 

the political structure. On the other hand prime minister power base was weak 

parliamentary structure
276

 without „parliamentary supremacy‟ in post Eighth 

Amendment constitutional mechanism. Due to this tripolar system the democratic 

government of Junejo faced conflicting pressures. On one hand Junejo required the 

support of president and army while on the other hand he had to extract maximum 

powers for parliament and to prove his government as popular civilian government.
277 

 

In the power equation Junejo tried to create more political space for his civilian 

government but the task was challenging one as in post martial law environment the 

power structure was completely dominated by the forces of staus quo. Though he got 

the credit of lifting of martial law, 
278

 however, he could not neglect the powerful 

president therefore, he accepted Zia‟ decision to continue as COAS after the 

withdrawal of martial law and his colleagues openly defended the role of president in 

the new order.
279

 Moreover, president also issued statements in which he publically 

criticized the representative institutions and parliamentary norms for various reasons. 

It was a planned strategy to ensure his dominance.
280

 Apparently, the nation marched 

towards democratization and civilianization which was helped by both president and 

prime minister but actually they were engaged in a power tussle. Each one was trying 

to snatch more and more powers for their respective institutions.
281

 In early 1986 the 
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tension between Zia and Junejo prevailed over bureaucratic and political issues such 

as over appointments and extension terms of ambassadors and other key personnel. 

They also differed over the issue of how to handle Benazir when she arrives to 

country. Moreover, General Zia retained both the position of the president and COAS 

simultaneously, which was also a bone of contention between the two.
282

  

The fundamental problem they confronted was how to share power. Zia did not want 

to share control over three important zones of his government i.e. the defense, foreign 

affairs and national security
283

 while on the other hand prime minister tried to exclude 

him from at least foreign affairs and for this purpose he removed Sahibzada Yaqoob 

Khan as foreign minister.
284

  

The conflict on appointment, transfer and extension of important military officials 

became another bone of contention between the prime minister and president.
285

 The 

matter reached to extreme when Junejo interfered in the promotion of Lt generals who 

would latter serve as corps commanders which caused an outrage within the army.  

The domination of military establishment was not confined to important military 

postings rather parliament was deprived of to discuss the defense budget. In genuine 

parliamentary set up it is one of the key responsibilities of parliament to be custodian 

of public purse. Then for the first time in the history of Pakistan, criticism was 

levelled on sacred cow of defense expenditures through Junejo‟s parliament Public 

Account Committee (PAC). In May 1988 Junejo government took one step further 

when finance minister announced that Special Review Committee (SRC) of the 

government had decided to reduce the defense expenditures. The said committee had 

forwarded proposals for raising for small professional army, comprehensive training 

for all citizens and the sitting of National Defense Council functioning under the 

parliament to scrutinize defense spendings. To add fuel to the fire, in his budget 

speech, Junejo referred to the generals as „royal people‟ and maintained, “we will put 

them in Suzuki cars.”
286

  

On the other hand the hard reality is that Pakistan Army hardly tolerates any 

interference in its financial matters. To a political analyst “the army has such a large 

monetary stacks in the country that it will never allow a popular civilian government 
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to interfere with its interests. A civilian government may be permitted to continue 

only so far as it does not interfere with the financial interests of the army.”
287

  

There were several factors which resulted in dismissal of Junejo government. Junejo 

did not handle Afghanistan issue in accordance with the wishes of the president. On 

the other hand General Zia had personally attached himself with the issue of 

Afghanistan. To the sources of presidency the prime minister mishandled the 

Afghanistan issue, which annoyed the president.
288

 But the most immediate cause for 

the dismissal of the government, was Ojheri Camp disaster in Rawalpindi. This tragic 

incident created resentment against the army followed by growing rhetoric about 

public accountability of senior army officers.
289

 The parliamentary committee 

constituted for the purpose had fixed responsibility over two generals.  Prime Minister 

ordered high level enquiry to determine the causes of mishap
290

 and promised that his 

government would not hesitate “in awarding punishment to who so ever is found 

responsible for the laxity negligence, crime or sabotage.”
291 

The parliamentary 

committee constituted for the purpose had fixed responsibility over two generals. 

Junejo government was about to declare General Akhtar-Rehman and General Hamid 

Gul responsible for the Ojhri Camp disaster because they had permitted to keep the 

ammunition depot near a thickly populated area. Cabinet was ready to remove the two 

generals but President Zia acted before that and sacked the government.
292

  

Keeping in view the above factors it can be argued that Zia ul Haq explanation of 

corruption and deviation from Islamization for the dismissal of Junejo government 

lacked any substance. The dissolution order was challenged in court which was 

known as Haji Saifullah Case. The reasons advanced by president were not accepted 

by courts as they were vague and purely subjective in nature. However, Supreme 

Court refused to restore the assemblies because the people needed to be allowed to 

choose their representatives for national and provincial assemblies on party basis 

which was guaranteed to them under the constitution.
293

  

The dissolution of assemblies reinforced the belief that Zia was not sincere in 

restoring democracy. If he could not share power with a „docile‟ prime minister and 

tolerate his assertion of authority in peripheral areas of the political system, how could 

he agree to transfer powers in orderly and peaceful manner?
294 

Zia-ul-Haque had 
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exhausted all his cards to legitimize his rule or counter the growing demand for the 

restoration of democracy in the country. His Shariat Ordinance failed to capture the 

imagination of general public. Had Zia lived long enough, a strong and hostile 

opposition would have always confronted him. The air crash in August of the same 

year, 1988 gave him an honorable exit from the political scene of Pakistan.
295

  

Zia-ul-Qaq‟s death paved way for party based general elections in the country. In 

elections for National Assembly, the PPP emerged as the largest party in parliament 

with 92 seats out of 205 elected seats while leaving behind IJI with only 54 seats.
296

 

This weaker position of PPP enabled military establishment to force Benazir to agree 

to an unwritten agreement suiting the wishes of armed forces. She was not offered 

premiership immediately although she was the leader of majority party in National 

Assembly and matter was delayed for fifteen days.
297

 The step which was totally 

against parliamentary norms as to normal parliamentary procedure the head of the 

state invites leader of the majority party to form government and take vote of 

confidence from popular house. In fact she was named prime minister because 

establishment had examined and found impracticable all other options.
298 

 After having meetings with the president, General Mirza Aslam Beg COAS and the 

ISI chief General Hamid Gul, Benazir had to agree to the conditions that incumbent 

president will stay in power and will head the cabinet defense committee that will 

oversee the country‟s security intelligence and military promotions, that there will be 

no immediate changes in constitution which give immense powers to president and 

validates the actions of military during Martial Law period. There will be no change 

in Afghan policy and Sahib Zada Yaqoob Khan, a member of opposition benches will 

be appointed as foreign minister.
299 

Thus after the agreement, Benazir Bhutto was 

appointed as prime minister. 

While entering the parliamentary set up, Benazir Bhutto, the elected prime minister 

was aware of her fragile position in the post military environment along with 

constitutionally, politically, economically and structurally peculiar circumstances.
300

 

The parliament‟s sovereign status was yet to be restored as military influence and 

Zia‟s constitutional legacy were still present which could hinder a real parliamentary 

democratic governmental process. Though, in the new political set up PPP brought 
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itself to forefront but the issue which remained unsolved was that the relatively more 

liberal PPP was still operating in restrained constitutional atmosphere. The PPP 

opposition, the IJI was simply Zia‟s legacy which was countering PPP on religious 

grounds.  

All these unprecedented realities were pointed out by Benazir Bhutto in an interview 

when she illustrated, “when my father came to power he basically had a free aim and 

Pakistan People‟s Party had a free hand… my party actually debated whether we 

should form the government or sit in opposition. Because of so many obstacles in our 

way, there will be severe limits on how much we will be able to deliver. There is fear 

factor which exists in the important military and bureaucratic complex which under 

Zia had an ascendency. But we do not believe in vendetta and we do not want people 

feeling that change means on massive level. Yet the message of people is for 

change.”
301

 On the other hand Benazir Bhutto had a responsibility of restoring the 

long missing and much awaited constitutional rule of which she appeared to be a 

symbol.
302

 
  

Though PPP agreed to power sharing formula but it continued to believe that it would 

be able to undermine president‟s authority after its government was safely installed in 

Islamabad. Therefore, Benazir Bhutto tried to wrest more and more powers from 

president but each attempt was met with stiff resistance
303

 as president had enjoyed 

the strong support of two powerful institutions-military and bureaucracy. Both had to 

safeguard their institutional interests. Therefore, Ghulam Ishaq Khan disliked 

government‟s allegedly cavalier attitude towards the two powerful institutions.
304

  

The first major hint of troubles from direction of Aiwan-i-Sadar came on December 

20, 1988 when central government transferred Chief Secretary and Inspector General 

of Punjab Police. The Punjab government of Nawaz Sharif refused claiming the 

center was encroaching upon provincial rights. The president, instead of remaining 

neutral like impartial head of state in true parliamentary set up, openly sided with 

Punjab government which annoyed PPP circles.
305

 Again in 1989 when PPP tried to 

dislodge the chief minister through a vote of no-confidence, the president sided with 

Punjab Chief Minister against the wishes of central government.
306 
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Safeguarding the interests of military and intelligence agencies was considered to be 

the core responsibility of presidency during Eight Amendment regime. Another issue 

which became a bone of contention between highest office holders in the country was 

replacement of DG ISI, General Hamid Gul by a retired Lt General Shams-ur-

Rehman Kalu, which annoyed GHQ and its represetnative the President of Pakistan. 

While the tussle of power was going on between the two highest state dignatories, the 

opposition parties and newspapers projected Ghulam Ishaq Khan as hero and prime 

minister as villain.
307

  

In July 1989 during the visit of Indian Prime Minister Rajive Gandhi to Pakistan, the 

military establishment and president through the latter delivered an embarrassing 

reminder to Benazir Bhutto that foreign policy sphere; she surrendered to them as part 

of the original deal would remain in their hands. Ishaq Khan neutralized government‟s 

attempt for normalization of relations between India and Pakistan by making a 

statement that India had hegemonic designs towards Pakistan. At the end of three days 

visit Rajive Gandhi was to jointly address a press conference with his Pakistani 

counterpart, the two premiers declared at a press conference that they had ratified an 

agreement pledging not to attack each other‟s nuclear facilities as a first step towards 

lasting peace in the region. An Indian journalist rose to seek Pakistan‟s premier 

reaction to the president‟s statement. A visibly frustrated Benazir Bhutto could only 

utter, “I have not read the statement yet and therefore cannot comment on it.”
308

 This 

embarrassment brought complete breakdown of communication between president 

and prime minister. By the time Sirohy affairs had hit the headlines in August 1990. 

Iftikhar Ahmad Sirohy had completed his three years tenure as admiral but president 

emphasized that he would retire after completing his tenure as CJCSC and president 

alone had discretionary powers to appoint armed services chiefs. The president was 

actually working at the behest of army, who had already been antagonized by Benazir 

Bhutto on the appointment issue of ISI chief. This conflict generated fears that 

president might dismiss prime minister or there might be a coup attempt.This affair 

brought to surface that power arrangement envisaged in Eighth Amendment was not 

working smoothly.
309

  

The no-confidence motion gave another ground to PPP government when during the 

crucial period president met with MQM leaders in Karachi which resulted in MQM‟s 
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support for opposition benches.
310

 In no-confidence move military and bureaucracy 

had also exhausted all cards to topple representative government. In 1992 “Operation 

Midnight Jackal” was revealed in which some intelligence agencies officials had tried 

to win over some PPP members of parliament to side with IJI. It in fact strengthened 

the growing impression that an intelligence agency can itself become a key player in 

political power game.
311

  

The deteriorating law and order situation in Sind coupled with magnitude of 

corruption scandals and economic problems brought PPP government on weak wicket 

against president and the army. After a meeting with corps commanders, General 

Mirza Aslam Beg the then COAS sent a message to Benazir Bhutto asking her to sack 

four ministers of her cabinet which included Aitzaz Ahsan and Jehangir Badar, 

Minister for Interior and Petrolium respectively. This dictate was not agreed to by 

prime minister who resented and told the messanger, “Let them overthrow my 

government but I will not accept their dictations.”
312 

 The generals met again to remove the government by August 14, 1990 otherwise 

army would step in directly. On the other hand, “President Ishaq was too willing to 

oblige as the relations between him and Bhutto had already hit an all time low 

level”
313

 As a result president dismissed Benazir Bhutto and dissolved National 

Assembly on the charges of corruption, deteriorating public order, lack of legislative 

initiatives and provincial tensions.
314

 

The above discussion indicates that overthrow of an elected prime minister and her 

governement by president at the time when it just had defeated the no-confidence 

move against itself in the parliament was clear indication that military establishment 

was not willing to allow the domination of representative institutions- parliament and 

premier over presidency which enjoyed support of army. To eclipse powers of elected 

institutions the establishment support was all time available for presidency. It was an 

indicator for politicians for future that they would not be allowed free hand under 

democratic government in the presence of an institution having monopoly over 

weaponry and substantial share of national budget. A civilian government may be 

allowed if it does not interfere in the internal affairs of army.
315  
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Once again the dismissal of an elected premier proved Eighth Amendment as a 

serious hurdle in smooth functioning of parliamentary system. It had made 

parliamentary system a nonsense as defined in terms of parliamentary sovereignty 

which hardly existed in presence of the amendment.
316

 The elected representative 

system which was missing in past under martial law framework should have been 

restored after the departure of the latter. But military regime left its legacy in the form 

of Eighth Amendment. In Pakistan the spirit of parliamentary system, which is 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ had been challenged by non-parliamentary forces, 

especially military, bureaucracy and judiciary which had occupied powerful positions 

since 1947.
317  

Since independence parliament had been deprived of its basic norm, the 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ which has brought devastating results for democratic 

institutions which is also the negation of normative standards of neo institutional 

theory which clarifies that for stable institutionalization of democratic system, the 

democratic institutions may be strengthened if the related norms and values are made 

part of the institution in spirit.
 

In Pakistan the institution of parliament has 

continuously been deprived of its soverign status. On other hand the normative 

standards suggest that if democratic institution is deprived of its basic values then it 

will not be in a position to perform functions to the satisfaction of electorate.
318 

 The arbitrary powers available with president in the shape of Eighth Amendment did 

not allow parliament to work freely, rather it worked under the constant threat of 

dissolution, which resulted in the gradual weakness of the institution of parliament 

and democratic system and the same has been envisioned by advocates of Neo 

Institutioanl theory about such a phenomena.
319

    

After the dismissal of Benazir Bhutto government and dissolution of National 

Assembly and provincial assemblies, elections were held in 1990. Nawaz Sharif came 

to power with comfortable majority. The IJI government led by Nawaz Sharif had an 

edge over the previous government as it enjoyed support of president in particular and 

army and bureaucracy in general.
320

 In the long run it was expected that Mian Nawaz 

Sharif and Pakistan Army would enjoy cordial relations as he had got political 

grooming under army generals and was brought to highest office by civil and military 
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bureaucracy. He had been appointed as finance minister by General Jelani, governor 

of Punjab, under Zia and later on was brought to chief ministership in 1985. Nawaz 

Sharif had no political chrisma but his victory was all due to support of civil and 

military establishment. General Hamid Gul and General Asad Durrani at different 

times remarked that Nawaz Sharif was the product of their agency, their efforts. It was 

widely speculated in press that IJI was the product of ISI.
321

  

Though apparently everything was going in the right direction but in reality it was 

Eight Amendment- the sword of Damocles which was a serious issue between 

presidency and prime minister. However, Nawaz Sharif was not happy with the 

amendment. Ishaq Khan had also prepared himself to counter Nawaz Sharif if he tried 

to bring any amendment in the constitution.
322

 Nawaz Sharif initiatives to act as a real 

chief executive not only caused deterioration of relations with president but with army 

as well. Later on Nawaz Sharif differed with the policies of military establishment 

over a number of issues like Gulf War, Sind problems and appointment of influential 

posts like ISI and army chiefs.
323

 

His relations with army Chief General Mirza Aslam Beg deteriorated to the extent 

that he tried to make at least one serious attempt to dislodge him from the office. In 

response, army intelligence made attempt to shake up the government from within.
324

 

The appointment of new army chief, General Asif Nawaz, was the breaking point 

between president and PM. Prime Minister tried to contain president‟s discretionary 

powers over the appointment of army chief but did not succeed. Beg was succeeded 

by Asif Nawaz as COAS.
325

 

 Nawaz Sharif was not able to establish cordial relations with new COAS. The friction 

came to surface when premier tried to remove Major General Asad Durani, the DG 

ISI. He was close to Beg and IJI sources disclosed that, “he was the man behind 

several efforts to destabilize government during Gulf war having personally 

supervised the disinformation campaign against key ministers.”
326

 The sudden death 

of General Asif Nawaz provided an opportunity to premier to get his man nominated. 

Nawaz wanted COAS to be a person who could either prop up his position against 

president or who could at least be sure would remain neutral. But president‟s exercise 

of discretionary powers overruled him to name a man of his own choice.
327

 The 
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appointment of General Waheed in January,1992 ignoring Nawaz‟s choice of Lt 

General Furrukh compelled premier to speed up the exercise to do away with the 

discretionary powers. The power struggle assumed a form of battle over Eight 

Amendment.
328

 Nawaz declared in the Senate of Pakistan, “I want the same powers as 

British prime minister. If we have decided to have a parliamentary system, we will 

have to give requisite powers to prime minister and parliament.”
329

  

Nawaz Sharif who was the choice of establishment was no more required when he 

challenged the status quo. In an important meeting with COAS, the president got 

support of the institution as he was told that army would not allow any curtailment in 

the powers of the president. The civilian government was conveyed a message that 

institutional interests of army were directly related with the powerful president.
330  

The relations between president and prime minister further strained at the time of 

election for the office of president. Nawaz Sharif was not ready at any cost to 

nominate Ghulam Ishaq Khan as the nominee of his own party but the palace intrigues 

and political maneuvering on the part of president
331

 who had the backing of army and 

bureaucracy compelled him to declare Ishaq Khan as the next presidential candidate 

of PML. However, this announcement did not impress the president who continued 

his efforts to destabilize government from within and in final show down Nawaz had 

less cards than Ishaq Khan. On 17 April in his address to the nation on television, 

Nawaz directly accused presidency of being involved in intrigues against his 

government and alleged that, “hurdles are being placed in my way to serve the nation 

and all efforts to help the country are being subverted by unscrupulous and dirty 

politics of those who are supposed to be guardian of democracy and symbol of 

federation and that a lot of pressure, threat and intimidation and black mail all of 

which aimed at forcing me to step down as being exercised.”
332

 In reaction president 

dissolved National Assembly and dismissed Nawaz government on the charges of 

corruption, maladministration, nepotism and failure to work effectively with 

provinces.
333

 

The axe of Eighth Amendment had again fallen on parliamentary democracy and its 

essence „parliamentary supremacy‟. The country was at the verge of uncertainty and 

the question was whether parliament would remain fragile and weak and the extra 
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parliamentary forces would keep on pulling its strings. The dissolution of popular 

house and dismissal of government instead of ending the drama, threw the country in 

vortex of crisis. The dissolution order was challenged in Supreme Court which 

declared president‟s dissolution order as ultra -virus.
334

 

The president was now engaged in bringing about precisely the kind of constitutional 

break down which Supreme Court had held to be prerequisite for dissolution of 

National Assembly. Through political blackmailing president was successful to pass 

vote of no-confidence against Punjab Chief Minister Ghulam Haider Wayen and then 

through new Chief Minister Manzoor Watto the Assembly was dissolved.
335

 The next 

day governor of NWFP dissolved the provincial assembly on president‟s instruction. 

Muzafar Hussain Shah, the Sind chief minister, was openly an ally of president and 

same was the case of Balochistan chief minister,  Zulfiqar Ali Magsi. Thus all four of 

provincial governments in the country were arrayed on president‟s side against prime 

minister.
336 

In short president indulged himself in dirty politics. He engineered revolt of provinces 

against the federation. On the other hand he was head of the state and was supposed to 

be the symbol of its unity and integrity. Thus he appeared power hungry, vindictive 

and reckless.
337

 The political turmoil created by president‟s actions provided 

sufficient excuse for Pakistan Army to intervene. However, it did not want direct 

intervention firstly, because it did not want to create impression that a Pathan COAS 

was siding with a Pathan president against a Punjabi PM and secondly, Sharif had 

attracted large crowd after his dismisssl and hence army did not want to elicit a 

negative response from public. Thus military initially kept its direct involvement in 

political events to minimum.
338

  

However, Benazir Bhutto‟s announcement of Million March to Islamabad and 

Punjab‟s Chief Minister Manzoor Watto declaration that it would support the march 

provided enough excuse to military establishment to ask both prime minister and 

president to step down and to hold fresh elections. General Waheed Kakar, the then 

COAS, got the resignation of both and National Assembly was dissolved.
339

 Thus 

Nawaz government was destabilized and consequently dismissed when he had 

developed differences with civil, military establishment. The only difference between 
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Benazir and Nawaz was the former‟s actual show down with military having the 

support of president, while the latter had confrontation with president who enjoyed 

military‟s support. The ultimate sufferer was the institution of parliament, the role of 

which was limited to mere a rubber stamp while having no role in making and 

unmaking of governments, which is considered to be its prime jurisdiction and 

responsibility in true parliamentary set up where it enjoy supremacy.  

After dismissal of Nawaz government, fresh elections were held which provided 

another opportunity to PPP to come into power with the support of PML (J) and some 

splinter groups. Benazir‟s success to bring her own trusted „uncle‟ Farooq Leghari 

into presidency and somewhat a netural army created an impression that now there 

would be democratic and political stability.
340

 Farooq Leghari stated that, “… that I 

will not prove to be an interfering president… and will be the symbol of 

federation.”
341

 On 13 November, after his election as president he reiterated, “I myself 

struggled against this irritant and I wish that it should go as early as possible because 

its removal is in the best interests of the country and the present democratic set up. I 

won‟t be a president who encourages intrigues or subvert the democratic process.”
342

  

Benazir Bhutto‟s stance on Kashmir, her consultative approach towards military top 

brass and her success in getting the Brown Amendment helped her to consolidate her 

standing in army‟s eyes.
343

 The smooth change of command, the collapse of Tehrik-e-

Nijat of PML (N) and the October 1995 conspiracy made it impossible for military 

and civil establishment to interfere in political affairs.
344

  

Benazir Bhutto‟s success to have her own man in presidency and her reconciliatory 

policy towards armed forces could not ensure smooth sailing of her government 

because there was a competition of power and authority in the structure of political 

system due to Eight Amendment and it was creating problems slowly and 

imperceptibly. There was a difference of opinion between the two on selection of new 

COAS at the time of General Waheed Kakar retirement. President opposed PM 

candidate for COAS and favored military‟s choice General Jehangir Kiramat. This 

was one of the first public disagreement between the two highest office holders.
345

 

The three years of second Benazir Bhutto‟s government were marked by a tussle over 

appointment of judges which also became a bone of contention between PM and 
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president. Opposition levelled   charges of corruption against president. He believed 

that the specific material was deliberately leaked out by Asif Ali Zardari, husband of 

PM.
346

 Despite personal assurance by PM that such „exposure‟ had not been made by 

her husband, the president was not convinced. However, to a political analyst the 

activities of IB played a major role in creating a gulf of estrangement between 

president and PM as IB secretly monitored the telephonic conversation of  Leghari, 

his sons, cousins and the wife of President Leghari.
347

 The cabinet‟s expansion and 

scandals of corruption were some other issues which widened gulf between president 

and prime minister. 

However, the breaking point was murder of Murtaza Bhutto who was gunned down 

outside his residence, allegedly by police officials in Karachi. Though the opposition 

leaders and Murtaza‟s widow, Ghinwa Bhutto accused Benazir‟s government and 

particularly Asif Ali Zardari of being involved in murder.
348

 But his sister Prime 

Minister Benazir Bhutto blamed president and Pakistan‟s Intelligence agencies 

responsible for it.
349

 Such remarks on the part of PM caused extreme concersns in 

presidency and Pakistan Army which perhaps at this time told president to go with 

dismissal.
350 

The immediate cause of hasty dissolution was due to two basic reasons firstly, 

president was warned by Intelligence Agencies that Benazir was going to offer some 

solid concessions to opposition leader Mian Nawaz Sharif which was the 

announcement of early elections. There was perhaps an offer to opposition to do away 

with Eighth Amendment so that dissolutions exercise could be neutralized. President 

was also told that Benazir was planning to address on television to speak her mind out 

about her most repeated “big conspiracy” against her government, parliament and 

death of her brother.
351

 Secondly, president had wind about Zardari designs regarding 

contesting Senat elections and trying for becoming chairman Senate.
352

 This seemed 

to be an indirect threat to presidency because under the constitution of Pakistan 

chairman Senate not only act as acting president in absence of president but can 

influence national politics. At this critical juncture, General Jehangir Karamat COAS 

assured president that, “armed forces will at all cost uphold constitution and will stand 

by the decision made by Supreme Commander of armed forces.
353

 In early hours of 5 
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November 1996 president dismissed Benazir Bhutto government and dissolved 

National Assembly. 

The above discussion indicates that power of dissolution under 58 (2) (b) was 

available with president for all times. This power was not used over a period of three 

years despite press reporting and opposition‟s allegations against government for 

plundering national exchequer. It simply indicates that use of 58 (2) (b) was a power 

game as democratically there was another way out to overcome this problem. The 

change could have been brought with the assembly through the issue of warning by 

president, this would have enabled the sitting MNAs to go for change to save entire 

assembly. In fact, this short term did not give birth to any positive move for bringing 

true parliamentary democracy as parliament was sandwiched between power of 

presidency and powerful veto institutions- military, judiciary, bureaucracy and 

intelligence agencies. In most cases of dissolution of parliament, the charges against 

them were identical. The truth of these charges could never be proved nor disproved 

to satisfaction of all parties involved. The real issue seemed to be irreconcilability of 

power sharing formula between president and PM as given in Eight Amendment
354

 

which was totally against parliamentary norms as in parliamentary set up government 

can only be dislodged by parliament through vote of no-confidence. 

To a journalist “three widely different presidents have pretended to paragons of virtue 

while calling five properly elected PM corrupt and inefficient who practiced nepotism 

and favoritism. Four caretaker PM were held to be uncorrupted and efficient who did 

not practice nepotism and favoritism… the corruption charges have been framed by 

successive presidents and generals monotonously since independence while 

dismissing elected governments, a charge of this nature has simply become a 

convenient excuse in the hand of someone who is able to wield the hatchet.
355

      

After the dissolution of assemblies and dismissal of Benazir Bhutto‟s government, 

elections were held in February 1997 in which Pakistan Muslim League (N) led by 

Nawaz Sharif secured two-third of seats in National Assembly. Though Nawaz Sharif 

became Prime Minister with land slide victory but he had to face assertive President 

Farooq Ahmad Khan Leghari, who was still bent upon to exercise constitutional 

powers enjoyed by him under Eighth Amendment. To prove the point he appointed 
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his own man, Shahid Hamid, as governor of Punjab in his own discretion and also 

rejected MQM‟s choice for governorship in province of Sindh. On both occasions, 

PM had no choice but to submit to president‟s constitutional prerogative.
356

  

President‟s assertiveness generated resentment in Muslim League particularly, when 

president forced PM to nominate his cousin, Maqsood Leghari who was earlier 

defeated in National Assembly election, to a seat in the Senate which compelled 

Zulfiqar Khosa, General Secretary of Punjab Muslim League and arch rival of 

president Leghari in Dera Ghazi Khan to a near rebellion. Moreover, there was a 

thorny issue of formation of controversial Council for Defense and National Security 

(CDNS) which president had already announced during the interim government of 

Malik Miraj Khalid. Obviously, the idea was to impose as fait accomplian on the 

incoming government. The CDNS was to be headed by president, with COAS, as one 

of its ten members.
357

 Political observes termed the creation of CDNS as beginning of 

new era of „guided‟ democracy. It was speculated that the man behind the idea was 

COAS who had stressed it in two pages memo sent to president. Later on, however 

army distanced itself from formation of CDNS because of its reservations on some of 

subsequent presidential actions.
358

 

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif could no more afford to dispense his duties as real chief 

executive in the presence of president armed with power of Eighth Amendment and 

backed by powerful veto institution, which is ready to cross all limits to safeguard its 

institutional interests. He decided to act and act fast. In his special address to nation 

on 31 March, 1997, he announced that he had decided to get rid of Eighth 

Amendment. The announcement caught everybody by surprise, including president 

who was informed hours before the dramatic announcement.
359

 It came like a bolt 

from blue. His top party leaders and cabinet ministers came to know about the 

decision only from his address to nation which was telecasted on television and radio. 

To a senior PML leader, “PM took only four of his close associates into confidence. 

They were his brother Shehbaz Sharif, Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan, Mushahid Hussain 

and General Abdul Majid Malik”.
360 

In short it may be described that civilian govenrments in Eighth Amendment regime 

were unable to govern without interference of military and intelligence agencies. The 
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political executives and parliament during the period failed to reclaim civilian 

grounds from military, which by then had developed the most powerful element in 

Pakistan power politics. Its intelligence agencies particularly the ISI had vastly 

expanded its political role which was beyond its jurisdiction and was in a position to 

even fix Pakistan‟s elections
.361

 

2.15: The Adoption and Changes Brought about by Thirteen Constitutional 

Amendment- A Step Towards Revival of ‘Parliamentary Supremacy’ 

On 1
st
 April 1997, parliament decided to take sting out of Eight Amendment. Both the 

houses of parliament stripped president and governors of their powers to dissolve 

assemblies with unanimous annulment of controversial sections of Eight Amendment. 

Mainly it deleted sub clause B of Clause 2 of Article 58 which had given president the 

power to dissolve National Assembly in his own discretion.
362 

The clause 1 of Article 

101 was also amended to bind the president to appoint governors on advice of PM. 

The Article 112 (b) which dealt with governors‟ powers to “dissolve provincial 

assembly if a situation has arisen in which government of the province cannot be 

carried on in accordance with the provisions of constitution and an appeal to 

electorate is necessary.” This clause was completely omitted in 13
th

 Amendment. The 

advice of Chief Minister was made “necessary” for governor to dissolve provincial 

assembly.
363

 Through the amendment president‟s powers to appoint services chiefs 

under Article 112 (2b) were also curtailed and instead of appointing them with 

consultation of prime minister, he would appoint them on advice of prime minister.
364

 

Indeed Thirteen Amendment finally eliminated the cumbersome burden of 

presidential seal over parliamentary form of government, since 1985. The leaders of 

all political parties were delighted and spoke enthusiastically that amendment would 

pave way for supremacy of parliament. A jubiliant Nawaz Sharif thanked treasury as 

well as opposition members for the achievement. In reference to unanimity shown by 

house he said, “politicians and parliament have earned enough bad name in past. We 

can once again earn a good name for politicians and democratic institutions.”
365

 

Opposition leader Benazir Bhutto congratulated PM by saying, “my heartiest 

congratulation to Nawaz Sharif. This decision is a moral victory of every political 

worker who had given sacrifices for supremacy of parliament.”
366  
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Benazir Bhutto, who was an unfailing critic of Mian Nawaz Sharif, ensured her party 

support to him and exchanged pleasantries with PM Nawaz Sharif.
367 

National 

Assembly speaker Illahi Baksh Sumro said, “Today is a beginning of real democracy 

in the country.”
368

 Aitzaz Ahsan, a PPP parliamentarian said, “it would pave way for 

supremacy of parliament.” He added, “From Ghulam Muhammad to Farooq Leghari, 

all presidents, head of states tried to tame parliament and brought mischief against 

democracy.”
369 

He said that PPP in both terms had desired but could not do so, due to 

lack of required majority. He further argued that while in opposition his party was 

asked a number of times to at least move a constitutional amendment so that the 

government could escape the ounce of scraping the Eight Amendment. It was an 

honour for people of Pakistan that constitution‟s parliamentary character was restored 

in its original form.
370

 Asfand Yar Wali parliamentary leader of ANP said he was at 

loss to find words to express how happy he is, “today it is the day of rejoice for all of 

us and for those who struggled for us and for those struggled for the supremacy of 

democratic system.”
371

  

The political leadership had reasons to be happy. They had practically faced that in 

the absence of norm of „parliamentary supremacy‟ how establishment through 

presidency outclassed them in power struggle. It was the reason that they all joined 

hands to restore parliamentary supremacy through certain extent through Thirteen 

Amendment. They might be theoretically unaware of the normative version of neo 

institutional theory but practically they did what was the requirement of the version of 

the theory, which argues that norms are the essence of democratic institutions. They 

work satisfactorily if their norms are followed. 
372

 By restoring the norm of 

„parliamentary supremacy‟, the parliamentarians revived the essence of the system. 

The amendment tilted the balance of power in favor of prime minister and paliament, 

which limited the role of army, which had largely acted through president. It was 

hoped that it would strengthen political institutions and political culture and would 

ultimately lead to restoration of „parliamentary supremacy‟. It was hoped that it would 

end the door of „adventures‟ but unfortunately Pakistan Army, the most powerful veto 

institution which was exercising powers at behest of president did not accept 

constitutional supremacy of parliament which had ultimately been restored through a 

certain extent through Thirteen Amendment at least in letter and this time came in 
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forefront, toppled Nawaz Sharif government through a coup deta and suspended 

parliament on October 12, 1999.
373

  

2.16: General Pervez Musharraf Regime and Threats and Challenges to 

‘Parliamentary Supremacy’ 

On October 12, 1999, Pakistan army once again ousted civilian government and 

history repeated itself. On October 14, General Pervez Musharaf proclaimed 

emergency and declared himself chief executive of Pakistan.
374

 It was a matter of 

great concern as no reason had been given to so-called proclamation of emergency 

which was in contradiction with the past.
375

 Constitution was kept in abeyance and 

both houses of National parliament and all four provincial assemblies were dissolved, 

their speakers and chairman Senate were suspended.
376

 Immediately after 

proclamation of emergency, PCO was issued through which High Courts and 

Supreme Court were deprived of powers to make any order against chief executive or 

any person exercising powers or jurisdiction under his authority and even president 

was to act on the advice of chief executive.
377

 

The military take-over was challenged in a number of petitions in Supreme Court 

under article 184 (3) of the constitution. All petitions were entertained and were fixed 

for hearing on January 31, 2000. It was strongly rumored that petitions might be 

accepted and assemblies might be restored due to which on January 25, 2000, oath of  

(Judges) Order 2000 was issued through which all the judges were made bound to 

discharge their duties in accordance with proclamation of emergency of October 14, 

1999 and PCO as amended from time to time.
378

 All this was done simply to ensure 

security in the corridors of powers, without any legal hitch or affront by legal 

community, which damaged the institution of judiciary beyond repair.
379 

On May 12, 2000, Supreme Court, presided by Justice Irshad Hassan Khan deliverd 

judgment filed by leaders of ousted civilian government. Supreme Court in its 

judgment declared the dismissal of General Musharaf as COAS by ousted PM as 

invalid and of no legal effect and gave chief executive three years time to fulfil his 

agenda by giving him power to amend even the constitution.
380
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The October 12, 1999 coup and judgment of May 2000 had brought Pakistan back to 

square one, where it was in 1977 when martial law was upheld by Supreme Court on 

the basis of doctrine of necessity in Nusrat Bhutto Case. The head of military was 

once again given powers to amend constitution. Supreme Court did it, despite the fact, 

that Article 6 of constitution expressly declared such act of subversion as 

unconstitutional and high treason.
381

 Supreme Court does not  have jurisdiction to 

amend constitution, even for betterment of country, than how it can give the right to 

any individual to amend constitution?
382

 The judges of apex court were bound by 

constitution and were therefore, strictly forbidden to transfer power to amend 

constitution to any state functionary by disregarding established constitutional 

procedure.
383

  

Like his predecessor General Zia-ul-Haq, General Pervez Musharraf on 13 April 2002 

conducted Referendum to legitimize his unconstitutional rule. The basic reason of 

holding referendum was that he wanted to abide by domestic principles and establish 

legitimacy for his rule; though in constitution there was no provision to become 

president through referendum. It was a clear violation of 1973 constitution on two 

counts; firstly, president had to be elected by members of National Assembly, Senate 

and four provincial assemblies and secondly, because president could not hold 

position of COAS too.
384

 Referendum results enabled Musharraf to claim that he had 

enough legitimacy to bring his own brand of democracy.  

On August 16, 2002, Election Commission of Pakistan announced general elections 

schedule. If any doubt existed after presidential referendum that Musharraf had any 

intention of letting national election to transfer power out of his hands, this was 

removed by Legal Framework Order (LFO), 2002, announced on August 21, 2002.
385

 

In a press briefing Musharraf said, “I hereby make it (LFO) 2002 part of constitution 

under powers vested in me by Supreme Court and it is now constitution.”
386

 Nowhere 

in the world does judicial organ of the state have power to empower an individual to 

temper with constitution. Such an act of Pakistani judiciary was unprecedented, as 

neither constitution text nor its spirit allowed apex court to assume jurisdiction of 

conferring upon a general, the sovereign right to legislate for whole nation.
387

 

Supreme Court could not override sovereignty of parliament. How could LFO become 

part of constitution when it had not been accredited by parliament? Supreme Court, no 
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doubt biggest court, has to work within parameters of constitution and any supra 

constitutional measure, law or amendment is null without the approval of 

parliament.
388 

Controversial LFO incorporated strong features of presidential form of government in 

constitution. It transferred parliamentary status of 1973 constitution into a quasi-

presidential com quasi-military form of government.
389

 It axed parliament‟s 

supremacy, which amounts to undoing of democracy in country. It simply did make 

president and COAS as boss of prime minister as he would more answerable to 

president than parliament. Moreover, elections to National Assembly, Senate and 

provincial assemblies had been held and governments were formed under authority of 

same LFO.
.390

  

Elections to National and provincial assemblies on October 10, 2002 were organized 

under close supervision of military and intelligence services, without the presence of 

PPP and PML (N) important leaders Benazir Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif. PML was 

encouraged to break up into several factions including one openly favored by 

military-PML (Q) faction. It was planned not to produce any dominant party in center 

or in provinces, the only surprise being greater than expected votes for Islamists.
391

 

The religious alliance known as MMA secured 51 seats, making it third largest party 

in National Assembly elections, after PML (Q) with 76 and PPPP with 62 seats.
392

 

The PML (Q) was not in a position to form government, therefore, after a delay of 23 

days on November 3, 2002, it was announced that National Assembly was to meet on 

November 8, 2002 only when the regime managed to split PPPP MPs and ensured 

support for PML (Q) premier candidate.
393

 Mir Zafrullah Khan Jamali of pro-

Musharraf PML (Q) was elected as prime minister.  

The impression is gaining strength that, “the primary purpose of elections in Pakistan 

has not been to promote democratization and civilian rule, but to create a veneer of 

democracy to legitimize continued domination of power by military establishment. 

The veneer has now become increasingly thin”.
394 

The close monitoring of election process and maneuvering at every stage by military 

establishment enabled it to bring captive Mir Jamali to the office of premiership. He 

was carrying a great burden on his shoulders. The skullduggery that created his party 
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and subsequently ensured his majority meant that he was under pressure to prove his 

credentials before what appeared to be largest parliamentary opposition in Pakistan 

history. Moreover, he had to grapple with sharp division over LFO and that to place it 

in constitutional framework. The struggle over LFO in National Assembly began with 

declaration of three parliamentary groups that their members were taking oath to 

preserve, protect and defend constitution as it stood before October 1999 coup. The 

parties had also rejected General Musharraf becoming president, despite oath he had 

taken under constitution to defend and safeguard it.
395

 The opposition rejected LFO 

on plea that amendments proposed in LFO could not be effective unless two houses of 

parliament approve those by two-third majority as laid down in consititution.
396

 To 

MMA, LFO could not become part of constitution without approval of parliament and 

PPPP and PML was of the view that LFO had nothing to do with constitution and no 

individual had the right to amend constitution, adding that this was inherent power of 

parliament.
397

  

2.17: The Subversion of ‘Parliamentary Supremacy’ Through Seventeenth 

Constitutional Amendment 

The 17
th

 Constitutional Amendment specifically armed president with crucial 

legislative and executive powers and made parliament subservient to military dictator. 

Such a grand deal was signed between MMA and government on LFO in 2003,
398

 

which enabled government to pass 17
th

 constitutional amendment by two-third 

majority form both houses of parliament and was signed by president on 31
st
 

December 2003. PPP, PLM (N), ANP, PKMAP and JWP boycotted the vote.
399

 

Article 58 (2) (b) was again made part of constitution, which enabled president to 

dissolve National Assembly and dismiss elected government in his own discretion 

with slight modifications.
400

 An identical amendment was made in article 112 

empowering provincial governors to dissolve respective provincial assemblies and 

dismiss provincial governments on the advice of president.
401

 Similarly, article 243 

which dealt with the appointment of services chiefs was amended which deprived PM 

to appoint services chiefs in his own discretion rather he would now make 

appointments with the consultation of president.
402

 The amendment also granted 
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indemnity to all actions of president since military take-over of 12
th

 October 1999 

while making amendments in article 270 AA to that extent.
403

  

Seventeenth Amendment was basically LFO 2002 that was accepted as part of 

constitution with minor modifications and therefore, termed as an LFO amended 

constitution. At this critical juncture parliament also passed vote of confidence in 

favor of president. Though MMA abstained from giving vote of confidence to 

president, it had indirectly accepted General Pervez Musharraf as elected president by 

allowing vote of confidence from both houses of parliament and provincial 

assemblies.
404

 It was a major political break-through for Musharraf as he achieved 

most of political goals in exchange of maximum possible concessions to MMA.
405

 In 

parliamentary system, unlike PM, president being head of the state is an umpire and 

therefore does not need any vote of confidence. The entire constitutional amendment 

was tailored for political survival of head of powerful institution.
406

 The 17
th

 

amendment allowed General Musharraf to stay in power under legitimate umbrella of 

parliament.
407

 The amendment and vote of confidence were no more than a dictatorial 

assault on supremacy of parliament. 

The main objection to the bill was raised by members of ARD parties, while MMA 

sided with government. The ARD accused MMA of betrayal for protecting its powers 

interests in two provinces.
408

 Aitzaz Ahsan in his speech on Article 58 (2)(b) said that 

powers to dismiss Naitional Assembly were already available in constitution and there 

was no need to give new powers to the president. First, he said, PM himself could 

dissolve the Assembly whenever liked. Second, if prime minister fails to prove his 

majority in the house then the president can also dissolve the house. He also criticized 

the clause that the president would send a reference to Supreme Court after dismissing 

the house. He said why judges are being dragged into politics. The judges had already 

been politicized because of contradictory verdicts on the dissolution of previous 

assemblies.
409

 

Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan, PML (N) MNA said, “58 (2) (b) had actually led to huge 

political destabilization and it would never allow politicians to groom and show some 

maturity making this clause part of constitution was actually cutting same branch on 

which sitting.”
410

 The amendment was actually aimed to retain military in 
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government. It like 8
th

 Amendment once again legitimized and empowered military 

ruler as president of Islamic Republic of Pakistan.  

Raza Rabani stressed, “Time has come for us to settle the issue; what is the center of 

power, parliament or some individual?”
411

 To Rabbani, “our is unfortunate parliament 

that has abdicated its own powers. It changed parliamentary structure of 1973 

constitution by empowering president to dissolve National Assembly and ask 

governors to dissolve provincial assemblies. Moreover, he enjoyed powers to appoint 

services chiefs and heads of other constitutional and statuary bodies. The prime 

minister advice to a provincial governor was not binding on him”.
412 

The fact is that through the amendment parliament was exactly turned into mere a 

rubber stamp. It was the president cum COAS in the shape of General Pervez 

Musharraf who was calling the shots in every direction of governmental spheres. 

Three Prime Ministers were changed without any real involvement of parliament in 

their election or removal. Parliament readily gave vote of confidence to every-one 

who enjoyed only the blessing of president and were accepted by parliament without 

raising any question over their appointments. Prime Minister was mere a subordinate 

officer to president who was bound by constitutional provisions in the presence of 

Seventeenth Amendment and by circumstances to implement the directives of 

president, who was also head of powerful institution, in letter and spirit. All this 

brought parliamentary system mere to a farce which compelled democratic forces to 

seriously ponder over the strategy how to ensure revival of true democracy where 

parliament enjoys supremacy. 

 2.18 Conclusion  

The parliamentary system in the very beginning lacked the norm of „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ in Pakistan. The neo viceregal trend which was set by the very founding 

father Mohammad Ali Jinnah was coutinued by the succeeding heads of the state. All 

of them except Khwaja Nazim ud Din and Chaudhary Fazal Ilahi continued to 

exercise discretionary powers against elected parliaments and civilian governments 

which turned the parliament into a rubber stamp. It could not acquire supremacy in 

letter and spirit throughout the constitutional history of Pakistan. In the absence of the 

basic norm of parliamentary system, it could not work properly and the ultimate result 
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was the dismal failure of democratic system in Pakistan. All this weakened 

democratic institutions in Pakistan. The permanent state institutions led by Pakistan 

Army remained all powerful and enjoyed real power and authority in the state.  
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CHAPTER III 

A PARADIGM SHIFT IN POLITICAL STRATEGIES AND THE 

BEGINING OF COD ERA 

Overview of the Chapter 

It is the first important chapter which brings under discussion the events and 

circumanstances which compelled the popular political forces both Pakistan People 

Party and PML (N) to sign the charter. The different clauses of the charter related to 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ have been analysed. The chapter brings under discussion 

the consensual and reconciliatory policy of political forces which enabled them to 

bring different amendments in the constitution. The chapter dicusses those clauses of 

18
th

 and 19
th

 constitutional amendments through which „paliamentary supremacy‟ has 

been restored at least in letter. Despite restoration of „paliamentary supremacy‟ in 

letter, the political leadership failed to ensure it in spirit. The chapter at hand analyses 

the allopathic strategies and the non-coup-coup approach of military and ISI through 

which they foiled the efforts of civilian leadership to materialize and actualize the 

„parliamentary supremacy‟. 

Main argument of the chapter is that Charter of Dmocracy‟s political forces restored 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ at least in letter through various constitutional 

amendments. The changed strategy of consensual politics worked for strengthening of 

democratic system. However, the strategy was countered by military establishment 

through allopathic strategy. Main finding of the chapter is that the establishment was 

successful and the political forces could not materialize the „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ in spirit. From 2008-2013, it has continuously been threatened by military 

and ISI. 

Since the popular political forces had adopted reconciliatory and consensual approach 

to restore civilian supremacy in Pakistan, therefore, the various principles of 

Consociational Theory of Democracy propounded by Lijpart have been 

operationalized in the chapter. 

Help has been taken from documented material. Relevant data has been collected 

from books, research articles, periodicles and newspapers. The Costitution of Pakistan 
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and the different amendments introduced in it have been collected, analysed and 

utilized.The debates which have taken place in National Assembly and Senate about 

the issues at hand in the chapter, have thoroughly been followed and recorded at 

suitable places in the chapter.  Different stack holders, government officials, political 

executives and parliamenatarians have been introduced to understand their point of 

view about the issues. For understanding of the enigma constitutional lawyers, 

constitutional experts, academics and journalists have also been interviewed and their 

point of views have been brought on record at relevant places.Qualitative method has 

been used in the chapter. Through content analysis, the material from the text has 

been extracted and then has been adjusted at suitable places in the chapter.  For the 

interview purposes the semi structure type of interview has been used. A dialogue has 

been initiated with intervieweve in order to understand his point of view about the 

issue in a propr way.       

3.1 Introduction  

It is the first chapter which directly deals with the core hypothesis of the present 

research work as it brings under discussion the paradigm shift of politics of 

reconciliation taken by political leadership under the guidance of late Benazir Bhutto, 

which enabled them to sign Charter of Democracy in May 2006.  Related to the core 

hypothesis questions arise that what were the circumstances which compelled the 

popular political leadership to opt for a change strategy in the shape of COD? 

Similarly, how did the political forces respond to the charter while making 

constitutional amendments so for „parliamentary supremacy‟ is concerned? How did 

military establishment repond to the change strategy? What were the achievements of 

COD political forces in respect of „parliamentary supremacy‟ while keeping in view 

the relevant clauses of COD? 

However, it is important that research writings must be supported by suitable theory. 

A look into the politics of major parliamentary forces during the parliamentary period 

of 2008-2013 indicates that it was the strategy of „consociational politics‟ through 

which   institution of parliament was strengthened. It is the reason that it is considered   

important to discuss the different parts of the chapter at hand in the light of 

„consociational theory‟, the term first coined by Lijpart, a major proponent of the 
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theory, who mainly defends it on the grounds of his experiments in Netherlands. It is 

an “empirically grounded normative theory through promoting power sharing of 

specific kind, promises a democratic solution to societies confronted with durable 

ethnic divisions and political conflict”
1
. Consociationalism literally means association 

between equals. Despite different political backgrounds, support bases, ideological 

outlook and representing different ethnic groups, the political parties under  spirit of 

consociation evolve a system in which they interact as politically equal and feel that 

they are enjoying equal partnership in the system.
2
 Since they  all have stakes in 

political system evolved through consociationalism therefore, they all come together 

to safeguard and support the system against the forces which strive to foil and derail 

it. Advocates of the theory present it as a realistic way to accommodate unavoidable 

conflicts and like classic pluralism leaders of all segments of plural society cooperate 

with each other to govern the country. The leaders play pivotal role to ensure peace 

and stability by accommodating each other‟s interests. It is an opposite of 

„adversarial‟ or „government versus opposition model‟
3
. 

In terms of characteristics Lijpart has pointed out four characteristics of 

consociational democracy. (a) a grand coalition of political leaders of all significant 

segments of the plural society, (b) the mutual veto or „concurrent majority‟ rule as an 

additional of minority interests, (c) proportionality as the principle standard of 

political representation, civil service appointments and allocation of public funds, (d) 

and a high degree of autonomy for each segment or political party to run its own 

internal affairs.
4   

 

For the stability of the political system, political theorists have recommended politics 

of consociationalism for Pakistan. Katharine Adeney has argued that „it is the absence 

of consociational mechanisms that has caused much of the conflicts in Pakistan‟. She 

has advocated for radical changes along consociational lines to ensure political 

stability in Pakistan.
5   

Keeping in view the importance and relevancy of consociational theory with the 

chapter, the different parts of the chapter have been discussed under relevant 

principles of the Lijpart‟s theory. The 3.2 part of the chapter deals with the first 

hypothetical question. This part of the chapter explains the pre-COD era, where 
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President General Pervez Musharraf and his establishment was all powerful. The 

discussion of the era is important as it provides the basis for onward political 

development which compelled the leadership of two popular political parties namely 

PML (N)  

 and PPP to sign the charter of democracy. Those clauses of COD which are related 

with „parliamentary supremacy‟ are important and therefore, highlighted in this part. 

Moreover, for the implementation of the charter, it was important that COD political 

forces must be back in power circle. The only possible democratic way through which 

they could make a come back was conduct of free, fair and timely elections. 

Therefore, the strategies of political leadership to come back in power corridors 

through elections have also been discussed. 

It is considered important to analyze the part of the chapter under Lijpart‟s theory of 

Consociational Democracy which argues that, “despite different political 

backgrounds, support basis, ideological outlook and representing different ethnic 

groups, the political parties under the spirit of consociation come together to restore 

democratic system against the forces which try to derail the system.”
6
 According to 

the principle, the political leadership plays significant and decisive role. Through the 

principle of Lijpart theory the leadership‟s role in restoration of democratic system 

can be properly evaluated. It is the reason that it has been applied over here.  

The next important hypothesis of the chapter which is related with the political 

leadership‟s response to „parliamentary supremacy‟ while making constitutional 

amendments. The analysis of those constitutional amendments through which 

parliamentary supremacy was restored is important. It highlights how and why those 

amendments were necessary for sovereignty of parliament. The amendments related 

to „parliamentary supremacy‟ have been analyzed in 3.3 part of the chapter in 

perspective of research question of the present research project.  

The part of the chapter is also analyzed under the principle of Lijpart‟s theory which 

argues that, “despite different political backgrounds, support basis, ideological 

outlook and representing different ethnic groups, the political parties under the spirit 

of consociation come together to restore democratic system against the forces which 

try to derail the system.”
7
 In accordance with the spirit of the principle, the political 
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forces having different political and ideological background came together and passed 

with consensus crucial constitutional amendments which ensured „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ in letter. 

The politics under COD was an effort on part of political leadership to minimize the 

role of unelected institutions in Pakistan‟s body politics which was not acceptable to 

the military establishment, which has key stakes in it. Therefore, military 

establishment applied different tactics and mechanisms to minimize space for civilian 

leadership. Therefore, the next hypothesis that how and why the military leadership 

responded to COD strategies is important and is analyzed in 3.4 part of the chapter. In 

this part the hurdles which were created by military and ISI to foil steps of COD 

forces towards „parliamentary supremacy‟ are discussed.  

The part of the chapter is analyzed in the light of Lijpart argument that, “a moderate 

attitude and willingness to compromise are required for consociational arrangements 

on part of political leadership to achieve the greater objectives.”
8
 It has been argued 

that COD political forces under the spirit of Lijpart theory compromised over 

constitutional authority which they enjoyed under the law and accepted the demands 

of military establishment at several occasions to safeguard political system from any 

possible derailment. 

The democratic government of PPP under the spirit of politics of consensus and 

reconciliation not only completed its constitutional tenure from 2008-2013 but powers 

were peacefully transferred to another elected party and one of the main signatories of 

COD i.e. Pakistan Muslim League (N) which had got majority in general elections 

2013, which was a historic step. It is in this backdrop that the hypothesis that what 

were the achievements of COD political forces in respect of „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ while keeping in view the relevant clauses of COD stands valid and has 

been analyzed in 3.5 part of the chapter. This part is also important as it is a direct 

response to the core question of research project as it analyzes the role of political 

forces to materialize the COD clauses in respect of „parliamentary supremacy‟ vis-a-

vis the threats which the leadership faced from military and intelligence agencies 

during the period. This part is again analyzed in light of Lijpart arguments that, “a 

moderate attitude and willingness to compromise are required for consociational 
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arrangements on part of political leadership to achieve greater political objectives.”
9 

As it would have not been possible for political forces to safeguard the system from 

the threats of military establishment without compromising constitutional authorities.  

 

3.2: Revised Strategies of CoD Political Leadership to Restore ‘Parliamentary 

 Supremacy’ 

 As discussed in introduction of the chapter
 
the political leadership plays vital role to 

restore democratic system therefore, it is considered pertinent that the aforementioned 

principles of Lijpart theory
10

 would enable us to analyze leadership role in proper 

research context, and is therefore applied over here. 

The political leadership which later on entered into a contract in the shape of COD 

had to face the wrath of President Pervez Musharraf‟s eight years long dictatorial rule 

which, was the climax period of military establishment where all state institutions 

were practically made subservient to military by laws or otherwise. Through 

Seventeenth Constitutional Amendment president was made all powerful. He was not 

only granted constitutional immunity of his previous unconstitutional acts but was 

also empowered to dismiss government and dissolve National Assembly.
11

 The ruling 

PML (Q) which was publically known as „King‟ party and the major   opposition of 

religious political parties, Mutahida Majlis Amal was remarked as „Mullah-Military‟ 

alliance. Hence government and opposition were both the product of establishment 

and thoroughly took directives from GHQ throughout the period.
12  

The popular 

political leadership of major political parties, Benazir Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif were 

in exile and were not allowed to come to Pakistan primarily to ensure smooth sailing 

of the system. However, all these mechanisms proved insufficient to safeguard the 

pseudo democratic political system from popular attacks and a unique counter 

strategy of reconciliation on the part of popular political parties   was sorted out. The 

pioneer of the policy of reconciliation was Benazir Bhutto, who while in exile argued 

at every forum that future of parliamentary democracy in Pakistan is directly linked 

with politics of consensus amongst political forces. The COD which was the 

meaningful result of her policy, signed between PPP and PML (N) in May 2006, was 
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a comprehensive strategy to ensure civilian supremacy and sovereignty of 

parliament.
13

  

In COD the two parties made a firm commitment that the Seventeenth Amendment 

which had made the national parliament   a rubber stamp, would be repealed. The 

appointment and dismissal of services chiefs would be the sole authority of chief 

executive, regarding the appointment of judges, the recommendation of judicial 

commission would be approved by parliament. National Security Council would be 

abolished and defense cabinet committee headed by prime minister would be made 

more effective. The signatories of COD also agreed on the point that ban on prime 

minister not being eligible for the third term of office would be abolished, and 

independent accountability commission would be organized whose chairman would 

be appointed be prime minister in consultation with leader of opposition, leaders of 

opposition of concerned assemblies would be appointed as chairmen of public 

accounts committees of respective assemblies and the electoral mandate of 

representatives would be respected.
14 

Moreover, the signatories agreed that they 

would not join military regime and no one would get support of military to come to 

power. Chief Election Commissioner would be appointed by prime minister in 

consultation with leader of opposition. The security agencies including ISI and MI 

would be made accountable to parliament through prime minster secretariat, ministry 

of defense and cabinet division respectively, their budgets would be approved by 

DCC and their political wings would be disbanded. Defense budget would be placed 

before parliament for debate and approval. Rules of business of federal and provincial 

governments would be revived to bring them in conformity with parliamentary form 

of government.
15

 

The COD was marked departure of the two main signatories from their conventional 

politics on the basis of which its practicality was questioned. Before October 12, 1999 

coup, it was a permanent feature of neo viceregal system that establishment would co-

opt opposition party and pitch it against civilian government. No doubt, both Nawaz 

Sharif and Benazir Bhutto had been used to destabilize each other‟s governments of 

which ultimate sufferer was democratic system and beneficiary was the establishment. 

The ruling establishment was confident that the civilian leadership would repeat their 

past follies and did not consider it a significant threat. The charter was termed as the 
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agenda to safeguard the interests of „self- exiled‟ plunderer politicians.
16

 President 

Pervez Musharraf viewed the accord as ironic and declared both political leaders as 

enemies of democracy. The political opposition to PPP i.e. PML (Q), Jamat-e-Islami 

and others also criticized the accord and termed it as a strategy to come to power to 

safeguard cases of corruption against themselves. They time and again referred to 

NRO, a controversial ordinance issued by the president in the backdrop of alleged 

deal with PPP leadership to safeguard them from corruption cases which they had to 

face in different courts. The political analysts questioned its practicality keeping in 

view the past uneven relations between the main signatories of COD.
17

 

However, when asked about the matter from Benazir Bhutto she argued that, “COD is 

a legislative reform package to strengthen democracy. It is a commitment by both 

major parties to legislate laws to create a just and democratic society, irrespective of 

who wins elections. The COD supports democracy and supports steps that can 

facilitate the transfer of power to a truly representative government.”
18

 When asked 

about the divisive and ineffective character of Pakistan‟s opposition she maintained 

that “Opposition is extremely effective and united to ensure the conduct of free and 

fair elections and to give practical shape to the charter which will revive 1973 

constitution to its original shape. As a result provincial autonomy and „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ will be achieved”.
19 

Benazir Bhutto‟s words proved true when Nawaz 

Sharif became successful to return to Pakistan. Now the reemergence of two main 

signatories of COD completely changed the political dynamics, presented a more 

serious challenge to Musharraf‟s efforts to hold on to power. The retired general 

received a major setback when Benazir Bhutto called off her negotiations on a 

possible power sharing arrangement with him.
20

  

Despite criticism of political analysts and allegations levelled by opponents to COD, 

Benazir Bhutto declared it a beginning of new era of consensual politics in Pakistan. 

PPP circles justified NRO to create a breathing space for COD forces which ensured 

not only the return of the leadership of both political parties but enabled them to take 

active part in politics. To her, political leaders need political support to withstand 

militaries to destabilize political government. She argued that “in a fragile democracy 

armies usually rig elections and destabilize weak democratic governments which can 

only be stopped by reconciliatory politics and military can be brought under civilian 
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control. Parliamentary democracy can take roots in Pakistan if parliament is 

safeguarded from „Sword of Damocles‟ i.e. 58 (2) (b)”.
21

 

 In Pakistan, usually, in transition period from military dictatorship to civilian rule, 

powers are transferred with amended constitution which gives immense powers to 

presidency at the expense of parliament, solely because president is the voice of army 

while parliament is the voice of people. In the presence of two centers of power a 

clash is bound to occur which ultimately results in severe blow to parliamentary 

democracy. The clash can be avoided and parliament can be strengthened by politics 

of consensus amongst political forces.
22

 Benazir Bhutto‟s idea of reconciliatory 

politics is in line with Lijpart‟s theory of consociation as has been argued in the 

theory that if political forces want to safeguard political system from derailment they 

have to support each other policies and governments for broader interests. According 

to the theory, the political forces might have different ideologies and represent 

different groups. If they want to strengthen democracy they have to come together 

against the forces which try to dislodge the system.
23

 What Lijpart has theorized after 

observing contentious politics in Netherland, Benazir Bhutto had practically faced the 

turmoil in Pakistan. It was the reason that she was advocating politics of 

reconciliation and consensus in Pakistan. Practical steps were also taken in this regard 

and the signing of the charter of democracy with her major rival political party‟s 

leadership is an example.
24

 

However, implementation of her vision was a   difficult task because powerful lobby 

in Musharraf‟s camp was involved in conspiracies to disunite COD political 

leadership and to postpone elections indefinitely and prolong the tenure of President 

Musharraf led government.
25

 The tragic assassination of Benazir Bhutto, Musharraf 

imposition of emergency and postponement of elections and disqualification of Sharif 

brothers were major steps in this direction. The inner party conflict of COD parties on 

the issue whether to take part in elections or not further intensified the challenge. The 

decision to boycott elections by one of the COD signatories would provide a 

reasonable excuse to establishment to postpone elections indefinitely.
26 

The conduct of elections was also not enough, COD forces had a challenge to ensure 

the conduct of free, fair and timely elections in the presence of a biased but powerful 
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president and a highly controversial election commission, Supreme Court and care 

taker set up, which was largely the extension of PML (Q) government. Even after 

leaving the post of COAS, Musharraf was in no way ready to accept the ceremonial 

position of presidency, rather, he was used to exercise powers and exercise it 

absolutely. Furthermore, he would try his level best to give immunity to his second 

„coup‟ of November 3
rd

, for which he would like to have weak and rather enslaved 

parliament. In the absence of Benazir Bhutto the situation was more challenging. Still 

there were serious doubts about their ability not to repeat the colossal mistakes, which 

the political leadership had made when they were in power.
.27

  

The democratic forces were aware of the above situation and were not ready to 

boycott elections whatever the situation be. Benazir Bhutto, when alive, was 

questioned about the partial attitude of Musharraf‟s administration about the conduct 

of elections, she contended that “field should not be left open for pro-Musharraf 

forces, despite an uneven playing field”.
28

 Even after the death of Benazir Bhutto, the 

remaining political leadership campaigned so strongly against Musharraf 

establishment that army which was now under the command of General Ishfaq Pervez 

Kayani distanced Musharraf‟s administration
29

 and did not meddle in elections partly 

to restore army‟s badly tarnished image and partly to ensure working relationship with 

the new government, which was surely be in the hands of one of the COD 

signatories.
30 

In fact Pakistan had always free and fair election whenever military has chosen not to 

interfere. The popular pressure which was built up by the political leadership took 

smooth transfer of power.
31 

The leadership was successful to install coalition 

governments at center and in provinces. Since General Pervez Musharraf‟s military 

regime had a little interests in meeting the aspirations of people, the restoration of 

democratic institutions in 2008 elections were widely welcomed by people and the 

popular pressure played pivotal role in  the ouster of President Musharraf.
32

 The 

decade long military regime had also made political leadership wiser and more 

mature. They were aware of the fact that people‟s aspirations could be met through 

civilian supremacy, which could be fulfilled through meaningful constitutional 

reforms and „parliamentary supremacy‟.
33
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In parliamentary form of government prime minster is leader of the house, chief 

executive of the government and performs executive duties but through Eighth and 

Seventeenth Amendment Regime president had practically been made chief executive 

which was an inbuilt problem for political forces. In presence of the system they 

would not be in a position to ensure civilian supremacy. If they wanted to deliver 

through democratic system they had to reform the parliamentary system in accordance 

with the spirit of the system which was „parliamentary supremacy‟.
34

 

 

3.3: Restoration of ‘Parliamentary Supremacy’ in Letter through   

 Constitutional Amendments  

This part of the chapter deals with constitutional amendments particularly 18
th

 

Amendment which contributed to supremacy of parliament from 2008 - 2013.The part 

is primarily in response to sub hypothetical question that deals with political forces 

response to COD while making constitutional amendments so for „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ is concerned. The analysis of the relevant constitutional amendments 

through which „parliamentary supremacy‟ was strengthened is important as it explains 

how and why the amendments were incorporated in constitution and whether or not 

they contributed to strengthen „parliamentary supremacy‟. The   analysis of the 

amendments will help in proper understanding of the research question of the research 

project i-e threats and challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ from 2008 - 2013. 

 However, it is important to mention here that all the amendments during the period 

were not the sole achievements of the ruling coalition rather opposition parties 

particularly PML(N) overwhelmingly contributed in accordance with the spirit of 

COD. Therefore, the present part of the chapter is analyzed in the light of 

consociational theory‟s characteristic where a grand coalition of political leaders of all 

significant segments of the plural society come together to safeguard and strengthen 

democratic system and instead of adversarial or government versus opposition model, 

the leadership under the spirit of consociation support each other to strengthen 

democratic institutions
35

. In the light of the characteristic, it is analyzed how and why 

the institution of parliament was strengthened through the amendments at least in 

letter. 
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  While keeping in view the higher objectives to strengthen democratic institutions, 

mere smooth transfer of power and installation of democratic governments was not an 

end rather a mean to achieve the end. The end might be complete civilian supremacy 

and implementation of COD in letter and spirit. One of the important aspects of it was 

complete revival of parliamentary feature of 1973 constitution. The   constitution has 

existed in Pakistan in its original form as its basic law only for a very short period. 

For most of the time it has either been held in abeyance or has existed in a highly 

distorted form. Its federal and parliamentary character was first destroyed by Zia-ul-

Haq through 8
th

 Amendment and then by Pervez Musharaf through 17
th

 Amendment. 

On February 18, 2008, the people voted overwhelmingly in favour of the parties that 

stood for restoration of 1973 constitution to its undiluted parliamentary character. 

Therefore, after resuming power PPP government constituted a Constitutional Reform 

Committee, comprising 26 members with the representation of all political parties in 

parliament which produced a consensus bill which the NA and Senate passed with 

near unanimity on April 8 and 15, 2010
36 

respectively which is known as 18
th

 

Constitutional Amendment. 

The speed with which this process was completed is directly linked with the politics 

of consensus initiated by COD political forces which has been explained by Kathrine 

Adeny in her studies, “a step towards inclusive federalism in Pakistan? the politics of 

Eighteenth Amendment.”
37

 To Adeny the military did not believe that the 

constitutional commission under chairmanship of Mian Raza Rabbani would reach to 

any consensual document. But political parties and especially signatories of COD 

were aware of the dangers of returning to the politics of 1990s, where political 

opposition co-opted the army to dislodge the government of political opponents. All 

these had weakened representative institutions and political forces in Pakistan. 

Politicians being aware of the fact decided to initiate a politics of consensus under the 

spirit of reconciliation, which enabled them to produce a consensus based document 

in the shape of 18
th

 Amendment.
38

     

Through the amendment „parliamentary supremacy‟ was brought back in the state 

affairs. The powers provided in original constitution to parliament were not only 

revived rather the institution was even more strengthened. The office of prime 

minister was made powerful. The novelty of 18
th

 amendment is that in certain key 
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appointments and matters leader of opposition has been given meaningful role in 

accordance with the spirit of COD, which increased the influence and importance of 

parliament. No doubt the 18
th

 Amendment was an effort to clean the supreme national 

legislative instrument of the distortion and unlawful conversion of parliamentary form 

of government into a quasi-presidential one and that, too, by concentrating maximum 

powers and discretion in a constitutional office which ought to be mere a titular head 

in a true parliamentary dispensation.
39

  

The amendment of course, placed some limits on presidential powers and empowered 

parliament and prime minister. It removed the articles from the constitution which had 

empowered the president to dismiss the elected government and dissolve the national 

parliament. It reversed the legacies of General Zia ul Haq and General Pervez 

Musharaf and re-erected some legal barriers to military take over.
40  

The amendment is the most comprehensive reform package since the passage of 1973 

constitution. It was a popular demand from COD political leadership to repeal 17
th

 

Amendment and reform constitution in the light of 2006 Charter of Democracy.
41

 In 

the following lines those relevant clauses of the amendment would be analyzed which 

have contributed to supremacy of parliament.  

Article 46 refers to the duties of prime minister in relation to the president. Before the 

adoption of 18
th

 Amendment the article was, “it shall be the duty of prime minister; 

(a) to communicate to the president all decisions of cabinet relating to the 

administration of the affairs of federation and proposal for legislation; (b) to furnish 

such information relating to the administration of the affairs of the federation and 

proposal for legislation as the president may call for; and (c) if the president so 

requires to submit for the consideration of the cabinet any matter on which a decision 

has been taken by prime minister or minister but which has not been considered by 

the cabinet.”
42

 The original constitution under article 90 expressly provided that prime 

minister would be chief executive, “the executive authority of the federation shall be 

exercised in the name of the president by federal government consisting of prime 

minister and federal ministers, which shall act through prime minister, who shall be 

the chief executive of the federation”.
43

 But during Zia‟s dictatorial regime a drastic 

change was brought through controversial 8
th

 Amendment. In the amended form the 
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article provided that, “the executive authority of the federation shall be exercised by 

president directly or through officers subordinate to him in accordance with the 

constitution”
44

 Thus the word „chief executive‟ which was used for prime minister in 

the constitution was dropped assigning him subordinate position. Moreover, through 

the 8
th

 Amendment, Article 46 was also amended to further emphasize on the 

subordinate position of the prime minister to the president. The amended article 

suggested that it shall be the „duty‟ of prime minister to keep inform the president 

about the policy decisions of the cabinet. The emphasis on the „duty‟ of the prime 

minister left no doubt about the subordinate status of the office of prime minister. In 

principle, it is not the president but the parliament to which prime minister of a 

country is answerable. The provision had also undermined prime minister‟s position 

in his own backyard, which is the cabinet. No wonder, then “the result of the 

amendment is to make prime minister additionally answerable to the president and 

opens avenues for manipulation of the cabinet by the president”.
45 

Due to these 

amendments, during 8
th

 Amendment regime different prime ministers were realized 

their subordinate status by military establishment through presidency.
46

 Politicians of 

major political parties had a bitter experiences in that respect which compelled them 

to revive the article, as stipulated in original `1973 constitution. The 18
th

 Amendment 

restored the article as it was in original 1973 constitution which reads as, “the prime 

minster shall keep the president inform on all matters of internal and foreign policy 

and on all legislative proposal the federal government intends to bring before Majlis-i-

Shoora (Parliament)”.
47

 After the amendment it is now not the duty of prime minster 

to keep the president inform about the above mentioned matters. Thus, through the 

amendment parliament posed more confidence in prime minister. 

One of the objectives of the Constitutional Reform Committee was to strengthen 

parliament and reduce individual discretion. In case of referendum the president‟s 

discretion was removed. Article 48 clause (6) is about the power of president to call 

for a referendum. In original constitution president was bound to act on the advice of 

prime minister and his orders were required to have counter signature of prime 

minister. But the article was amended in dictatorial regimes which was then used by 

dictators to legitimize their usurpation of powers therefore clause (6) of the article has 

been amended which is now, ”if at any time the prime minister considers it necessary 
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to hold on referendum on any matter of national importance, he may refer the matter 

to a joint sitting of the Majlis-i-Shoora ( Parliament) and if it is approved in a joint 

sitting, the prime minister may cause such a matter to be referred in the form of a 

question that is capable of being answered by either ‟Yes‟ or „No‟ ”.
48 

The purpose of 

the change is to remove individual discretion, and to place it before national 

parliament, being the representative institution of the people. 

However, the critical issue before parliamentarians was to remove Article 58 (2)(b) 

which was hanging like „sword of Damocles‟ over parliament. Historically, president 

has invoked the article against elected parliament and civilian governments at the 

behest of „establishment‟ which is, “a code word for the informal group of king 

makers in Pakistan with military leaders at its center”.
49

 Prior to 18
th

 Amendment an 

effort had been made in Nawaz Sharif‟s second tenure as prime minister when his 

party enjoyed two third majority in parliament, through 13
th

 Amendment the 

controversial clause 58 (2) (b), which had provided discretionary powers to president 

to dissolve National Assembly. The article had totally been removed. But again it was 

revived by General Pervez Musharaf through 17
th

 Amendment. The article was used 

by successive presidents backed by military bureaucratic establishment to dismiss 

democratically elected civilian governments, blackmail parliament, hostage elected 

governments and advance establishment‟s political agenda.
50

 Prior to 18
th

 

Amendment the clause (2) (b) of article 58 provided that, “notwithstanding anything 

contained in clause (2) of article 58, the president may dissolve National Assembly in 

his own opinion; a situation has arisen in which the government of the federation 

cannot be carried in accordance with the provision of the constitution and an appeal to 

electorate is necessary”. The clause (3) of the article further provided that, “the 

president in case of dissolution of National Assembly under paragraph (b) of clause 

(2) shall, within fifteen days of dissolution, refer the matter to supreme court and the 

court shall decide the reference within thirty days which decision shall be final”.
51  

The provision had almost provided an absolute discretionary power to president 

because it was not provided in the article as through what yardstick the president 

would have to assess whether the government of the federation could be carried on in 

accordance with the constitution or not? Another aspect of this presidential authority 

was, as one member of National Assembly argued at some length that,  
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it would be disastrous if two persons have the authority to use one 

power at the same time as prime minister and president have the 

authority to dissolve National Assembly. The right of dissolution 

should rest with prime minister alone because he represents parliament 

and is a part of it. Moreover, parliament has shown trust and 

confidence at him.
52

  

The fact of the matter was that president who himself was the creation of the National 

Assembly could dissolve it without any fear of accountability. If presidential order 

was declared null and void by Supreme Court, the president could still continue to 

retain office without suffering any penalty.  On the contrary, when an elected prime 

minister advised president to dissolve National Assembly he would have to lose his 

premiership and had to face the electorate again.
53

 The article had clearly limited 

sovereignty of parliament and had made the system subservient to the will of an 

individual who stood immune despite his intervention, if he so desired. It was 

precisely in this context which made one constitutional expert to remark that, “the 

present presidential post is no less than that of constitutional dictator.”
54 

The 

subsequent dismissal of elected assemblies by presidents while exercising the power 

enjoyed by them under 58 (2) (b) were sufficient to prove that the article was serious 

hurdle in smooth functioning of parliamentary system. The power had been exercised 

against major signatories of COD therefore, when they came to power they had 

already decided to revive the constitution as it was a serious question before them 

whether parliament would remain fragile and weak and the extra parliamentary forces 

would keep on pulling its strings. To respond positively to the challenge they decided 

unanimously to do away with the controversial 58 (2) (b) once for all. In 18
th

 

Amendment the clauses (2) (b) and (3) of Article 58 were deleted. Thus the sword of 

Damocles which was hanging over parliament has been removed and constitutionally 

there is no supra institution over parliament.  

Another important change in constitution pertains to powers of president to issue an 

ordinance. Now president can issue an ordinance once and if parliament is not in 

session. Article 89 of the constitution deals to the powers of president to promulgate 

an ordinance. According to the article prior to the amendment, “the president may, 

except when the national assembly is not in session, if satisfied that circumstances 
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exists which render it necessary to take immediate action, make and promulgate an 

ordinance as the circumstances may require.”
55

 According to the article there was no 

limit on the number of times an ordinance could be re-promulgated. Therefore it was 

an easy way to bypass national parliament.
56 

To block the way, the article has not only 

been amended to that effect rather if the upper house i.e. Senate is in session the 

president cannot promulgate ordinance. The text of the amended article is as such, 

“the president may, except when the Senate or National Assembly is in session, if 

satisfied that circumstances exist which render it necessary to take immediate action, 

make and promulgate an ordinance as the circumstances may require.”
57 

Furthermore, 

it shall be laid before the National Assembly if it contains provisions dealing with all 

or any of the matters specified in clause (2) of Article 73, and shall stand repealed at 

the expiration of one hundred and twenty days from its promulgation or, if before the  

expiration of that period resolution disapproving it is passed by the assembly, upon 

the passing of that resolution; provided that the National Assembly may by a 

resolution extend the ordinance for a further period of one hundred and twenty days 

and it shall stand repealed at the expiration of extended period, or if before the 

expiration of that period a resolution disapproving it is passed by the assembly, upon 

the passing  of that resolution; provided further that extension for further period may 

be made only once.”
58

 Thus an effort has been made to ensure that law making is the 

prime domain of national parliament and no other institution can be given that right.  

Article 90 (1) deals with the exercise of executive authority of federation. The original 

constitution expressly provided that prime minister would be chief executive, “the 

executive authority of the federation shall be exercised in the name of the president by 

federal government consisting of prime minister and federal ministers, which shall act 

through prime minister, who shall be chief executive of the federation.”
59

 But a 

change was brought through 8
th

 Amendment which provided that, “the executive 

authority of the federation shall be exercised by the president directly or through 

officers subordinate to him in accordance with the constitution.”
60

 Thus the word 

“Chief Executive” which was used for prime minister in the constitution was dropped 

assigning him subordinate position. The article simply reflected that it had made the 

president a real chief executive which was in contradiction to the spirit of 

parliamentary system where the elected leader of the House i.e. prime minister, 
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exercises real executive authority. The creation of two centers of power led to schism 

and conflict between the two highest office holders of the country which ultimately 

led to the failure of parliamentary system. The COD leadership was aware of this 

constitutional lacuna, therefor the article was amended. Now the executive authority 

is exercised in the name of president, while prime minister is the chief executive of 

the federation. The amended article is now read as, “subject to the constitution, the 

executive authority of the federation shall be exercised in the name of president by 

federal government, consisting of prime minister and federal minsters, which shall act 

through prime minister, who shall be chief executive of the federation.”
61

 

Article 91 deals with the election of prime minster by National Assembly. The text of 

the article prior to amendment was, “the president in his discretion appoint from 

amongst the members of National Assembly a prime minster who, in his opinion, is 

most likely to command the confidence of the majority of members of National 

Assembly.”
62 

The article was silent as to how and through what mechanism the 

president would ascertain whether a certain person holds the majority. In 

parliamentary form of government it is the sole prerogative of the legislature to elect 

its leader. Affecting such changes in the basic structure of constitution meant, 

“Imposition of presidential autocracy on a parliamentary framework.”
63 

The 

president‟s discretionary powers were misused by successive presidents by delaying 

summoning of National Assembly until they had put together a coalition of their 

choice or secured enough votes to elect their preferred prime minister.
64

 Both the 

major political parties were affectees of the discretionary powers available to 

president in the article therefore, they unanimously agreed to amend the article to clip 

the powers of presidency. The amended Article 91 (2) is now read as, “the National 

Assembly shall meet on 21
st
 day following a day on which a general election to the 

assembly is held unless sooner summoned by the president”
65

, and Article 91 (3) 

stipulates, “after the election of the speaker and deputy speaker, the National 

Assembly shall, to the exclusion of any other business, proceed to elect without 

debate one of its Muslim member to be prime minister.”
66

 The revised article has 

restored parliamentary sovereignty by enabling its lower house i.e. national assembly 

to elect prime minister without the influence of any other institution.  
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Further, limits have been placed on presidential powers through articles 91[3] of the 

constitution which deals with the rules of business. According to the norms of 

parliamentary system it is the federal government and not the president who shall 

make rules of business. Therefore, the article has been amended to that affect. The 

article‟s sub-clause prior to 18
th

 Amendment was, “the president shall also make rules 

for the allocation and transaction of the business of the federal government.”
67

 The 

amended sub-clause (3) of the article now stipulates, “The federal government shall 

also make rules for the allocation and transaction of its business.”
68

 By substituting 

„President‟ with „Federal Government‟ the amended article has ensured sanctity of 

parliamentary norms.  

President was also deprived of powers to appoint provincial governors. Article 101 

deals with the appointment and functions of the governors of provinces. The clause 

(1) of Article 101 stated, “There shall be a governor for each province, who shall be 

appointed by President after consultation with prime minister.”
69

 But the successive 

presidents appointed governors in their own discretion while the recommendations of 

the political governments were ignored. On the other hand governor enjoyed crucial 

powers in the respective province, which he usually exercised on the advice of 

president instead of federal government due to which the working of federal 

parliamentary system faced serious turmoil. It was in this backdrop that clause (1) of 

Article 101 was amended to bound the president to appoint governors on the advice of 

prime minister. The amended article states, “There shall be a governor for each 

province who shall be appointed by the president on the advice of the prime 

minsiter.”
70

  

Similarly, governors were deprived of powers to dismiss provincial governments and 

dissolve provincial assemblies on advice of president. Article 112 deals with the 

powers of governor to dissolve provincial assembly. Prior to the amendment governor 

was constitutionally bound to dissolve respective provincial assembly on the advice of 

president. But now after 18
th

 Amendment the governor can only dissolve assembly on 

the advice of chief minister. Article 112 (1) states, “the governor shall dissolve the 

provincial assembly if so advised by chief minister, and the provincial assembly shall, 

unless sooner dissolved, stand dissolved at the expiration of 48 hours after the chief 

minister has so advised.”
71

 Thus governor‟s powers were only limited to ceremonial 
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functions while real executive authority would rest with chief minister in accordance 

to parliamentary traditions.  

The amendment also limited powers of president in respect of organization of Council 

of Common Interests. In this respect also, prime minister and parliament was 

empowered. Article 153 is an important article which deals with the constitution of 

Council of Common Interests. Previously it was not mandatory that prime minster 

would be chairman of the council. The 18
th

 Amendment declared prime minster to be 

the chairman of the council and other three members are to be nominated by prime 

minster. Through the amendment it was also made mandatory that the council would 

submit its annual report to both houses of parliament
72

, which has made the council 

accountable to parliament and has increased the status and influence of parliament.  

Similarly, the formation of National Economic Council has also been revised. 

Previously, the president enjoyed discretionary powers to constitute the council. 

However, after 18
th

 Amendment dominant role has been given to prime minster in 

formation of the council. Moreover, the council has been made accountable to 

parliament.
73 

 The amendment has also revised the role of the office of Auditor General. Previously, 

the report of the Auditor General was only to be submitted to the National Assembly 

but now after the amendment it would also be submitted to Senate which has 

increased power and influence of parliament.
74

  

The 18
th

 Amendment also brought changes in the appointment procedures of higher 

judiciary. The amendment did make the process more inclusive and democratic by 

giving this job to a seven member Judicial Commission consisting mostly of ex-

officio members and an eight members bi-partisan parliamentary committee. Thus 

empowered parliament in judicial appointments.
75

 Article 75 (a) describes procedure 

about the appointment of judges of Supreme Court and High Courts. Prior to the 

amendment the constitution has authorized president to appoint Chief Justice and 

judges of Supreme Court and High Courts with the consultation of Chief Justice of 

Supreme Court and High Courts. However, in the Al-Jihad Trust case 1996 ruling, the 

consultation of Chief Justice was made binding on the president. The monopoly of 

chief justice over the appointment of judges had caused deterioration of relations 
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between judiciary and executive during the periods of political governments, which 

compelled political leadership to review the article. The amended version is definitely 

an improvement as the power of appointment of judges has been taken from 

individuals and handed over to institutions i.e. Judicial Commission and 

Parliamentary Committee for appointment of judges. In the amended version of the 

article, the parliamentary committee had been given upper role in the appointment 

which was not acceptable to anti-democratic forces, therefore the relevant clause was 

challenged in Supreme Court which gave decision in favour of petitioners and issued 

directives to parliament to amend the article to that effect, which resulted in 19
th

 

Amendment, thus deprived off the parliament to have meaningful role in the 

appointment of the judges.
76

 

The appointment of Chief Election Commissioner (CEC) has always remained a 

controversial issue as through the office favorable results were obtained in the past 

during the crucial process of election, therefore the veto institutions have always tried 

to enable presidency to enjoy discretionary powers regarding the appointment of 

Chief Election Commissioner. The COD forces had serious reservations about the 

process of election and time and again termed the elections as rigged. In COD 

agreement they had agreed upon the non-controversial process of appointment of 

CEC. In the light of that agreement changes were brought in Article 213, which deals 

with the appointment of CEC. The amendment empowered prime minster to forward 

a list of three persons for the nomination of one from amongst them as Chief Election 

Commissioner in consultation with leader of opposition in National Assembly. The 

amendment provided for a parliamentary committee to be constituted by Speaker of 

National Assembly which could have equal representation from treasury and 

opposition benches. In case of disagreement between prime minster and opposition, 

each is required to send a separate list to the concerned parliamentary committee for 

decision. The members of Election Commission would also be appointed as per 

method of CEC.
77

  

The president and governors were deprived of even some formal powers through 18
th

 

Constitutional Amendment. Prior to the amendment president enjoyed discretionary 

power to appoint Chairman of Public Service Commission. Now president is bound to 
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make appointment on the advice of prime minister and governor of a province would 

make appointment on the advice of chief minister of respective province.
78 

Through the amendment president‟s power to appoint services chiefs under article 

243 were also curtailed and instead of appointing them in consultation with prime 

minister, he would now appoint them on advice of prime minister. Prior to the 

amendment the clause (3) of the article provided, “the president shall in consultation 

with the prime minister appoint (a) Chairman Joint Chief of Staff Committee; (b) 

Chief of Army Staff; (c) the Chief of Naval Staff; and (d) the Chief of Air Staff, and 

shall determine their salaries and allowances.”
79

 After 18
th

 Amendment, “the 

president shall, on the advice of prime minster, appoint; (a) Chairman Joint Chief of 

Staff Committee; (b) Chief of Army Staff; (c) the Chief of Naval Staff; and (d) the 

Chief of Air Staff, and shall determine their salaries and allowances.”
80

 The 

amendment actually revived the original 1973 constitution and confirmed the 

traditions of parliamentary system. The constitutional history of Pakistan is evident to 

the fact that being a veto institution, Pakistan‟s Army had never accepted civilian 

supremacy in the appointment of its services chiefs. During the dictatorial regimes of 

General Zia-ul-Haq and General Pervez Musharaf powers of appointment of services 

chiefs were taken back from prime minster and were given to president through 

controversial 8
th

 and 17
th

 Amendments respectively. Moreover, Pakistan army has 

safeguarded its institutional interests at all costs during the period of 1990s when 

there was weak civilian rule. In the presence of the president enjoying such crucial 

executive powers backed by powerful veto institutions like army, its intelligence 

agencies and judiciary to safeguard their own institutional interests, the elected 

institutions particularly national parliament remained weak, fragile and in no way 

could exercise influence and authority, rather remained at the mercy of establishment-

back presidency. As a result the so-called democratic governments actually turned 

into opposition to powerful establishment. Therefore, it was one of the reasons that 

COD forces being worst affectees of the powers decided to swing the pendulum back 

in favor of prime minister and parliament and take control over the crucial 

appointment of services chiefs and heads of the spy agency.
81

   

 The changes brought about by 18
th

 Amendment are positive but in certain respects it 

failed to restore parliamentary system as outlined in original 1973 constitution. Critics 
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of 18
th

 Amendment propounded the failure of COD political forces on the ground that 

it could not fulfil agenda of the charter as it did not provide for establishment of 

constitutional court. Neither it merged FATA into Khyber Pakhtun Khawa nor 

established independent accountability commission to replace National 

Accountability Bureau. Similarly, it could not ensure accountability of Military 

Intelligence and Inter Services Intelligence to parliament, which is a set back for 

parliamentary supremacy. Moreover, it retained Article 62 that carried the Islamic 

provisions for eligibility of electoral contestants and thus alienated religious 

minorities and secular minded people in general.
82

  

The legal and judicial response to 18
th

 amendment was no less controvercial. Some 

legal experts and a section of media pointed towards the amendment of Article 175 

(a), in which they thought the judicial commission superseded Chief Justice of 

Pakistan in appointment of judges, which resulted in possible tussle between 

parliament and supreme court which was later on averted when parliament decided to 

bring 19
th

 amendment in light of recommendations of supreme court.
83

  

Prior to 8
th

 Amendment, the executive authority of the state was to be exercised by the 

federal government in the name of president. The amendment through Article 90 

vested the authority in president. The 18
th

 Amendment failed to alter this article back 

to its original form and thus the power will continue to be used by president on behalf 

of federation which is not in consonance with the norms of parliamentary system.
84

 

The 18
th

 Amendment also failed to delete Objectives Resolution from the constitution, 

which has been inserted through 8
th

 Amendment during Zia‟s regime in the preamble 

of constitution in an attempt to Islamize the constitution. However it is not needed as 

it does not fit into parliamentary structure of the constitution. The Zia regime had also 

changed Article 62 (qualification of membership of parliament) and Article 63 

(disqualification of membership of parliament) completely and replaced it with the 

conditions that are difficult. The 18
th

 Amendment has also failed in this respect as it 

could not reverse the impacts of 8
th

 Amendment and could not bring the articles to its 

original shape.
85 

 One of the weaknesses on part of political parties in Pakistan is the absence of 

transparent democratic system within political parties. Mostly are run by powerful 
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individuals and families.
86 

Article 70 requiring all political parties to conduct internal 

elections, which has been removed through 18
th

 Amendment. Senator Raza Rabbani 

defended it in parliament on the ground that it was the legacy of General Musharaf 

and an attempt to create hardships for political parties, particularly PPP and PML 

(N).
87

 However, he failed to acknowledge that many clauses of Musharaf regime have 

been retained and there was no harm in keeping this clause, as well as it was a 

positive one and would strengthen parliamentary democracy.  

Benazir Bhutto herself in an interview shortly before her death explained that PPP 

was not ready for internal democracy rather to her it needs a strong leader to keep its 

factions together and to develop a strategy to protect party‟s integrity from assaults.
88

 

Moreover, the clause in 17
th

 amendment that had been inserted during Musharaf 

period which had made a bar to become prime minister for the third time has been 

removed to pave the way for Nawaz Sharif. Thus certain changes in constitution were 

made through 18
th

 Amendment to fulfil individual objectives.
89

 

The 18
th

 amendment also did not touch the constitutional clauses which had 

empowered party leaders to disqualify members of parliament of his own party. Thus 

party leaders and not parliamentary leaders would have control over members of 

parliament. This also strengthen hands of some individuals to control members of 

parliament from outside. It was the reason that Asif Ali Zardari while sitting in 

presidency who may be a nominal or titular head but practically as a chairman of 

Pakistan People Party he enjoyed control over government.
90 

 Though 18
th

 amendment could not remove all the clauses which had been inserted by 

two military dictators which had a dark shadow on „parliamentary supremacy‟ and 

democracy at large however, in reality it did make a meaningful contribution to make 

parliament a constitutionally supreme institution. The 18th amendment was the 

product of consociational politics which was carried out in light of Lijpart 

Consociational theory, which had provided impetus to popular political leadership in 

Pakistan to sign Charter of Democracy in 2006. After 2008 elections the two parties 

engaged to clean constitution of the aberrations incorporated by military regimes and 

to redefine the relationship between citizen and state by expanding the scope of 

fundamental rights, restoring supremacy of federal parliament and addressing the 
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lingering mistrust between the center and federating units. The existence of fifteen 

notes of reiteration reflects that the 18
th

 amendment was not the ideal out come but the 

best possible step forward in a divided society. For such  a divided society Lijpart‟s 

recommendations offer such types of solutions.
91

 

 Despite short comings it may be argued that 18
th

 Constitutional Amendment was a 

major step forward in restoring supremacy of parliament at least in letter. It reversed, 

to a great extent, the distortions of two controversial amendments i.e. 8
th

 and 17
th

   

which were enacted in 1973 constitution during the dictatorial regime of General Zia 

and General Pervez Musharraf, as it had conferred crucial legislative, executive and 

judicial powers upon the president at the expense of parliament and prime minister, as 

a result of which Pakistan had turned into a quasi-presidential republic. The 18
th

 

Amendment has limited presidency only to ceremonial functions, empowered 

parliament and prime minister in accordance with the spirit of parliamentary system. 

It has deprived of the president to dissolve parliament and dismiss elected prime 

minister. The amendment reversed some of the constitutional legacies of dictatorial 

regimes. The amendment was dully supported by all political parties  and military 

allowed the process to move ahead partly because in its own institutional judgment it 

was not the time for it to take an active public role
92

, as its image as an institution had 

come to its lowest ebb due to the much controversial policies of Musharraf led 

military regime. 

 

 

3.4: Threats and Challenges to ‘Parliamentary Supremacy’ from Military and 

Inter-Services Intelligence Agency (ISI) 2008-2013 

The COD political leadership‟s efforts to minimize the role of unelected institutions 

was not acceptable to military establishment. Therefore, it applied different tactics to 

minimize space for civilian leadership in Pakistan‟s power politics. Those 

mechanisms were in the shape of direct threats or challenges to „parliamentary 

supremacy‟. Since the research question is based upon those threats and challenges 

therefore, the whole research project would be incomplete if the threats and 
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challenges from institutions of military and ISI are not properly analyzed. It is the 

reason that hypothesis that how and why  military establishment responded to COD 

strategy stands valid and has been analyzed in this part. 

However, the hurdles which were created by military and ISI to foil steps of COD 

forces to ensure „parliamentary supremacy‟ in letter were not only tactfully handled 

but also most of the time the political leadership made compromises over their 

authority. That is why Lijpart‟s argument that a moderate attitude and a willingness to 

compromise for consociational arrangements are required to achieve the greater 

objectives
93

 is relevant principle and the part of the chapter is operationalized under 

the spirit of Lijpart‟s principle.   

Since authoritarianism enjoys little outright support in Pakistan, military dictator is 

compelled through popular pressure to transfer power to civilian leadership.
94

 In post-

COD period, the political forces under the spirit of consensual politics were in a better 

position to bring military regime of President Musharraf under pressure and restore 

civilian rule.
95 

Keeping in view the reconciliatory politics of political forces, army 

under Ishfaq Pervez Kayani decided not to support presidential decree to oust the 

elected government as it would have far-reaching negative consequences for the 

institutional integrity in public‟s eye, which was the real fruit of reconciliatory politics 

which  kept army on back foot.
96

  

However, all this does not mean that army left field of power politics to civilians. 

During transition phase from military to civilian rule, military establishment in 

Pakistan has always tried to install a weak democratic government which is 

confronted with numerous serious challenges while having no real power or authority. 

To fulfil the task, the establishment leaves behind a distorted constitution in which 

vital powers are given to president at the expense of parliament in parliamentary 

system as it usually acts through presidency. A pro-military caretaker set up, election 

commission  and judiciary are also installed, the institutions which otherwise have the 

prime responsibility in a model democratic dispensation to ensure the conduct of free, 

fair and impartial elections so that power might be transferred to the political party 

which enjoys support of majority of voters. This is all done partly to curtail the 

delivery capability of succeeding democratic government so to build up the badly 
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tarnished image of the institution in public in future and partly to safeguard and 

pursue the core interests of the institution and to secure the outgoing military top brass 

from any accountability process or illegality if proven about the leadership as it would 

discredit the institution in public.
97

  

The military regime under President General Pervez Musharraf repeated the same 

strategy, caretaker set up was largely the extension of PML (Q) which was publically 

known as King‟s Party. The prime minister and cabinet ministers were either 

members of PML (Q) or trusted men of establishment.
98

 Similarly, the Chief Election 

Commissioner and other members of election commission were not only handpicked 

persons of the president but were rather his yes men. However, judiciary under 

Iftikhar Choudhry was creating problems. To make environment further feasible, the 

leadership of both major political parties, Benazir Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif were kept 

in exile. Benazir Bhutto was only allowed when she agreed through controversial deal 

with the establishment in the light of which the president issued the National 

Reconciliation Ordinance
99

, which was presented by Pakistani media and pro-

establishment political party as a behind the scene deal of PPP to safeguard its 

plundered wealth. It was considered by PPP circle as a calculated strategy of the 

establishment to discredit Benazir Bhutto and her political party, the only formidable 

threat to Musharraf‟s establishment.
100

  

On the other hand, the COD political parties‟ best effort was to compel Musharraf to 

doff uniform and ensure the conduct of free, fair and timely election. But the 

establishment exercised covert and overt acts not only to neutralize their efforts but to 

pave way to bring favourable results. Benazir Bhutto was not allowed to campaign 

freely and she complained time and again about the security flaws and blamed 

Musharraf‟s administration.
101 

Similarly, Nawaz Sharif was not allowed to come to 

Pakistan. On the other hand it was the street power through which political leadership 

could compel the administration to accept their demands regarding elections.  

Ironically, the situation before imposition of emergency was that the details were 

shared with Washington, London and Saudi Arabia but it was not considered 

necessary to take into confidence the rubber stamp cabinet and parliament, which later 

on even passed a resolution in favour of Musharraf‟s action of emergency. The 
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general argued it as   a strategy to ensure implementation of the third stage of the 

transition to democracy.
102

 Furthermore, it was argued that it had been imposed to 

cement the existing political order that revolved round him. It was an extreme move 

that suspended the constitution and put curbs on dissent and criticism. It was unique 

in country‟s history as, “he had imposed emergency against his own government 

rationalizing his act on the grounds, that essentially amounted to a self-indictment”.
103

 

The COD forces were aware about motives of Musharraf‟s establishment and tried to 

mobilize public opinion to ensure the conduct of free and fair election and a level 

playing field for all political contenders. Benazir Bhutto warned that if elections were 

rigged, all political parties would be united and protest would be launched and like the 

„Orange Revolution‟ in Ukraine, the voters themselves would put an end to 

dictatorship
104

, but all in vain.  

It was only after the imposition of ill-planned 3
rd

 November emergency and the tragic 

death of Benazir Bhutto for which Musharraf‟s administration was blamed, compelled 

it not only to appoint a new COAS but to ensure the conduct of comparatively fair 

elections. Ayesha Siddiqa, an Islamabad based defense analyst, analyzed that, “the 

fact of the matter is that Pakistan has always had free and fair election whenever the 

military has chosen not to interfere. The other two occasions when this was made 

possible was in 1971 and 1988. A corollary of this argument is that the military has 

step back from politics every time it was in crisis. The situation was not favourable in 

1971 and 1988, it had lost the bulk of its senior management and did not enjoy good 

reputation. In 2008 again the defense forces suffered from the crisis of credibility”.
105

 

On the other hand politics is so deep rooted in the institution that whatever 

circumstances may be it cannot be kept aloof from political hobnobbing and 

maneuvering. This time too it remained an unelected center of power and continued 

its institutional relations with formal structures of government.
106

 The conduct of 

elections, transfer of responsibilities to civilian leadership and acceptance of 

presidency as civilian by Musharraf in no way meant that military under Kayani 

would opt for a completely a-political role and would accept civilian supremacy in 

true spirit of the word. No doubt, “army as an institution was aware of the fact that a 

perception had developed that it was an occupying force bent on plundering the 

country for its own benefits and repeated coups against legitimate governments had 
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only added to the perception” but even then it was not ready to leave its core interests 

to parliament or civilian set up.
107

  

Despite its weak standings ,the civilian government was  not  allowed to trial 

Musharaf, rather he was installed in presidency with crucial executive powers like 

appointment of services chiefs, governors, chief justice, chief election commissioner 

and the dissolution of National Assembly and the dismissal of elected government 

under 58 (2) (b) of the constitution.
108

 The PML (N) parliamentary leader and later on 

leader of opposition, Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan argued that his party wanted 

impeachment and complete trial of President General Musharraf but Asif Ali Zardari 

and army did not want so.
109

 When asked about the then ruling party PPP‟s 

information secretary and later on information minister in Gillani‟s cabinet, Qamar 

Zaman Kaira about the matter, he was of the view that fragile parliament and nascent 

democracy could not afford collisions with powerful permanent institutions at the 

very transition stage. Keeping in view the ground realities it was deemed pertinent 

that Musharraf would be provided safe exit. However, he would face cases in courts 

and no indemnity had been provided to his unconstitutional act of 3
rd

 November, 

2007.
110

 Hence military was successful to safeguard its core interest while leaving no 

space for civilian leadership to trial its ex-chief even when its reputation was touching 

its lowest ebb.  

The messages passed from GHQ in the aftermath of election pointed more to 

continuity rather than a change in military perception about democratic politics or 

civilian supremacy. In the corps commanders meeting immediately after election 

though Kayani ceremonially pledged the military‟s institutional support for incoming 

government while at the same time dispelled the growing impression that generals 

were at odds with Musharraf, rather Kayani called for a, “harmonized relationship 

between various pillars of the state as provided in the constitution” warning that, “any 

kind of schism at any level, under the circumstances would not be in the larger 

interest of the nation”.
111 

 In view of the statement he assured the institutional support to Musharraf in the eyes 

of public. The statement was in line with Samuel Finer argument that military‟s 

decision to intervene or withdrawal from politics in praetorian states is not shaped by 
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civilian preferences rather than institutional motives are crucial ones. The four levels 

of military intervention suggested by Finer are (1) influence (2) blackmail (3) 

displacement and (4) supplantment. In the first two levels, it tries to influence and 

blackmail the political government through civilian authorities and other permanent 

state institutions.In the third level, it displaces one civilian government through 

another civilian setup. In the fourth level, military completely overthrows the civilian 

set up and establishes its own rule. In all the four cases military intervention in 

politics is based upon its own institutional preferences.It carefully analyzes the level 

of intervention in its institutional perspectives. 
112

 General Ishfaq Pervaiz kayani 

issued the statement in support of ex- army chief in order to safeguard his institutional 

interests as any trial of Pervez Musharraf would have negative impact on the image of 

armed forces in the eyes of public. Keeping in view Samuel Finer‟s analysis the 

statement was more to safeguard the instuitutioal interests rather than for the 

assurance of institutional support for democratic system.
113 

  

The advancement of military corporate interests- relative autonomy from civilian 

interference and to maintain status in society were the key motives of Pakistan 

military. In the changed circumstances its disengagement with direct governance was 

a calculated strategy to stem the rapid decline in its public image which started 

deterioration by the events of March 9, 2007 when generals under Musharraf tried to 

force the then chief justice Iftikhar Muhammad Choudhry to resign
114

.  

The subsequent events brought military establishment on a comparatively weak 

position vis-a-vis democratic forces which took advantage of it and took several steps 

to snatch more powers for it in a military dominated political environment. The 

impeachment process of President Musharraf was initiated, which was a joint venture 

of PPP and PML (N) which ended in his resignation. Army as an institution was 

unhappy with the development but being aware of its tarnished public image, it 

confined its efforts to ensure safe and honorable exit of its ex-chief by the 

government
115

 which considered him the main culprit in the murder of its leader, 

Benazir Bhutto. The political leadership took another step when it revived 1973 

constitution to its original federal and parliamentary character through 18
th

 

Constitutional Amendment. The amendment reversed the impacts of 8
th

 and 17
th

 

amendments which had been introduced in constitution during the dictatorial regimes 
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of General Zia-ul- Haq and General Pervez Musharraf respectively.
116

 Through the 

amendments military establishment had got institutional control over the 

appointments, extensions, promotions and removal of its services chiefs and heads of 

the important intelligence agencies. Moreover, presidency had been equipped with the 

powers to dismiss the unwanted political governments.
117

 As a result, the political 

process had been brought to a halt and parliament had been turned into a rubber 

stamp.  

The 18
th

 Amendment placed limits on presidential powers as he now no more enjoys 

the powers to appoint services chief or heads of intelligence agencies nor having the 

power to appoint governors and Chief Justice of Pakistan.
118

 He has also no more 

powers to pack National Assembly and dismiss elected governments. .
119

 Army under 

Kayani allowed the passage of such an amendment partly because it had realized that 

it was not the time for it to take on active public role and partly because military 

establishment itself wanted that power of appointment, extension and removal of its 

services   chiefs and DG ISI be shifted to Prime Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani as its 

distrusts and dislike for President Asif Ali Zardari was an open secret.
120 

Though Pakistan army is professional, it has no respect for parliament and other 

political institutions. Its distrust in political leadership is an open secret and considers 

itself the only institution which can bring stability in country. It is one of the reasons 

that in pretext of national interests it has time and again intervened in politics both 

directly and indirectly.
121

 

The circumstantial retreat of Pakistan Army does not mean that the field was left open 

for political parties and parliament, rather as a veto institution it spared no chance to 

bring the fragile democratic government and parliament on weak position to fulfill its 

institutional objectives.
122

 One of it is to keep ISI above from parliamentary or 

executive oversight. Historically, the ISI which is considered „a state within a state‟ 

has been immune from any parliamentary check.
123

 On other hand government tried 

to bring the controversial spy agency under the purview of interior ministry and a 

notification was issued in that respect. Asif Ali Zardari, the co-chairperson of PPP, 

hailed the move as a step towards civilian control over the agency. Government 

officials claimed that the decision had the consent of President Musharraf and military 
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but in Rawalpindi the reaction was quite opposite. General Kayani in a private 

discussion with fellow generals in the evening clarified to them that he had surely not 

been consulted. After tremendous pressure government backtracked on decision 

saying there was „misunderstanding‟ but the damage had already been done as it 

exposed the weak position of civilian government vis-a-vis ISI and also soured civil 

military relations.
124

 Army considered it an interference in its internal affairs which 

was not acceptable at any cost. Prime Minister was immediately consulted who was 

out of the country and the earlier notification was de-notified in twenty four hours.
125

  

Secondly, in the backdrop of Mumbai attacks, for which the Indian government 

blamed  ISI to be involved in attacks, Prime Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani in response 

assured on the floor of the parliament that DG ISI would personally visit India to 

assist his Indian counterpart in investigations into the matter. Pakistan army reacted 

against it and took it as a parliamentary control over ISI and refused to accept prime 

minister‟s directives, the civilian government had no choice but to retreat.
126

  

Thirdly, army and ISI had strong reservations about President Asif Ali Zardari‟s 

direct dealing with American government and time and again insisted upon its 

institutional involvement which further deteriorated relations between Pakistan Army 

and presidency about which president referred in his speech to parliament, asking 

them not to endanger fragile democracy.
127

  

In May, 2011 US conducted a navy SEAL operation on Osama bin Laden‟s 

compound in the military cantonment town of Abbottabad itself, the home of 

Pakistan‟s military academy. The Americans were able to insert several helicopters, 

staged a forty minutes fire fight and absconded with Bin Laden‟s corps before the 

army even detected the invasion. Pakistanis wondered, “how could Bin Laden reside 

in the cantonment town without being detected by military and intelligence agencies 

and severely exposed the competency of Pakistan‟s top intelligence agency, the 

ISI”.
128 

 Rather than taking advantage of the weaknesses of army and ISI, Pakistan civilian 

leadership started to support and safeguard its armed forces and the intelligence 

agency from criticism and blamed US for violating Pakistan‟s sovereignty.
129 

Because 

civilian leadership had taken risk several times before it to interfere in internal affairs 
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of army and every time not only had faced retreat but had also soured relations with 

the establishment. It was one of the reasons that they could not deteriorate further 

more relations with ISI and therefore, considered it feasible to rather side with the 

military establishment.
130

 

However, to investigate the serious loopholes in security operatus a special joint 

session of parliament was convened in which parliamentarians criticized the military 

and IsI and suggested that it must be brought under parliament‟s control. The matter 

was discussed in ruling party‟s meetings and it was expected that a bill would be 

tabled soon.
131

 

To counter the strategy, the Memo Gate scandal was broken out which brought the 

entire country to a standstill. The ISI Chief General Shuja Pasha unearthed Husain 

Haqqani‟s, former ambassador to US, alleged memo dispatched to Admiral Mike 

Mullen, the former US army chief, against military leadership through Mansur Ijaz, a 

Pakistani born US citizen. The spy agency chief, without any approval of chief 

executive- prime minster, met with Mansur Ijaz in London only after a few days of a 

publication of an article in which the same Ijaz had demanded that a section of ISI 

should be declared, “a global sponsor” of terrorism. One of the motives of the spy 

chief was to turn Husain Haqqani with the help of Ijaz against President Asif Ali 

Zardari to publically defame him, civilian government and parliament.
132

  

Though ISI could not ensure help of Husain Haqqani against President Asif Ali 

Zardari, however, civilian leadership and parliament came under fire. According to 

Maulana Fazlur Rehman DG ISI General Pasha exerted tremendous pressure on 

Zardari in one of the meetings. As a result he left for Dubai in the pretext of medical 

treatment.
133

 The agency fueled the media with propaganda that he would never return 

and no efforts were spared to assassinate president‟s character.
134 

Civilian government 

was threatened, rumors of army coup against government were fueled and military 

establishment reclaimed the ground it had lost to parliament during post-bin Laden‟s 

episode.
135 

Though the government referred the matter to parliamentary committee on national 

security and sacked Haqqani
136

 but the opposition took the issue to Supreme Court 
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which was also supported by army chief and DG ISI. The Supreme Court accepted the 

petition and constituted a committee.
137

  

The Supreme Court instead of referring the matter to parliamentary committee for 

investigation, referred it to the committee of officials having judicial background. The 

committee‟s task was to establish the origin, purpose and authenticity of the memo. 

Since, “the scandal had consumed a tremendous amount of time and resources of the 

hapless country, already embroiled in so many conflicts and crisis resulting in an 

unprecedented paralyzes of governance, one would hope that the commission would 

try to unearth real motives of the memo but the commission‟s report was out, which 

held Husain Haqqani responsible for the so-called letter in which America had been 

asked to rescue Pakistan from coup. But the language and findings of the commission 

were well beyond its mandate. It failed to rescue the saga from the atmosphere of 

political controversy that had dogged it from the very beginning. The amount of 

attention that had been paid to the case by Pakistan‟s invisible establishment had 

already prompted questions about the real motives behind the uproar. It was therefore, 

important that investigation should have been conducted in an unbiased manner. 

However, the commission„s conclusion focused on painting a damning personal 

portrait, which made the issue quite controversial and did not help in any way to reach 

to the logical conclusion of the issue”.
138

  

 The rightist school of academics argued that the court played the role of institutional 

balancer and avoided direct clash between the civilian government and military by 

stepping in as a mediator between the two institutions.
139

 However, the political forces 

considered the issue as the domain of parliament and considered it an interference in 

the affairs of government and parliament which to them would hamper „parliamentary 

supremacy‟. With all these reservations they compromised over their constitutional 

powers which was quite in accordance with Lijpart‟s principle that in  fragile 

democracies the political leadership had to make compromises over their due 

authority.
140

  

Furthermore, to safeguard its institutional interests, army and ISI put its weight behind 

opposition forces against government despite the fact that it is a part of executive and 

is constitutionally bound to follow the orders of chief executive.
141

 In the judges 
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restoration movement long before anyone thought, to keep up pressure on new 

government, it remained in constant touch with the deposed judges and even did not 

hesitate to revive its old strategy of 1990s when it used to pitch political opposition or 

create differences between the top leadership of ruling political party on one hand and 

between civilian leadership and permanent institutions on the other hand  to build up 

pressure upon democratic government and then fulfil its institutional agenda.
142

 This 

time Nawaz Sharif was contacted by some senior officials from military to pressurize 

PPP government. The Chief of Army Staff General Ishfaq Pervez Kayani also 

informed Asif Ali Zardari at that time that if he did not reinstate Iftikhar Muhammad 

Chaudhry as chief justice, he would then implement minus one formula. That is, the 

ouster of president Asif Ali Zardari while keeping the rest of the government intact, 

which was to Aqil Shah the „tutorial mentality‟ of Pakistan army.
143

 Again when a 

deal was struck by Zardari government with Nawaz Sharif and deposed judges, it was 

the army which played the role of guarantor. Under the deal, “Sharif would bury their 

guns, Iftikhar Choudhry would not touch issues like NRO and Musharaf trial and the 

government on its part agreed to oppose the disqualification of Sharifs, allowing 

Supreme Court to restore Shahbaz Sharif provincial government on March 31, 

2009”.
144

 In the whole episode army proved itself as a major player of the power 

game. 

However, Nawaz Sharif and Shehbaz Sharif were not ready to create such problems 

for central government which might be used by Pakistan army as an excuse for 

intervention, which was in accordance with the essence of COD. It was the paradigm 

shift on the part of COD political forces which was based on the spirit of consensus 

and reconciliation and a marked deviation from the politics of 1990s. Katharine 

Adeney has pointed towards such type of accommodative and inclusive politics in her 

work on the part of the political forces if they want continuity and strength of 

democratic system.
145 

It was the reason that Pakistan Army started to groom Imran Khan, a cricketer turned 

politician, to pitch him against government as a major political force. He is under a 

process of political baptism i.e. in which a Christian sacrament marked by ritual use 

of water and admitting the recipient to the Christian community.
146

 Imran Khan is 
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now portrayed as a possible alternative
147

 to both PML (N) and PPP to foil consensual 

strategy of the COD political forces.  

Even when Nawaz Sharif and Zardari jointly tried to initiate trial of Musharaf, the 

country‟s invisible establishment tasked another institution, the media to start media 

trial of President Asif Zardari and PPP government. Corruption cases had become 

headlines of press and electronic media and minus Zardari formula had become the 

most discussed topic of political circles. Some legal experts argued to the extent in 

media talk shows that despite the fact that president enjoyed constitutional immunity 

of being tried judicially, his eligibility as a presidential candidate would be 

challenged.They were of the view that President Asif Zardari would be compelled to 

resign on the basis of eligibility issue.
148 

In this context Pakistan‟s pro-establishment media limited the choices of his next 

place either to opt for Chaklala or Adiala i.e. to fly out of Pakistan or be 

imprisoned.
149

 The propaganda was so severe that Zardari himself reacted in a hostile 

and aggressive tone at the occasion of Benazir Bhutto‟s second death anniversary on 

December 27, 2009. He lashed out that enemies of democracy were conspiring against 

him and the fragile democracy and were claiming that he would leave presidency in 

ambulance.
150

 It was precisely in this context that president held important meeting 

with General Ishfaq Pervaiz Kayani in which he conveyed the message that generals 

were using the judges and journalists to bleed him by inflicting a thousand cuts on his 

character and abilities. General Kiyani tried to dispel the impression but failed.
151

  

All this compelled government to counter the strategy and Qamar Zaman Kaira, the 

then information minister of PPP government, took the lead when he vowed in his 

press conference that, “efforts of anti-democratic forces to remove PPP leadership 

would not work and roared that „minus Bhutto‟ was the old formula of establishment 

which was presented in new shape”.
152

 The concerted efforts of establishment to keep 

Asif Zardari under constant pressure worked and trial of Musharaf could not be 

initiated even with the meaningful help of PML (N), rather government became on 

defensive due to media reports about corruption scandals.
153

  

On the other occasions when military leadership contacted political opposition firstly, 

when there were rumors that Asif Zardari had secretly met Musharraf during his visit 
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to US for General Assembly Session in UN in September 2009 where the two 

discussed possible successor of General Ishfaq Pervaiz Kayani. Though presidency 

denied but army had taken notice of it and secondly when military leadership 

developed differences with civilian government over Kerry Lugar Bill. The COAS 

met Punjab chief minister Shahbaz Sharif and opposition leader Choudhry Nisar Ali 

Khan. After the meeting the PML (N) criticized the bill despite the fact that according 

to PPP circles earlier neither army nor PML (N) had any reservations as both had 

been taken on board and their reservations had been sorted out.
154

 The democratic 

government was brought on weak wicket and then immediately core commanders 

meeting was convened which raised serious reservations about Kerry Lugar aid. As a 

result president and prime minster had to meet with COAS but could not convince 

him. He rather asked them to remove some ministers on corruption charges and 

avoide confrontation with judiciary as some sections of the ruling party were 

constantly demanding from its leadership that it should de-notify its March 16, 2009 

executive order that had restored the judges that Musharraf had sacked because the 

restored judges while having support of armed forces were giving tough time to 

government regarding implementation of NRO judgment. The pro-establishment 

analysts in press and in electronic media continuously argued that judiciary might ask 

army to come to its aid under Article 190 of the constitution while totally negating the 

fact that the same constitution had brought military under the command of executive, 

which further made severe the threat perception from armed forces to fragile 

democracy.
155

 

Like above mentioned discussed areas, foreign and defense policy is another crucial 

area where Pakistan army and ISI have key stakes and government or parliament is 

not allowed to formulate foreign and defense policy freely, rather a military 

leadership has always tried to have a decisive say in the aforementioned areas.
156

 

After 18
th

 amendment when powers were transferred to prime minister and 

parliament, it was expected that comparatively powerful parliament and prime 

minister would be well in a position to formulate the policies without any pressure but 

the experience was quite opposite. Theoretically, the most empowered prime minister 

of the country since the days of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto was practically the most 

dependent one upon the backing of military and ISI. India, Afghanistan, China, the 
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US in particular and the Middle East like Iran, Saudi Arabia and UAE in general are 

the zones where military always exerts diplomatic influence. Important diplomatic 

initiatives about the countries in the period from 2008-2013 were to be taken by GHQ 

and foreign office, where military top brass would finalize policies with Foreign 

Minister Shah Mehamud Qureshi, the arch rival of Prime Minister Yousaf Raza 

Gillani and Salman Bashir the then foreign secretary. In fact, prime minister was like 

a cover letter of an official report which someone else authored and passed around in 

his name. In short he was no more than a procedural head in sphere of foreign policy 

and defense.
157

  

Another core interest which military establishment jealously guards under the formula 

of „need not to know‟ is the defense budget. This important object is thoroughly 

safeguarded in accordance with the formula from any type of external monitoring or 

parliamentary control.
158

 Pakistan‟s parliament has no check upon the accountability, 

audit and spending of defense budget.
159

 There is significant waste and corruption that 

occurs in procurement process from purchase of ordinary every day supplies to land 

for real estate development, to the procurement of expensive weapon system and 

platforms. The authority of auditor general is very limited in this respect and as a 

whole defense budget suffers from „a lack of parliamentary debate‟, transparency, 

accountability and civilian oversight‟.
160 

The COD leadership had agreed upon the issue that the details of defense budget 

would be provided to parliament and it would be authorized to have check upon it but 

that could not be realized during the period. Similarly, almost all political parties 

agree on the need to have greater civilian control over ISI external security operation 

but the spy agency in pursuance of „need not to know‟ policy bothered least about 

taking into confidence civilian leadership prior to any external operation
161

, nor keeps 

it informed about internal security operation.  

Another area where military leadership has strongly resisted civilian interference is 

the appointment, transfer, extension and dismissal of military high officials.
162

 

Though, prime minister being chief executive of the government is constitutionally 

empowered to exercise the authority but Pakistan‟s Army considers it its internal 

affair and civilian leadership is not allowed to exercise the constitutional authority. 
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During the period the civilian leadership had no role in the appointment, extensions 

and transfers of high ranking military officials. The government did nothing when Lt-

General Sikandar Afzal was given one year extension by General Ishfaq Pervaiz 

Kayani. Core Commander Peshawar Masud Alam was also given extension. 

Similarly, Ahmad Shuja, Pasha DG ISI was granted extension. Moreover, General 

Kayani was given extension at the behest of its institution. When asked about the 

matter, Major General Athar Abbas, the DG Inter Services Public Relations said that 

extensions were prerogatives of army chief and did not need federal government 

approval,
 163

 without quoting any relevant constitutional clause or parliament‟s act or 

rules of business.   

While having analyzed the threats and challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ from 

military and ISI, one may argue that the establishment during the period from 2008-

2013 adopted a new model of “non-coup-coup approach”
164

 one in which civilian set 

up was not overthrown rather, it was compelled to such an extent to pursue the 

policies dictated by GHQ. During the period Pakistan Army staged certain invisible 

coups in which institutional objectives were achieved behind the scenes and there was 

no need of staging a visible coup. Political executives were aware of their 

constitutional authority but avoided any direct confrontation with the military 

establishment. This approach of political leadership was in consonance with Lijpart‟s 

theory of consociational democracy‟s principle that accommodation and compromise 

would be the foremost strategy on part of political leadership if they want continuity 

of democratic system.
165

 Katharine Adeney in her work inclusive federalism, has also 

recommended the policy of compromise for political executives in Pakistan if they 

want democratic system on strong footing.
166

 In post 2008 democratic dispensation, 

there was dichotomy between the „structure‟ and the „agency‟. To Mohammad 

Waseem, “the structure represents an unbalanced institutional state operatus that is 

inherently opposed to the principles of civilian supremacy over the armed forces. 

Important organs of the state machinery, including the foreign office and the 

intelligence apparatus, operate formally under, but actually above the elected 

framework of authority. The „agency‟ of PPP was supposed to ride the powerful 

engine of the state and drive it to the promised land of deliverance from poverty, 

disease and inefficiency”
167

 for which civilian supremacy over the „structure‟ was 
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must but Pakistan‟s army provided very little space to parliament and civilian 

government on the matters of policy and strategy.
168

 The besieged and powerless 

Zardari regime could not ensure parliamentary control over powerful military 

establishment and the spy agency. Constitutionally, the supreme institution i.e. 

parliament failed to make legislation regarding insurance of civilian control over the 

agency. The recommendations of Senate committee on Human Rights and the 

proposed Inter-Services Intelligence Agency (functions, powers and regulation) bill 

are yet to be passed by parliament.
169

  

Clearly, the army did not resign to come under civilian supervision and continued to 

retain most of its powers in post-Musharraf Pakistan. The PPP leadership failed to 

bring military and ISI under civilian control. No doubt, Chief Of Army Staff General 

Ishfaq Pervez Kiyani had prevailed at crucial occasions and showed who held power 

in Pakistan,
170

 which strengthens the argument that though constitutionally the 

political forces restored „parliamentary supremacy‟,yet institutions were brought to a 

great extent under civilian oversight in letter but in reality the invisible establishment 

worked independently.
171

 

Pakistan Army has neither been able to effectively run the government nor has it 

allowed any other institution to do so. From the period 2008-2013 the army pursued 

same strategy and did not allow civilian government of PPP to work freely. It resisted 

time and again when civilian government tried to interfere in its core interests.
172

 

The above discussion indicates that political leadership despite reconciliatory and 

consensual politics with other political forces and with political opposition failed to 

bring army under civilian supremacy.
173

 However, this does not mean that there 

consensual approach faced a failure. As per Lijpart‟s consociational theory principle 

of moderation and accommodation,
174 

the unavoidable conflicts can be avoided by not 

confronting their interests immediately rather to adopt a realistic way and 

accommodate their interests for the time being and wait for suitable time for the 

ensurance of civilian supremacy. In accordance with the same principle of the theory 

the political executives and parliament in Pakistan from 2008-2013 compromised over 

their authority for the time being, which to Kathrine Adeney would enable them to 
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cover more ground in future in the field of power politics if they followed the same 

reconciliatory approach.
175

 

 

3.5: Materialization of Charter of Democracy in Respect of ‘Parliamentary 

Supremacy’. 

Despite different threats and challenges from military establishment, the democratic 

government of PPP under the spirit of politics of reconciliation not only completed its 

constitutional tenure from 2008-2013 but powers were peacefully transferred to 

another elected party and signatory of COD i-e PML(N),which had got  majority in 

general elections 2013,which was a historic step. It is considered necessary to 

evaluate the achievements of political forces in the area of „parliamentary supremacy‟ 

while keeping in view the relevant clauses of COD. The hypothesis that what   were 

the achievements of political leadership in respect of parliamentary supremacy is   

important because it is in direct response to the research question as it analyzes the 

role of political forces to materialize the COD clauses in respect of „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ vis-a-vis the threats which the leadership faced from military and its spy 

agency, the ISI.  However, it needs to be properly analyzed in light of Lijpart‟s 

argument that consociational theory works in a better way in parliamentary form of 

government than presidential one because parliamentary system is accommodative for 

diverse shareholders.
176

 Here in this case also it is considered that Lijpart‟s argument 

is applicable because it was the parliamentary system which enabled the political 

forces to accommodate each other interests and then make some achievements. All 

this is discussed in this part of the chapter. 

The PPP government under Prime Minster Yousaf Raza Gillani and President Asif Ali 

Zardari though could not minimize the over-entrenched role of military and ISI in 

power politics but their reconciliatory policies proved productive and beneficial at 

several fronts. The main aim of the charter was to overthrow military dictator, 

promote democratic culture, install civilian governments in center and provinces and 

introduce constitutional amendments to revive the federal and parliamentary character 

of 1973 constitution.
177

 In the above fronts they were successful.  
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The materialization of COD clauses was not an easy task.  The immediate challenge 

after elections to COD leadership was to form governments in center and in provinces 

in accordance with the spirit of COD. The relevant clause was that the „electoral 

mandate of representatives would be respected‟ and „no party would get the support 

of military establishment to come into power‟. At initial stage, COD  in this respect 

was not only implemented rather political leadership went ahead when the two 

historically rival political parties formed coalition government in center and Punjab
178

 

and in other provinces the leading political parties were given  the opportunity to form 

governments in respective provinces. Consequently, ANP in former NWFP and PPP 

in Sind and Baluchistan formed coalition governments.
179 

Here again political forces in Pakistan took guidance from the Lijpart‟s theory‟s 

argument that, “the political forces of all significant segments of plural society 

cooperate in grand coalition to govern the country”.
180

 The fact was also accepted by 

PPP‟s government official press in which they elaborated how they took guidance 

from the principle of Lijpart‟s theory
181 

while forming coalition governments at center 

and in provinces primarily to strengthen reconciliatory culture. 

Political analysts termed Zardari and Nawaz Sharif completely changed persons. 

However, there were doubts about their ability not to repeat the colossal mistakes of 

the past. It was questioned whether restoration of their faith in power would enable 

them to at least minimize the egregious behaviour of the past.
182

 Moreover, both were 

under pressure from US, UK and Saudi Arabia to work with President Musharraf.
183

 

The rumors were rife that Zardari had cut a deal with Musharraf at the expense of 

Sharif to get favor of military and powerful international powers. But in presence of 

all odds and propaganda COD leadership was successful to remain committed to the 

charter. 

However, political leadership could not continue the initial reconciliatory approach 

because their outlook towards resolution of different issues was totally different. It 

was the reason that the coalition was bound to break and they had to opt for their 

natural role of government party and the opposition.
184

 Moreover, there were some 

deviations from the COD clauses when central government imposed governor rule in 

Punjab and opposition leadership met military high command at the time of judges 
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restoration movement and when establishment showed its concerns over Kerry Luger 

Bill. Nevertheless, their deviation did not lead to violation of COD spirit. Being aware 

of the repercussions of the developments for democratic process, President Asif Ali 

Zardari himself announced lifting of governor rule in Punjab in his annual speech to 

the joint session of parliament,  

As we move towards a better future, I wish to announce that we shall 

recommend the lifting of governor rule in Punjab. Pakistan‟s People Party 

supports the candidate of PML (N) for chief minister ship. PPP will sit in 

opposition and will participate in legislative process and will not bring down 

the provincial government of Punjab. We will bring an end to horse-trading. 

There will be no need to have forward block. There will be no need to have 

another Changa Manga… let not democracy be derailed for any reason 

through street demonstration in Lahore or in Islamabad. Pakistan has many 

challenges. What it does not need is a challenge from within to its democracy. 

Let‟s put an end to challenging each other, we have many challenges from 

outside and let us become friends once again and forever.
185 

 Same was the response of Nawaz Sharif when government was challenged by Tahir-

ul-Qadri through long march in 2012. He reiterated that, “we did not even think of 

destabilizing the current government and we will continue to support it while playing 

our role as a strong and constructive opposition in parliament.”
186

 It indicates that the 

second major party had also realized the importance and relevancy of the applicability 

of Lijpart‟s consociational theory and observed it in practical politics while remained 

at the same time the main opposition in parliament and did not create vacuum for the 

third force to destabilize democratic system.  

The opposition under his leadership gave timely response to establishment that they 

would not let to derail democratic government through extra-parliamentary forces. All 

this justifies the argument that COD leadership remained stick to the essence of the 

charter in this respect and did not become tools of establishment like past, which was 

no doubt a paradigm shift in Pakistan‟s politics and strengthened parliamentary 

democracy. Not only elections were held in time but powers were also peacefully 

transferred to the majority parties.
187
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Another area about which political leadership showed firm commitment with COD 

was the revival of federal and parliamentary character of 1973 constitution.
188

, which 

had been distorted through 8
th

 and 17
th

 constitutional amendments during dictatorial 

regimes of General Zia and General Musharraf respectively. In his first speech to joint 

session of parliament President Zardari argued,  

under dictatorship, the parliament was stripped off its powers and not given 

respect… as head of the state I wish to make it very clear that president and 

government must always seek guidance from parliament in carrying out our 

duties. We are committed to upholding the sanctity of the constitution, the 

supremacy of parliament and rule of law… another responsibility rests on your 

shoulders that is the removal of distortions in the constitution, made by 

successive dictators to prolong their rule. As democratically elected president 

of Pakistan I call upon the parliament to form all parties committee to revisit 

the 17
th

 Amendment and 58 (2) (b). Never before in the history of this country 

has a president stood here and given away his powers.
189

 

It was one of the reasons that the constitution reform committee under chairmanship 

of PPP Senator Mian Raza Rabbani was organized in which all parliamentary parties 

were given representation. The committee tabled the constitution amendment bill 

which was unanimously passed by both houses of parliament known as the 18
th

 

constitutional amendment. Parliamentarians from both treasury and opposition 

benches welcomed the amendment. Maulana Fazlur Rehman was of the view that, 

“politicians are soft target but every time politicians have rendered great services. 

Dictatorial regimes have always undermined constitution and civilian institutions. The 

revival of 1973 Constitution is a great achievement. Constitutionally supreme 

parliament would be in a better position to resolve critical issues confronted to the 

state”.
190 

To Mian Raza Rabbani, 1973 Constitution had grossly been amended to 

subvert will of people and their representative institution, the parliament had become 

a rubber stamp. Through the amendment the distortions of dictators which had turned 

the system of government into quasi-presidential one were removed. Now president 

has no more powers to dismiss elected prime minister and dissolve national 

parliament in his own discretion. The supremacy of parliament has been restored as 
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envisaged in 1973 Constitution and concentration of powers in individuals have been 

given to institution- the parliament.
191  

Ishaq Dar, leader of PML N and member of constitutional reform committee argued 

that the amendment is the result of reconciliatory politics, with the help of opposition 

it was made possible. Parliamentary character of the constitution has been revived. 

Now it is the duty of government to practically make it supreme and discuss all 

important issues in parliament.
192

 President is now constitutionally bound to appoint 

services chiefs and DG ISI on the advice of prime minster. The „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ which was envisaged in original 1973 constitution was revived through 

the amendment to a great extent. 

To Hasil Bezenjo a Baloch nationalist senator from Balochistan argued that 

“Pakistan‟s parliament even surpassed India, a far more mature parliamentary 

democracy in this respect. The achievement will ultimately lead toward complete 

civilian supremacy if the system is let allowed”.
193 

It can be argued safely that 18
th

 Amendment was the revival of federal parliamentary 

character of 1973 constitution. Political forces under the spirit of consensual politics 

joined hands with each other despite having different ideological background and 

support base, passed the amendment which converted the quasi presidential form of 

government into parliamentary one.
194

 No doubt, „parliamentary supremacy‟ was 

restored in letter but practically the civilian leadership lacked control over the 

appointment, extension and dismissal of military top brass as discussed earlier. 

Several times political leadership had serious reservations about appointment of high 

military officials but still the institution managed not to allow the interference of 

civilian leadership. Foreign, security and defense affairs also remained in firm control 

of establishment. In short COD leadership was successful to restore parliamentary 

character of 1973 constitution in letter but practically the civilian leadership failed to 

bring powerful establishment under parliament‟s supervision. Nonetheless, revival of 

the constitution cannot be undermined and unanimous change in the basic structure 

which was never allowed by the establishment in the past, is no less achievement.
195

  

Another serious threat to „parliamentary supremacy‟ is the covert and overt attempts 

of ISI to undermine parliamentary norms and derail political system through extra-
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parliamentary ways and means. The COD signatories were aware of the fact and 

reiterated their commitment that, “ISI and MI will be made accountable to elected 

government through prime minster secretariat, ministry of defense and cabinet 

division respectively. Their budgets will be approved by DCC and political wings of 

all intelligence agencies will disbanded”.
196 

However, ground realities were quite different. The fragile and weak civilian 

government camouflaged by numerous challenges, inherent and created was not in a 

position to bring the agency, which has a history of making and unmaking of 

governments, under civilian control. The PPP government had to de-notify its earlier 

notification within twenty four hours according to which the spy agency had been 

brought under ministry of interior.
197

  

Prime Minster Yousaf Raza Gillani again failed to send DG ISI to meet his Indian 

counterpart in the backdrop of Mumbai attacks.
198

 The UN report regarding Benazir 

Bhutto murder could see the sunlight only when the civilian leadership removed the 

reservation of the agency. According to the report findings, there was involvement of 

some officials from ISI who could be brought into book but the government failed to 

do so.
199

 Again democrats could not take any disciplinary action against DG ISI when 

it utterly failed to bring into notice the US operation against Bin Ladan at Abbottabad, 

well in time.
200

 At the time of Memogat Scandal the same DG met with controversial 

person Mansur Ijaz without permission of civilian leadership. Throughout the period 

parliament failed to pass any law to bring transparency and defense budget or to 

disband political wing of ISI. It can be argued that government failed to bring the 

agency under parliament‟s control, rather each time when it tried to have check over 

the agency, it was brought on defensive in the counter move and the desired objective 

was achieved.  

However, the agency could not create challenge from within to civilian government. 

At each critical juncture opposition leadership came up with response that it would 

oppose unconstitutional dismissal of government and would not support extra-

parliamentary forces to topple civilian set up or pack elected parliament. It was a 

changed strategy on the part of opposition leadership which enabled it not to become 

a tool in the hands of military establishment to sabotage the democratic process. 
201
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Another challenge for the parliamentarians of the period was to discuss and scrutinize 

defense budget. The COD leadership had a bitter experience in the past because their 

governments had to face dismissal challenges when it tried to open defense budget for 

debate or to shelve certain projects of defense ministry. Keeping in view the gravity 

of the issue they had a joint commitment that, “defense budget shall be placed before 

parliament for debate and approval”.
202

 Though, budgetary allocations for defense 

have been made far more transparent during the period than ever before. Break has 

been made in personal related expenses and operating expenses which were never 

provided in the past. For the first time details of defense budget was presented to 

parliament in the beginning of each financial year.
203

  

The positive decision to participate in 2008 elections, PPP and PML (N) returned to 

political forefront after having signed charter of democracy in 2006. Their 

cooperation for democratic Pakistan in accordance with the spirit of COD was in 

harmony with consociational model of politics and opposed to adversarial one of the 

previous decade. The politics of consociationalism has a positive impact for 

parliamentary democracy in Pakistan. The 13
th

 National Assembly proved to be 

unprecedented forum for cooperation and political unanimity between the opposition 

and treasury benches. The landmark 18
th

 Amendment changed, revised or deleted 97 

articles out of 280 articles of 1973 constitution through which parliamentary character 

of 1973 constitution was restored. Though parliamentary wings of certain political 

parties submitted their dissenting notes like ANP asked for the total deletion of 

Objectives Resolution which to the party, has been inserted by dictator and is against 

parliamentary sovereignty. Similarly, the party also asked for amendments in Articles 

62 and 63,related about qualification and disqualification of membership of 

parliament as to it , the articles has also been made cumbersome during dictatorial 

regimes to defame parliamentarians and are against parliamentary norms.
204

 

Similarly senator Wasim Sajjad who was representing PML (Q) in parliamentary 

reforms committee submitted his note of reiteration that money bills should be 

initiated in Senate also, to strengthen the upper house which would contribute to the 

strength of whole house.
205

 Pakhtunkhawa Milli Awami Party parliamentary wing 

submitted a proposal to the parliamentary committee in which it also demanded for a 

more powerful upper house. 
206
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Senator Khurshid Ahmad, a representative of Jamat-i-Islami in the parliamentary 

committee also submitted a note of reiteration, in which he demanded amendment in 

Articles 89 and 128, to deprive executive to make legislation through ordinance. To 

him it is the legacy of colonial rule and we should put an end to it.
207

 However,the 

amendment was unanimously passed by both houses of parliament and welcomed by 

all parliamentary political parties.Moreover,the 20
th

 amendment paved way for 

consensus appointment of caretaker government at center and provinces to oversee 

future politics.  

The ruling party did make an effort to provide the opposition with political space to 

carry out its functions. Leader of the opposition‟s appointment as a chairman of public 

accounts committee for the first time in history was a major step towards deepening 

the possibility of democratic oversight. Legislators from opposition benches were 

elected chairpersons of parliamentary standing committees in accordance with their 

numerical strength in parliament. On the other hand opposition behaved responsibly 

and played constructive role. The PML (N) was committed to function as government 

in waiting while PPP completed its five years tenure. Though, the International Crisis 

Group Report (2013) has criticized the opposition that it did not form shadow cabinet 

due to the fear that it would reveal the actual choices of leadership after coming into 

power.
208

 

Similarly, media termed it as a loyal or friendly opposition, cooperating with treasury 

benches due to some behind the scene deal.
209

 But this type of criticism reveal that 

unfortunately our media has yet to observe the role of responsible opposition. As a 

whole, PML (N) opted for consociational lines to materialize the survival of fragile 

democratic system.
210

 

 3.6 Conclusion: 

Though little was expected of PPP leadership in the absence of Benazir Bhutto but 

with the help and coordination of other PPP stalwarts, the government under 

premiership of Yousaf Raza Gillani performed well than all the previous governments 

at several fronts, which could not be undermined.
211
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The government‟s agenda was reform and restoration of the original constitution of 

1973 in which they were successful. Major changes were brought in the federal and 

parliamentary character of the constitution with near unanimity of political forces.
212 

However, despite efforts they were unable to keep military out of politics or make it a 

professional institution. Similarly, parliament and civilian government could not 

exercise its authority over ISI and it remained out of control.
213

  

Despite shortcomings the signatories of COD continuously took guidance from the 

essence of different principles of consociational theory of democracy during the 

period 2008-2013 and never provided an opportunity to extra parliamentary forces to 

derail the democratic system.  

The consensual politics enabled PPP government to complete its five years term, 

which is unprecedented in political history of Pakistan. At the same time PML (N) 

showed a sense of maturity and played the role of constructive opposition to an 

extent. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE HOMEOPATHIC THREATS AND CHALLENGES TO 

‘PARLIAMENTARY SUPREMACY’ FROM THE INSTITUTION OF 

JUDICIARY FROM 2008-2013 

Overview of the Chapter 

In the chapter the different threats and challenges which have been posed by judiciary 

under homeopathic strategy to the „parliamentary supremacy‟ have been analysed. It 

has been discussed that different aspects of „parliamentary supremay‟ have been 

undermined by the proactive judiciary headed by Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry 

under the garb of independence of judiciary. 

Main argument of the chapter which is also one of the core aguments of the thesis is 

that though  independence of judiciary is one of  the prerequisites of democratic 

system but in Pakistan judiciary under homeopathic strategy undermined and 

challenged „parliamentary supremacy‟ which weakened the status and stature of 

parliament vis-a-vise military establishment. 

Despite interventionist approach of judiciary, the parliament and political executives 

tolerated the interference of judiciary and compromised over the constitutional 

supremacy of parliament in order to steer the system out of crises. It is the reason that 

the Consociational Theory‟s principle of compromise and moderation has been 

operationalized in the chapter. 

Main findings of the chapter are that judiciary through its power of review and suo 

moto powers challenged paliament‟s sole prerogative as a law making institution. 

Similarly, the parliament control over executive has also been challenged. Moreover, 

judiciary‟s populist strategy challenged parliament‟s legitimacy as a representative 

institution. The homeopathic strategy of judiciary benefited the cause of military 

establishment and the parliament couldn‟t actualize it supremacy. 

For analysis of material the method of qualitative content analysis has been applied. 

The relevant material has been extracted through the method and then has been 
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utilized. Moreover, semi structure type of interview has been used. A dialogue has 

been initiated with intervieweve to properly understand his point of view.      

4.1. Introduction 

The Charter of Democracy (COD) was a strategy of political leadership to counter the 

neo-vice regal mechanism of military establishment which was to Hussain Haqqani, 

“military rule by other means.”
1
 Under the mechanism, during civilian regimes, 

military had effectively pursued its institutional interests vis-a-vis representative 

institutions throughout the political history of Pakistan.  

However, under the spirit of COD, the political forces were successful to bring 

structural changes in constitution due to which the informal system of „Troika‟ could 

not work as per expectations of the establishment. The mechanism to dislodge 

political governments through presidency under Article 58 (2) (b) at the behest of 

military leadership was no more available
2
. Moreover, in the past, political opposition 

was under neo-vice regal strategy used by the unelected institutions against civilian 

government. As a result the establishment was successful to bring political executives 

on a weak wicket and fulfill their institutional interests. In the post COD era political 

opposition was no more ready to become a tool in the hands of establishment to the 

extent to dislodge civilian government.
3
 This all was done to minimize the role of 

unelected institutions in politics. 

 On the other hand, the Pakistan military, which has a long rooted role in Pakistan‟s 

politics, was in no way ready to opt for a political and purely professional role. But 

the post Musharraf scenario could not allow it to play an active political role. 

Therefore, it opted to leave the front role, which created a   vacuum that was filled by 

Iftikhar Choudhry‟s judiciary. The institution played an active and visible role to 

fulfill the interests of permanent institutions.
4 

The military during the period from 2008-2013 exercised its institutional powers and 

influence to support and strengthen the changed role of judiciary.
5
 Military and 

judiciary was broadly on the same page about critical issues which took place during 

the period. Pakistan People Party‟s top leadership was not ready to restore Iftikhar 

Muhammad Choudhry as chief justice. It was the institutional influence of Pakistan 
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Army which compelled PPP government to restore him.
6
 Similarly, during Memogate 

issue the judiciary favoured military stand point.
7
 Upon missing persons issue,

8
 

Abbottabad‟s Bin Ladon‟s killing
9
 or in Asghar Khan‟s case,

10
 in which military 

generals had given confessional statements of their involvement, the judiciary‟s 

pressure or decisions were only symbolic,
11

 which is sufficient to argue that they 

facilitated each other vis-a-vis political institutions. 

In post COD era the dramatic rise of judicial activism was a serious challenge to 

fragile democratic system. The activism was the legacy of Musharraf led military 

government and heightened the nerves of elected government. In the 8
th

 amendment 

regime, the parliament was dissolved and political executives were dismissed by 

president. However, in post Musharraf Pakistan due to judicial activism it seemed that 

Supreme Court could dismiss civilian chief executives at any time and might pave the 

way for return of military generals.
12

  

In 8
th

 amendment regime the critical decisions were made by „troika‟ of president, 

prime minister and chief of army staff. In post Musharraf Pakistan a new power 

mechanism emerged which consisted of president, chief justice and chief of army 

staff. It was in this period that the supremacy of elected parliament was continuously 

challenged by judicial activism.
13

  

Though independence of judiciary is one of the most important pre-requisites for 

democratic stability, in Pakistan, under the garb of judicial independence, it has 

always tried to get autonomy from weak representative institutions, which has 

undermined the efforts of political forces to consolidate political institutions, 

particularly the parliament.
14

 Unfortunately, during dictatorial regimes the same 

judiciary has validated the coups and played central role in facilitating all the 

processes. The result has been enduring institutional imbalance in favour of unelected 

institutions.
15

 

In post COD period, the judges while taking the front seat, actively played political 

role. The court asserted itself so much that it practically got autonomy from civilian 

oversight and grossly violated parliamentary authority. The nearly invalidation of 18
th

 

amendment regarding judges appointment and ousting elected prime minster was an 

effort on part of judiciary to revive neo-vice regal mechanism. All this was done in 
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the name of judicial independence. In its efforts for independence from oversight of 

parliament, the institution of judiciary was vehemently supported by media. It 

exposed rather exaggerated different cases of malpractices against politicians. It also 

gave full coverage to suo moto actions and the tussle between judiciary and political 

government.
16

 It presented Iftikhar Choudhry‟s Supreme Court to the people as savior 

of nation and politicians as corrupt, incompetent and inefficient.
17 

The pro Choudhry‟s court academics considered it a significant step and a meaningful 

contribution of Chief Justice Iftikhar Muhammad Choudhry to the legal landscape of 

Pakistan and termed it a judicial revolution. They argued that in the past judiciary had 

been ridiculed by the heads of executives. They considered it a right move on the part 

of judiciary to obtain independence from the fear of executives.
18

  

According to Tariq Hassan, in a country like Pakistan where ordinary people are 

deprived of due rights, the judicial activism was considered by ordinary people as a 

symbol of hope. It was the reason that it got support of the public.
19

  

 Though   independence of judiciary is considered important prerequisites for efficient 

democratic system but in Pakistan the institution posed challenges to fragile 

democratic parliamentary system. In the research project it is described as a 

homeopathic strategy of unelected institutions to weaken fragile democratic 

institutions and particularly the parliament, which remained at the receiving end in the 

whole exercise. The homeopathic strategy on part of judiciary through which it 

safeguarded the interests of deep state institutions is important to be analyzed, as it 

enables us to respond to the hypothetical question that how and why the judiciary 

challenged „parliamentary supremacy‟.  

Therefore, the chapter at hand focuses upon the role of judiciary from 2008 to 2013, 

in which it posed challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟. The subsequent 

paragraphs and lines of the chapter are focused upon the role of judiciary. The 

objective of the chapter is to provide response to the above hypothetical question. 

 Furthermore, an effort has been made to analyze the chapter in the light of 

Consociational Theory‟s argument that, “willingness to compromise and moderate 

attitude is required for consociational arrangements”.
20 

In post COD era, the political 
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forces in accordance with the spirit of the charter cooperated with each other which is 

in line with the broad principle of the consociational theory. According to the theory 

in a polarized political culture and praetorian states where permanent state institutions 

enjoy absolute control over the decision making
21

, the process of democratization can 

be made meaningful only if the political forces work under the principle of 

compromise, accommodation and rapprochement.
22

  

From period 2008-2013 the political forces while remaining in opposition and 

coalition at center and in provinces, at the same time cooperated with each other.
23

 

They did not become a tool in the hands of establishment to dislodge the government 

of political opponents which was a changed strategy on the part of political forces. 

Similarly under the principles of compromise and moderation of the consociational 

theory
24

, the parliament compromised over its supremacy and tolerated the 

interference of judiciary in parliamentary jurisdiction. The political government did 

not opt for collision course.
25

 The government circles criticized different decisions 

and suo moto actions of supreme court and considered it an interference in the 

executive domain but did not openly confront the institution of judiciary because to 

the government circles it could endanger the process of democratization.
26 

It is in this backdrop that it is considered feasible to analyze the judiciary versus 

parliament discourse in the light of consociational thoery‟s principle of compromise 

and moderation.
27

 The government circles also confirmed that reconciliatory and 

consensual approach was adopted by taking guidance from consociational theory of 

democracy.
28

 Later on Kathrine Adeny‟s work also proved that parliament from 2008-

2013 adopted accommodative and compromising policy to sneer the democratic 

system from crisis.
2
  

4.2. Threats and Challenges to ‘Parliamentary Supremacy’ from Judiciary 2008 

– 2013 

In first part of the chapter, the challenges which were posed by judiciary to 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ have been taken into account in response to the 

hypothetical question that why and how judiciary challenged „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ from period 2008-2013. For this purpose the analysis of the historical role 

of judiciary in politics is important. It enables us to carve out historical links of the 
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recent developments. Therefore, firstly, the historical role of judiciary is discussed 

vis-a-vis parliamentary democracy. Secondly, the changed strategy of judiciary where 

it played the front role to challenge elected institutions has been focused. Why did it 

opt for a changed role? Is a critical sub hypothetical question which must be 

responded? The analysis would enable us to understand the homeopathic strategy of 

judiciary which is one of the main arguments of the chapter. In the third part, I focus 

upon another sub hypothetical question that how it challenged „parliamentary 

supremacy‟.The different tactics and mechanisms through which judiciary asserted 

itself is important to be discussed for understanding of the practical observance and 

implementation of homeopathic strategy. This all is done to analyze the threats and 

challenges to parliamentary supremacy from judiciary in perspective of the research 

question. 

One of the arguments of the present research is that in post Musharraf‟s era, the 

institution of judiciary vehemently supported the cause of military establishment and 

under homeopathic strategy challenged sovereignty of parliament. During the period 

from 2008-2013 the judiciary as an institution never opted for a collision course with 

the establishment.
30

  

The orthodox or conventional approach is that judiciary brought paradigm shift in its 

strategies. It challenged establishment for the first time.
31

 Chief justice Iftikhar 

Muhammad Chaudhry refused to accept unconstitutional orders of military dictator 

General Pervez Musharraf. To pro Chaudhry court academics it was a judicial 

revolution which recognized Supreme Court of Pakistan as a truly independent 

institution.
32

 All credit was given to Chief Justice Iftikhar Muhammad Choudhry. It 

was argued that it was through his efforts that judiciary as an institution got the 

confidence and trusts of the people of Pakistan.
33 

The subsequent lines and pragraphs 

are focused upon to bring anti thesis to the conventional approach in an academic 

way.   

4.3. Historical Role of Judiciary in Politics of Pakistan: A Brief Review 

After creation of Pakistan,“two centers of power emerged. One consisted of unelected 

permanent institutions i.e. military, bureaucracy and judiciary, while the other was 

composed of political elites, which typically upheld the cause of parliamentary 
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sovereignty”.
34

 Throughout Pakistan‟s political history the apex court validated under 

„doctrine of state necessity‟, the unconstitutional acts of military dictators and 

legitimized the dismissal of political governments and dissolution of elected 

parliament from 1954 Tamizuddin case to 1999 Zafar Ali Shah case. As a result 

„stateism‟ emerged as a dominant judicial perspective on constitutional matters.
35

 

From the perspective, historically the role of judiciary is clear, it has consistently 

supported the more stronger permanent institutions at the expense of representative 

institutions. As a result the judiciary has played precisely the opposite role, “instead 

of strengthening democratic institutions it has joined other actors to actively enable 

the military subversion and control of democratic politics”.
36 

Throughout history, 

judiciary has played a central role in facilitating military to entrench its powers. This 

process of unchecked entrenchment created severe institutional imbalance, which 

grossly undermined the growth and development of elected/ representative 

institutions
37

 .This institutional imbalance has hindered constitutional development 

and democratic consolidation in the long run. Ironically, at no point the apex court has 

checked the undemocratic steps of military. 

However, when civilian powers formally returned, the judiciary has played an 

influential role to facilitate military to continue its political role. Most of the time 

military has formalized its governing role under the constitution. Furthermore, during 

democratic set ups, when civilian governments were dismissed under 58 (2) (b) by 

presidents who remained closely associated with military at the expense of prime 

minister and parliament
38

, “the judiciary has more than often validated dismissal of 

civilian governments and thus reinforced the broader antidemocratic legitimating 

discourse, justifying military to ensure its supremacy”
39

 and delegitimizing elected 

institutions, particularly the parliament. Each dissolution order of parliament was 

validated on the basis of corruption, inefficiency and maladministration which was of 

course a military standpoint of justification of dissolution order. However, a deeper 

look into the each dissolution order would expose the reality that civilian governments 

threatened military interests.
40 

The supreme court validated all four martial laws and 

failed to effectively change the course of events caused by the use of Article 58 (2) (b) 

during 8
th

 amendment regime from 1986 to 1996.
41 
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The relevant cases in this regard are Federation v Molvi Tamizuddin Khan, PLD 1955 

FC in which Federal Court validated the dissolution of Constituent Assembly, State v 

Dosso PLD 1958 in which Supreme Court validated Ayub‟s Martial Law, Asma 

Jillani v Government of Punjab 1972 in which Supreme Court condoned Yahya 

Khan‟s martial law, Begum Nusrat v Chief of Army Staff and Federation of Pakistan, 

PLD 1977 in which Zia‟s coup was validated.
42

 Federation of Pakistan v Haji 

Muhammad Saifullah Khan, PLD 1989, the dissolution of Junejo government by Zia 

ul Haq under 58 (2) (b) was condoned by Supreme Court of Pakistan. In Khwaja 

Ahmad Tariq Rahim v Federation of Pakistan, PLD 1992, the dismissal of first 

Benazir Bhutto‟s government was justified. In Benazir Bhutto v President of Pakistan, 

PLD 1998 the court upheld president‟s order through which president had dismissed 

Benazir Bhutto second government under 58 (2) (b). In Zafar Ali Shah v Pervez 

Musharaf, PLD 2000 the Supreme Court validated Pervez Musharraf‟s Martial Law 

under law of state necessity.
43

    

Like earlier court rulings, when the apex court dismissed political government in 

1990s under Article 58 (2) (b), the court did not examine the exactness of presidents‟ 

allegations against civilian governments. In contrast the apex court took directions 

from powerful permanent state institutions.
44

 The feasible course for the court should 

have been to refer the issue to parliament for debate and discussion because 

parliament was the relevant forum to discuss political issues. Since powerful 

permanent state institutions wanted dismissal of the governments which could not 

implement their recommendations, thus advised president to dismiss the unwanted 

civilian governments. Due to involvement of establishment in the dismissal of 

governments the apex court also avoided to examine the efficacy and soundness of 

presidents‟ allegations against civilian governments.
45

 But even then the apex court 

validated dismissals, thus justified military supremacy at the expense of parliamentary 

sovereignty. 

In all four cases where civilian governments were dismissed by presidency under 

Article 58 (2) (b)-in 1988 by General Zia Ul Haq, in 1990 and 1993 by president 

Ghulam Ishaq Khan and in 1996 by President Farooq Ahamd Khan Lughari- the 

president was either an army chief or widely believed to be acting at the behest of 
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„establishment‟; “which is a code word for informal group of king makers in Pakistan 

with military generals at its center”.
46

 

The supreme court had itself found in Air Martial (rtd) Muhammad Asghar Khan v 

General (rtd) Mirza Aslam Beg that in 1990 general elections through which Nawaz 

Sharif had come into power, “that election cell had been organized in presidency to 

manipulate elections which was supported by COAS Mirza Aslam Beg and guided by 

DG ISI Asad Durani at that time”.
47

  

 Politically, the court‟s decisions had an ideological impact also, “By invalidating the 

dissolution of governments led by parties clearly affiliated with deep state interests, 

but then failing to apply the same principles when reviewing dismissal of Bhutto‟s 

PPP-led governments, the court enhanced its own role as an institutional power 

broker, but at the expense of its own perceived neutrality and autonomy from the deep 

state.”
48 

The historical role of judiciary in politics upholds the fact that judiciary has always 

strengthened the antidemocratic forces and justified military intervention even at its 

own independence or autonomy and has opted for a meager subservient role. Even 

after the restoration of civilian setups, it entrenched the interests of unelected and 

deep state institutions at expense of strengthening of democratic institutions due to 

which democratic institutions remained weak, fragile and at the receiving end. 

The PPP parliamentarians were of the view that the court adopted the same vindictive 

policy towards PPP government from 2008-2013. Iftikhar Choudhry‟s Supreme Court 

tried its best to intervene in the domain of executive. Heads of different accountability 

institutions were appointed on apex court‟s directions. They were then tasked to give 

sentences to politicians in different corruption cases.
49

 Suo moto actions were taken 

on the reports of media and the acceptance of different petitions of Supreme Court 

against parliament‟s legislation was an effort on the part of judges to prove the 

hypothesis that politicians and elected institutions are corrupt, inefficient and 

maladministerators. Parliamentarians contended that the institution failed to bring 

anything of worth against politicians. However, the so called activism of court 

affected the performance of civilian institutions and parliament could not ensure its 
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supremacy over establishment. They argued that thus the activism supported the cause 

of establishment.
50

  

Investigative journalists like Najam Seti also accepted the argument that the supreme 

court during Iftikhar Muhammad Choudhry‟s period was an interventionist one and 

its effort was to bring all institutions particularly civilian institutions under control of 

judiciary which was an harmful approach and created institutional imbalance. The 

political institutions could not ensure their oversight over permanent state institutions. 

However, judiciary after Iftikhar Muhammad Choudhry, which by choice or by 

chance, after PPP government tenure adopted a non-interventionist approach which 

was considered by the journalist as a good policy on part of judiciary to strengthen 

democratic system.
51

    

The same judiciary which has validated military coups and has taken oath under 

Provisional Constitution Order (PCO), always tried to get autonomy or even 

sovereignty from civilian executive or parliament‟s oversight during civilian set ups.
52

 

The experience was more visible during 1990s when weak civilian governments were 

installed at center under the shadow of crucial presidential powers of 58 (2) (b).
53

 The 

judiciary clashes over the appointment of judges with both Nawaz Sharif‟s and 

Benazir Bhutto‟s governments, enabled it to get control over the appointment of 

judges. In 1996 Al Jihad Trust case relating to judges‟ appointments became a 

landmark in the history of independence of judiciary. The apex court fully utilized its 

powers of interpretation of constitution and made it mandatory for the government to 

accept the opinions of chief justices of Supreme Court or high court as the case it 

might be for appointment of judges.
54

 Moreover, since judiciary had a final say in the 

dismissal or restoration of civilian government after it had been ousted by presidency 

through  58 (2) (b), therefore, it fully utilized the leverage and its favor to snatch more 

and more autonomy from civilian executive and parliament, which further weakened 

parliament vis a vis president and military. It is therefore, important to be noted that 

during 1990 when the two PMs Benazir Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif clashed over the 

appointment of judges with apex court, the president and military sided with judiciary. 

Thus judiciary‟s struggle for independence during civilian set ups resulted in more 

and more vulnerability of political institutions, particularly the parliament, vis a vis 

military and intelligence agency the ISI. When Benazir Bhutto‟s second government 
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was dismissed under 58 (2) (b), it was explicitly mentioned in the charge sheet of 

presidential order that the government tried to destroy independence of judiciary.
55 

Pakistan‟s constitutional jurisprudence is a series of elaborate efforts to give 

legitimacy to military intervention into democratic politics.
56

 When Iftikhar 

Muhammad Choudhry was appointed as a judge in Supreme Court in 2000, he 

followed the same rules of the game, remained loyal to military regime by all 

standards. He was a member of the bench which had validated the unconstitutional 

intervention of military dictator General Pervez Musharraf under law of state 

necessity. With his fellow judges he had upheld the unconstitutional referendum of 

General Pervez Musharraf through which he had become President of Pakistan. As a 

judge, he was also a member of the bench which had upheld Musharraf‟s amendment 

to the constitution. Similarly, he was also a part of the bench which had allowed the 

general to retain both offices i.e. president and COAS.
57

 

However, when he became chief justice, a paradigm shift occurred in his policies and 

actions. He decided to perform his task differently. One of the reasons which has been 

forwarded for the changed role was that the declining position of President Pervaiz 

Musharaf created a vacuum which was availed by him and “capitalized it in favor of 

judicial prestige in the eyes of public”.
58

  

It was during his tenure that apex court under public interest litigation and suo moto 

powers started to challenge the regime‟s powers.
59

 The more visible examples are that 

the court invalidated regimes privatization policy and called the spy agencies 

personnel in missing persons cases and Asghar Khan Case, in which it was alleged 

that the agencies had committed manipulation in political process. The courts use of 

suo moto powers and actions under public interest litigation is not unprecedented as it 

had already been used during civilian regimes in 1990s but the powers were used for 

the first time during military regime.
  
The changed position of judiciary enhanced its 

standing amongst people.
60 

A school of academics claim that till 2007, the military and political forces were the 

two dominant and visible forces of the power game. However, in March 2007, when 

president General Pervez Musharraf tried to remove Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry 

from his office as chief justice, the latter refused to tender resignation upon the 
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former‟s instruction, which made Iftikhar Chaudhry as a symbol of political struggle 

against military dictator General Pervez Musharraf which resulted in holding of free 

and fair elections, Musharraf departure in February 2008 and chief justice‟s 

restoration in March 2009.
61

 

 However, “the Musharraf era conflict over judicial autonomy from the military thus 

transformed into one over judicial autonomy from parliament, as a result, the conflict 

between parliament and supreme court sharply escalated, amidst public suspicions 

that military and deep state interest used this conflict, along with other mechanism, to 

undermine Pakistan‟s fragile democratic transition”.
62  

The PPP circle alleged that Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry and General Ishafaq 

Pervez Kayani were on the same page against civilian government. They put weight 

behind each other to safeguard their mutual interests and keep their respective 

institutions above parliamentary scrutiny which was in transition phase from 2008-

2013. Parliament was not in a position to grasp control over its constitutional powers 

in the post 18
th

 amendment due to fragile democratic system.
63

 The PPP circles 

argued that they were aware of the fact that despite constitutional jurisdiction, the 

civilian government and parliament were weak and could not afford confrontation 

with military establishment and Supreme Court. As a result it compromised over 

parliament‟s sovereignty.
64

 

The aforementioned strategy of PPP was in line with the Lijpart‟s theory principle of 

accommodation and compromise which states that in fragile democracies the political 

executives have to compromise over their constitutional prerogatives because due to 

the power of undemocratic institutions to derail the democratic system. So to avoid 

the possible derailment of democratic system the civilian leadership have to 

compromise their authority for the time being.
65

 Katharine Adeny in her work 

inclusive federalism has also suggested the same strategy for political forces in 

Pakistan if they want continuity and strength of democratic system.
66

 The PPP 

government in its official document has also referred towards Lijpart‟s theory and has 

claimed that they followed its spirit in practical politics.
67

  

Here a critical hypothetical question which has been raised in the beginning of this 

part that why judiciary opted for a changed role at this particular juncture stands valid. 
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The changed strategy of judiciary is termed as homeopathic strategy through which 

the unelected institutions challenged „parliamentary supremacy‟ in the garb of 

democratic values - the independence of judiciary. The  core argument regarding this 

point is that since military was on weak wicket in post Musharraf environment 

therefore, judiciary, a pro establishment institution, came forward to fill the vacuum 

and limited space for representative institution, the parliament and that too in the garb 

of democratic values. 

No doubt, Pakistan has inherited a western legal system and their lawyers are well 

versed in it. But the idea that law is supreme is not generally respected in the country 

where force and coersion play pivotal role. Judges and lawyers have also been at the 

forefront in rationalizing army‟s political role in the name of stability. No doubt, on 

certain occasions the individuals have stood up against individual military leaders but 

has never stood up to the army as institution.
68

 
 

So for as the argument is concerned there are two schools of thought among the 

academics which support the argument. To Asim Sajjad and others, the judiciary 

under Iftikhar Chaudhry got public support when it tried to get autonomy from 

Musharaf led military regime, which had lost its credibility amongst public. The 

support was capitalized by judiciary during the period 2008-2013. Moreover, to the 

school it is difficult to find any strong evidence to prove the point that judiciary was 

pushed by military and deep state institutions to limit space for political forces during 

the period.
69

 

However, to another school of thought led by Ghulam Qasim
70

, jurist Asma Jahangir
71

 

and some investegative journalists, the military establishment remained in continuous 

contact with Iftikhar Choudhry led judiciary throughout the lawyers‟ movement for 

restoration of judges and later on played the crucial role of mediator in which it 

secured the interests of judiciary.
72

 At a moment when the elected government of PPP 

refused to restore the judges, there was an imminent threat of direct intervention of 

military.
73 

It supports the research argument that judiciary under homeopathic strategy 

challenged supremacy of parliament and weakened representative institutions vis-a-

vis military establishment. 
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Importantly, both schools agree upon the point that judiciary aggressively limited 

space for parliament and under Iftikhar Mohammad Chaudhry adopted a new strategy 

which was a deviation from its historical role.
74 

Both  also agree upon the point that 

judiciary asserted tremendous autonomy form representative institutions while 

utilizing its popular support, which weakened the fragile representative institutions vis 

a vis military and deep state institutions and ultimately served their interests.
75 

This 

new strategy on part of judiciary is termed  as homeopathic strategy. 

4.4. Materialization of Homeopathic Strategy: Judiciary’s Power of Review vs. 

Parliament’s Supremacy as a Law Making Institution 

The judiciary under Iftikhar Muhammad Choudhry adopted a vigorous proactive 

policy to implement homeopathic strategy. How it implemented the strategy is an 

important hypothetical question which is addressed in this part of the chapter. Firstly, 

judiciary under the pretext of independence of judiciary challenged the legislative 

powers of parliament when it tried to ensure parliamentary oversight in judicial 

appointments through constitutional amendments. The 18
th

 constitutional amendment 

was a watershed for „parliamentary supremacy‟ in Pakistan and it meaningfully 

contributed in the prestige of parliament. Much has been amended through the 

amendment to restore the „parliamentary supremacy‟ as envisaged in original 1973 

constitution. It also gave important role to parliament in the appointment of superior 

and high court judges and brought changes in Article 175 (A) in that respect.
76

 As 

opposed to the earlier procedure of judicial appointments which were based upon the 

binding recommendations of chief justice of supreme court, the amendment entrusted 

judicial appointments to a newly created judicial commission and parliamentary 

committee.
77

  

The amendment was criticized on the ground that the aim of it was subjugation of 

judiciary rather to make the appointment procedure more democratic and transparent. 

The move was not acceptable to judiciary as it also thought that it undermined the 

independence of judiciary which it had achieved under the leadership of Chief Justice 

Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry.
78

 This, “transformed Musharraf era conflict over 

judicial autonomy from military into one over judicial independence from parliament, 

which escalated conflict between parliament and supreme court”.
79 
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 On the other hand, Constitution of Pakistan under Article 239 has explicitly given the 

right to parliament to amend the constitution. According to the Article, “ it is subject 

to no limitation and the amendment shall not be called in question in any court on any 

ground whatsoever”.
80

 The first major constitutional amendment which was brought 

during the period from 2008 up to 2013 was Eighteenth Constitutional Amendment. 

Through the amendment reforms were brought in the appointment procedure of 

higher judiciary, thereby replacing personalities with institutions. The chief justice 

was replaced by judicial commission and president was replaced by parliamentary 

committee, which was a step forward to bring transparency in judicial appointments.
81 

 However, passage of the amendment led to a severe reaction in certain sections of 

legal community which considered it a violation of the basic structure of the 

constitution
82

 and thereby interference in the independence of judiciary. Petitions 

were filed in Supreme Court in which the new appointment process was challenged 

on the ground that it was against the independence of judiciary, a salient feature of the 

constitution and therefore beyond the parliament‟s constitutional amendment power 

altogether.
83

 In advancing this claim, the petitions urged the court, to embrace a 

version of basic structure doctrine, a principle of judicial review which is adopted in 

India.
84

 The doctrine, “ places limits on parliament‟s power to adopt constitutional 

amendments, if they damage or alter the constitution‟s basic structure and on that 

basic structure doctrine claims judicial power to invalidate constitutional amendments 

that trench upon basic structure”.
85 

In India itself the doctrine had provoked severe controversies. Critics argue that it is a 

question mark and distrust over representative institution, the Indian parliament.
86

 

Moreover, Supreme Court of Pakistan has itself historically shied away from the 

application of basic structure doctrine because Pakistan‟s constitution has declared 

parliament as the supreme law-making body whether ordinary or constitutional, under 

Article 239 as discussed earlier. Therefore, “judiciary has limited its powers of 

interpretation of the constitution in the event of irreconcilable conflict between two 

provisions that contemplate the possibility of holding that the provision containing 

lesser rights must yield to the provision containing higher rights. This interpretative 

principle is at least conceptually narrower than the basic structure doctrine, which not 

only tests constitutionality against structural principles that transcend any particular 
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constitutional provision but also is not limited to review constitutional 

amendments”.
87 

However, Pakistan‟s Supreme Court did not discard the basic structure doctrine in 

totality rather in civilian regimes it had time and again referred to basic structure 

doctrine particularly when it tried to get more and more autonomy from civilian 

governments in judicial appointment in 1990s.
88

 It was one of the reasons that 

Pakistan‟s lawyers, scholars and observers urged Iftikhar Chaudhry‟s Supreme Court 

to recognize basic structure doctrine and declare amendments in Article 175 of the 

constitution of Pakistan through 18
th

 amendment as null and void. 

With this backdrop, the Supreme Court‟s decision to accept for hearing the petitions 

challenging 18
th

 amendment was taken with suspicious notes by COD political forces 

and parliament, which brought the two institutions on collision course.
89 

During the 

arguments the judges remarks further intensified the situation. Members of the court 

frequently referred to the basic structure doctrine and directly questioned parliament‟s 

powers to amend the constitution.
90 

Though the constitution‟s text declares parliament 

as supreme law-making body, the judges even directly questioned legitimacy of 

parliament as a representative institution.
91

 Even the representative status of 

parliamentary committee was questioned, despite the fact that parliamentary 

committee consisted of members of parliament.
92

  

It was the reason that legal and political response to the amendment in Article 175 (A) 

was contentious and controversial. The amendment provided for majority of judges in 

the judicial commission and eight members parliamentary committee with equal 

representation from treasurey and opposition benches consisted of members of both 

houses of parliament to confirm the judicial commission nominees as judges.
93

  

A school of lawyers, jurists, politicians and media persons criticized the amendment 

on the ground that the judicial commission for the appointment of judges had 

superseded chief justice. Therefor, petitions in Supreme Court were filed against the 

amendment in Article 175 (A). It was widely speculated that judiciary might declare 

the amendment as unconstitutional.
94
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A situation of tussle emerged between the parliament and Supreme Court, which 

polarized the legal community. Some accused the judiciary of struggling to secure the 

discretion of chief justice for the appointment of judges of Supreme Court and high 

court, while others considered it a test case for the independence of judiciary. Some 

argued that judicial appointments should be the prerogative of judiciary, while others 

considered parliament the relevant forum to decide about the appointment procedure 

of judges to Supreme Court and high courts.
95

 Still a group of analysts was of the 

view that parliament could not bring change in the original structure of constitution 

which has guaranteed independence of judiciary.
96

 

In the end, the court did not apply basic structure doctrine strictly as it deferred/ sent 

the case back to parliament with observations and suggestions. It suggested that in 

judicial commission the member of Supreme Court judges might be increased from 

two to four, which would give primacy to judiciary and would ultimately result in 

judicial independence. The court also suggested that if parliamentary committee 

disagreed with the recommendations of Judicial Commission, then it had to give solid 

reasons and would refer the nomination back to the commission for reconsideration. If 

the commission reiterates its recommendations, then its decision would be final.
97 

However, intention of the court made it very clear that if parliament did not accept the 

suggestions of the court, then it would invalidate the provision under the basic 

structure doctrine and would declare it beyond parliament‟s amendment mandate.
98

 

Thus it forcefully challenged „parliamentary supremacy‟ and compelled parliament to 

make legislation as per recommendations of the court. 

Despite aggressive mode of Supreme Court, its verdict on the mechanism for 

appointment of judges to superior judiciary disappointed those hoping for a clash. To 

a senior constitutional expert, “the Supreme Court not only refrained from striking it 

down but also accepted the norm that only parliament is authorized to amend the 

constitution”.
99 

The pro-activism of judiciary also divided the observers. Some were of the opinion 

that judicial activism was an important step towards realization of progressive 

democratic system while others argued that an unchecked judiciary having solid 
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support of military and intelligence agencies could become a powerful instrument to 

undermine democracy, political institutions and parliament.
100

 

However, the move of Supreme Court was criticized on the ground that it got power 

of judicial review by directly participating in the process of amendment of the 

constitution. It was an unprecedented step as it neutralized the exclusive authority of 

parliament to amend the constitution. Thus under the power of judicial review the 

Supreme Court blocked the way of parliament to make legislation at its own will.
101

  

The parliamentarians‟ response was also mixed one. Some of them questioned the 

authority of the court to dictate the parliament
102

 but others were optimistic that the 

matter would be resolved amicably
103

 while S.M Zafar, a senator and a constitutional 

expert argued that “if the parliament refused to carry out the changes proposed by the 

Supreme Court, the court would exercise its right to decide whether the constitutional 

amendments are ultra vires to the constitution”.
104 

Pakistan People‟s Party government also felt that judiciary was conspiring against it at 

the behest of establishment. The PPP leadership was convinced that it would strike 

against their government by using judiciary. To them, “they had used the plaint 

judiciary against them in the past and now they would try to use so-called independent 

judiciary against them”.
105

 President Asif Ali Zardari had privately told to his 

confidents about the nexus between judiciary and army. To him, “it would not allow 

them to work independently as the independent judiciary had not taken suo moto 

notices of the constitutional violations of General Retired Pervez Musharraf”.
106

 To 

the ruling party circles since judiciary was directly pitched against nascent democratic 

process therefore, to avoid confrontation in the very beginning, the government 

decided to bring a constitutional amendment in the light of recommendations of apex 

court.
107 

Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry‟s Supreme Court compelled parliament to 

revise the judges appointment procedure. Parliamentarians of the ruling party 

confirmed that it was not their initiative rather their compulsion. The appointment 

procedure suitable and acceptable to court was brought in.
108

 To government circles, 

in the light of court observations, the PPP led parliament passed 19
th

 Constitutional 

amendment which increased the number of senior judges on the Judicial Commission 

from two to four. The parliamentary committee was required to give reasons in case 
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of rejection of judicial commission‟s nomination, and the committee‟s hearings were 

mandated to be held in camera.
109

 

However, parliament had not given primacy to the judicial commission over 

parliamentary committee in the amendment, if it rejected the nominees of the 

commission,
110 

which was not acceptable to court and then it itself ensured Judicial 

Commission‟s supremacy over parliamentary committee in judges appointment 

process when the committee rejected the commission‟s recommendations to extend 

the terms of several High Court additional judges.
111

 The Supreme Court bench 

overruled the committee‟s recommendations and ordered the extension of the judges 

tenure on the ground that committee lacked institutional expertise and thus limited 

committee‟s authority.
112

 Again  in two judges appointment case, the court 

aggressively asserted its interpretation of constitution and rejected even the modest 

check of parliament.
113

 The court ensured judiciary‟s control over the appointment of 

judges of supreme court and high courts. The process of judicial appointment was 

effectively reverted to the square one as was established in judges‟ appointment case 

in 1996,
114

 where judicial appointment could be made only upon the binding 

recommendation of the chief justice.
115

  

The Supreme Court rejection of the parliamentary committee‟s decision was no less 

than the annulment of 19
th

 Constitutional Amendment. The critics described it as the 

secession rather than independence of judiciary in which „parliamentary supremacy‟ 

was totally undermined.
116

 To political forces, the continuous rejection of the 

suggestions/ recommendations of the parliamentary committee for judicial 

appointment by Supreme Court clearly indicates that the committee is meaningless to 

Supreme Court and has been turned into rubber stamp. Members of the committee 

urged government to bring constitutional amendment bill in parliament to give 

effective role to the committee in judges‟ appointment procedure and thus ensure 

„parliamentary supremacy‟. Senator Farhatullah Babar told the House that, 

“parliamentary committee objected to only eight of the one hundred and twenty six 

nominated by judicial commission for past four years for appointments as superior 

judges. But Supreme Court rejected the written objection in every case in judicial 

reviews. Since the Supreme Court has the right of judicial review‟ the judicial 

commission has become the sole authority and parliamentary committee virtually a 
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lifeless limb, in the appointment of judges. For the sake of the judiciary, for the sake 

of the country, for the sake of its people, please take up the issue of fair process of 

appointment of judges.”
117 

Upon hue and cry of parliamentarians in order to give primacy to parliament in 

judicial appointments, the committee on judicial appointments recommended 22
nd

 

amendment in the constitution regarding appointment of judges. Parliamentarians 

considered that when 18
th

 amendment was challenged in supreme court, the supreme 

court recommended certain amendments about judicial appointment in the light of 

which the under pressure parliament introduced 19
th

 amendment to the constitution 

which gave overwhelming authority to the institution of judiciary in the appointment 

of judges,
118

 which was more than often resented and criticized by parliamentarians as 

to them the amendment and later on its interpretation by supreme court has closed any 

influential role of parliament in the judicial appointment.
119

 Therefore, the concerned 

committee of parliament recommended 22
nd

 amendment to the constitution in 2015 to 

ensure supremacy of parliament.
120

 Will they be successful in their efforts or not? 

only time can give best judgment.  

At another important occasion, where judiciary challenged the legislative powers of 

parliament was the declaration of null and void the amendment of parliament in 

Contempt of Court Act (COCA) 2012.
121 

The ruling PPP circles termed it as an 

interference of judiciary in the affairs of parliament.
122

 The PPP argued that since 

parliament is supreme and has therefore, the sole right to legislate. To former Prime 

Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani, “parliament is supreme and all institutions are 

subservient to parliament.  In the democratic world parliament amend constitution but 

judiciary does not interfere. If judiciary didn‟t implement law of necessity, the 

country would not have been divided. It is the same judiciary which had allowed a 

Dictator General Pervez Musharraf to contest election in uniform and even 

empowered to amend the constitution.”
123

The PPP circles continuously complained 

that the court has historically remained antagonistic and biased towards PPP 

government while favored other political parties and anti PPP political forces.
124

 

However, the apex court response to the government version was that Supreme Court 

being a custodian and guardian of the constitution, could declare any law as null and 
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void which is repugnant to constitution. To Chief Justice Iftikhar Muhammad 

Choudhry, “the judiciary being a guardian of the constitution could prevent 

parliament from even amending the constitution what to talk about the issue of 

declaration of null and void the ordinary law passed by parliament”.
125

 The 

constitutional experts who were against the legislative policies of PPP government 

were of the view that COCA Bill was in contradiction with those provisions of the 

constitution which give independence to judiciary.
126

  

 A meeting of all coalition parties was held in presidency in reaction to Supreme 

Court‟s decision, in which it had struck down the contempt law. It was a message to 

the judiciary that they would continue to uphold the supremacy of parliament. It was 

argued by the officials of PPP that power of legislation is a sole prerogative of the 

parliament and it would not be compromised.
127 

The legal community was also divided over court‟s (jurisdiction) interference in 

legislative functions of parliament. Senator Aitzaz Ahsan, former President Supreme 

Court Bar Association and a leading counsel of Prime Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani 

in the NRO implementation case, in an interview with BBC News expressed his 

reservations over judicial activism and said that,  

“The judiciary was independent and in fact too independent and at times even 

independent of the constitution. The statement by Chief Justice that judiciary could 

prevent parliament from amending the constitution was at variance with the verdicts 

of the Supreme Court itself. A law adopted with simple majority might come under 

the consideration of Supreme Court which would see whether or not it contradicted 

any provision of constitution but an amendment adopted by parliament with two-third 

majority could not be challenged in the court”.
128

 

 However, a former Supreme Court Bar Association President accused the 

government of maligning the judiciary. To him Supreme Court has the power to 

cancel any legislation which it found to be in violation of the constitution. He argued 

that constitution was superior to all state institutions, including parliament, and it was 

the duty of Supreme Court to interpret and explain it to check illegal modifications, 

“limiting judicial power does not happen in civilized societies. I praise Supreme Court 

for altering the Contempt of Court Act as the law had been made primarily to exempt 
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all government employees from peon to the country‟s president from any type of 

accountability.”
129 

The pro Chaudhry court academics appreciated the policy of chief justice. The suo 

moto actions of Supreme Court were claimed to be equivalent with the legislation of 

parliament. In the context Supreme Court actions were compared with the bills passed 

by parliament. The parliament from period 2002-2013 could pass 133 bills and 

Supreme Court also dictated 133 suo moto actions. It was claimed that the 

performance of Supreme Court was better than the Pakistan‟s Parliament.
130

  

To another school of legal community, Iftikhar Chaudhry‟s Supreme Court had time 

and again interfered in affairs of other institutions and particularly parliament‟s 

jurisdiction was surpassed. It is the sole authority of parliament to make laws, 

judiciary can only interpret the constitution.
131

 A group of academics also supports the 

argument as to them the judiciary instead of taking powers from army, usurped 

powers of parliament, weakened democratic institutions and strengthened powerful 

establishment.
132

 Senator Farhat Ullah Babur and Law Minister Farooq H Naik both 

were of the view that “PPP basically resisted new centers of legislative powers other 

than elected parliament because law-making is the sacred responsibility of legislature 

because parliament is supreme and its supremacy in this respect must be upheld”.
133 

The analysts who differed with the interventionist policies of the chief justice argued 

that the chief justice had become too much political and had encroached upon the 

powers of political institutions particularly the parliament. This resulted in the 

weakening of political institutions.
134

 

Parliamentarians, being aware of the importance of „parliamentary supremacy‟, 

during the period made a meaningful effort to empower parliament and ensure its 

supremacy in accordance with the norms of parliamentary system through 

constitutional amendments, particularly through 18
th

 Constitutional Amendment but 

then compromised under the spirit of consociationalism when its supremacy was 

challenged by judiciary.
135

 They were of the view that parliament compromised over 

its legislative powers because it would confront parliament to the supreme court and 

the fragile democratic system could not afford any type of confrontation. It was one of 

the reasons they argued that parliament‟s legislative supremacy was compromised. 
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The compromising policy of parliament was in direct consonance with the Lijpart‟s 

theory‟s principle of accommodation and compromise.
136 

They compromised over the 

authority of parliament and thus safeguarded the democratic system from any possible 

collision. Therefore, it may be safely argued that COD political forces worked under 

the spirit of Consociational Theory in respect of „parliamentary supremacy‟ when its 

legislative powers were challenged by judiciary. 

4.5: The ultimate Arbiter of the Institution of Executive: Parliament or Supreme 

Court? 

Other important aspect where judiciary challenged parliamentary sovereignty/ 

undermined parliamentary norms and interfered in the affairs of parliament was its 

interference in internal affairs of parliament at least on two occasions which are taken 

as a case study. Prime minister‟s conviction in Contempt of Court Case and the 

Memogat Scandal can be taken as case studies because both were constitutionally and 

legally in the domain of parliament. In post 18
th

 amendment only parliament was 

constitutionally in power to de-seat the sitting prime minister. However, in the 

absence of 58 (2) (b) and despite the fact the prime minister enjoyed majority in 

parliament, the apex court‟s decision to de-seat sitting prime minister was an 

interference in the core of parliament‟s powers as constitutionally only parliament can 

dismiss chief executive through vote of no confidence.
137

  

Secondly, in Memogat scandal which was to constitutional experts a political issue 

and must be resolved on the floor of parliament.
138

 The parliament had already taken 

notice of the matter and parliamentary committee had been constituted to investigate 

into the matter. But the apex court surpassed parliamentary committee and appointed 

its own constitutional commission; therefore, it is also taken as a case study. Other 

more relevant issue which could be taken as a case study was the court‟s acceptance 

of the petitions challenging the 18
th

 amendment clauses related to the appointment of 

judges of high courts and Supreme Court. However, the apex court enjoyed power of 

judicial review under 1973 constitution and it had also taken cases of similar nature in 

the past while referring to the same power and the theory of basic doctrine. It is the 

reason that the matter was not taken as a case study and the other two issues were 
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taken. It is argued that in both cases judiciary served interests of military 

establishment and deep state institution, the ISI.
139 

 Political forces particularly the ruling PPP again compromised on the norms of 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ under the spirit of consensual politics. It is important to be 

kept in mind that it was all done after the passage of 18
th

 Amendment when there was 

no more 58 (2) (b) and parliament had already been made supreme at least in letter in 

accordance with the norms of parliamentary system.  

 It is considered pertinent to discuss the challenges posed by judiciary in the light of 

consociational theory‟s argument of compromise. Though, constitutionally and 

normatively, parliament  was supreme and no institution other than parliament could 

sack its leader i.e. the prime minister in post 18
th

 Amendment when there was no 58 

(2) (b). But the prime minister was sacked under contempt law and activism of court 

reached its climax and posed immediate threat to democratic order.
140 

The government despite serious reservations, accepted the decision of apex court and 

even accepted the loss of one prime minister and then brought another prime minister 

with in a week.
141 

Importantly, the parliament did not safeguard its leader rather the 

ruling coalition led by PPP compromised on „parliamentary supremacy‟.
142 

The PPP 

government‟s decision was taken under the spirit of consociational theory principle of 

compromise and moderation which  explicitly argues that “a moderate attitude and 

willingness to compromise are required for consociational arrangements”.
143 

Thus by 

making
 
compromise on parliamentary sovereignty, it came up with a substitute Raja 

Pervez Ashraf from PPP, to safeguard the democratic system from imminent threat 

and ensured continuity of system through its moderate and compromising attitude.  

The judiciary in Pakistan has advantage over executive due to the power of 

interpretation of constitution and judicial review. The power has often been used 

against political executives during civilian regimes. In this regard there is 

contradiction in different court decisions. In Mehmud Khan Achakzai‟s case in which 

58 (2) (b) was challenged on the ground of its alleged misuse by president, the court 

put responsibility on legislature for not amending the concerned article and declared it 

valid and practical part of constitution, while in 2009 the highest court of the country 

itself asked parliament to pass National Reconciliation Ordinance (NRO) so to make 
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it a law.
144

 Importantly, the ordinance had been issued in 2007 but the apex court in 

2007 and 2008 did not ask parliament to pass it when President Pervez Musharraf was 

at the helm of affairs.
145

 The analysts who favored the apex court‟s decisions argued 

that executive heavily depended on Supreme Court to give legal cover to its actions. 

At the same time the decision of the highest court of the country to refer the case 

regarding NRO to parliament indicated the policy and intention of Supreme Court to 

enter in political arena to evaluate the actions of the executive on any judicial scale. It 

was considered to be the right decision of Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry‟s Supreme 

Court that it took stand against the dictation of executive and the power of executive 

was checked through judicial review.
146

  

The verdict brought PPP government on fragile position as its coalition partners were 

not ready to support it in parliament due to too much politicized and controversial 

character of NRO. As a result, the government could not pass it from parliament and 

the court got an opportunity to open cases against President Asif Ali Zardari and 

asked government to pursue corruption cases against him.
147

 Ironically, almost 8034 

persons in different capacities had taken benefit from NRO but only politicians in 

general and President Asif Ali Zardari in particular were focused and targeted.
148

 

The implementation of NRO had become the major bone of contention between 

civilian government and Supreme Court. The order had been issued by president in 

the shape of ordinance in October 2007 after the military establishment had reached 

an agreement with Benazir Bhutto. It enabled Benazir Bhutto to come back to 

Pakistan. Moreover, the ordinance had given indemnity to almost 8000 people 

including Asif Ali Zardari.
149 

The ordinance was challenged in Supreme Court which set 28
th

 November 2009 as a 

deadline for parliamentary approval of the NRO. Consequently, the Supreme Court 

annulled NRO on 16
th

 December 2009 and asked the government to reopen cases of 

corruption against the President of Pakistan, Asif Ali Zardari in Swiss courts.
150 

The Supreme Court actively pursued the issue and brought under pressure the political 

government to reopen corruption cases against their own president. Consequently, in 

2012 it asked the sitting Prime Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani to write a letter to Swiss 
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government to reopen their investigation into President Asif Ali Zardari‟s bank 

accounts in Swiss bank.
151 

Prime Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani was of the view that since President of Pakistan 

under 1973 Constitution enjoyed immunity and therefore any type of case could not 

be initiated against the sitting president. The prime minister further argued that if he 

used his authority and office to initiate cases against the sitting president, it would be 

unconstitutional.
152

 

However, Chief Justice of Pakistan was of the opinion that President of Pakistan did 

not enjoy absolute immunity. The constitution of Pakistan has protected the functions 

of the president in official capacity and not in personal capacity.
153

 

In pursuance of cases against Asif Ali Zardari, the legal and political community was 

divided. To pro-government parliamentarians cum legal community, president 

enjoyed constitutional immunity and that constitution clearly stipulates that the sitting 

head of the state could not be prosecuted. They further said that how the court could 

order prosecution of the country‟s president in another country.
154

 While to pro-

judiciary group, president did not enjoy absolute immunity. Therefore, government 

was constitutionally bound to write letter to Swiss government to reopen the 

corruption and money laundering cases against President Asif Ali Zardari in Swiss 

courts.
155 

As a result, “the PPP government prolonged unwillingness to implement the court‟s 

December 2009 judgment in the NRO case prompted court to convict Prime Minster 

Yousaf Raza Gillani under Contempt of Court Act”,
156

 and rejected Gillani‟s 

argument that he could not constitutionally write letter because president enjoys 

immunity from all criminal proceedings while in chair.
157

 Furthermore, the court 

forwarded the disqualification proceedings against Prime Minister Yousaf Raza 

Gillani to Speaker National Assembly‟s office to onward it to Election Commission 

(EC) and rejected government plea. 

However, Speaker National Assembly issued a ruling that prime minister‟s conviction 

did not require Gillani‟s referral to Election Commission for disqualification from 

holding office under Article 63 (I) (g). To substantiate her decision, the speaker gave 
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references from past. She referred to the case of Kanwar Intezar Muhammad Khan vs 

Federation of Pakistan in which it was established that while examining a reference 

under Article 63 (2), the speaker is not supposed to act merely as post office and is not 

bound to forward it to the EC. A reference was also given form the proceedings of 

assembly in which Speaker National Assembly had rejected government objection 

against opposition nomination of Javed Hashmi to contest for the seat of the Leader of 

the House. To government, Hashmi was convicted by lower courts on charges of 

defaming armed forces but speaker rejected the plea and let him contest the 

elections.
158 

 The legal experts had divergent views about speaker‟s ruling, some were of the 

opinion that since decision had come from the highest court therefore, speaker had no 

option but to forward it to EC.
159

 However, the pro  government legal experts were of 

the opinion that after 18
th

 Amendment, the positions of Speaker of National Assembly 

and  Chairman Senate were strong and were not bound to refer court ruling to EC but 

now had the power to apply his or her mind to a question of disqualification.
160  

The Speaker ruling was challenged in Supreme Court by opposition politicians on the 

ground that it had defied the principle of independence of judiciary and therefore 

requested to overrule it. The court accepted the plea of opposition 

politicians,“overruled prime minister‟s disqualification and removal from office under 

the principle of independence of judiciary that prime minister defied principle of 

independence of judiciary and thus convicted him of contempt that he had brought the 

Supreme Court and judiciary into ridicule”.
161

  

It is important to mention here that on June 14, 2012 National Assembly had passed 

the annual budget after the token sentence of Supreme Court to Prime Minister 

Yousaf Raza Gillani and Speaker ruling in which she had refused to send Prime 

Minister disqualification notice to Election Commission, which was termed by 

political forces a new political-legal shield to prime minister by parliament against 

Supreme Court‟s decision. Moreover, on the same day parliament passed a resolution 

in favour of the Speaker‟s ruling. The resolution described speaker‟s office as  

“the symbol of nation‟s freedom and dignity” and said that May 24 ruling 

“upholds the constitution and respects the mandate of electorate… with in the 
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ambit and scope of the function and power conferred upon the speaker by 

constitution… the house further said that the aforesaid ruling given by the 

speaker of the house is a part of the proceedings of Majlis-i-Shoora 

(parliament) and therefore, cannot be questioned.
162 

 
However, the opposition political leadership welcomed the apex court‟s decision. 

Chief of PML (N) Mian Muhammad Nawaz Sharif leader of the main opposition 

political party was of the view that Prime Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani was rightly 

convicted. Government‟s tussle with judiciary was an unwise decision. Gillani‟s 

conviction upheld rule of law for which judiciary must be praised.
163

 Similarly, PTI 

Chief Imran Khan warmly welcomed the decision, criticized government and 

parliament and praised judiciary.
164 

Similarly, the pro Choudhry court academics were of the view that removal of prime 

minster was not a judicial coup. To them it was rather exaggeration and over 

simplification of the case. The Supreme Court only removed head of the executive 

branch while leaving the parliament with all its powers to appoint a new prime 

minister. Moreover, the policies and performance of government were also not 

affected by the change of the chief executive of the government.
165

 

One school of analyst was of the view that it was the strategy of PPP government to 

politicize actions of judiciary and then create an impression of victimization. To them 

it has remained a thorough strategy of PPP government to malign permanent 

institutions. Certain ministers had been given the task to paint judiciary as a vindictive 

institution and prove it as a politically bias institution towards PPP leadership.
166

 

However, PPP and its coalition parties parliamentarians criticized judiciary‟s decision 

on the ground that it grossly interfered in internal affairs of parliament. Senator 

Aitezaz Ahsan, a leading counsel of former Prime Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani, 

expressed reservations over the court‟s judgment. He argued that  

“Disqualifying Prime Minister Gillani was a wrong decision of the court. The 

case in which he was disqualified was not about disqualification but about 

court‟s jurisdiction. Constitution has clearly stipulated that the head of state 
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could not be prosecuted. Then how could the court order prosecution of the 

country‟s president in another country?”
167 

The more impartial critics though did not endorse the point of view of Itezaz Ahsan 

and recognized that Supreme Court enjoyed power of judicial review under Article 

184 (3) of the constitution. But they were of the view that it did not give primacy to 

the norms of judicial restraint. The disqualification of sitting prime minister was 

considered by them as violation of the norm.
168

 

The ousted Prime Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani was of the view that, 

“Parliament is supreme because it consisted of people‟s elected 

representatives. The judiciary should also respect will of the people because I 

was elected Prime Minster of the people. Nowhere in the constitution has it 

been mentioned that Prime Minister could be sent home if he did not write a 

letter… I did not accept the unconstitutional order of judiciary as 

constitutionally I could not write for reopening of cases against sitting 

President because he enjoyed constitutional immunity under Article 248 of the 

constitution. I appeared twice before judiciary and thus respected the 

institution but they could not respect elected institution, the parliament. 

Historically they had justified the unconstitutional acts of dictators under law 

of necessity and in future they would do the same because they had no respect 

for representative institutions and democracy”.
169

 

However, critics argued that prime minister continuously delayed the directives of the 

court. It was the policy of the government to politicize the actions of Supreme Court 

and to prove the hypothesis that courts are traditionally biased to PPP governments 

and favour military establishment. The government had tasked its spokesmen to 

publically defame Supreme Court and declare its policies as biased towards the 

government.
170 

However, coalition partners also supported the PPP stand point regarding court 

verdicts.To Awami National Party (ANP) Chief and the then MNA Asfandyar Wali 

Khan, “it was the most unfortunate step of judiciary rather was an effort to derail 

democratic system.”
171 

He was of the same opinion that parliament is supreme and 
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prime minister enjoyed confidence of the parliament. The speaker had also issued 

ruling in favour of him and had not referred the matter to EC. It would be better if 

Supreme Court did not interfere in the domain of elected parliament.
172

 

The then Attorney General Irfan Qadir was of the view that, “Prime Minster is not 

answerable to the court in exercising of his functions and any direction issued by the 

court becomes meaningless because the constitution wants the courts to extend 

sanctity to the office of Prime Minster.”
173

 Therefore, the court could not issue any 

direction to prime minister in matters which fell within the domain of his functions in 

view of the  provision of Article 248 (1) of the constitution… writing of the letter was 

one such action that fell within his domain.
174

 

MNA Maulana Fazl-U-Rehman, Chief of JUI (F) remarked that prime minister 

enjoyed absolute majority in parliament and to oust prime minister through extra-

parliamentary mechanism would lead towards the tussle between institutions of 

parliament and supreme court and would ultimately end in the collapse of the system. 

He was of the view that situation had gone beyond an issue of law and justice and had 

turned into a clash between institutions which might endanger political order and 

elected institutions. The judiciary should play a neutral role. Instead of becoming part 

of the crisis it should amicably resolve the crisis. He gave credit to political forces that 

they showed maturity, did not confront judiciary and safeguarded the system from 

possible derailment .
175 

The ruling PPP Senator Faisal Raza Abdi criticized the vindictive action of Chief 

Justice Iftikhar Muhammad Choudhry. To him “nullifying the recently passed 

Contempt of Cour Act is a part of plan to pitch two state institutions against each 

other.”
176

 Furthermore, he was of the view that, “contempt cases against other PPP 

leaders were pending but Prime Minister‟s case was hurriedly picked and then he was 

sent home. The judiciary failed to provide attention to its own inefficiency.There were 

2.1 million cases pending in the courts but when the present judges were restored the 

number had increased to over 2.3 million. The verdict, (PLD 2000) of a Supreme 

Court Bench that included Chief Justice Choudhry which had validated the 1999 

military coup of General Musharaf on the basis of allegations that former Prime 

Minister Nawaz Sharif was involved in Rs. 6 billion money-laundering. Ironically, 
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Supreme Court was interested in Rs. 1.5 million of Asif Ali Zardari allegedly lying in 

Swiss Courts but Nawaz Sharif was involved in Rs. 6 billion money-laundering to 

which the Supreme Court gave decision in favour of Nawaz Sharif”.
177 

In 2013 when parliament constitutional tenure came to an end, the pro Iftikhar 

Choudhry court academics also accepted the politicized and interventionist policy of 

Choudhry court. The Supreme Court and high court bar associations also criticized 

the policies of Choudhry court. They were of the view that the interference of 

judiciary in the domain of legislative and executive organs of the government had 

weakened the political institutions.
178 

After retirement of Iftikhar Muhammad Choudhry as chief justice of Supreme Court 

the critical question before the apex court was whether it would follow the policy of 

Iftikhar Muhammad Choudhry or would reconsider it. The dominant answer of the 

academics was that it would retreat from the policy of judicial activism.
179

 Therefore, 

PPP circle‟s criticism that apex court had historically been biased to PPP, is not 

without logic and reason. 

The provincial legislatures also showed concern and reservations over the removal of 

prime minister through extra-parliamentary mechanism. The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

Assembly session was suspended in protest against disqualification of prime minister. 

Opposition MPA Mufti Kifyat Ullah remarked that, 

“The verdict has shocked democratic forces and such decision might result in 

clash among institutions. Though, free and independent judiciary is good 

omen for the country but some forces do not want democracy and 

strengthening of democratic institutions in the country and those forces do not 

miss any opportunity to derail the system. Justice is seen to be done in a partial 

way as Mian Shahbaz Sharif is still ruling Punjab province on a stay order of 

the court while on the other hand an elected prime minister is convicted. 

However, democratic forces will not let dictators to derail the system and their 

move will be resisted. Justice Iftikhar Muhammad Choudhry should also 

resign in order to conduct fair investigation against his son Arsalan.”
180
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The judiciary interference in the domain of parliament did not stop after the dismissal 

of Prime Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani. Its partial justice continued when it issued the 

arrest order of Makhdoom Shahabudin, MNA from PPP when the party announced 

his name as candidate for premiership, in the alleged case that he imported chemicals 

used in the production of narcotics when he was health minister.
181 

Surprisingly the apex court did not question the nomination of Raja Pervez Asharaf 

who was also facing similar type of corruption charges which had been levelled 

against Makhdoom Shahabudin. Issuing arrest order of Makhdoom Shahabudin and 

then not issuing order against Raja Pervez Ashraf when both were facing similar 

nature of cases shows contradiction in the decision of Supreme Court headed by 

Iftikhar Muhammad Choudhry.
182

 

Sind and Balochistan provincial assemblies showed concern over the disqualification 

of prime minister. Provincial Information Minister of Sind, Sharjil Memon questioned 

that,  

“Why it is that PPP governments have always been targeted by Judicial Martial Law? 

Our leader was a victim of judicial murder. Two governments of Shaheed Benazir 

Bhutto were removed. When we approached the court, we were denied justice but 

when Nawaz Sharif challenged the dismissal in court, he was given relief. What is the 

PPP‟s fault that till today it has been denied justice and fair play? Why were 

judgments not passed when the assembly was the outcome of rigged elections, when 

the LFO was passed, the 17
th

 Amendment was introduced. The very judges had 

validated the unconstitutional act and Pervez Musharraf was allowed to contest 

elections in uniform. We are told to forget it as it pertained to the period before 2009, 

was the Swiss case not registered before 2009? Cases were being opened against PPP 

for which their leader had remained behind bars for eleven years, but those who were 

sentenced for ten years were allowed to go abroad.”
183

 

To former Supreme Court Bar Association president and constitutional expert 

Asma Jahangir,  

“The Supreme Court has not convicted Prime Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani 

for obstructing the administration of justice but for ridiculing the judiciary. 
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The court has been able to do this because of the law introduced by Zia. The 

Article 63 (g) is open-ended and can end up being used by the judiciary to 

persecute the politicians. The law disqualifies anyone who has been convicted 

for propagating an opinion against the independence of judiciary of Pakistan 

or brings into ridicule the judiciary or armed forces of Pakistan. The 

constitutional provision is problematic and is meant to be as much a trap as the 

Article 58 (2) (b). It might be used with more frequency against political 

governments in future. The extra-parliamentary ouster of the prime minister 

by judiciary undermined parliamentary sovereignty and should be obstructed 

by political forces. The possible way out would be to bring constitutional 

amendment in that respect.”
184

 

Asma Jahangir argument carried weight as some pro Choudhry court academics had 

tried to prove that courts intervention works as a safety volve as was done through 58 

(2) (b) during 8
th

 Amendment Regime and thus blocked the way of direct intervention 

of military.
185

 They failed to understand that the so-called safety volve in the form of 

58 (2) (b) had caused irreparable loss to „parliamentary supremacy‟ and democratic 

system during 8
th

 amendment regime when four assemblies were dissolved and 

governments were dismissed while none of them was provided the chance to complete 

their constitutional tenure.
186

 The parliament was not given chance in any of the above 

mentioned cases to discuss inefficiency and malpractices of government and an 

indirectly elected president who might be a ceremonial head in any true parliamentary 

democracy, had been given the sole authority to become arbiter of the performance of 

the national parliament and government.
187

 

It was one of the reasons that Gillani‟s ouster was not welcomed by more balanced 

and impartial academics and argued that it undermined the process of democratization 

and civilian supremacy. Paula News Berg as quoted by Christophe Jefferlot was of the 

opinion that the judgment weakened parliamentary sovereignty.
188

 Similarly 

Muhammad Wasim has termed that the incident would be remembered as an example 

of clash between institution of judiciary and parliament.
189

 

To Asim Sajjad, an Islamabad based political economist,  
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“On one hand instead of taking powers from army, the judiciary usurped 

powers of parliament which weakened the representative/ political institutions 

Vis a Vis military establishment. But on the other hand parliament was also 

not too democratic, and did not play its role in true sense of the word. The 

parliament did not save its own prime minister which was a deviation from 

and negation of COD.”
190 

It can be safely argued that the dominant school of academics did not welcome the 

interventionist policy of supreme court and considered the policies as anti-democratic 

which support the argument of the thesis that judiciary in the post COD era under the 

garb of democratic norm of judicial independence actually worked against democratic 

institutions which weakened the institutions against powerful establishment. Thus the 

judicial activism instead of strengthening democratic culture in Pakistan worked in 

opposite direction and weakened civilian institutions.
191

  

 Journalist Talat Hussain, who worked with Dawn News at that time disclosed the fact 

that, “Just three days before his conviction the prime minister told me in an exclusive 

meeting that the establishment was after his family because they want him to go 

against the president but he was unambiguous in saying that he would not write the 

letter against his own president.”
192 

In post COD period, the judiciary under the leadership of Chief Justice Iftikhar 

Muhammad Choudhry emerged as a relatively independent player of the power game 

and distanced itself from its historical ally, the military but the decision of 

disqualification of civilian prime minster would be a question mark for the judiciary 

whether it could proceed with the same pace and tendency against military 

establishment and security agencies in Asghar Khan and Missing Persons cases.
193 

 
Despite continuous assurance of Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry to take the cases 

himself to logical conclusion
194

, the apex court under Iftikhar Muhammad Choudhry 

failed to bring into book the principal accused belonging to ISI and military in both 

cases rather Iftikhar Choudhry openly supported establishment Vis a Vis political 

government in certain cases. It is on record that in Multan by-polls in which former 

Prime Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani‟s son was contesting elections, Iftikhar 

Choudhry‟s card was openly used by rival candidate but he did not take any suo moto 
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notice of it.
195 

Moreover, Yousaf Raza Gillani talked about the nexus between 

intelligence agencies, Iftikhar Choudhry and his political rivals. Neither ISPR, nor 

Iftikhar Choudhry responded it. Furthermore, Iftikhar Choudhry remarked that anti-

army talks couldn‟t be tolerated.
196 

The PPP led government was aware about the nexus between judiciary and military 

establishment, compromised over the norms of parliamentary supremacy in front of 

the challenge which was posed by judiciary, not only accepted to replace the 

disqualified prime minister but to the extent that the new Prime Minister Raja Pervez 

Ashraf wrote the much controversial letter to Swiss authorities to reopen the cases 

against president Asif Ali Zardari. The compromising policy of the government was 

quite in harmony with Lijpart Theory of Consociationalism principle that, “a 

moderate attitude and a willingness to compromise are required for consociational 

arrangement.”
197

 This compromising attitude has also been recommended by Kathrine 

Adeny.
 
In her work „inclusive federalism‟ in which she has recommended consensual 

and reconciliatory approach on the part of Pakistan‟s political leadership to sneer the 

fragile democratic system out of crisis. In the work she has maintained that political 

institutions might face a defeat for the time being but it would contribute positively to 

the democratic culture in Pakistan in future.
198

 

Of course this consensual policy of political leadership enabled them to safely sneer 

the democratic system through challenges. No assembly was dissolved and no 

constitution was violated or abrogated, at least not by the Khakies, rather they stayed 

inside their barracks. The maturity of political forces successfully applied consensual 

and consociational strategy. The political governments and assemblies completed 

their constitutional tenure. Powers were peacefully transferred through elections to the 

majority party, which was a historic step as neither before the civilian governments in 

Pakistan had not completed their constitutional tenure nor had transferred powers 

peacefully to another civilian government.
199

 

Another important occasion where judiciary interfered in the core of parliament‟s 

jurisdiction was during the Memogat issue. The court accepted the stand point of deep 

state by initiating judicial investigation into the issues surrounding the ambigious 

“Memogat” affair.
200 

In response to several petitions filed before supreme court under 
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Article 184 (3), the court accepted the plea of petitioners and considered the matter as 

justiciable and appointed a three member judicial commission which was consisted of 

Chief Justices of Balochistan, Islamabad and Sindh High Courts to probe it in 

detail.
201

 

In the post Usama senario when military and deep state institutions were on weak 

wicket vis a vis parliament, the Memogat scandal was suddenly brought about to 

surface which in no time became a hot issue in Pakistan. Military establishment was 

of the view that Pakistan‟s former ambassador to US, Hussain Haqqani had sent a 

memo through a Pakistani born American, Mansoor Ejaz to US Army Chief, Admiral 

Mike Mullen, in which the political leadership had sought his help against Pakistan 

military to avert an imminent coup.
202 

Though the government publically denied the memo and questioned its authenticity 

and credibility but it and parliament came under fire in media which compelled the 

government to refer the matter to parliamentary committee on National Security for 

investigation. Moreover resignation was also taken from Hussain Haqqani
203

. 

Despite, referral of the matter to parliament‟s concerned committee, the opposition 

political parties asked judicial investigation and filed a petition in Supreme Court to 

achieve the objective, which was accepted by Iftikhar Chaudhry‟s apex court and 

constituted a judicial commission. The move was openly supported by Army Chief 

Ishfaq Pervez Kayani and ISI Chief Ahmad Shuja Pasha.
204 

Infact; the spy agency 

chief had met Mansoor Ejaz without any prior approval of political leadership and had 

tried to turn Hussain Haqqani against political leadership to publically defame and 

demoralise a civilian government and parliament but had failed.
205

 

While knowing about the tussle between political leadership and military 

establishment, the apex court‟s decision to accept the petition was not a welcome 

omen at least by political forces in government. They argued that judiciary served the 

interests of intelligence agencies and undermined „parliamentary supremacy‟. Prime 

Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani in a policy statement on the floor of parliament termed 

the move as a conspiracy against parliament and argued that, “Parliament is supreme 

and efforts of certain sections to establish state within the state would be foiled”.
206
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Prime Minister was actually trying to draw a line between legal and political issues. 

The PPP circles thought the Memogat scandal purely a political issue for which they 

considered parliament as a relevant forum.
207

 However Judiciary under Iftikhar 

Muhammad Choudhry had already clarified in several other decisions that the legal 

and political fields were interlinked and overlaped and could not be separated from 

each other.
208

 If government started violation of the constitution, it would be the 

judiciary which could check it. Here to him the complaint of judicial interference was 

meaningless rather it would improve governance and adherence to constitutional 

provisions. It would improve rule of law in the country.
209

  

However, human rights activist and Hussain Haqqani‟s counsel, Asma Jahangir in the 

very beginning questioned impartiality of the court due to the alleged nexus between 

military establishment and apex court.
210

 She argued that the issue did not come under 

the domain of Supreme Court and considered the move as an encroachment upon 

parliamentary authority. She also asked for an investigation into ISI Chief General 

Shuja Pasha‟s visit to London and his meeting with Mansoor Ejaz without any 

permission from chief executive. She questioned that “It is not within the jurisdiction 

of the court to initiate a probe into the memogat because it involved political 

questions. The petitions are not maintainable because the case does not involve the 

infringement of the petitioners‟ fundamental rights.”
211 

The constitutional expert and PPP parliamentary leader in Senate, Aitzaz Ahsan was 

of the same opinion. He argued that Supreme Court could form an investigative 

commission on the request of chief executive i.e. the prime minster. Since in the 

Memogat case the prime minster had not requested the Supreme Court for the 

organization of any commission which was to him not according to law. The 

Chaudhry court itself made a commission which showed its biasness towards PPP 

government.
212

   

But the bench headed by Chief Justice Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry explained that 

the Memogat case had two angles; “civil, which had to be investigated by parliament 

and criminal, which did come under the domain of apex court and would be 

maintained by the court”.
213 

Therefore a judicial commission was assigned the task to 

probe the origin, motives and authenticity of the memo. Since the scandal had brought 
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the whole country into a standstill therefore, it was utmost important to unearth real 

motives of the memo.
214

 

But as was expected, the commission‟s report was out which failed to perform its 

primary responsibility. Neither it could unearth the origin, purpose and authenticity of 

the memo nor could find out the real motives behind it, rather the findings of the 

commission were well beyond its mandate as it declared Hussain Haqqani as a 

traitor.
215

 

On the basis of violation of mandate, Hussain Haqqani‟s counsel Asma Jahangir 

criticized the report and argued that, “the commission was biased and same was 

expected from it. The commission had itself become prosecution agency and jury at 

the same time. It was not its mandate to declare anyone traitor or anything else, rather 

it had to submit the report to the bench and then the bench had to make the final 

decision.”
216 

It can be argued that the report of the commission further made the institution of 

judiciary a controversial one. Though, the decision of Supreme Court was hailed by 

some anchors and pro-establishment analysts who considered it as the great service of 

Pakistan
217

 but legal experts considered it a question mark upon the impartiality of 

judiciary.
218

 

Hussain Haqqani himself was of the view that,  

“Commission‟s action is one sided and biased and I have been scape goated. 

The report is an effort to divert the attention from other important issues 

particularly from Arsalan Iftikhar case. The report is not legal but political. 

Commission is not court to prove one‟s innocence or guilt. Those who had 

validated coups and had allowed dictators to make amendments in constitution 

cannot judge either mine or any other person‟s patriotism.”
219

  

Farha Naz Asphahani, MNA and wife of Hussain Haqqani was of the view that, 

“commission was tasked to unearth the facts but it came with judgments, which is 

beyond its mandate.”
220
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The columnist Abbas Nasir was of the view that, “Hussain Haqqani has been declared 

as traitor by judges on the recommendations of ISI‟s counsels.”
221

 Similarly, 

Ayatullah Durrani, the then MNA and minister in PPP government argued that, “it is 

very much easy for courts and judicial commissions to declare civilians as traitors but 

difficult to apply the same law on men in uniform. I would suggest that Article 6 

might be amended to the extent that it would be applied over civilians only, and 

khakis must be declared above than it.”
222

                                                                                                                                                                             

The court interference in both of the cases was interference in the domain of 

parliament. The parliament compromised over its constitutional authority. The 

political leadership here again followed the spirit of Lijpart‟s argument of 

compromise and moderation.
223

  Katharine Adeney has also suggested the same 

approach for political forces in Pakistan.
224 

The approach safeguarded the system 

from collision course.  

4.6. Parliament’s Legitimacy as a representative institution vs. Judiciary’s New 

Populist Strategy 

This part of the chapter focuses upon parliament‟s legitimate claim as a supreme and 

representative institution as it is elected by people directly but the notion was 

contested by judiciary on the ground of its populist approach, which is important and 

is therefore, discussed. One of the established norms of parliamentary system is that 

parliament being a representative institution directly derives its legitimacy and power 

from people and considers it a directly accountable institution to people, therefore it 

claims supremacy
225

.  

Judiciary in the post COD era not only questioned the representative status of 

parliament and its sovereignty, rather continuously tried to prove itself a 

representative institution and, “to directly defend people‟s rights through public 

interest litigation and suo moto powers”.
226

 The seeds of this self-conception were 

sown before lawyers‟ movement and Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry‟s Supreme Court 

extensively used the powers to prove the aforementioned new self-conception of 

judiciary. It was a planned strategy on part of judiciary to secure a firm base of public 

support.
227 
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There are two constitutional limitations as well on the exercise of suo moto powers. 

Article 184(3) is the relevant constitutional base for suo moto actions. This article, 

“can be invoked if the issue of public importance is involved or if the matter is related 

to the fundamental rights of citizens as conferred by the constitution”.
228

  

However, Supreme Court has historically interpreted the constitutional clause in such 

a vast manner, that a matter can be easily brought in the domain of fundamental rights 

even if it is not listed in the fundamental rights mentioned in the constitution. The 

Supreme Court can thus practically question all the aspects of government policy 

under the suo moto power.
229

 

The lawyers‟ movement which was supported by different sections of society against 

the arbitrary and unlawful powers of President General Pervaiz Musharraf against 

judiciary further strengthened the self-conception of judiciary. The more, the 

movement got public support, the more the judiciary considered itself a representative 

institution.
230

 However, the visible difference between early suo moto actions and the 

one from July 2005 onward is that previously this power could be exercised by other 

judges of supreme court as well but after Iftikhar Muhammad Choudhry‟s arrival to 

the chair, the powers were to be exercised by chief justice alone and any other judge 

could only take a suo moto action after the same was approved by the chief justice.
231

  

Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhary himself claimed that judiciary‟s effort was designed 

to benefit the common people at large.
232

 Similarly, Justice Asif Saeed Khosa in his 

opinion in prime minister‟s contempt case traced a line from will of the people not to 

Gillani‟s position as Member of National Assembly and chief executive, but to his 

contempt conviction- owing to the fact that ultimate ownership of the constitution and 

its institutions rest with the people of the state, who had adopted the constitution.
233

 

The judge in his separate note on the judgment observed that,  

“The power to punish a person for committing contempt of court is primarily a 

power of people of this country to punish such person for contemptuous 

conduct or behavior displayed by him towards the courts created by people. It 

is thus, obvious that a person defying judicial verdict in fact defies the will of 

the people at large and the punishment meted out to him for such recalcitrant 

conduct or behavior is in fact inflicted upon him not by the courts but by the 
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people of the country themselves acting through the courts created and 

established by them.”
234 

It was the planned strategy on part of judiciary to pursue politically controversial 

cases to gain popularity in the public. In the reaction the court‟s policy was 

challenged by political forces. In response the court reinforced its authority often 

through suo moto action and molded public opinion in its own favour.
235

 To activate a 

historically dormant public opinion in favour of judiciary‟s new interventionist role, 

the judges in general and chief justice in particular did not hesitate to deliver speeches 

in the public. It was against the norms of Pakistan judiciary. Judges in Pakistan had 

addressed the public in exceptional cases and it had become difficult to know about 

the intention of any judge in Pakistan.
236

 

However, Chief Justice Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry gave interviews and appeared 

in talk shows through which one could understand his motives. Similarly one could 

read his mind through suo moto actions which he had taken. The aim was to convert 

public opinion in the institutional favour.
237

 He presented judiciary as not only the 

guardian of the constitution but also the protector of the rights of citizens. He 

presented the judiciary as co-equal partner with parliament and executive to work for 

the rights of the people. Thus chief justice brought its institution in the forefront as an 

active political actor and tasked it like any representative institution.
238 

It is also important to mention that he had become a judge of Supreme Court in 2000. 

At that time he had also the powers to take suo moto actions but he could take only 

five suo moto actions and none of those was about the executive misuse of powers, 

inefficiency and corruption. However, when he became chief justice of Supreme 

Court he took 118 suo moto actions and the absolute majority of the actions were 

about the executive misuse of power, maladministration and corruption. These actions 

were taken to give legitimacy to his interventionist policy in the domain of executive 

and parliament.
239 

The Pakistan based human rights activists and bar associations continuously criticized 

the interventionist policy of chief justice. It was argued that political issues were the 

domain of parliament.
240

 The 2011 report of International Commission of Jurists also 
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questioned the new populist approach of judiciary and considered it a serious threat 

for the rule of law.
241

 

The judiciary during the post COD period not only continuously contested the norm 

that parliament alone is representative institution rather claimed co-equal ground with 

the parliament for reflecting will of the people. In Gillani‟s disqualification case 

judiciary claimed that, “by disqualifying prime minister it performed a democratic 

role to keep elected institutions in compliance with the will of people manifested in 

the constitution of Pakistan.”
242 

The judiciary‟s this populist self-conception was 

termed as judicial sovereignty.
243 

 Those leaders of Lawyers‟ Movement who were politically affiliated with PPP like 

Aitzaz Ahsan disassociated themselves with the policy of Choudhry Court, when it 

pursued the populist agenda but after the dismissal of the prime minter, Aitzaz Ahasan 

reacted that judiciary had crossed all limits. The more balanced leader like Ali Ahmad 

Khurd, Munir A Malik and Asma Jahangir also disapproved the changed policy of 

judiciary. They questioned the representative character of judiciary as it was not 

elected by peoples‟ votes. The conception had undermined the sovereignty of 

parliament which to them would weaken the democratic institutions vis-a-vis 

powerful military establishment. The Supreme Court Bar Council passed four 

resolutions against the role of superior judiciary and condemned the over use of 

contempt of court powers by supreme court against parliamentarians in particular and 

politicians in general.
244

 

It testifies the argument of the thesis that judiciary under homeopathic strategy 

challenged supremacy of parliament which weakened the representative institution 

against military establishment. Under the garb of judicial independence the judiciary 

undermined sovereignty of parliament which weakened the institution and it could not 

ensure its sovereignty in spirit. One of the reasons may be the homeopathic strategy of 

judiciary. However, political forces tolerated the over-entrenched role of judiciary in 

the domain of executive and legislature. The strategy of political forces was in line 

with the principle of accommodation, moderation and compromise
245

 of the Lijpart‟s 

theory. The moderate and compromising attitude of parliamentarians served 

democratic system as they safeguarded it from any possible derailment.
246
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The controversial conception of being popular institution was questioned by 

academics and jurists mainly on two grounds. Firstly, that ordinary people suffered 

from the huge backlogs of court decisions equally at trial and appellate courts, 

massive corruption at lower courts level, lack of basic facilities at the trial courts level 

over which the High courts and Supreme Court have the sole supervisory authority. It 

was argued that, “ even at the higher judiciary level, the courts huge investment in 

political cases is tantamount to judiciary‟s self-conception that its decisions represent 

the will of the people and benefit the common people because it ultimately led to the 

neglecting of ordinary citizens‟ cases”.
247

 Asma Jahangir viewed that instead of taking 

political cases, the judiciary must have taken thousands of other cases of ordinary 

people.
248

 It might be termed as not representing will of the people but actually 

excluding people to have any meaningful say in the justice system. The so called 

people centered judicial system led to the ultimate exclusion and deprivation of 

common people
249

 

Leaders of the Lawyers Movement were dissatisfied with the performance of 

judiciary and criticized judicial activism. Munir A Malik and Ali Ahmad Khurd who 

were at the forefront of Lawyers Movement, disapproved the way of Supreme Court. 

They were of the view that this strategy of supreme court pitched the institution of 

judiciary against parliament which would in no way serve democracy.
250 

The Human 

Rights Commission of Pakistan report stated that judiciary exercised power rather 

than its jurisdiction. It encroached upon the domain of parliament not for the benefits 

of common citizens rather to expand it own power jurisdiction in the power structure 

of Pakistan.
251

  

Secondly, though judiciary continuously claimed, during the period, its responsibility 

to the people but the fact is that people have no role in the appointment and removal 

of judges. Even when their sole representative institution, the parliament tried to 

ensure its modest control over judicial appointments through Eighteenth 

Constitutional Amendment, the court forcefully resisted the amendment which 

compelled parliament to bring Nineteenth Constitutional Amendment in lines with 

Supreme Court recommendations.
252 

Again after Gillani‟s dismissal when parliament 

tried to amend contempt law to save another prime minister from the same fate, the 
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court readily declared it null and void, thus rejecting any parliamentary control or 

supervision.
253

 

If the judiciary sincerely owed any responsibility to the people it must have respected 

representative institution, the parliament and must have ensured stronger lines of 

accountability to the institution.
254 

Its continuous failure to consider itself responsible 

to the parliament led to the argument that Iftikhar Chaudry‟s judiciary actually strived 

to get independence from people, from parliament and even from constitution.
255  

 It 

was the result of the new self-conception of judiciary which on one hand brought the 

parliament and judiciary on collision course while on the other hand weakened the 

nascent democratic institutions vis a vise powerful establishment. Because the 

approach was in direct clash with the representative status of parliament, which 

weakened the already fragile parliament.
256

 

  Though PPP led parliament time and again questioned the suo moto actions of Chief 

Justice and considered it an undue interference in the affairs of parliament
257

 but at the 

same time failed to assert any meaningful constraints upon judiciary‟s over stretched 

role because of the permanent danger of military intervention in the face of any clash 

amongst institutions or any constitutional deadlock.
258

  

Parliamentarians were aware of the historical links between judiciary and military 

establishment which even didn‟t change during Iftikhar Chaudhry‟s period as the  

courts came up with the aggressive decisions against parliament, such as dismissal of 

prime minister in the NRO contempt case but at the same time issued a very weak 

decision to superficially ask the central government to probe and prosecute military 

and intelligence agencies unconstitutional interference with electoral process in 

Asghar Khan case.
259 

4.7 Conclusion: 
 

The independence of judiciary is one of the foremost prerequisites for a stable 

democratic system. However, in Pakistan, judiciary throughout its political history has 

strengthened dictatorial regimes and has always validated their unconstitutional 

takeovers.
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In post COD era, military under General Pervaiz Musharraf had lost its credibility and 

could no longer rule directly. On the other hand it was not ready to opt for apolitical 

role. Therefore, to limit the space for political forces, judiciary a junior but time tested 

friend of military establishment took the leading role which was unprecedented in 

Pakistan‟s judicial history. Why and how judiciary opted for a changed role was an 

important hypothetical question and needed proper attention, which was addressed in 

this part of the chapter. 

The apex court from 2008-2013 exclusively focused on political executives, 

parliament and civilian institutions. As a result it destabilized political institutions, 

particularly the elected parliament. The apex court‟s continuous interference in the 

domain of political executives and parliament confined the political institutions and 

they could not create more space in the field of power politics in Pakistan. It was all 

done under homeopathic strategy by judiciary. It was under the strategy that the 

democratic institution of judiciary used the democratic norm of independence of 

judiciary against the democratic parliament and its norm the „parliamentary 

supremacy‟. It could be equated with homeopathic strategy to kill a friend by a friend, 

a kind by a kind and specie by the same specie. In accordance with the strategy the 

courts so called changed role did not contribute to democratic system rather became 

one of the causes of military‟s establishment continuing strength within the state 

structure.
260

 

It posed serious challenges to the democratic forces through homeopathic strategy 

under the garb of independence of judiciary. It interfered in internal affairs of 

parliament, which affected „parliamentary supremacy‟ which is an essence of 

parliamentary system and its restoration in letter and spirit was one of the hallmarks 

of COD political forces. The strategy of COD forces was seriously contested under 

the new proactive strategy of judiciary. As a result judiciary was practically made 

independent of any parliamentary control or oversight. Even the legislative power of 

parliament and its power of appointment and removal of executive head of 

government was limited through judicial activism. 

One by one prominent leaders of Lawyers Movement began to voice concerns that 

court had entered into the domain of parliament which to them would not only harm 
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the institution of judiciary but would weaken the whole democratic system.
261

 At the 

end of parliament‟s tenure in 2013, the supreme court headed by Iftikhar Muhammad 

Choudhry was facing serious charges of judicial activism. The role of judiciary under 

his command was also criticized on the ground that it acted as a political institution, 

undermined the constitutional authority of parliament which had only benefited extra 

parliamentary and anti-democratic forces.
262 

 Not only parliamentarians, the constitutional experts and independent analysts have 

pointed and criticized the judicial activism but the International Commission of Jurists 

also pointed out that parliament and government were weak which enabled Supreme 

Court to intervene in their domain. As a result, it strengnthened the power of chief 

justice which gave rise to the issue of balance of power and threat to the supremacy of 

elected institutions.
263

 

At the end it can be argued that one of the research arguments that though 

independence of judiciary is one of the core pre-requisites of democratic system but in 

Pakistan the independence of judiciary was used by judiciary in the post-COD era 

under homeopathic strategy against elected parliament and its norm the 

„parliamentary supremacy‟. The events and analysis provided in the chapter safely 

testifies the argument.  

The COD political leadership though time and again questioned the controversial role 

of judiciary but with restrained mechanism under the spirit of Cosociational Theory‟s 

principle, “that willingness to compromise and moderate attitude is required for 

consociational arrangements”
264 

because they were aware of historical role of 

judiciary and its strong partnership with authoritarian forces. It was the reason that at 

the end the COD political forces were successful by enabling the parliament to 

complete its constitutional tenure and peacefully transferring power to a 

democratically elected political party which was also one of the co-signatories of 

COD – the PML (N). 
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CHAPTER V 

HOMEOPATHIC THREATS AND CHALLENGES TO ‘PARLIAMENTARY 

SUPREMACY’ FROM THE INSTITUTION OF MEDIA FROM 2008-2013. 

Overview of the Chapter 

One of the core aguments of the research thesis is that pro democratic institutions, 

judiciary and media under homeopathic strategy challenged „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ which weakened the institution of parliament vis-a-vise military 

establishment. The present chapter is focused upon the role of media. For the proper 

understanding of the specific role of media, the historical landscape of media in 

Pakistan has been given. The different laws related to media and the role and 

organization of different media regulatory authorities have been analysed. The 

historical tilt of Pakistan‟s media towards establishment has been analysed to find out 

the reasons that why media has historically remained inclined towards establishment. 

The liberalization of media during military regime of President General Pervez 

Musharraf has been discussed in the perspective that whether it was the sole objective 

of the establishment to liberalize the media. Under the garb of freedom of thought and 

expression, media as an institution challenged the authority of parliament to make 

media related legislation, which has been focused in the chapter.  Media‟s inclination 

towards permanent state institutions during the period and media‟s pursuit of 

commercial interests have also been considered as achallenge to „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ and has been discussed in the later part of the chapter. 

Main argument of the chapter is that though freedom of thought and expression is 

prerequisite of democratic culture, however, in Pakistan in the post Charter of 

Democracy era media used the right of freedom against parliament, which 

undermined „supremacy of parliament‟. The role of media weakened the institution of 

parliament and thus benefitted the cause of establishment. 

It has been found out that parliament‟s supremacy as a legislative institution has been 

challenged under the right of freedom of expression. Media propagated the stand 

point of permanent state institutions which undermined the sovereignty of parliament. 

Media vigorously pursued its commercial interests which also undermined 
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sovereignty of parliament. The homeopathic strategy of media strengthened the cause 

of permanent state institutions which proved harmful for democratic system. 

For the analysis of documents the method of qualitative content analysis has been 

applied. Relevant material has been extracted fom the text and then adjusted at 

suitable places. Moreover, semi structure method has been used for the purpose of 

interview.         

5.1 Introduction:  

Freedom of thought and expression is one of the basic prerequisites for a viable 

democratic system, which can only be actualized through vibrant and independent 

media. It is the reason that the two are closely related. Media can flourish open public 

debate and information exchange which is utmost important for the  democratic 

system and its institutions to make progress and democratic environment in response, 

can lead to media friendly structures and laws that respond to the problems and real 

issues of people. The close relationship leads to strengthening of democratic 

representative institutions.
1
 

However, in Pakistan the relationship is uneven. No doubt journalists in individual 

capacity have rendered sacrifices against the draconian press laws time and again 

issued by different dictatorial regimes. Moreover, Pakistan is one of the most 

dangerous zones in the world for journalists.  According to a report of Center for 

International Media Assisance, “Pakistan is one of the most dangerous places for 

journalists. Media workers have been kidnapped, tortured and beaten to death for 

delving into the nation‟s potent military apparatus and spy agencies….”.
2
 Umar 

Cheema a journalist has been quoted as, “journalists are easily killed because their 

assassins sit in at the pinnacle of power… journalists have shown resilience, but it is 

hard to preserve when the state itself becomes complicit in the crime.”
3 

In 2010, 

Pakistan was again declared as the most dangerous place for journalists in another 

report. To the organization of the Committee to Protect Journalists, eight of the forty 

four journalists murdered around the world in 2010 were Pakistanis, the largest single 

number in the world.
4
 However, media, as an institution has remained closely 

connected with military rulers due to the overwhelming power continuously enjoyed 

by the establishment in power politics. Almost all press laws have been issued by 
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military regimes. As a result media as an institution with the exception of a few media 

groups, has generally refrained to criticize Pakistan military.
5
 It shows the time tested 

relationship between the two institutions as compared to imbalance relations between 

media and elected institutions. 

One of the arguments of present research thesis is that in post COD era, after collapse 

of Musharraf‟s dictatorial regime, when military high command couldn‟t play front 

role in power politics, the media under homeopathic strategy of freedom of media 

constrained democratic institutions and contested the established value of 

„parliamentary supremacy‟. Why and how did media challenge „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ is a hypothetical question which is key to address the homeopathic threats 

and challenges to „parliamentary supremacy‟ during the period 2008-2013 from 

media. This part of the chapter focuses on the aforementioned/above hypothetical 

question. 

 The „parliamentary supremacy‟ is considered as one of the established norms 

according to which parliament enjoys absolute authority over legislation in 

Westminster system of government and can make laws for all state institutions 

including media. But parliament in Pakistan failed to pass any regulatory procedures 

or law regarding accountability of media, despite efforts on part of government 

because of the pressure exerted by media through homeopathic strategy of freedom of 

thought and expression in a democratic setup. To counter any move of parliament in 

that regard, the corruption scandals of parliamentarians were propagated which 

brought the already fragile parliament on weak position due to which it instead of 

materializing its supremacy, compromised over its authority of legislation and 

couldn‟t make any law regarding media‟s regulation.  

 The parliamentarians adopted a compromising approach which was in accordance 

with the spirit of consociational theory outlined by Lijpart for fragile democracies and 

recommended by Katharine Adeney for a successful democratization process in 

Pakistan. Lijpart‟s Consociational Theory‟s principle of accommodation is suitable to 

be applied here which states that willingness to compromise and moderate attitude is 

required for consociational arrangements. Therefore, the chapter is analyzed again 
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like the previous chapter under the normative version of institutional theory combined 

with the Lijpart‟s Consociational Theory‟s argument.  

5.2: Main Features of Media Landscape in Pakistan 

Pakistan‟s media landscape represents and reflects multi-ethnic, multi-linguistic and 

class divided society.
6
 There is a clear division between Urdu and English media. 

Urdu newspapers are widely read by people living in rural areas, majority of whome 

belong to lower middle class. The English media is urban; focus the elite, more 

liberal, secular, prograssive classes and comparatively more professional to Urdu 

media. Though the circle of their audience is small but has greater influence among 

opinion makers, politicians, academics, educationists, the business community and 

upper strata of society.
7 

 

Pakistan‟s media another feature is the ownership structure. Pakistan‟s media houses 

are owned by capitalists, commercial and business tycoons. Media is run on 

commercial basis. The three media groups i.e. Jang Group, Dawn and Nawa-i-Waqt 

are large, economically strong, dominant and influential in politics and society.
8
 

Pakistan is a risky place for journalists. Threats, intimidation, torture and force 

abduction of journalists by state and non-state actors is a hard reality.
9
 Media is 

pressurized indirectly. Threats are received from security and intelligence agencies of 

the state.
10

 The government also uses Press and Electronic Media Regulatory 

Authority (PEMRA) to control the broad cast media either by suspending their 

licenses or by simply threatening them to do so.
11

 

Military establishment has involved itself too much with the institution of media. It 

persuades media to follow its agenda on national and security issues. The 

establishment uses threats as dominant source to compel it to pursue their agenda. 

Since in seventy years of its history, Pakistan has been ruled more by military than 

civilian executives, therefore, dictatorial regimes have made media laws, through 

which the autonomy of media has been usurped. This has enabled the institution of 

military to exercise direct and indirect control over media.
12

 

The popular news channels particularly focus upon the conflict between permanent 

state institutions and government. Political stories is given much importance and 
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coverage.
13

 Reports on human rights conditions, labourers, pathetic position of 

poorest of the poor classes, status of minorities, women rights and the rights of down 

trodden community do not get due coverage due to the disinterest of audience. Since 

the commercial objectives of media houses are not fulfilled therefore, they give least 

attention to the real issues faced by common people of Pakistan. Moreover, focus on 

investigative journalism has lost attention due to greed for getting more and more 

financial assistance.
14

  

5.3: Media in Pakistan-Historical Background 

Pakistan media‟s history dates back to pre-partition era. The dominant newspapers 

which later on influenced the opinion of upper and elite class and common people 

during the freedom movement were Dawn and Nawa-i-Waqat respectively. Dawn had 

been founded by Jinnah and it was first published in 1941. Its main objective was to 

counter anti-Muslim propaganda.
15

 The conservative newspaper Nawa-i-Waqat, 

established in 1940 was the mouthpiece and propaganda tool of the political class who 

wanted an independent state for the Muslims of Subcontinent.
16

 

One may argue that Pakistani media‟s prime task was to promulgate and propagate 

the idea of Pakistan to safeguard the Muslim nationality in British India from the 

dominance of Hindus.
17

 The Muslims culturally, socially, educationally and 

politically could not compete with the Hindus. Main reason was that due to 

ideological conflicts with the Britishers they were hesitant and reluctant to get modern 

English education while on the other hand the Hindus readily adjusted with the 

environment having less ideological conflict with the Britishers. It was one of the 

reasons that the Muslims lagged behind the Hindus in various aspects of life.
18

 

After creation of Pakistan, the security of state became the prime objective and focus 

of state from the possible offence of India. The bitter experience of defeats in three 

wars i.e. 1965, 1971 and 1999, has from the very beginning involved the military 

establishment to mould and influence public opinion in its own favor and to propagate 

its agenda. For the purpose military involvement in the affairs of media has remained 

always one of the core objectives.
19
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Pakistan‟s military establishment has tailored and manufactured a national identity 

which is based on hostility and biasness towards India, the propagation of national 

religion Islam and the national language Urdu.
20

 Media from the very beginning has 

been tasked to propagate the national identity. The objective behind the propagation is 

to keep the nation united and supportive behind Pakistan‟s Armed Forces.
21

 

The emphasis on Islam as major pillar of national identity has made a national 

alliance between religious leaders and the military establishment. The nexus has huge 

influence on Pakistan‟s media as it has historically been used to defend and promote 

the interests of national guardians and the national identity.
22

  

Religious leaders have been successful to promulgate the blasphemy law which has 

limited the freedom of thought and expression. Intelligence agencies have pressurised 

media and civil bureaucracy has been used to control media by using media laws. It is 

a hard reality that media has continuously been used by military establishment for the 

justification of its programme, for the capitalization of public support and for gaining 

legitimacy. It is the reason that majority of media related laws have been framed and 

promulgated during authoritarian regimes.
23

 First step in introducing the media laws 

in the country was taken by first martial law administrator General Ayub Khan who 

issued Press and Publication Ordinance (PPO) in 1962.
24

 The laws empowered the 

authoritarian rulers to confiscate newspapers, close down news houses, arrest 

journalists and nationalize large part of the press.
25

 

More draconian laws were made part of PPO during General Zia ul Haq period in 

1980s. According to the laws the publisher could be arrested and prosecuted if the 

story did not serve national interest. These vague amendments could be used against 

anyone who made an effort to raise voice against the military regime.
26

 However, 

after the return of democracy during Benazir Bhutto‟s first government, the PPO was 

revisited. The anti democratic laws were removed through an act of parliament called 

the Revised PPO.
27

 From 2002 onward a decisive development was made when 

Musharraf government liberalized the media. The regime actually liberalized it to 

counter media war of India against Pakistan in the backdrop of Kargil episode. India 

had won media war against Pakistan. The military establishment realized it and had 

come up with the strategy of liberalization of media.
28
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Though Pakistan‟s media enjoys more freedom as compared to the media of some of 

the South Asian countries. Article 19 0f 1973 Constitution clarifies that, “Every 

citizen shall have the right of speech and expression and there shall be freedom of the 

press, subject to reasonable restrictions imposed by law in the interest of glory of 

Islam or the integrity, security or defense of Pakistan or any part thereof, friendly 

relations with foreign states, public order, decency or morality, (commission) or 

incitement to offence or in relation to contempt of court.”
29

   

 The existing constitution of Pakistan also upholds fundamental rights and guarantees 

freedom of expression. The constitution embodies that citizens, “shall be guaranteed 

fundamental rights, including equality of status, of opportunity and before law. Social, 

economic and political justice and freedom of thought, expression, belief, faith, 

worship and association subject to law and public morality.”
30

 

Despite reasonable constitutional freedom, media has faced several undemocratic and 

inhuman laws through which freedom of thaught and expression has been curtailed
31

. 

In Pakistan democratic system has time and again been derailed and democratic 

governments have been toppled through military coups. The country has remained 

under military dictatorship for more than half of its total existence, therefore, freedom 

of media could not be actualized in the real sense of the word, and different draconian 

laws have been promulgated by successive military dictators.
31  

 
Media landscape in Pakistan has considerably changed over the past decade. Till the 

early 2000s, one state control television and dozens of radio stations were operative. 

Trends in international sphere affected the media industry in Pakistan. Economic 

boom in telecom industry, commercialization, globalization and open air ways 

compelled Military General Pervez Musharraf to allow more media outlets in the 

country. Currently the status of media is comparatively more improved than that of 

General Musharraf 
32

.    

5.4: Media’s Controlling Authorities
 

Pakistan Electronic and Media Regulatory Authority which was established under the 

Act of Parliament in 2002, is the main controlling authority. It consists of twelve 

members. Majority of the members have bureaucratic and military background. 
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Basically, it was organized to liberalize media. However, it was fortified with strong 

regulatory laws; it is the reason that instead of becoming a tool of liberalization, it has 

rather become a major hurdle for the freedom of press in the country. Mainly it has 

worked as a license issuing authority. 

Its performance is far from satisfactory. It lacks basic autonomy and independence. It 

suffers from the flaws in its legal and structural frame work, which are then exploited 

by powerful institutions in the state. There is considerable international criticism of 

the enforcement situation in the Pakistan media industry. The International 

Intellectual Properties Alliance is of the view that piracy of cables and satellite 

broadcasting signals are out of control in Pakistan. There is large number of 

unothorized programmes and PEMRA has no control over it.
34 

 

On the other hand the oppressive use of media laws by PEMRA has also invited 

criticism. Hamid Mir is of the view that media laws have been used by Musharraf 

government to punish the unwanted channels and programmes and to reward the 

favorable channels and journalists.
35

 The media related indices indicate that the period 

2008-2013 was comparatively better than that of Musharraf‟s regime. Qamar Zaman 

Qaira is of the view that PPP government repeatedly asked different media 

associations to collaborate with government to draft a new code of conduct to replace 

the old one but the media associations did not cooperate with the government and it 

was the reason that no better amendment could be introduced in the existing laws.
36 

  

Press Council and Newspapers Regulation is another forum which regulates and 

controls the institution of media. It was organized under Press Council of Pakistan 

Ordinance 2002. Its main task is to protect and regulate freedom of press according to 

the laws passed by parliament. Through the Press Council Ordinance, the publication 

of newspapers and news agencies are directly controlled. It provides ethical code to 

publishing agencies.
37

 However; the ordinance has been used by government as 

coercive tool against publishing agencies. Through the ordinance the publishing 

agencies have been controlled and silenced. These types of laws provide additional 

means to government to impose restrictions on freedom of media.
38

  

5.5. Media’s Relations with Democratic Institutions vis-a-vis Military 

Establishment in Historical Perspective 
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Though creation of Pakistan was the result of democratic struggle of Muslims of Sub-

Continent but the archival record of leading newspapers in Pakistan suggest that 

media as an  institution supported and projected the standpoint of permanent state 

institutions i-e military, bureaucracy and judiciary as compared to political institutions 

i-e political parties, provincial assemblies and Constituent Assembly  at the time of 

any tussle between the two opposing groups or institutions and particularly at the time 

of any important issue whether it was the dismissal of provincial ministries of Dr. 

Khan
 39

, Ayub Khoro 
40

 by the respective governors, because they were dismissed on 

the direction of governor general with the tacit approval and support of bureaucracy.
41

 

The majority groups of media in Pakistan supported bureaucratic version of the issue. 

Similarly, when central government of Khawaja Nazimuddin was dismissed 
42

 or later 

on when Constituent Assembly was dissolved in 1954, almost all the Urdu 

newspapers supported governor general‟s action.
43

 Even the more moderate English 

Newspaper, Dawn published editorial in favor of governor general‟s action and 

considered politicians responsible for all the wrong doings and constitution delay 

while  ignored the other more serious and chronic reasons of Constituent Assembly‟s 

dissolution.
44

 Here it contradicted its own earlier editorial dated 14
th

 October 1954, in 

which it had stated that, “constitution is ready and it would be implemented on 

Quaid‟s birth day on 25
th

 December 1954”
 45

 

 Fact of the matter is that since in the proposed constitutional draft   Articles  9,10 A 

and 10 B of 1935 Act through which governor general enjoyed the power to dismiss 

central government and could dissolve Constituent Assembly, had been withdrawn, 

therefore, governor general had dissolved Constituent Assembly.
46

 But   media in 

Pakistan particularly, the Urdu press remained silent over the reality.
47

 

Similarly, the absolute majority in Pakistani‟s media has historically justified all 

military coups from General Ayub Khan‟s
48

 to General Pervez    Musharraf‟s 
49

 who 

had declared politicians as corrupt, inefficient, incompetent and mal administrators
 50

, 

the line which has thoroughly been argued by military dictators and justified by 

judiciary under law of state necessity. But  media in Pakistan particularly, the Urdu 

press instead of contesting the line of permanent state institutions with more logical 

available arguments has rather accepted the military standpoint which has further 
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weakened and maligned the already weak ,fragile and nascent democratic institutions 

including national parliament. 

Moreover, the dismissal of elected governments during Eighth Amendment Regime in 

1990‟s under 58(2)(b) by President of Pakistan at the behest of military, which was to 

Hussain Haqqani „military rule by other means
‟51

 had immediately been welcomed by 

media of Pakistan 
52

 with the exception of some English newspapers i-e Daily Dawn 

and Monthly Herald and Monthly Newsline which had reported quite early about civil 

military tensions which was one of the main reasons of National Assembly‟s  

dissolution.
53

 

 The archival record shows that media as an institution, had never dared to 

immediately show to general public the other more serious and factual aspects of the 

matter. It was only after sufficient time when some English news dailies threw some 

light on the gray areas and prohibited aspects of the matter.
54

  

The above analysis are proof to the argument that media in Pakistan has historically 

shied away to criticize institution of military despite the fact that all the draconian 

laws were issued during military regimes which have never been discussed in national 

parliament. 

On the other hand, though, some autocratic civilian rulers and governments had tried 

to usurp freedom of press but representative institutions as a whole have considered 

freedom of thought and expression, as one of the basic objectives of democratic 

system and have given constitutional guarantees to the rights. During civilian regimes 

despite efforts of several governments, parliament has never passed such a law which 

usurped freedom of press. The  Pakistan‟s present constitution, which is a product of 

civilian government, upholds the fundamentals for a vibrant democracy and 

guarantees freedom of expression and  promises for media‟s freedom while 

emphasizing state‟s allegiance to Islam, the constitution underlines key civil rights to 

citizens and states that they, “ shall be guaranteed fundamental rights, including 

equality of status, of opportunity and before law, social,  economic and political 

justice, and freedom of thought, expression, belief, faith, worship and association , 

subject to law and public morality”.
55
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It indicates that parliament in Pakistan has in principle accepted freedom of media. No 

doubt, during civilian governments there were extortion and imprisonment of 

journalists but as a whole the civilian governments had not passed any draconian law 

to curb freedom of media because they were at least the outcome of a democratic 

process and could not afford to negate democratic values.
56

 

From the above brief historical background one may safely conclude that historically 

media as an institution in Pakistan has remained close to military establishment and 

has pursued and propagated their agenda instead of strengthening hands of 

representative institutions against powerful military, judiciary and bureaucratic 

complex. 

5.6 Paradigm Shift in Media Sector or Revised Strategy of Military 

Establishment 

In 2000 military government of General Pervez Musharraf established Pakistan 

Electronic Media Regulatory Authority (PEMRA) apparently to decentralize the 

broadcasting and to control electronic media market in the country. Therefore, it was 

originally conceived as a mean to facilitate operation of private TV channels. It 

completely revolutionized and changed Pakistan‟s media landscape. The state 

monopoly over electronic media was removed. As a result in 2000 there were three 

state run channels in Pakistan, while by 2008 there were 50 privately owned 

channels.
57

 

From 2002 onward media faced a decisive development that would lead to a boom in 

Pakistan electronic media and paved way to gain political clout. New liberal and 

comparatively media friendly laws broke state‟s monopoly on electronic media. The 

military‟s motivation for liberalizing media licensing was based on an assumption that 

Pakistani media could be used to strengthen national security and would counter 

threat from India. At time of Kargil war and when the Indian airliner had been 

hijacked by Pakistani based militants, Indian media had outclassed Pakistan‟s state 

owned TV channel, the PTV and in both cases military leadership in Pakistan had felt 

that it had lost media war to India.
58
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 Government, rightist intelligentsia, military, security and intelligence agencies were 

of the view that Pakistan was left with no option to reciprocate because its electronic 

media were inferior to that of Indian. Better electronic media capacity was needed in 

future and thus market for electronic media was liberalized with the perception that 

they still had enough controlling mechanism to control private TV channels.
59

 

 Media analysts appreciate the media liberalization policy of the military regime. It 

was comparatively liberal media which countered the same General Pervez Musharraf 

in his last phase who is also credited with the opening of media 
60

, when he tried to 

cage media through the Press Council of Pakistan Ordinance (PCPO) in 2002. Again 

in 2007, when media openly supported the Lawyers Movement for the restoration of 

Chief Justice and criticized the regime‟s autocratic policies, media was suppressed 

and some anchors were not allowed to conduct their talk shows and several private 

channels were put off the air. However, the more liberal media in Pakistan played a 

decisive role not only in ousting of General Pervez Musharraf but later on played 

active role in the movement of restoration of judiciary.
61

 

However, other political analysts observe that the mass movement against Musharraf 

divided military establishment in two groups whether to support their outgoing chief 

or not. The dominant view was that the man in the shape of President Pervez 

Musharraf, who had to go, had become too costly for the institution and therefore, it 

might lose the total support of public opinion.
62

 Media was aware of it and was 

encouraged by these divisions. Therefore, it decided to stand with the Lawyer‟s 

Movement. It is one of the reasons that before the division in military, Pakistani 

media had remained relatively soft with Musharraf before 2007.
63 

Pakistan‟s media is closely monitored by ISI for the purpose to counter strategies of 

political forces. It has own media management wing which directly or indirectly deals 

with TV channels, anchors and journalists. Media specialists whose specialization is 

in the areas which touches military core interests i.e. war against terrorism, defense 

budget, relations with India, Afghanistan and the US are closely monitored. It has not 

hesitated to torture, blackmail, abduct or threaten journalists to reproduce the writings 

in accordance with the policies of security establishment. The murder of journalist 

Salim Shehzad in 2011 brought ISI under severe criticism. His killing shocked the 
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media. It indicates that security establishment in Pakistan can cross all the limits if its 

core interests are threatened.
64

 

In the case of Geo News, “the controversial transmission alleging involving of state 

institution in an attack on Hamid Mir - a complaint was filed in PEMRA, later 

resulting in its closur for fifteen days. But till the time decision was made, most cable 

operators had already taken it off-air or have re-tuned it to a less accessible 

frequency”. This shows the extra involvement of state agencies in controlling the 

institution of media in the country
65

.  

After resignation of General Pervez Musharraf, the powerful mechanism of military to 

restrict any dissenting opinion with in media about military establishment worked 

successfully. The mechanism included extrajudicial means and tactics such as 

mentioned above, the infiltration of intelligence agents within media houses, the 

informal buying of journalists‟ services, threats and abduction of journalists. 

Eventually, it ensured that onward a uniform, non-critical position towards the 

institution of military would be the norm within Pakistani media 
66

 and the norm was 

later on followed to a great extent. 

Through the strategy, military was not only successful to neutralize any criticism 

against it but the function of media as a watchdog and whistleblower against 

malpractices of civilian government was used in its own favor 
67

 when the civilian 

setup was installed. Throughout its constitutional tenure from 2008 to 2013, on 

variety of issues which is discussed below in later part of the chapter, parliament‟s 

constitutional authority was challenged by media under the garb of homeopathic 

strategy of freedom of media due to which parliament couldn‟t materialize its 

supremacy which ultimately benefitted military establishment-the lion shareholder in 

power politics of Pakistan. 

  

5.7 Parliament’s Supremacy as a Legislative Body vs. Freedom of Media 

The 1973 constitution provides sole authority to parliament to make laws for the 

country.
68

 However, in Pakistan the laws related to media have been promulgated by 

military establishment during dictatorial periods as discussed earlier.
69

 Consequently, 
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the parliament as a law making institution has never got the opportunity to discuss and 

pass the laws. 

 After installation of civilian setup in post Musharraf Pakistan and after the extensive 

growth of private TV channels, media started misuse of the freedom and subsequently 

parliament felt the need to formulate new codes of conduct for media. To avoid any 

possible confrontation between the two pillars of democracy-parliament and media, 

the government provided an open choice to media to formulate for themselves a code 

of conduct and then provide it to government to make necessary legislation in that 

regard. However, media failed to avail the open choice.
70

 Qamar Zaman Kaira, the 

then information minister, invited different media associations and asked them to sit 

with the government in order to formulate a consensual code of conduct for media.
71

 

But due to differences among different associations of media it could not respond 

positively to the offer of government.
72 

As a result a consensual code of conduct could 

not be formulated. 

Media‟s failure was criticized on the ground that it propagates and promotes interests 

of those who finance it and have their specific agenda to advance it. To the school of 

thought, an impression is growing amongst media and journalists that they are 

powerful, independent and no one can check them.
73

 The opinion was particularly 

reflected by government circles and President Asif Ali Zardari in his address argued 

that “there are some people in media who claim that they can make and unmake 

governments in Pakistan”.
74

  

To control such a trend and ensure responsible media the analysts, suggested that 

there is a need to chalk out workable code of conduct. Secondly, media is not placed 

within democratic institutional framework. There are some families and powerful 

anchors who have established their own monopoly in media‟s sector.
75

 To 

democratize such an environment there is a need of code of ethics and accountability 

structure. Thirdly, some media anchors have affiliations with certain powerful state 

institutions or have political aims and objectives. It is considerd a threat to democratic 

system and freedom of media for which there must be some rules and regulations. 

Fourthly, due to non-professional approach media in Pakistan time and again cross its 

jurisdiction. For the purpose there must be a reasonable jurisdiction in the shape of 
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defined laws. Fifthly, media often faces problems of accountability with other state 

institutions because of the absence of proper legislation in this regard.
76 

 

However, media analysts and journalists are divided over media‟s regulations. 

Broadly, there are two opinions, those who support media regulations argue that it is 

not possible to convince and agree all the key players‟ i-e government, journalists and 

media owners over a single piece of legislation regarding media code of ethics. After 

all, if such an agreement is made possible, the law would be the result of expediency 

and would not be in a position to control powerful media houses which have 

entrenched links, through it.
77 

The second school of thought is of the view that there 

should be no more control and upper hand over media. The existing laws are 

sufficient to control the media. Moreover, through evolutionary process media would 

itself become responsible and will abide by the universal code of ethics.
78 

Parliamentarians both from government and opposition were on the same page in 

respect of formulations of rules for media. Qamar Zaman Kaira, Information Minister 

and Nadim Afzal Chan, MNA from PPP and Chairman PAC, argued that, “television 

anchors have been very unforgiving towards politicians and have encouraged 

members of rival political party to fight with each other.”
79

 On another occasion he 

observed that, “politicians are soft target for media and them only target politicians, 

flout parliament and has made a joke of „parliamentary supremacy‟. He argued that 

Journalists talk about accountability of politicians while on the other hand are not 

ready to have any rules of accountability for themselves.”
80

 Similarly, Khwaja Asif, 

MNA from opposition PML (N) was of the view that “recently when I was accused of 

dual nationality, news channels ran the fact without checking it, which was absolutely 

wrong”.
81

 He explained that, “there was no mechanism to ratify the malicious 

campaign that has tarnished my image. The only way to check this false trend is to 

have a visible accountability rules for which parliament must take steps as a law 

making body.”
82

 Despite all advocacy, justifications and enjoying requisite 

constitutional powers, the parliament as an institution from 2008-2013 failed to pass 

any accountability law about media, which would also be the first piece of media 

related legislation being promulgated by a civilian government and national 

parliament.
83 

One of the reasons of parliament‟s failure to pass such a law was the 
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continuous challenge from media under the homeopathic strategy of freedom of 

media.  

Academics working on accountability aspects of media argue that since media has 

been deregulated, it has emerged as a powerful institution in Pakistan‟s political, 

social and cultural scene. They are of the view that sensationalism has surpassed 

serious journalism. Under the garb of media freedom, private media in Pakistan 

frequently transcends its jurisdiction and whenever, voices are raised against the non-

professional approach of the media practices and when it is suggested that there must 

be some laws through which media may be made accountable, then media challenges 

such move and considers it as curtailment of freedom.
84 

 
Thus media as an institution by and large remained successful and national 

parliament failed to pass any piece of legislation through which it could ensure 

accountability of media. Sovereignty of parliament was contested under the garb of 

freedom of thought and expression, which is described as the homeopathic strategy of 

media. 

In 2017 the civilian government of PML (N) policies were criticized in national press. 

The government considered that media was used to malign it in public. As a result the 

government tried to revise the ordinance of Pakistan Print Media Regulatory 

Authority (PEMRA). However, the government plan was leaked out. It was brought 

under pressure through media reports. Later on government dropped the idea of 

bringing in the new print media laws altogether.
85 

 

 

5.8: Media’s Inclination towards Permanent State Institutions i.e Military, 

Intelligence Agencies and Judiciary- A Threat to ‘Parliamentary 

Supremacy’ 

            The other aspect where media‟s role was questioned on the ground that it undermined 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ and favored permanent state institutions vis-a-vis 

parliament. From 2008-2013 members of  parliament were of the view that whenever 

parliament tried to create a space for itself in power politics, the media trial brought it 

on back foot due to which it could not ensure its supremacy.
86  

It  is also one of the 
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arguments of the thesis that in post COD period when civilian leadership came into 

power, media presented political institutions and their leadership as villans to the 

nation and heads of the permanent state institutions as heroes, which undermined 

status of parliament in public. As a result it could not actualize its supremacy in spirit. 

Though, historically media has remained inclined towards Pakistan‟s military and has 

tactically refrained from criticizing it. But after the liberalization of media and 

opening of more than fifty private TV channels, majority of which supported the 

democratic movement of lawyers against Musharraf‟s regime to restore the deposed 

chief justice and other judges of higher judiciary, it was expected that now media 

being a democratic institution would put its weight behind democratic institutions but 

parliamentarians viewed that after the paradigm shift media still supported permanent 

state institutions vi-a-vis parliament. In response if parliament tried to bring media 

under parliamentary control, the media countered parliament‟s efforts
87

 through 

homeopathic strategy under the guise of freedom of media.  

The government and political leadership observed a triangle between military 

establishment, judiciary and media against parliament and other political institutions. 

“Generals are using the judges and journalists to bleed the president by inflicting a 

thousand cuts on his character and abilities.”
88

 At every important occasion when 

there was a struggle for power between parliament and any of the permanent 

institution, media exposed weaknesses of parliamentarians and their leadership, to 

prove them as corrupt, inefficient, incompetent and ill-organized (in comparison with 

more organized, efficient, prompt and less corrupt permanent state institutions and 

their leadership). 

Despite liberalization drive which is considered as a sign of strength in democratic 

world, Pakistan‟s media has not produced quality and impartial analysis. In 

appearance Pakistan‟s media seems vocal and vibrant. However, on issues of defense 

and national security it is censored by intelligence agencies and cannot report the true 

picture of the event. Analysts with military background have been inducted who 

analyze from the perspective which is acceptable to military establishment.
89

 The 

media targeted politicians and political institutions which increased their performance. 

Moreover, more transparency was brought in the institutions. But this partial picture 
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of elected institutions vis-a-vis permanent state institutions instead of strengthening 

democratic institutions rather weakened them. Thus under the garb of freedom of 

media, the media targeted democratic institutions which was in no way the service of 

democratic system in Pakistan.
90

  

 Asif Ali Zardari in an interview confirmed that, “there is a negative campaign to 

weaken our stance and democracy. There is a challenge by rightist forces to 

democracy. Democracy does not suit to rightists. They sit in different places and most 

of them cannot see beyond their noses. Whenever they are sitting, they are thinking 

they are doing good work, which is incorrect. One of the very large media groups 

claimed that tomorrow‟s prime minister will be made by them.”
 
He argued further 

that, “there is a disconnect between the media, the people and the pseudo intellectuals. 

Jamshed Dasti is a case in point. You should take up as a case study. The judges 

forced him to resign, he stands for re-election, everyone in sixty four channels of 

media goes against him and he still wins. All of sudden the parliamentarian degrees 

have become important when the law requiring them does not exist. When the law 

existed no body‟s degrees were challenged. When the law does not exist, not having a 

degree has become an offense retrospectively.”
91 

The PML (N) Government also faced the issue of civilian supremacy. To prevent an 

unbashed attack on civilian leadership and parliament, the federal government tried to 

formulate guide lines for social media. The minister for information argued that social 

media was being used as a deadly weapon to discredit leadership and state institutions 

and promote conflict through fake news. The minister tried to clarify that like armed 

forces and generals and the judiciary and judges, the parliament and political 

executives were also a national asset. It may be honoured in the same manner.
92 

  

Despite strong reservations of political leadership about the unholy relations between 

permanent institutions and media, the Supreme Court itself has appreciated the efforts 

of media. It was reported in the Annual Report of Supreme Court 2012 that media 

created awareness among people about their rights. It highlighted the 

maladministration and inefficiency of political institutions on the basis of which 

Supreme Court took suo moto notices. As a result relief was provided to the poorest 

of the poor in society.
93 
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The linkage between media and judiciary could be proved by the fact that during 

period 2008-2013 the decisions of different courts, their directives and even remarks 

of judges were extensively covered by media. The judges themselves accepted that 

they now no more speak through their decisions rather their remarks were reported in 

electronic media and talk shows were conducted over them. The judges were now 

turned into public figures and their remarks which were reported by media were 

discussed publically.
94

  

Judiciary followed the same strategy of litigation to use media in its own favor against 

political government during PML (N) Government in 2017. The Lahore High Court 

ordered PEMRA to prevent the airing of anti judiciary speeches of former PM Nawaz 

Sharif. Similarly, on November 30, 2017, the LHC issued notices to PEMRA and 

Maryam Nawaz, daughter of Nawaz Sharif, on a petition seeking contempt 

proceedings against the latter for uttering „outrageous‟ remarks against judgesof SC.    

 
The major contention which came from political analysts, human right activists and 

parliamentarians was that media by definition did not contribute in strengthening 

democratic institutions during the period. Its reporting was opinionative, 

sensationalist and there was an emphasis on trivial and popular issues at the expanse 

of attention to serious issues. The reason they forwarded was close relationship of 

media with military and intelligence agencies. The military establishment and its 

intelligence agencies used media to counter political institutions, parliamentarians and 

parliament.
95 

 To I. A Rehman, a human rights activist “Media has close ties with intelligence 

agencies and political parties also. The political and military elements have acquired 

people within media groups. The speculations regarding journalists being on the 

payrolls of agencies or toeing a certain line has always been attached to media and 

those within it.”
96

 Similarly, Asma Jahangir a constitutional lawyer and human rights 

activist was of the view that, “there is a secret media fund in ISPR which needs to be 

looked at. 1
 
am thinking to file a petition in this respect in Supreme Court to find out 

the names of journalists who are at the payroll of ISPR.”
97 

 Consequently, she filed a 

petition in which Supreme Court was asked to order the government to discuss the 

number of radio channels run by army‟s media wing- Inter Services Public Relations 
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(ISPR) as well their sources of income. The petitioner had further asked the apex 

court to ensure that ISPR is monitored by the relevant regulatory authority.
98

 

However, the apex court failed to compel the government and PEMRA to disclose the 

facts due to which the petitioner filed another application in which it had been asked 

again to order the government to disclose the number of FM radio stations run by 

ISPR and the amount of resources available to these facilities and the money spent by 

ISPR. Moreover, it was also requested that the government should inform the court 

that whether any professional journalist has ever been hired in any capacity by ISPR. 

The petition alleged that ISPR maintains a large social media cell, which uses its 

influence to defame political leadership, parliamentarians and the individuals who are 

against the policies, programmes and vision of military establishment. The petitioner 

referred to Article 19-A of 1973 Constitution of Pakistan that ensures right to 

information. Asma Jehangir contended that there is no law which prohibited the 

disclosure of resources spent on media or social media related activities, which were 

being carried out by ISPR.
99

 

The petitioner was also of the view that PEMRA was acting in a discriminatory 

manner by refusing to regulate the media outlets and the use of social media operated 

by ISPR. A selective imposition of regulation leads towards discrimination against 

other media outlets and was against the spirit of Article 25 of 1973 Constitution.
100 

Despite continuous efforts on part of human rights activists, lawyers, journalists and 

parliamentarians, the apex court has not yet been successful to compel government of 

the day to make public the information which is discussed above. One of the reasons 

is that military establishment has historically never allowed political governments and 

successive parliaments to scrutinize, discuss or make public the use of secret funds. 

Hamid Mir v Federation of Pakistan case filed in Supreme Court was concerned about 

the allegations that Ministry of Information and Broadcasting had used secrete funds 

to bribe journalists. Supreme Court ruled on July 16, 2013 that auditor general has 

constitutional obligations to ensure the audit of each rupee spend from government 

exchequer and shared the information with parliament.
101

 However, auditor general 

did not submit report about the use of secrete funds by ISI to parliament. It indicates 
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that civilian institutions could not control nexus between ISI and certain sections of 

media.
102

  

The PPP Senator Aitzaz Ahsan was of the view that, “ISI has a chequered history in 

respect of its relationship with media houses and journalists. The parliament has 

questioned its role but the agency has failed to clear its name.”
103 

Moreover, to 

Senator Farhat Ullah Baber, “it was one of the reasons which compelled PPP 

government to move a bill in parliament to contain the role of ISI but the government 

failed to pass the law due to tremendous pressure from different powerful quarters.”
104 

It is important to mention here that though parliamentarians criticized media‟s partial 

and non-professional role but at the same time failed to pass any relevant law to 

control such practices. Certain journalists were of the view that ISI deals with 

sensitive issues regarding national security and defense. It becomes very much 

difficult to share the sensitive information. It is in the national interests that certain 

information might be kept secret otherwise it might endanger state security.
105

  

About media‟s relations with intelligence agencies, journalists also did not reject the 

allegations, when asked about the matter from Mazhar Abbas, former Secretary 

General of PFUJ, he argued that, 

 “This is unfortunate, and PFUJ has always demanded that the government 

publish a list of their names. However, successive governments, in their own 

interests have always withheld these lists. When I was Secretary General of 

PFUJ, I asked the then Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto who always accused 

some journalists of working for agencies to publish their list. She went to the 

ISI and enquired about it, but the list was never handed over to the PFUJ.”
106 

 Similarly, Asma Shirazi, an anchor also agreed with the accusation that ISI has its 

own people within media. She was of the opinion that proxy wars were being waged 

through the media. Editor of Dawn, Zahid Hussain was of the view that, “Today, 

media is about power politics. Media organizations have become intoxicated by their 

ability to play the king maker and make or break government at their whim, which is 

dangerous for the freedom of the institution itself and for the democratic 

system”.
107

The journalists though confirmed  nexus between military and media 

against political institutions and considered the practice against journalistic norms and 
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a serious hindrance in the way of impartial journalism but at the same time failed to 

evolve a strategy or mechanism to counter the practice which is also harmful for 

democratic system from which the media also belongs to and derives its strength. 
 
 

In so for the role of media in respect of judiciary is concerned, there is no empirical 

evidence which suggests that judiciary has tasked media to counter political 

institutions during the period.
108

 However, the actions of executive in the 

implementation of the orders issued by Supreme Court were continuously reported by 

media. Different civilian institutions due to fear factor took firm and speedy actions to 

implement the orders of Supreme Court. This increased the authority and influence of 

Supreme Court vis-a-vis political executives and parliament in the eyes of public.
109

 

This confirms a meaningful relationship between judiciary and media. The role of 

media also highlights the tactics of media that how it weakened parliament vis-a-vis 

judiciary.  Parliamentarians complained that media played the role of a catalyst in a 

clash between judiciary and parliament. It provoked judiciary to counter parliament. It 

was the sagacious policy and political maturity of political leadership which enabled 

the government and parliament to complete its full constitutional tenure.
110 

 The ruling party circles argued that in every important issue when the institution of 

judiciary and parliament differed with each other whether it was judges‟ restoration 

issue, NRO implementation problem, which led to the disqualification of prime 

minster, parliamentarians fake degrees issue or Memogate Scandle and the 

formulation of Judicial Commission in that respect, media responded irresponsibly 

and non-professionally due to which the distance between judiciary and parliament 

widened.
111 

 It was precisely this attitude of media in which it was reported that PPP government 

was taking back the executive order of government through which judges had been 

restored,
 112

 which created panic and uncertainity in judicial and governmental circles 

and compelled Prime Minster Yousaf Raza Gillani to address the nation in which he 

dispelled the false and baseless information of media. Prime Minster Yousaf Raza 

Gillani argued that,  

“Parliament is a legislative institution and being an elected institution of the 

people, it is supreme over all other institutions. Prime Minister is the leader of 
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parliament, the position which must be respected. Whatever the order prime 

minister issues either in written or orally, it shall be respected. If he orally 

orders to release the judges then the order is implemented. If he restores the 

honorable judges, then the order is accepted. Similarly, if he rejects some 

news, then the requirement of the chair is that it may be accepted. If a false 

news is spread through one source of information or considered reliable than 

the statement of prime minister, then it is an insult of the office of the prime 

minister. I have ordered to conduct an enquiry into the matter, through which 

the nation would be informed that who has tried to deteriorate relations of 

judiciary and government. We all have denied the allegations, even then if it is 

not accepted then I think it is the negligence of mutual respect, which is the 

spirit of Pakistan‟s constitution, which is parliamentary in nature.”
113 

It strengthens the opinion that civilian government considered media as biased and 

one of the opposite institutions to democratic setup. Moreover, the statement of prime 

minister also indicates that civilian government also considered it an institution which 

was creating distrust and misunderstanding between political leadership and state 

permanent institutions, which would lead to moral and political defeat of democratic 

forces. Political leadership was also aware of the fact that such approach of media 

would turn public opinion against civilian government and in favor of heads of 

permanent state institutions. 

 
At the time of Memo gate Scandal, the government circles continuously criticized the 

irresponsible and baseless reports of different media houses.
114 

However, Supreme 

Court Chief Justice not only relied on it but even constituted a judicial commission 

which superceded special parliamentary committee, organized purely for the purpose 

to investigate into the matter. The parliamentarians recorded concerns over it and 

considered it an undue interference in the jurisdiction of parliament.
115

 

Parliamentarians recorded that media houses sided with the judiciary‟s stance, favored 

their actions and an embarrassing situation was created for political leadership.
116 

Again when Arsalan Iftikhar, Chief Justice Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry‟s son and 

Malik Riaz, a real estate tycoon affair came to surface, the different media houses 

without proper investigations linked it with the government and considered it a 
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conspiracy against judiciary. The government criticized immature and irresponsible 

attitude of media. To neutralize media assault Zardari and PM Gillani chaired a 

meeting of PPP parliamentarians in which they were directed not to talk about the 

issue in talk shows.
117 

 The non-professional reporting some time also created imbalance and mistrust 

between judiciary and media themselves. However, strong action on part of judiciary 

limited chances of such incident in future. The off camera interaction between two 

anchors of private televisions channels and property tycoon Malik Riaz was leaked 

out. The judges saw a plot in it to malign superior judiciary. To search out any ulterior 

motives, the full court sitting was organized to watch controversial TV clip. Acting 

chairman PEMRA, Abdul Jabbar, was summoned and was directed to take action 

against the anchors and TV channels
 
involved in it.

118
 As a result the talk shows of 

concerned anchors were banned. The rest of the channels supported action of chief 

justice and PEMRA.
119 

The corruption scandals of ministers and parliamentarians were reported in media. 

The Supreme Court more than often took suo moto actions on the reports of media. 

Then the reports were discussed in talk shows. It was a media campaign against 

political executives which tarnished the integrity of political institutions in public.
120

 

The parliamentarians also showed concern both over the reporting of media anchors 

and sue motto action of chief justice. Nadeem Afzal Chan, MNA from PPP criticized 

the partial and unforgiving attitude of media towards politicians. It was observed that 

political institutions and politicians were soft target for media because the other 

institutions took stern and strong action against it. Similarly, Khawja Asif was of the 

view that media malicious campaign could be successful only against politicians
 

because the other powerful institutions were no go area for media. Politicians 

considered it as disservice of democracy
121

 

The academics and media analysts also criticized this irresponsible and non-

professional attitude of media. They cosidered it the disservice of democracy.
122 

Pakistan has more than eighty private channels. Though the quantity increased but 

professionalism and quality of media reporting and analysis is yet at the very 

preliminary stage. At certain occasions the non-professional reporting harms 
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democratic values.
123

 The liberalization of media could not positively serve or 

strengthen democratic institutions rather through homeopathic strategy attacked 

representative institutions. Media anchors and reporters themselves observed that 

Iftikhar Chaudhry‟s Supreme Court was an interventionist court. More than often 

some actions were taken on media reports, which the elected government considered 

an interference in the executive domain which was harmful to democracy and created 

institutional imbalance. The interventionist policies of judiciary and its propagation of 

media brought the two institutions on collision course. Academics observed that 

respect of institutions and to remain in its own limits can strengthen the democractic 

system.
124

 

 It may be concluded that media is entitled to and is duty bound to oversee and 

criticize conduct of different institutions of state but on equal footing without 

betraying its true role in democracy.
125 

But media in Pakistan even after liberalization 

drive couldn‟t enable itself to shed its pro establishment approach and opt for an 

unbiased, professional, non controversial and pro-democratic position. However, it 

was the consensual and consociatonal approach of political leadership in accordance 

with Katharin Adeney‟s propositions which to a great extent safeguarded the 

democratic system from any possible collision.
126 

It failed to establish impartiality. It remained silent over the entrenched role of 

judiciary, military and ISI. However, it targeted political executives.
127

 The partial 

approach of media weakened the already weak democratic institution. It can be 

concluded that the liberalization of media could not provide strength to democratic 

culture in Pakistan.
128

  

 

5.9 Media
’
s Commercial Interests: A Challenge to ‘Parliamentary Supremacy’ 

The power of media is closely linked to their market or economic power. The 

commercial interests of media houses result in irresponsible media reporting. In the 

race to gain more and more commercial and economic gains the code of conduct and 

media ethics are violated. As private enterprises, they strongly oppose any 
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interference on part of government which checks or restricts their business 

enterpreneure.
129 

The pursuance of commercial objective has given birth to the concept of new 

liberalism in every country including Pakistan which argues that barriers and 

regulations harm freedom of speech. The democratic values of freedom of speech and 

expression are used to achieve and enhance their business objectives. They strive for 

deregulation of communication markets. For the purpose, the notion of freedom of 

media is frequently used for pursuance of commercial interests.  In Pakistan it led to 

violation of media ethics which resulted in a challenge to „parliamentary supremacy‟ 

and in a broader context to democratic system. 

 In response parliament also tried to check the non-professional attitude of media but 

weaknesses on the part of parliament compelled the democratic forces to compromise 

parliamentary supremacy
130

 under the spirit of consociationalism to enable parliament 

to complete its constitutional tenure and to provide continuity to the system. 

The expression of freedom of media is closely linked with the deregulation which is 

only possible if unchecked licenses of freedom are provided to media.
131

 The media 

liberalization drive in Pakistan took place in 2002 due to which the mushroom growth 

of TV channels took place. With the freedom, political and commercial interests 

started playing a key role in shaping news contents. This commercial racing led to a 

competition amongst different media groups which resulted in an irresponsible and 

non-professional journalism and media reporting,
132 

which proved harmful to elected 

institutions as they could not ensure their supremacy. 

To increase rating and achieve higher commercial goals, the relative freedom was 

used to criticize democratic government of PPP because Pakistan‟s media has more 

than often used freedom of press to demonize politicians and political governments as 

the case was with Zardari government, while at the same time has been remained very 

careful for not attacking the military government and its establishment.
133 

 To gain and safeguard commercial interests, it is important for media to criticize 

government policies and to keep it in a bargaining position. Therefore, the private 

media houses try to control news media. In Pakistan also, the private news channels 
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used criticism on government as a bargaining chip which compelled government to 

deal with them softly because there were shortcomings on both sides which compelled 

them to ignore each other‟s weaknesses and bargained with each other.  

 After liberalization, powerful media groups in Pakistan enabled themselves to get the 

persuading power and then kept profit and political power at the top of their agenda. 

Media analysts argued that phenomenal economic growth of some media houses 

enabled them to claim for itself as one of the power holders along with bourgeoisie 

and the army. It was successful to take common people for a ride in the name of 

democracy. Consequently, democracy as a system and freedom of media were 

sacrificed at the altar of free-market economy which is linchpin of capitalism.
134 

 
The commercial pursuits are so much high that some business and real state tycoons 

run their private TV channels to expose weaknesses of government, bring it on a 

bargaining position and then safeguard their business interests. Thus freedom of 

speech is used to safeguard capital which is at the top of their agenda. A leading 

media activist in an interview observed that most television channels are not 

financially viable, but they keep operating to maintain power status and to safeguard 

their business interests.
135

  

The same financial motives of Pakistan‟s top news channels were observed by 

European Union Election Observation Mission (EUEOM) when they monitored the 

media trend in Pakistan during 2013 elections. The mission observed that broadcast 

news channels devoted “very little” crucial time space to voter awareness in the 

election campaign period before the 2013 general elections. But TV stations appeared 

to cash every chance to make money from political advertisements in the race to 

Election Day. Lase the CEO,  reported that a team of eight media monitors analyzed 

prime time broadcast of six news television channels, Pakistan Television News, 

ATV, ARY News, Express News, GEO News and DAWN News, two radio stations, 

power FM 99 and state-owned FM 101 and three newspapers, The Express Tribune, , 

Jang and Nawa-i-Waqt. The team obseved the political programming and time table 

of print and electronic media  both quantitatively and qualitatively using an EU 

methodology that concentrates access to all political parties, equitable coverage, tone 

of the material, ability to educate voters, gender participation and coverage given to 
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minorities and neglected sectors of the society. In 1,182 hours of coded television 

broadcasts, the team found that news channels allocated 39 percent of programming 

or approximately 463 hours to political agenda of different political parties. A little 

less than one fourth of the political programming was allocated for news. For private 

TV stations, political ads covered up 21 to 31 percent of airtime between 6pm and 

midnight. In contrast, citizens‟ awareness only got 1-2 percent airtime. One of the 

problematic issues with the election coverage, the EU team noted, was that paid 

advertsements of different political parties were almost equal to news bulletons in 

some cases,
136  

“this shows that money is playing an important part,” Lase said. “It 

also means that there should be a debate on campaign financing.” The TV channels 

gave extensive coverage to live election campaign rallies, which benefitted a few 

political parties, while the others suffered which could not pay well to the media 

houses.
137

 Consequently, due to commercial pursuits media in Pakistan failed to 

promote responsible and investigative journalism. Thus it instead of contributing to 

democracy harmed the system. The media did not by definition contribute positively 

to the development of a responsive representative government and responsible 

democratic system. The reporting during the period was based on biased 

assumpyions, it was by definition a sensationalist and ever emphasised on trivial and 

popular news items at the expanse of serious issues.
138 

 One of the reasons of military‟s close relationship with media houses is that military 

has safeguarded the business interests of media houses. Former Dictator 

Zia_ul_Haque, once warned Mujeeb Nizami, the original owner and family member 

of Naw-i-Waqt Group of Publications that he had no right to complain about the lack 

of freedom, since the military had provided a lot of benefits to his business. 

Moreover, media laws in Pakistan have generally been framed and promulgated by 

military regimes and have never been debated in national parliament.
139

 Moreover, if 

media did not follow the directives of military rulers, the counter actions have been 

taken by the authoritarian rulers and they have often been taken over. 

 The carrot and stick policy of military towards media worked successfully. It is the 

reason that media‟s usurpation of power was mostly from political institutions which 

was complained and criticized by political forces. President Asif Ali Zardari who was 

also the co-chairman of PPP criticized the ever expansionist role of media and called 
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the targeted anchors as actors. He also challenged the claim of some media houses 

that they would make or unmake governments in future. To Asif Ali Zardari it is the 

people and not certain media houses who can install political governments in 

future.
140 

Moeed Pirzada, a senior journalist, associated with Dunya News in his talk show 

„Tonight with Moeed Pirzada‟ commented about the power of media. He was of the 

view that actually anchors and journalists enjoy no real powers. To him media owners 

are powerful people. Journalists and anchors follow the guidelines which are issued 

by media houses and owners.
141 

In short though broad cast media industry has flourished with a good pace in the 

previous decade. It is considered as a strong democratic force but at the same time it 

has been criticized on the ground of being unprofessional, unethical, sensionalist and 

exceedingly commercial. All this has undermined journalistic norms.
143

  

 

 5.10   Conclusion
 

It is one of the open secrets in Pakistan that the ISI has played an active role in 

influencing politics. The role, it is strongly believed, has been extended to the media 

as well. It is argued that mouthpieces are strategically placed within media groups to 

propagate the notion of powerful establishment. Those who refuse to toe their 

directions are threatened with dire consequences. The accusations, threats, abduction 

and torture of journalists is also nothing new.
142

 It is the reason that parliamentarians 

argue that they are the soft target for media
144 

 

 During the period from 2008-2013 parliament as an institution made possible efforts 

to make itself supreme as per spirit of parliamentary system
 
and introduced 18

th
 

Constitutional Amendment through which parliament was constitutionally made 

supreme.
145

 But invisible alliance between military establishment and judiciary with 

viable and continuous support of media by utilizing the tool of freedom of press 

narrowed down space for parliament in the field of power politics. Media‟s historical 

alliance with military establishment, the threat perception of ISI and the commercial 

interests of it compelled political forces to work with expediencies and compromises. 
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This approach of media as an institution made it very difficult for political leadership 

to ensure „parliamentary supremacy‟ in its true spirit. 

 Thus, on one hand though parliamentarians in accordance with the normative version 

of institutional theory brought amendments in constitution to make it supreme but at 

the same time they failed to actualize the constitutional amendments due to the 

limited space. Here they had to compromise over „parliamentary supremacy‟ in 

accordance with the spirit of consociational theory‟s principle of accommodation and 

moderation. 

In an attempt to establish itself as the „fourth estate‟ and to acquire more space in state 

structure, media derailed itself from the responsibility of public service. Instead of 

strengthening its bonds with common masses and society at large, media has 

strengthened its relatios with various political and non-political groups, enterprises 

and commercial entities. It created a war like situation with in the institution. This 

exposed them to state control and other influences, taking away impartiality and 

credibility. The more powerful institutions has meaningful influence in the media 

industry, which is recognized as established rule of the game. Parliament is 

comparatively a weaker institution in the state structure. It has yet to establish its 

influence in media. 

In the race to acquire more and more power, media though the largest disseminator of 

news and information in the country has entirely disconnected itself from social issues 

plaguing the society. As a result, though it has remained successful to acquire more 

and more space in power structure but has failed to establish its credibility with in the 

society.
146
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

  Democracy by design is bipolar. Government occupies one side of the pole while 

opposition exists on the other side. In Pakistan, however, historically it has remained 

tri-polar. Government on one spectrum, opposition on the other, while establishment 

occupies the central pivot of the triangular. Historically, establishment has coopted 

the political opposition, had used it against civilian government to bring civilian 

government on compromising position and then fulfil its institutional interests. In the 

tussle civilian institutions particularly the parliament has suffered and has lost its 

supremacy to unelected institutions. The weak position of parliament in the power 

structure has given secondary role to it.  

The political forces to ensure supremacy of parliament came up with the revised 

strategy and signed the Charter of Democracy amongst themselves. They adopted a 

new policy of reconciliation and consensual politics. The revised strategy has broken 

the nexus between establishment and opposition and a new relationship based on 

consensus and accommodation between civilian government and political opposition 

has been established. It is the new re-engineering of politics in Pakistan which has 

never been observed before it. The new strategy has strengthened democratic culture 

in Pakistan. 

The thorough study of Pakistan‟s political system suggests that  political pattern in 

Pakistan has alternated between weak, unstable democratic governments and powerful 

military which is likely to continue.
1 

 Since it was too difficult for civilian government 

to totally detach military from politics because in any transitional democracy,  where 

civilian government is responsible for all types of governance issues, the military 

exerts all pressure to undermine performance of civilian leadership and Pakistan‟s 

case in post 2008 transition from military to civilian was not an exceptional one. To 

respond to the influential role of military in politics the politicians however, adopted 

consensual approach based on accommodation and compromise, which was quite in 

consonance with Katharine Adeney‟s recommendations in respect of Pakistan‟s 

political issues and broadly in accordance with Lijpart‟s theory of „Consociation‟.
2
 

The approach greatly helped politicians to strengthen political and elected institutions 
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and particularly the parliament. They were successful to restore the essence of 

parliamentary system i.e. „parliamentary supremacy‟ when they  reversed the 

amendments of military regime, which had turned parliament into a rubber stamp and 

particularly the infamous Article 58(2)(b), which had empowered president to dismiss 

an elected government in his own discretion.
 
The President of Pakistan when armed 

with 58(2) (b) was either an army chief (General Zia or Gneneral Pervez Musharraf) 

are widely believed to be acting at the behest of military establishment as established 

in Asghar Khan‟s Case.
3
 In presence of the article, the army could pressurize elected 

government to resign and call for early elections as it did in 1991 during Nawaz 

Sharif first period.
 

 The 18
th

 Amendment restored Westminster model of 1973 constitution, deleted the 

Article 58(2) (b), with consensus and restored sovereignty of parliament. By doing so 

they revived the norm of „parliamentary supremacy‟ in letter in the light of normative 

standard of new institutional theory which states that observance of norms are pivotal 

for growth of institutions. The COD forces in the light of the charter refrained to 

openly knock at the garrison doors which they had done in 1990‟s.
 
The reason was 

that they had got political maturity and had learned lesson from bitter experiences of 

the past. More or less they played by the rules which they had outlined in 2006 in the 

shape of COD. According to the rules they instead of confrontations, tolerated each 

other.
 

 Consequently, the system was not destabilized and powers were not usurped by army 

generals.
 

Rather time and again and at different occasions the main political 

opposition PML (N) made it clear that they would not welcome, rather resist any 

unconstitutional move which was a great step forward. The experience of 

consociational politics of Zardari Government gave stability to political institutions, 

parliament and democracy. Through legal and constitutional reforms the political 

forces acquired more political space and learned to work together in coalition 

governments both at center and in provinces. It strengthened their understanding of 

how democracy operate under the spirit of consociational theory and consensual 

politics when political forces while remaining both in opposition and coalition and at 

the same time continue to differ with the armed forces on crucial political, economic 

and security issues.
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 However, with all their experiences and expediencies and the fact that armed forces 

do not want to come back to power soon, the margin of error with COD political 

forces is very thin. Because Pakistan Army has still the potential to intervene directly, 

co-opt some disgruntled politicians and tame the rightists‟ political forces particularly 

Jamat-e-Islam, Qadri and Imran Khan. Moreover, only legal remedy to keep military 

in barracks and the balancing of civilian side through consensus and mutual 

understanding is not enough. More important is the structural and behavioral changes 

in the top forces of military institutions to accept the secondary role, which is still 

absent and military plays key role in power politics of Pakistan.  

 On the other hand professionalism and to restrict itself to its own constitutional 

responsibilities has never restrained army to take part in politics. To Aqeel Shah, “it 

has a particular brand of tutorial professionalism that gives it a sense of entitlement 

over the policies and structures its responses to changes in the surrounding political 

environment”.
4
 It is the reason that it supersedes political institutions in governance 

and this mentality of army is very difficult to change. It will take several years and at 

the same time if civilian institutions are allowed to work with full freedom. Moreover, 

Pakistan‟s Army disrespect for political forces is no more a secret\ issue. To fulfil its 

institutional interests it has interfered time and again. It has not mattered whether 

army is under a politically ambitious command, such as General Musharraf or a more 

professional one, like General Ashfaq Pervez Kiyani. These repeated interventions 

have weakened the competency of civilian institutions, undermined the progressive 

growth of representative institutions on democratic lines and have brought imbalance 

of power between military and civilian institutions, which needs to be redressed, if 

Pakistan has to become a modern democrate state that is well in a position to govern 

its territory smoothly. 

The civilian leadership tried to bring powerful ISI under control but it backfired. The 

DG ISI General Shuja Pasha refused to meet the Indian high command after Mombay 

episode and his meeting with Mansoor Ijaz in London at the time of Memogate 

Scandal without any prior permission from political executive indicates that elected 

leadership had no control over intelligence agencies.
5
 But such setbacks are not 

unsual in fragile democracies and this should not prevent political executives to take 

tactical steps to ensure „parliamentary supremacy‟ over permanent state institutions. 
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The parliament must ensure its control over defense budget and enact legislation with 

consensus to bring ISI under control and must ensure its meaningful say in promotion 

and appointment of military generals.  

The military leadership lacks objective thinking in a sense that it cannot adopt a 

mechanism to keep itself out of politics, adopt a straight professional line to defend 

the borders and accept subordinate role as outlined in the constitution, in accordance 

with norms of parliamentary system and contribute to a more normal balanced 

relationship between civilian leadership and military. It lacks governance capability 

itself but it does not allow civilians to rule freely which is its serious problem, which 

compels it to indulge itself in politics and governance.
 

For the purpose to confine military to its barracks, the political leadership have to 

review the economic conditions of the state and have to shift state‟s priority to more a 

welfare state than a security state and have to redefine role of army and intelligence 

agencies in state affairs. To achieve the task politicians in government have to 

redefine their relations with other political parties and would have to focus on issues 

and reforms, not on personal benefits and corruption. On other hand the army will 

have to allow political leadership to develop its governance capacity and will have to 

willingly opt for a reduced role, which will be a paradigm shift on part of army, which 

seems difficult but not impossible.
6
 

With all these positive gestures the direct military intervention in Pakistan is always a 

possibility. Military had directly ruled from 1958 to 1971, 1977 to 1988 and from 

1999 to 2008 which is little less than the half of the total life since the country had 

come into being. If past is any parameter then the institution has still the potential to 

directly intervene any time because uncertain regional scenario and political, security 

and economic conditions of state may always provide a reasonable excuse to the 

institution to directly take the affairs of the government in its own hands. Moreover, 

the average length of government under political parties is 7.5 years.Pakistan People‟s 

Party completed its five years tenure and the PML(N) also completed its tenure. 

Keeping in view the past record military would have then intervened in 2015, but it 

did not opt for direct intervention. The cyclic pattern of transition of power from 

authoritarianism to democracy and vice versa has been upset. It seems that the 
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interspersed after the turn of every decade during the course of history of entire 

political development of Pakistan from civilian to authoritarian rule is disturbed by 

COD political leadership. 

 Two arguments may be forwarded in the light of the present research project. Firstly, 

military has implicit if not explicit veto in critical policy making issues i.e. Pakistan‟s 

relations with India, Afghanistan, China and US, the defense budget, military 

procurement and its other privileges
.7

 The thesis suggests that it has supported  

aggressively  the media and judiciary whenever civilian government tried to deviate 

from unwritten agreement during the period from 2008 to 2013. The studies indicate 

that military successfully safeguarded its core interests during the period. It is the 

reason that why govern the state directly for a long time when it can rule indirectly 

more or less permanently? The army adopted same policies during the Nawaz Sharif 

period. When Nawaz Sharif tried to exert control over army and tried to lodge case of 

treason against ex-army chief, General Pervez Musharraf and started negotiations 

without formal approval of army with Taliban, it considered political government not 

respecting the rules of the game and prompted atypical politicians Qadri and Imran to 

start an agitational march towards Islamabad against the alleged election rigging and 

put pressure on political government.
 
 According to media reports Nawaz Sharif had 

been told that, “there will be no coup but if he wants his government to survive, from 

now on it will have to share space with the army.”
7
  

The decision in which army allowed Nawaz Sharif to work was made during the late 

August meeting of military generals in which five out of eleven participants including 

the DG ISI General Zaheer-ul-Islam wanted to dislodge the government. However, 

Army Chief General Rahil Sharif was not in favor of direct intervention because 

economic and security conditions were not feasible for direct intervention and Nawaz 

Sharif accepted all the core demands of army including Musharraf‟s safe exit.
8 

Secondly, political parties has brought a paradigm shift in politics which resulted in 

signing of COD between two popular political parties. Under the charter they had 

pledged that they would respect mandate of each other, would reform 1973 

constitution, restore „parliamentary supremacy‟, would not invite military high 

command to step in directly and would not pave way for establishment to dismiss 
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elected governments through presidency under Article 58(2)(b),
 
which is commonly 

termed as politics of 1990‟s. During period from 2008 -2013, the signatories of COD 

more or less followed spirit of the charter, respected mandate of each other, reformed 

the constitution, restored „parliamentary supremacy‟ and did not play in the hands of 

military establishment which was a major political shift. 

 Under the spirit of COD, they started a new era of practical politics under consensual 

and reconciliatory approach. The major political parties differed with each other and 

opposed each other‟s views and politics but at the same time did not become a tool to 

derail the political system rather cooperated with each other to strengthen democratic 

institutions. In 2014 when Nawaz Sharif government was challenged by military 

backed movement of Tahirul Qadri and Imran Khan‟s PTI, in which they staged 

Dharna against alleged null practices in elections 2013, the parliament showed its 

presence and most of the parties like PPP, the JI, the JUI, MQM and ANP stood by 

Nawaz Sharif government, resisted the pressure which might be cited a good example 

of consensual politics in which they stood united to rescue democratic system.
 
 
 

The changed strategy of political forces was countered by establishment through 

homeopathic strategies by permanent institutions i.e. judiciary and media. The 

challenges compelled elected institutions, parliament and political executives to 

compromise and remained unsuccessful to expand its space in power politics or make 

parliament supreme in the real sense of the word. Christine Fair asserts that, “Kiyani 

shrewdly manipulated political system, remained very much political but at the same 

time cultivated the impression of strong professional soldier”. 
9
 He used judiciary as 

a, „sword of Damocles‟ against PPP government and fulfilled institutional interests. 

Due to the manipulation tactics civilian government could not exercise its 

constitutional powers freely vis-a-vis army and always remained on defensive.
 
The 

court confined parliament‟s powers to make amendments in Article 175 and directed 

parliament to bring amendments in the article acceptable to judiciary and thus gave 

vital authority to Chief Justice and judiciary in the apointments of judges. Thus 

deprived parliament to have a meaningful voice in the appointment of judges.
10 

 The linkage between judiciary and media has even been accepted by members of 

judiciary.
11   

This brought judges into public arena. Even a simple look at the daily 
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print and electronic media during the 2008-2013 period reveals that judges did not 

speak only through their judgments. The print and electronic media even reported 

verbal comments and remarks of superior court judges. All this proved harmful for 

„supremacy of parliament‟ and space was limited for political executives and 

politicians in power politics.  

Though, Supreme Court adopted aggressive policy towards civilian governments 

which attracted criticism, it refrained to address the extra constitutional role that 

military plays behind the scenes. It was rather belatedly mentioned in Air Martial 

(Retd) Muhammad Asghar Khan Case that the court recognized and criticized the 

military‟s role in politics but even that was largely a symbolic decision.
12  

 Thus, an 

exclusive focus on elected institutions and the resultant destabilization of political 

executives and elected parliament led some to list the court‟s role amongst the causes 

of military establishment‟s continuing strength with the state structure.  

 Moreover, many of suo-moto cases were taken upon the reports of alleged corruption 

in print and electronic media which had negative impacts on parliament and political 

executives
13

 and political forces in government observed understanding between then 

CJ Chaudhry, COAS Kiyani and some sections of media,
 14

 which carries weight and 

cannot be rejected out rightly. The pro-Chaudhry court‟s academics also accepted that 

the Chaudhry court era was a state centric kind of judicial activism, which ended in 

December 2013 with the retirement of Iftikhar Choudhry. To the school of thought 

there were two choices before Supreme Court, firstly, to persist with the campaign to 

curb the illegalities of the executive or to make strategic retract and thereby 

effectively let itself be fully co-opted in the governance arrangement and to them the 

court would opt for latter option.
15 

 It further strengthened the belief of PPP circles that the court has historically 

remained biased towards PPP led government and their leadership from Nusrat Bhutto 

versus State case to Gillani‟s dismissal in the contempt of court case, court showed 

anti PPP approach. Even the prominent leaders of Lawyers‟ Movement like Ali 

Ahmad Kurd, Aitzaz Ahsan and Asma Jahangir differed widely with the policies of 

Chaudhry‟s Supreme Court and considered it as gross interference of judiciary in the 

domain of executive and legislature. Ali Ahmad Kurd was not even ready to accept 
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law of contempt of court and argued that in civilized societies it does not exist
16

  

Asma Jahangir termed the prime minister‟s conviction in contempt of court case as, 

„Judicial Coup” and termed it as equivalent to 58(2)(b).
17

 By the end of 2013, when 

Chaudhry‟s tenure came to an end, the superior judiciary faced a series of charges of 

judicial activism and thus of acting as a political institution which had over-reached 

its power and undermined the norm of „supremacy of parliament‟.
18 

 One of the problems of Pakistan is its civilian government‟s political instability and 

competency to peacefully transfer their power from one civilian government to 

another after completion of full parliamentary tenure. The Zardari Government in this 

respect was successful to orderly transfer powers to the winner political party, which 

is a major change and their continuous commitment to the spirit of COD. It can be 

safely argued that, despite challenges, the reconciliatory policy worked. One of the 

reasons of restrained policy on part of institution of military was the consensual 

politics of COD political forces. The policy has still compelled army not to intervene 

directly because it might result in major setback for its institutional interests.   

Interestingly, judiciary and media have always been viewed as the sine qua non for 

perpetuation and safeguard of democracy in healthy and mature democratic system. 

The thesis suggests that this is not a case with the chequered democratic experience in 

Pakistan. During the period 2008-2013 military establishment effectively manipulated 

and used these seemingly pro-democratic institutions to the detriment of democratic 

process in situation when the authoritarian forces turned against democracy. The 

inherent proclivities of judiciary with establishment enabled it to work for its cause 

which proved detrimental for democratic institutions. In future the judiciary will 

follow the same pattern and will support the cause of establishment. The judiciary 

itself involved in the much politicized case of Panama. It will open new evenues of 

research in the field in future. 

Similarly due to business and commercial dynamics in media there is a tendency of 

manipulation by establishment of the role of print and electronic media against 

democratic forces. In the early phase of evolution media was directly working under 

the monopoly of permanent state institutions and was therefore used as an anti-

democratic factor by establishment. Later on it was commercialized and was given in 
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the monopoly of business houses which were naturally against democratic system. 

The media‟s vigorous support of the cause of establishment at several critical 

junctures during the present PML (N) Government supports the argument of the thesis 

that it will challenge „parliamentary supremacy‟ in future under homeopathic strategy. 

The PML (N) Government strategy to turn some media houses in its own favor to 

neutralize the strategy of media is a new area of research which needs proper 

attention.  

The consensus between democratic institutions under the auspices of COD reduced 

space for establishment to manipulate COD political forces against each other. The 

time tested experiences of collaboration between establishment and opposition had 

always been a critical dilemma of democracy in Pakistan. The politics of contestation 

between government and opposition was always a source of threat for democracy. 

The COD brought about structural changes in relations between civilian government 

and political opposition and prescribed consensual solutions for the very survival of 

democracy in Pakistan. The politics of opposition was softened by the politics of 

reconciliation which not only strengthened democracy but gave new confidence to 

democratic forces against establishment. The panacea as prescribed in the provisions 

of COD worked effectively and the political forces developed a new sense of 

ownership towards democracy. The situation is of course posing a serious challenge 

to the space which has been acquired by establishment in power politics of Pakistan. 

Their monopoly in politics has been challenged through the politics of consensus. The 

authoritarian adventurism has been put under check. Their non-coup-coup approach, 

the conventional allopathic strategy and the homeopathic strategy have not worked as 

per the satisfaction of establishment. Will the consensual policy of the political forces 

will further keep the armed forces on backfoot or whether it may strike back and 

directly intervene in politics? is a tricky question. The thesis suggests that if COD 

political forces adopted the same consensual and reconciliatory approach, it will 

become very much difficult for military establishment to intervene directly rather it 

may lose more ground to political forces in future. 

The establishment has always cultivated and groomed its favored political characters 

and have given them stature, projection with patriotic and nationalistic agenda. If the 

genuine opposition is not willing to collaborate with establishment, they are seeking 
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to create a new brand of opposition to be used as a tool of manipulation in the pattern 

of historical experiences. It seems that erstwhile justice party of by gone days has 

been revived in the form of translated nomenclature of Tehrik-e-Insaf headed by a 

politically favored, child of glamour and show biz of international fame in the shape 

of Imran Khan. The establishment has intelligently and carefully initiated him as the 

alternate leader of opposition and has put him in a long drawn process of baptism i.e. 

in which he has been not only purified, sanctified and initiated as a moral entity in the 

culture of corruption and maladministration but has been given a mission to dislodge 

and temple the democracy in Pakistan in its fragile existence. It is a serious challenge 

for democracy and the COD political forces can only tackle it with the politics of 

consensus by following the principles of compromise and moderation of 

Consociational Theory of Democracy.  
 

In the same pattern, the Qadri with populist and the religious dynamism have been 

fielded as a pressure group to eat into the vitals of democratic body politics with the 

agenda of misguided mobocracy to demoralize democracy.  The establishment is 

seeking to co-opt the forces of religious obscrantism as their allies as militants‟ 

proxies from the School of Deoband in North West border lands and from the school 

of Barelvies as political proxies in the hinter lands of Punjab. The Qadris‟ and Rizvis‟ 

with Barelvi orientation and docile profile have been given a new spirit of activism to 

change the political landscape that had been developed by the same establishment to 

favor the earstwhile ally against PPP. In the changed circumstances PMLN doesn‟t 

seem to be a viable and dependable ally, therefore, its popular face needs to be ultered 

in favor of the new allies. 

The political chemistry punctuated by the acidic roles of religious, sectarian and 

militant actions and reactions have been set up to work its way out to the ultimate 

dissolution of democratic process. The processes are going to generate itself 

perpetuating poisons which can only harm the hard earned spirit and vigour of 

democracy. A new culture of abusive politics with the use of bizarre language and 

immoral nomenclature which was not the culture of Pakistan‟s body politics before, 

has been not only appreciated but has lso been encouraged through media at every 

level. It is not only an attack on democracy but seems to be a calculated effort to 

undermine the politics of civilian texture. It seems to be an exercise in demoralization 
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of political forces and institutions. For these services the forces of abscourentism are 

not only petteronized but are shamlessly paid in kind with all sense sprite de corps. 

At the judicial front the establishment has been seeking to encroach upon the space 

available for democratic and parliamentary executives through strategic advancement 

in the garb of litigation in the cases of corruption and misuse of power. The Panama 

case has presented a God given opportunity to the forces of authoritarianism which 

have staged managed a sucssessful judicial coup deta against the government of 

Nawaz Sharif, a co-signatory of COD. 

The coup has been sanctified by the friendly and sympathetic media houses who are 

seeking to pave way for rising tide of anti democratic storms against the genuine 

political order. The space available for the genuine opposition is also under gradual 

encroachment by the expension of the roles of pseudo opposition and its politics. 

Democratic system seems to be under attack from all the directions at every level of 

its functionality with systemetic and organized efforts directly and indirectly 

patteronized by the all powerful establishment.  

If the COD was the result of a lesson learned during the chequered history of 

democracy in Pakistan, the present judicial activism, use of rabid journalism and 

abusive secterianism is going to be a matching response to the challenge of 

democratic order from authoritarianism. 

Moreover, parliamentary system with all the features of West Minster democracy, 

including the absolute supremacy of parliament, had been the ultimate ideal of all 

shades of Indian nationalist movement. The notions of restricted democracy in checks 

and chains under different viceregal prescriptions of diarchy, poliarchy, oligarchy or 

in any shape of hierarchy was anathema for the leading heroes of freedom movement. 

The remanant of viceregal heritage, like judiciary, civil-military bueuracracy and 

politicized clergy, however entertained strong reservations and apprehensions 

regarding „parliamentary supremacy‟ in terms of their fears which were viewed as 

perceived risks. These elements are seeking to prescribe checks and restrictions on 

supremacy of parliament in their own way in order to create a space for the expansion 

of their institutional role in the power game. In view of the perceived risks, the 

judiciary as a custodian of the constitution use the notion of basic structures against 
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the supremacy of parliament, which indirectly enhances its institutional role from 

interpretation of laws to the legislation of laws. Similarly, civil and military 

bureaucracy also view risks in democracy with „parliamentary supremacy‟.and prefer 

to empower presidents instead of prime ministers. The clergy has always been 

outrageous against the ideals of supremacy of people, that‟s why they have robbed the 

parliament of its supreme power by assigning the sovereignty to almighty God. Infact 

perceived risks and assumptions of basic structures of the constitution are used to 

curtail the power of parliament in one way or another. 

Infact in democracy the choice of people is the real and decisive check on any 

tendency of absolutism in parliament, which keeps balance and provide safeguards 

againsts all types of risks of tyranny    

Democratic forces are ofcourse still facing the challenge of survival through the 

intelligent use of allopathic and homeopathic options available in the present 

situation. There is a razer thin space available for maneavouring for democratic 

leadership and COD political forces where tact and compromise instead of 

adventurism can be a viable, reasonable and rational approach to give perpetuate 

democracy and ensure „parliamentary supremacy‟ in the long run. 
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Appendix 

 

1.5.1. Interview Questions 

 

1. Introductory text on the study purpose, request for informed consent for 

recording and citation……In your opinion, what is the role a parliament 

should play within a democratic political system? 

2. With regard to Pakistan's political system, what has been the role of the 

national parliament, in particular since 2008? 

3. What do you understand by the term 'parliamentary supremacy'? Follow-up: 

Or, in other words, do you think that parliament should have a special status 

within the political system vis-a-vis other political institutions, in particular 

having a leading and rather a sovereign role in legislation and policy-making, 

control? of the government and the budget? 

4. How and in what ways is „parliamentary supremacy‟ important for a 

successful democratization process in post-2008 Pakistan? 

5. Do you see any particular threats or challenges to Pakistan's „parliamentary 

supremacy‟ during the legislative period of 2008-2013? 

Follow up: Please explain what are major factors and actors that presented a 

threat or challenge during that period in time. 

6. In your opinion, was there any particular threat or challenge that emerged to 

„parliamentary supremacy‟ from Pakistan's security agencies – military and 

civilian? 

7. In your assessment, was there any threat or challenge from civilian 

institutions to „parliamentary supremacy‟ in Pakistan during the Zardari 

presidency. If so, please explain. Follow up: How would you assess, for 

example, institutions such as the judiciary and media's role and relationships 

vis-a-vis the the National Assembly? 

Sample: 

Academics: 

Historians: Riaz Ahmad and Rafique Afzal.  

Political Scientists:  Mohammad Waseem, Ghulam Qasim and Maya Tudor.  

Political Economists: S Akbar Zaidi and Asim Sajjad Akhtar. 
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Government Officials:Ex COAS, Ex DG ISI,Ex DG ISPR, Ex Chief Justice of 

Pakistan, Ex Registrar Supreme Court. Retired Judge Suprem Court. 

Members of Parliament: Members of Constitutional Reforms committee which 

produced the bill of 18th, 19th and 20th constitutional 

amendments.Parliamentarians who remained the members of 

PAC.Parliamentary heads of political parties present in the 2008-13 National 

Assembly. 

Political Executives: Prime Minister,spokespersons, e.g. minister for 

information,cabinet members summoned by the superior judiciary,minister for 

parliamentary affairs, minister for law and justice and the interior minister. 

Lawyers / Jurists:Lawyers who appeared in constitutional cases in superior 

judiciary from government side or against the government like Aitezaz Ahsan, 

Babar Awan, Asma Jahangir, Farooq H Naik,Akram Sheikh. 

Media Persons: Talkshow hosts e.g. Kamran Khan, Hamid Mir, Moeed 

Pirzada, Javed Chaudhry, Raza Roomi,  
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